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Management Summary 
PSDB has been tasked, by the Home Office, the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) and 
the Northern Ireland Office (NIO), with carrying out an evaluation of less lethal technologies. 
Along with these organisations, Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC), PSDB, the 
Policing Board of Northern Ireland and the Ministry of Defence (latterly through the Defence 
Science and Technology Laboratory) formed a Steering Group to guide this evaluation. 

The ACPO Working Groups on Police Use of Firearms, Self Defence and Restraint and Public 
Order produced a joint Operational Requirement (OR) for a less lethal tactical option. PSDB's 
evaluations have been directed at providing a complete and accurate scientific and technical 
response to that requirement. 

Taser devices were extensively examined by PSDB and a report, PSDB Evaluation of Taser 
Devices l , was published in July 2002. As a result of that report and the medical statement 
provided br the DSAC' Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less-Iethal Weapons 
(DOMILL) ACPO decided to go ahead with an operational trial in five forces in the UK using the 
Taser International M26 Advanced Taser with the support of Home Office ministers. Sorne areas 
for further testing of the M26 had been highlighted in the DOMILL statement and a new taser, the 
Taser International Taser X26, had become available. The ACPO Working Group on Police Use 
of Firearms asked for this new taser to be evaluated by PSDB. This report contains the following 
new information: 

o The laser in the sighting system has been c1assified as 3R according to the British laser safety 
standard BS EN 60825-1. Although this c1ass exceeds the internationally agreed maximum 
permissible exposure (MPE) values (lm W), because of the safety factors in MPE values, they 
are unlikely to cause eye injuries for accidentaI exposures but intentional viewing must be 
avoided. However, the M26 does not currently comply with the standard's labelling 
requirements. 

o There is a low risk of the taser affecting medical equipment in a dangerous way. 

o Further work commissioned by PSDB, and to be published in the supplement to this report, 
has indicated that there is no significant risk of affecting the flight-critical systems of aircraft 
in flight. 

o There is a significant risk of ignition if a taser is fired at a target that has been previously 
sprayed with either CS or PA V A incapacitant spray. CS spray is more likely than PA V A spray 
to ignite but PA V A solvent burns with a blue flame that is difficult to see in bright light 
conditions. 

OThe residual medical concerns over the M26 taser raised by DOMILL have been investigated 
by the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl). The information provided was 
reviewed by DOMILL and contributed to their second statement on the M26, which is 
inc1uded in the appendices of this report. It conc1udes that the risk of life-threatening or serious 
injuries from the M26 Taser is very low. 

Throughout the testing and the handling trials covered in this report, and when compared to the 
Operational Requirement, the %26 taser .f7e/forms margina/& better than the M26 in most areas. 
However: 

OThe M26 is approximately halfthe cost of the X26; 

C Of the eleven X26 units supplied to PSDB, discounting the two that were used in drop-testing, 
seven broke down under no more duress than repeated usage in a 6-month period. These X26 
units were early production models and PSDB received 20 replacements and tested them 
repeatedly over a month-long period. None broke down entirely during the test but two units' 
pulse repetition rates slowed significantly (thus reducing the power being delivered). This 
shows an improvement over the previous units but should not be regarded as definitive 
reliability testing . 

• DSAC: Defenee Seientifie Advisory Couneil 
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When the medical implications of the use of the X26 were examined by DOMILL it was 
concluded that "The risk of a life-threatening event arising from the direct interaction of the 
currents of the X26 Taser with the heart, is less than the already low risk of such an event from the 
M26 Advanced Taser." DOMILL also noted that if the X26 is more effective than the M26 in 
stimulating skeletal muscle, as claimed, then there will be a greater like1ihood of head in jury after 
contact with surfaces due to the less controUed faU. However, the risk of serious head injury is still 
considered to be low. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The following groups have tasked the Police Scientific Development Branch (PSDB) 
with carrying out an evaluation ofless lethal technologies: 

o The Home Office Action Against Crime and Disorder Unit (AACDU), now the 
Public Order and Police Co-operation Unit (POPCU); 

o The Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO), specificaUy the foUowing 
working groups under the Conflict Management Portfolio: 

SelfDefence and Restraint (SDAR); 

Police Use ofFirearms (PUoF); and 

Public Order. 

o The Northern Ireland Office (NIO) Patten Action Team. 

The above organisations, along with Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary 
(HMIC), the Policing Board of Northern Ireland and the Ministry of Defence, 
inc1uding Dstl, are represented on the Steering Group for this project. An Operational 
Requirement (see Appendix D) was produced for less lethal tactical options in August 
2000 by the ACPO PUoF and SDAR working groups, now the Conflict Management 
Portfolio, and amended in June 2001 to inc1ude the requirements relevant to the 
policing ofpublic disorder, as requested by the ACPO Public Order working group. 

Electrical Incapacitation Devices were identified as a priority technology and in July 
2002 PSDB published a report on taser devices1• This report, entitled PSDB 
Evaluation of Taser Devices, marked 'the end of an in-depth evaluation and examined 
the benefits and drawbacks of taser technology as a whole, as weU as evaluating the 
seven taser models that were available at the time. It consisted of in-house testing, 
handling trials, a review of international information and a comparison of these results 
with the Operational Requirement. 

As a result of PSDB's report and the medical statement provided by DOMILL,2 
Ministers gave their support to ACPO to proceed with an operational trial in five 
forces in the UK using the Taser International M26 Advanced Taser (the M26). Some 
areas for further testing of the M26 had been raised and a new taser, the Taser 
International Taser X26 (the X26), had become available. The ACPO Working Group 
on Police Use ofFirearms asked for this new taser to be tested by PSDB. 

This report encompasses the additional work that was required on the M26 and the 
evaluation of the X26. It is written as a follow-on to the previous report and thus does 
not examine tas ers in a generic sense. The X26 is examined in direct comparison to the 
M26 as the unit that has now been approved for operational use in support to firearms 
in aU forces. This report also assumes a previous knowledge of tas ers and their 
associated terminology and should be read in the context of the previous report. It is 
comprised of seven chapters inc1uding this introduction: 

o Chapter 2 consists of a description of the X26 and the M26, as weU as various 
Taser International cartridges; 

o Chapter 3 details the further testing that was required on the M26; 

o Chapter 4 examines the performance of the X26 against a series of in-house tests 
and provides information on the international use of taser devices, with important 
statistics on effectiveness ratings and reasons for failure; 
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2 

o Chapter 5 pro vides an analysis of taser comparison handling trials that were carried 
out in February 2004, involving 38 police officers from 12 different police forces. 
These trials allowed a direct comparison of the differences in handling between the 
X26 and the M26; 

o Chapter 6 focuses on the ACPO Operational Requirement for a less lethal tactical 
option and examines which of the models best meets each aspect of that 
requirement; and 

o Chapter 7 draws conclusions from the whole report. 

In addition to these chapters, Appendix E contains a statement by DOMILL on the 
residual medical issues raised concerning the M26 and Appendix F a statement 
regarding the medical implications of the X26. . 
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2 COMPARISON OF lASER MODELS 

2.:1. Introduction 

In June 2003 Taser International acquired aIl of the assets of Taser Technologies 
(including Tasertron). AlI of the Tasertron products examined in the last PSDB 
evaluation are no longer produced. These include the TE86, TE93, TE95 and TE95HP 
mode1s as well as the "Patrol Taser" and the prototype HP121. 

Since PSDB's last report, Taser International have produced two new taser devices: 
the Taser X26 and MX "Animal Taser". The company also acquired access to 
Tasertron customer lists and the right to execute pending contracts with the US 
government. The company has rapidly expanded and is now custom-building a factory. 
The lawsuit between Taser Technologies and Taser International has ended. 

2.2 laser Models 

Taser International produces six models oftaser: 

o For civilian use 

- 34000 Series (small 7W taser) 

- M18 (18W advanced taser without laser sights) 

- M18L (18Wadvanced taserwith laser sights) 

o For law enforcement agencies' use only 

- M26 Advanced Taser (26W taser, currently approved for 
operational use in support to firearms in UK forces) 

- X26 Taser (6W "shaped pulse" technology) 

- MX Animal Taser (high amperage taser for use on large animaIs 
only) 

Details of the company and their products can be found on their website at 
www.taser.cOlTI. 

AlI models except for the X26 and MX were evaluated in the previous PSDB report. 
This report concerns itself with further testing of the M26 and initial testing of the 
X26. The characteristics and features of these two weapons are shown in Tables 2.1 
and 2.2. The costs detailed in these tables are based on prices quoted by the UK 
supplier and are correct as of June 2004. 
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Model 

Manufacturer 

Cost of T aser 

M26 Advanced Taser 

(44000 Series) 

Taser International 

f:395 + VAT 

Cost of Cartridge, Ali types f:15 + VAT each 

Size/Weight 

Power 
Output 

Ergonomies 

One/two shot 
capability 

Sighting 
Mechanism 

Discharge 

Cartridges 

Propellant 

Auditing 

163· 36· 150mm. Weighs 51Og. 

Nominally 26W with a pulse repetition frequency found to be 25-38 pulses/second. 

This taser is shaped like a firearm but is available in black with a yellow sticker (model 
#44000 - shown) or in a variety of colours (including yelIow, model #44005, as used in 
sorne forces) to differentiate it from a conventional firearm. The forefinger is used to 
activate the trigger. 

Single shot capability before reloading but can be used as a close contact 'stun-gun' 
after the cartridge has been fired or with the cartridge removed. 

This model has a single, integral laser sight that is intended to show where the top barb 
will strike. Estimating where the bottom barb will strike is left to the judgement of the 
user and the rule-of-thumb that for every 7 feet travelled the bottom barb will drop 1 
foot. The sight is activated when the taser is armed and is on continuously. The taser 
also has mechanical 'fin and blade' sights attached. 

The taser continues to discharge for 5 seconds after the trigger is depressed. It can be 
stopped at any time by engaging the safety switch. 

AlI Taser International cartridges are interchangeable with aIl Taser International 
models. The cartridge types can be found in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. Cartridges have a 5-year 
shelflife. 

The propellant used in Taser International cartridges is compressed nitrogen gas. There 
is no smoke and little smell emitted when these cartridges are discharged. 

Each taser has a seriaI number marked on it. The M26 model also has a dataport that 
records the date and time of the previous 585 discharges. 

In addition each cartridge has its own seriaI number and when it is fired it releases a 
number of 'AFID' (Anti Felon Identification) tags - small, coloured, paper discs with 
the seriaI number of the cartridge on them. This provides an audit trail at the scene of 
any discharge. 

Accessories A battery coyer is available that will accommodate a second cartridge to facilitate swift 
reloading. A battery indicator is also included but is only suitable for use with alkaline 
batteries. A recharger unit has been introduced that allows rechargeable batteries to be 
charged whilst in the taser battery pack. This costs f49.50 + VAT. 

4 

The M26 dataport can also be used to fire the taser remotely. 

A range ofholsters is available. 

A protective suit for use with the blue training cartridges (see Table 2.3) is available for 1 

f350 + V AT but Pro-Tect Systems, the "L'K agent, currently supplies one for free with 
the first order for 1000 cartridges (of any type). 

TABLE 2. 1 The reatures orthe Taser International M2ô Advanced Taser mode/ 
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Model 

Manufacturer 

Cost of Taser 

1aser X26 

(26000 Series) 

1aser International 

[750 + VAT (including 
extended warranty) 

Cost of Cartridge, Ali types [15 + VATeach 

Size/Weight 

Power 
Output 

Ergonomies 

One/two shot 
capability 

Sighting 
Mechanism 

Discharge 

Cartridges 

Propellant 

Auditing 

150· 34· 43mm. Weighs 230g. 

Nominally 6W. It dis charges with a pulse repetition frequency of 19 pulses/second for 
the frrst two seconds; dropping to 15 pulses/second for the subsequent three seconds. If 
the trigger is held it continues at 15 pulses/second. However, aU units produced from 
July 2004 onwards will stay at 19 pulses/second for the entire discharge. This is also 
available as an upgrade for older units as a software download. The pulse rate is 
controlled digitally and so will not change with battery levels or temperature. 

This taser is shaped like a shortened firearm but is available in yellow to differentiate it 
from a conventionaI firearm. The forefmger is used to activate the trigger. It is 
approximately halfthe size of the M26. 

Single shot capability before reloading but can be used as a close contact 'stun-gun' 
after the cartridge has been fired or with the cartridge removed. 

This model has a single, integrallaser sight that is intended to show where the top barb 
will strike. Estimating where the bottom barb will strike is left to the judgement of the 
user and the rule-of-thumb that for every 7 feet travelled the bottom barb will drop 1 
foot. The sight is activated when the taser is armed and is on continuously. The taser 
also has mechanical 'fm and blade' sights attached where the fin and blade are yellow. 

The taser continues to discharge for 5 seconds after the trigger is depressed. It can be 
stopped at any time by engaging the safety switch. If the trigger is squeezed again after 
the dis charge has finished but before the countdown (showing "00") has gone blank then 
there is a short delay before the weapon dis charges. 

Ali Taser International cartridges are interchangeable with aIl Taser International 
models. The cartridge types can be found in Tables 2.3 and 2.4. Cartridges have a 5-year 
shelflife. 

The propellant used in Taser International cartridges is compressed nitrogen gas. There 
is no smoke and little smell emitted when these cartridges are discharged. 

Each taser has a seriaI number marked on an integrated metal tag. The taser has a 
dataport that records the time, date, duration, temperature and battery status of the last 
2000 firings. It is interrogated via a USB connection and the downloaded files are 
encrypted. The dataport may lose its data if the battery is left out for more than 24 hours. 

In addition each cartridge has its own seriai number and when it is fired it releases a 
number of 'AFID' (Anti Felon Identification) tags - small, coloured, paper discs with 
the seriai number of the cartridge on them. This provides an audit trai! at the scene of 
any discharge. 

Accessories A battery is available (XDPM - see Section 2.3) that will 
accommodate a second cartridge to facilitate swift reloading. 

An integrated "exoskeleton" ambidextrous holster is supplied 
with the unit. (See right). 

A protective suit for use with the blue training cartridges (see 
Table 2.3) is available for f350 + VAT but Pro-Tect Systems, 
the UK agent, currently supplies one for free with the first 
order for 1000 cartridges (of any type). 

TABLE 2.2 The Teatures OT the Taser International Taser X26 mode (continued overlea~ 
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Additional 
Features 

Central/nflrmation .Display (C/.D) When the safety switch is up it shows b!!ttery life 
remaining (0-99%). When triggered it shows a 5-second countdown. When changing the 
lighting feature (see below) it shows the illumination status. It shows "Re-Ann" status 
(see below). When the battery magazine is loaded it shows the warranty status: 
(Expiration) YY, MM (CUITent system time) YY, MM, DD, RH, MM (System 
temperature) in oC. 

Flosh!tght In addition to the laser sight there is a flashlight feature. The status can be 
changed using the small, yellow button on top of the unit. The selection is shown on the 
CID: LF (Laser & Flashlight); LO (Laser Only); OF (Flashlight Only); 00 (Nothing) . 

.Re-Arm Fealure When the taser has been left for 20 minutes in armed mode it switches 
off and alerts the user to the fact that it needs re-arming by the CID displaying "RA". 

TABLE 2.2 The reatures orthe Taser International Taser %26 model (continued) 

2.3 Batteries for the laser X26 
The Taser X26 requires a specific type of battery manufactured by the company, that 
they caU a "Digital Power Magazine" or "DPM". 1t is a battery made up of lithium 
energy cells. A benefit of lithium energy ceUs is that they continue to function at low 
temperatures (see Section 4.4: Extreme Temperature). 

The company c1aims a battery shelf life of 10 years or up to 300 frrings. The DPM also 
contains a digital memory so that the remaining percentage life of the battery can be 
displayed on the rear of the weapon. 1t achieves this by counting the number of times 
the DPM has been frred within the weapon and calculating the battery life that should 
be left. It does not record the actual energy level so in fact, there could be more left 
than the memory is displaying. The company's recommendation is that the taser 
should be spark tested before each shift on which it is employed and that the DPM 
should be replaced when the readout shows less than 20%. The DPM may be used for 
training with the readout below 20% but above 01%. Use below or at 1 % could lead to 
the unit's microprocessor resetting or its data being corrupted. 

1t should be noted that the dataport is also powered by the main battery. The DPM 
powers the chip and also charges a capacitor. When the DPM is removed the capacitor 
powers the dataport for 24-48 hours. Once the capacitor is fully discharged the 
dataport time resets to zero. Therefore, the taser should be stored with a battery 
inserted. 

A battery with a bay for accommodating a second cartridge is available. Called the 
XDPM (eXtended DPM) it also increases the length of the grip. 

2.4 Comparison of Cartridges 

6 

Taser International cartridges can be used in all Taser International taser models. 
Tables 2.3 and 2.4 compare the features of the different cartridge types for cartridges 
manufactured since October 2004 and before October 2004 respectively. "Barb" refers 
to the actual barbed needle at the front of the projectile and "shaft" refers to the metal 
cylinder that connects the barb to the wire. Prices are as quoted by the UK supplier. 
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Cartridges 

Probes 

15ft Regular 21ft Regular 
[Standard] 

25ftXP 21ftLS 

~t··_·tt~tf 

Purpose For sale to the civilian Standard cartridge for Extra penetration. Practice cartridge. 
market. sale to law enforcement Longer needles and Used in conjunction 

agencies. greater momentum with a protective suit 
leads to a deeper the short needles 
penetration, e.g. prevent penetration 
through thicker and nylon thread 
clothing. Longer prevents electrical 
ran e. conduction. 

Propellant Compressed nitrogen gas. Taser does not need to be cleaned. The barb shafts are clean. 

Colour Black with plain yellow Black with silver blast Black with green Blue with blue blast 
blast doors doors blast doors doors 

Shaft Aluminium Aluminium Brass & Aluminium Aluminium 
dimensions 28.5mm long 28.5mm long 24.3mm long 28mm long 

(including crimping), (including crimping), (including (including crimping), 
5.4mm diameter 5.4mm diameter crimping),5.4mm 5.4mm diameter 

diameter 
Barb Who le needle: 9.4mm Whole needle: 9.4mm Whole needle: Whole needle: 4.5mm 
dimensions long, 0.8mm wide long, 0.8mm wide 13.4mm long, long, 0.7mm wide 

Barb: 4.0mm long, Barb: 4.0mm long, 0.9mm wide Barb: 3.2mm long, 
protruding 0.7mm protruding 0.7mm Barb:4.4mm long, protruding 0.7mm 
sideways sideways protruding 0.6mm sideways 

sidewa s 
Weight 1.6g 1.6g 2.6g 1.6g 

Angle of 
separation 

Velocity* 

Cartridge 
orientation 

Cost 

AU types, the barbs leave the cartridge at an angle of 8° to each other. 

Muzzle: 50.6rns"1 
At4m: 29.9ms"1 

0.2m from Muzzle: 
48±3rns"1 
At 4m: 25±2ms"1 

O.2m from Muzzle: 
43±2ms"1 
At 4m: 26±4ms"1 

Muzzle: 50.6ms"1 
At 4m: 29.9ms"1 

Cartridge can be inserted in 2 orientations. It cannot be inserted in such a way that the weapon 
fails to function. 

fI5 + VAT fI5 + VAT fI6.50 + VAT fI5+VAT 

Audit trait Each cartridge has a seriai number and disperses 30 to 40 small discs with the seriai number 
rinted on them when frred AFID ta ). 

Shelf-life Ali types 5 years 

* Velocity values for 15ft regular and 21ft LS supplied by Taser International and unverified by PSDB. 
21ft Regular [Standard] and 25ft XP values as measured by PSDB using a high-speed camera. 

TABLE 2.3 The Features oF aIl types or Taser International cartridges manuractured alter 
Octoher 2004 
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Cartridge 

Probes 

Purpose 

15ft Regular 

For sale to the civilian 
market. 

21ft Regular 
(Standard) 

Standard cartridge for 
sale to law enforcement 
agencies. 

21ftXP 

Extra penetration: 
Longer needles and 
greater momentum 
leads to a deeper 
penetration, e.g. 
through thicker 
clothing. 

21ft LS 

Practice cartridge. 
Used in conjunction 
with a protective suit 
the short needles 
prevent penetration 
and nylon thread 
prevents electrical 
conduction. 

Propellant Compressed nitrogen gas. Taser does not need to be cleaned. The barb shafts are clean. 

Colour Black with plain yellow Black with striped blast Yellow with striped Blue with striped 

Shaft 
dimensions 

Barb 
dimensions 

Weight 

Angle of 
separation 

Velocity* 

Cartridge 
orientation 

Cost 

blast doors doors blast doors blast doors 

(Aluminium) 

28.5mmlong 
(including crimping), 
5.4mm diameter 

Whole needle: 9.4mm 
long, 0.8mm wide 

Barb: 4.0mm long, 
protruding 0.7mm 
sideways 

1.6g 

(Aluminium) 

28.5mm long 
(including crimping), 
5.4mm diameter 

Whole needle: 9.4mm 
long, 0.8mm wide 

Barb: 4.0mm long, 
protruding 0.7mm 
sideways 

1.6g 

(Brass) 

24mmlong 
(including 
crimping), 5.4mm 
diameter 

Whole needle: 
13.3mm long, 
O.9mm wide 

Barb:4.4mm long, 
protruding O.6mm 
sideways 

4.1g 

Ali types, the barbs leave the cartridge at an angle of 8° to each other. 

Muzzle: 50.6ms-1 

At 4m: 29.9ms-1 

Muzzle: 50.6ms·1 

At 4m: 29.9ms-1 

Muzzle: 30.5ms-1 

At 4m: 23.2ms-1 

(Aluminium) 

28mmlong 
(including crimping), 
5.4mm diameter 

Whole needle: 4.5mm 
long, 0.7mm wide 

Barb: 3.2mm long, 
protruding 0.7mm 
sideways 

1.6g 

Muzzle: 50.6ms-1 

At 4m: 29.9ms-1 

Cartridge can be inserted in 2 orientations. It cannot be inserted in such a way that the weapon 
fails to function. 

il5 + VAT il5+VAT il6.50 + VAT il5 + VAT 

Audit trail Each cartridge has a seriai number and disperses 30 to 40 smali discs with the seriaI number 
printed on them when fired (AFID tags). 

Shelf-life Ail types 5 years 

* Velocity values supplied by Taser International and unverified by PSDB 
Cartridge pictures courtesy ofTaser International Inc 

TABLE 2.4 The Features oF ail types oF Taser International cartridges manuFactured prior 
to October 2Q(J4 
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2.5 Cartridge Safety Issues 

The DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less Lethal Weapons 
(DOMILL) was approached by PSDB for comment regarding the medical implications 
of the use of the XP cartridge and the removal oftaser barbs. 

2.5.1 Medical Implications of the Use of the XP Cartridge 

On the subject of XP cartridges DOMILL advised that: 

"The needle on the XP cartridge is 4mm longer than that of the "21ft. regular" 
cartridge. It also has a slightly higher energy. At an overalliength of 13.4 mm, the XP 
need1e could result in a defect on the internaI aspect of the body wall at some 
anatomical locations. Bleetman* undertook ultrasonic measurements of the distance 
between the external body surface and various organs in 25 volunteers in an erect 
posture. The minimum depth for the left kidney, spleen, anterior and posterior liver, 
pericardium, anterior and posterior pleura were alliess than 13.4 mm. The median 
depths ranged from 17-31 mm; superficial major blood vessels were not addressed. 

"DOMILL does not know whether the XP needle will penetrate the body wall up to its 
shoulder. If it is assumed it can, there is a risk that the Taser needle could penetrate the 
outer surface of an organ. The greatest con cern expressed was with regard to 
superficial blood vessels. In this respect, the XP cartridge has greater risks than the 
regular cartridge needle. The risk of this event is low, because of the small presented 
area of superficial major blood vessels." 

It should be noted that this statement assumes that the XP needle penetrates the skin 
for its entire length up to the crimping on the shaft. The XP cartridge was designed to 
be used against subjects who are wearing thick c10thing and ifused as such the risk of 
more serious injury will be reduced. 

2.5.2 Removal of 8arbs 

On the subject ofbarb removal DOMILL stated that: 

"DOMILL advises that needles/barbs should be removed by medical staff, principally 
because of the requirement for infection control, the potential for additional trauma to 
the skin and superficial tissues of the subject, and risk of self injury. This is 
particularly important with regard to the XP cartridge where perforation of the body 
wall could have occurred. If there is an operational necessity for police officers to 
remove the needles/barbs, they must be trained in the risks. Needles/barbs in 
particularly vulnerable areas such as the eyes, should always be removed by medical 
staff only." 

* Bleetman A, Dyer J (2000). Ultrasound assessment of the vulnerability of the internaI organs to stabbing.: determining 
safety standards for stab-resistant armour. Injury; Oct; 31(8), 609-612 
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3 FURTHER TESTING OF THE M26 ADVANCED TASER 

3.1 Scope of Work 
In 2002 the DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less Lethal 
Weapons (DOMILL) produced a document entitled "Statement on the medical 
implications of the use of the M26 Advanced Taser"? In this statement there was a 
recommendation that "The output of the sighting laser of the M26 Taser should be 
measured, classified according to British Standards and operated to reduce the risk 
from the ocular hazard." Section 3.2 addresses the measurement and classification 
parts of the recommendation. The laser sight on the X26 was not tested. It is a new 
model but is manufactured to the same specifications. 

Prior to the field trial of the Taser International M26 Advanced Taser in five UK 
police forces, concerns were raised regarding electromagnetic interference of tasers 
with electrical equipment, particularly on medical equipment in a hospital 
environment. Section 3.3 seeks to address the question of the compatibility of tasers 
with specific types of medical equipment which, if they were to malfunction, would 
lead to serious repercussions. 

The solvents used in both CS (MIBK) and PA VA (5 0%ethano1l5O%water) 
incapacitant sprays are known to be flammable and concerns have been raised about 
using the sprays alongside tasers. Previous testing1, in which a 30ml canister ofMIBK 
was sprayed at a mannequin dressed in a cotton sweatshirt, found that a subsequent 
taser discharge ignited the solvent on 2 out of 7 occasions. It has also been shown that 
it is possible to ignite the ethanol/water mix used in PA V A by taser discharge. The 
testing in Section 3.4 sought to investigate this issue in more depth and in a more 
operationally realistic way. 

3.2 Assessment of the Output from Laser Sights on the Taser International M26 
Advanced Taser 

3.2.1 NRPB Measurements 

10 

The National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB) examined nine taser units (5 
M26s and 4 MI8Ls). The wavelength and power output of the sighting lasers for these 
units were measured and the results can be found in Appendices Al.I and A1.2. 

The NRPB report makes two main conclusions: 

o "Apart from the 1999 unit (M26 seriaI number P000451), aU of the units are about 
the same wavelength (653-656nm) and radiant power (2.6-3.0m W). Assuming that 
there are no failure modes in the electronic circuit that could significantly increase 
the radiant power of the laser beam, aU of the newer units would be assigned to 
laser class 3R and the older unit to laser class 2." 

o "[It is] considered unlikely that the [1999 unit's] laser diode would have reduced 
its output significantly over this time and is more likely to represent a different 
model of laser diode." 

Subsequently Taser International provided assurances that the lasers had always been 
manufactured to produce the same beam wavelength and power. However, it was also 
stated that this type of laser is susceptible to having its output diminished by exposure 
to static electricity and an older defective unit may have been affected by previous 
taser discharges. 

Regarding the matter of "no failure modes", further testing has been carried out and is 
covered in Section 3.2.4 ofthis report. 

In conclusion, discounting the older taser where the laser is believed to have suffered 
damage, the wavelength of the tested lasers varied between 653nm and 656nm with a 
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mean value of 654nm. Similarly discounting the older taser, the recorded power output 
of the laser sights with the tasers in their ordinary operational mode varied between 
2.6mW and 3.0mW with a mean value of2.8mW. 

3.2.2 Labelling 

NRPB also compared the labelling and information supplied with a taser to the 
requirements of the laser safety standard3. The results of this comparison were passed 
to Pro-Teet Systems Ltd (the British Agent for Taser International) and as a result the 
following label (Figure 3.1) was affixed to tas ers provided for the ACPO operational 
trial. 

FIGURE 3.1 Example oF a label affixed to the M26 Advanced raser units being used in 
the A CPO operational tr/al. 

However, this label still does l'lot folly meet the labelling criteria covering class .il? 
lasers. A full comparison of the new label to the criteria can be found in Appendix 
A1.3 

3.2.3 NRPB's General Conclusions 

NRPB concluded that "the laser sights on the tasers were generally class 3R laser 
products. The laser beam from most of these products exceeds the internationally 
agreed maximum permissible exposure (MPE) values (lm W) but, due to the safety 
factors in the MPE values, is unlikely to cause eye injuries for accidentaI exposures. 
However, intentional viewing should be avoided. The Tasers [also] do not meet the 
labelling and information requirements of the CUITent British Standard on laser safety." 

However, this conclusion is subject to the caveat that there are no failure modes in the 
electronic circuit that could significantly increase the radiant power of the laser beam. 
This was subsequently investigated by PSDB and is covered in Section 3.2.4. 

3.2.4 Laser Power Output under Increased Voltage Conditions 

In order for the laser to be classified it was necessary to know what the output of the 
laser would be in any failure modes in the circuit that would increase the voltage to the 
laser. It was decided that the worst possible failure mode would be a direct short
circuit between the batteries and the laser. Therefore, a catastrophic failure mode of the 
circuit was tested where the full voltage of the taser batteries was supplied directly to 
the laser to see what the maximum power output of the laser would be. A full account 
of the method and results ean be found in Appendix A1.4. The peak within the voltage 
levels of the batteries was 3.77(±0.05)mW and in voltages up to 32V was 
4.11 (±0.05)m W. 
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3.2.5 Conclusions 

This laser can be classified as 3R according to the British laser safety standard BS EN 
60825-1 3• This class exceeds the internationally agreed maximum permissible 
exposure (MPE) values (lmW). Due to the safety factors in MPE values, theyare 
unIikely to cause eye injuries for accidentaI exposures but intentional viewing should 
be avoided. 

However, in order to conform to this standard the labelling requirements outlined in 
Appendix A1.3, Table A3 must also be implemented. 

3.3 Assessment of the Electromagnetic Compatibility of the laser International 
M26 Advanced laser with Certain Medical Deviees 

3.3.1 Introduction 

12 

Prior to the field trial of the Taser International M26 Advanced Taser in five UK 
police forces concerns were raised regarding electromagnetic interference of tasers 
with electrical equipment, particularly on medical equipment in a hospital 
environment. This report seeks to address the question of the compatibility of tasers 
with specifie types of medical equipment which, if they were to malfunction, could 
lead to serious repercussions. 

The likelihood of electromagnetic interference affecting a piece of equipment depends 
on how strong the electromagnetic field is and how weIl screened (immunity level) the 
equipment is. Electromagnetic field strength is usually measured in volts per metre 
(Vm-1). The frequency at which the field osciIlates is usually measured in oscillations 
per second, (Hertz - Hz) and can also be important for sorne pieces of equipment. 

Interference effects on unprotected, moderately susceptible equipment are likely to 
occur at levels above 1 Vm -1 but particularly sensitive devices could be susceptible at 
levels as low as 0.IVm-1• CUITent standards set immunity levels at 3Vm-1 for the 
majority of medical devices and IOVm-1 for devices providing a life support 
function4,5. A manufacturer is permitted to pro duce equipment with a lower immunity 
if there is a compelling reason to do so but it must carry warning labels and 
instructions on how to protect it. 
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3.3.2 
3.3.2.1 

3.3.2.2 

Examining Field Strength 

Medical equipment immunity levels found in previous studies 

The Medical Deviees Agency (MDA), as part of their report, carried out a literature 
review and produced the following table (Table 3.1). This table summarises data from 
those studies where field strengths were measured4• It shows the average field 
strengths required to cause malfunctions with the various equipment categories (not 
necessarily those that might cause a threat to life during a malfunction, as listed in 
Section 3.3.3), together with the range between minimum and maximum values. 

Equipment Field Strength· (Vm-1) Range· - min to No. of Cases 
(lower S.E. - upper S.E. max (Vm-1) 

bounds) 

Apnoea monitor 0.3 (0.1-0.6) 0.05-12.7 6 

ECGmonitor 1.9 (1.2-3.0) 0.012-19.3 14 

Defibrillator 2.8 (1.0-7.7) 1.6-4.72 3 

Incubator 4.4 (1.3-14.9) 0.2-94 2 

Ventilator 5.0 (1.8-13.7) 0.9-24.1 3 

Pulse oximeter 6.0 (3.1-11.5) 1.6-45.6 7 

Infusion deviees 14.7 (9.6-22.4) 9.8-86 17 
. . . 

TABLE 3.1 Thresho/d e/ectnc ne/d strengths to cause equtpment ma/I'unctlon across a 
number 01' studies. s.E. stands l'or Standard Error and represents the range 
01' /ike/y uncertainty about the value orthe mean. (Equipment l'unctions are 
detai/ed in the g/ossal}'). 

The data gathered by the MDA did not differentiate between the frequencies of the 
signaIs that were used or even the methodology employed to obtain them. 
Furthermore, many of the studies did not report tests where the deviees were 
unaffected and so the mean values may be artificially low. Despite this, the table acts a 
useful indicator as to the order of field strengths that may cause problems. It can be 
seen that sorne equipment falls below the 3Vm-1 and lOVm-1 limits set out in Section 
3.3.1 of this report. Clearly, it would be useful to know what strength of field a taser 
generates and Section 3.3.2.2 examines a test carried out by Radiometrics Midwest 
Corporation, which pro vides this information. 
Previous measurement of the electromagnetic field generated by the M26 Advanced Taser 

In November 2001 an electromagnetic compatibility test was carried out by 
Radiometrics Midwest Corporation (RMC) on two Taser International M26 Advanced 
Tasers6• This test was conducted at the request of a major airline and so the results 
were measured against compatibility with equipment which would be found on board 
aircraft. RMC has been accredited by the American Association for Laboratory 
Accreditation as conforming to ISOIIEC 17025: 1999 "General requirements for the 
competence of testing and calibration laboratories". 

RMC tested the tasers in three different modes: 

o taser armed, safety off and no cartridge; 

o operating in drive-stun mode (discharging without a cartridge); and 

• The large difference between the range and S.E. bounds is explained in the MDA report: ''Because of the huge scatter of 
the data, means and standard errors were worked out for log transformed values, and the results detransformed for this 
table. The standard errors are based on the residuals from an analysis of variance." 
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o discharging with a cartridge, wires fully extended and a 1000 ohm resistance 
between the barbs. The measurements were taken 1 metre from the device over a 
frequency range of 2MHz - 6GHz. 

The results in the report showed that the large st electromagnetic field was produced 
when the taser was discharging through a cartridge, wires and load (many times higher 
than when there is no cartridge). Therefore, minor quality variations in the production 
of the unit itself are unlikely to be significant. The peak field produced over all 
frequencies was approximately 75 dBocV/m. The conversion to Vm'l is achieved via 
the following equation: 

r = 1 o «dj20}-6) 

where Yls the field strength in Vm'l and dthe strength of the same field in dBocV/m. 
Therefore the largest field produced was approximately 0.006Vm,1 at lm from the 
taser. This is clearly far below the 0.1 Vm' susceptibility level for 'larticularly 
sensitive devices" as quoted in the Medical Devices Agency report. It is also below 
the minimum immunity levels found in Table 3.1. However, it should be emphasised 
that this is at a lm distance from the taser. 

3.3.3 Equipment Tests - Equipment Selection 

Under CUITent guidelines tasers would only be used in a situation where there was a 
serious threat to life. It was only deemed necessary to test the taser against equipment 
that could injure someone in the event of a malfunction. After consultation with 
experts in the field (see Acknowledgements) equipment categories that might cause 
serious injury or death in a malfunction were decided to be: 

0 syringe pumps 

0 volumetric pumps 

0 ventilators 

0 automatic external defibrillators 

0 ECG monitors 

0 dialysis machines 

0 external pacemakers 

The view from the experts approached was that external pacemakers are particularly 
sensitive to any electromagnetic field. Testing conducted with the fields from radios 
and mobile phones has borne this out4 and previous testing7 has shown that 
malfunctions have occurred in fields as low in strength as 6Vm,l. However, in most 
external pacemaker cases, the patients are under constant supervision. 

The maximum measured electromagnetic output of the M26 at 1 metre is unlikely to 
have any effect on the equipment in the other categories. However, for completeness it 
was decided to ascertain whether there would be a problem at c10ser distances. The 
taser was tested in close proximity to an example of each equipment type to observe if 
there were any effects. This study was small but would have highlighted any serious 
issues. 

The testing took place at the Luton and Dunstable Hospital on Thursday Il th 

September 2003. A detailed method and the results can be found in Appendix A2. 

3.3.4 Conclusions 

14 

Activating a taser in proximity to medical equipment will always carry sorne risk. A 
lot of equipment in hospitals would be unlikely to cause injury if they malfunctioned. 
However, those covered in this report carry a higher risk of doing so. 
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On the evidence presented in this report, it is very unlikely that tas ers will have a 
detrimental effect on any medical deviees if activated 1 metre or more away. However, 
the professional consensus is that external pacemakers can be considerably more 
susceptible than other medical equipment. 

At distances of c10ser than a metre (again with the exception of external pacemakers, 
as well as ventilators - in the latter case, due to a lack of evidence) the results of the 
short test in this report indicate that there is not a major risk of the taser adversely 
effecting medical equipment. 

However, it is recommended that after a taser has been activated aIl of the following 
medical devices in use within 5 metres of the discharge be immediately checked for 
malfunctions: 

o life-supporting devices 

o vital monitoring deviees 

o syringe/volumetrie deviees 

o dialysis machines 

o automatic external defibrillators 

Furthermore, aIl other electrical medieal equipment within 5 metres should be fully 
checked before continued or future use. 

3.4 Investigation of The Flammability of The Solvents in CS and PAVA 
Incapacitant Sprays Wh en Used Alongside Tasers 

An initial study into this topic appears in the previous PSDB taser report!. This study 
was designed to more c10sely match operational conditions and further c1arify the risk 
of ignition of the solvents when taser is used. Rather than just using the solvents, 
operational canisters of CS and PA V A were used, and only 10ml was sprayed on each 
application, c10ser in volume to a typical operational use. AIso, instead of using a 
mannequin, a large water container was used and kept at a temperature replicating a 
typical human body. This was then repeatedly dressed in T-shirts half of which were 
made from 100% cotton and the other half from 50% cotton, 50% polyester to 
represent different fabric types used in c10thing and allowing for the possibility of 
different conductive properties. In half of the tests an air gap was incorporated between 
the taser barb and the "body" to simulate the effect of wearing loose c10thing and to 
introduce a larger spark. 

The taser used in this study was the Taser International M26 (as this model has been 
approved for operational use in support to firearms in UK police forces). However, 
results gained using the X26 would be unlikely to differ considerably. 

3.4.1 Method 

The apparatus used is shown in Figure 3.2. The surface of a large water container, 
approximately the size of a human torso, was brought to skin temperature. Skin 
temperature was taken as being 33.1±0.4°C from a sample size of 10 people and the 
surface temperature of the water container was maintained at 33±1°C. T-shirts were 
attached to the front of the water container. 

An approximate 2-second burst of incapacitant (10ml) was sprayed at the head of the 
target. The canister was weighed before and after each spray to enable ca1culation of 
the exact amount sprayed. The barbs were then attached as shown and a 5-second cycle 
from the taser was discharged 30 seconds, 2 minutes and 5 minutes after the 
application of the spray. If the T-shirt ignited no further taser cycles were carried out. 
A resistor was built into the circuit to replicate resistance from a typical human body. 
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The test was repeated 40 times with CS and 40 times with PA V A. Of each of these 
sets of 40, 20 were done without an air gap and 20 with a gap of about 1cm. Half of 
each set used 100% cotton t-shirts and the other half 50% cotton, 50% polyester. The 
testing was done in an outdoor shed (to contain the incapacitants) and the temperature 
and humidity were monitored throughout. 
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FIGURE 3.2 Apparatus used to assess the Hammabi/ity oT incapacitants when 
subjected to a taser discharge 

3.4.2 Results 

o On no occasion did the solvents ignite when there was no air-gap present. 

o When an air-gap was introduced, the CS solvent ignited on 14 out of 20 occasions 
(7 with each type of T-shirt). AU of these were on the first taser application (30 
seconds after the spray application). 

o With the air-gap, the PAVA solvent ignited on 6 of the 20 occasions (twice with 
100% cotton, 4 times with 50% cotton, 50% polyester). On four ofthese occasions 
it ignited on the first taser application (30 seconds after spraying) and the other two 
were on the second application (2 minutes after spraying). 

o Results for aU sprayings can be seen in Appendix A3. 

OThe temperature and humidity in the test shed ranged from 6 to 10°C and 58 ta 
74% respectively. Testing was in an unheated building in winter but the results 
were not greatly different from previous testing that took place at temperatures 
around 20°C. 

3.4.3 Conclusions 

16 

These tests show that there is a significant risk of ignition if a taser is fired at a target 
that has been previously sprayed with either incapacitant. 

As there are several factors in operational scenarios, inc1uding temperature and wind 
conditions, that could affect the likelihood of ignition, it is felt that the results of this 
study should not be used to predict the absolute probability of either incapacitant 
igniting. Rather it would be better to conc1ude that CS spray is about twice as likely as 
P A VA spray to ignite. The risk is 10west if there is no clothing, or tight c1othing, due 
to the lack of an air-gap. The reSUltS with an introduced air-gap can also be used to 
represent use of the taser in "drive-stun" mode. 
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It is important to note that although the solvent in P AV A is less likely to ignite, when 
it does, it burns with a blue flame that is very difficult to see in daylight. Rence, it may 
not be until the clothing catches fire that the burning would be noticed. This is 
especially significant if the subject is under the influence of a taser as They would be 
unable to alert the officer to their predicament. 

.. 
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4 PSDB TESTING OF THE TASER X26 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter covers PSDB's in-house testing of the Taser International Taser X26. AlI 
tests were carried out to compare the X26's properties with the police operational 
requirement (see Chapter 6). No tests were carried out that are generic for all tasers as 
these were covered in the previous report. 

4.2 Accuracy 
4.2.1 Description 

When a taser is discharged at a target a large separation of the barbs is desirable in 
order to pro vide maximum incapacitation. However, it is also important that both 
barbs penetrate the target's skin or at least attach onto their clothing, otherwise the 
circuit cannot be completed and the electricity will not flow through the target. A 
number of basic accuracy tests were therefore carried out to determine the maximum 
accuracy possible for the X26 taser in comparison to the previous testing on the M26 
taser. 

Like the M26 model, the X26 employs a single laser sight that is designed to show 
where the top barb will land on the target. During testing the top barb was always 
referenced to the top laser dot. The full method empIoyed and all of the results can be 
found in Appendix B 1. The taser was tested with both standard and XP cartridges. 

The XP cartridge was aiso tested in the M26. 

4.2.2 Summary 

The accuracy of the X26 was comparable with that of the M26. However, it was 
noticeable that, while the top barb struck the target in the vicinity of the laser sight, the 
bottom barb struck the target to the left of where the top barb struck. This was 
noticeable for both types of cartridge and, to a certain extent, in the handling trials as 
weIl. The shift became more pronounced at greater ranges but generally the barb did 
not leave the area of an average body. In the handling trials the X26 did not have more 
misses than the M26. Overall accuracy for both units (both barbs hitting the body) was 
91 %. The X26 had a slightIy sm aller spread of hits and the top barb fell slightly above 
the laser sight at close ranges. This meant that the top barb of the X26 struck closer to 
the aim point at 15ft (4.6m) than the M26. 

The XP cartridge in the X26 was accurate at ranges up to 10ft (3.0m), with a small 
spread for both barbs at all ranges except for the bottom barb at 25ft (7.6m). The top 
barb started to fall below the point of aim at 15ft (4.6m) and further at 20ft (6.1m) 
whereas the standard cartridges were still grouped around it at 15ft (4.6m) before 
falling awayat 20ft (6.1m). At 25ft (7.6m) the top barb is significantly below the aim 
point. These resuIts were all consistent with the resuIts for the XP cartridge in the M26 
taser. 

At 25ft (7.6m) the bottom barb falls an average of 1.37m below the aim point. Given 
that the aim point (the laser sight) is at the mid-nipple line, the subject would have to 
be approximately 1.87m (6'2") in height* to avoid the bottom barb hitting the floor 
before reaching the target. Even for subjects above this height the bottom barb would 
be striking around the feet and ankles so, given the spread of shots at this range, the 
taser would be unlikely to make the two connections needed to be effective. When the 
range has reduced to 20ft (6.1m) the minimum subject height would be 1.36m (4'6"). 

* Calculated using the British Male 18-64 data set in the software ''PeopleSize 2000 Professional V2.06c" 
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4.3 Drop Tests 
4.3.1 Description 

These tests were carried out to determine if the X26 is likely to discharge when 
dropped and what kind of treatment it could withstand while still remaining in a 
working condition. It was also carried out ta determine whether the taser could be 
adversely affected whilst appearing fully functional. The test is deliberately extreme ta 
give an indication of the problems that are likely ta occur with the device if it is 
subjected to such harsh treatment. The drop test involved dropping the item under 
examination from a height of 2m onto a steel plate and observing any damage that 
occurred. This method was chosen as it is the technique used in the drop tests for CS 
sprays, as detailed in the PSDB specification8. The method used and the results can be 
found in Appendix B2. 

4.3.2 Summary 

Tasers are likely to suffer some damage if they are dropped from a height onto a 
sufficiently hard surface. The degree of damage will depend on the material of the 
surface, the height and angle from which the unit is dropped. 

The X26 survived testing reasonably well except when the unit was dropped in a 
sideways orientation. In that case the safety switch snapped; this is c1early the weakest 
point on the device. There was also sorne minor cracking of the case and the badge on 
the DPM was always dislodged. 

At no point did the X26 dis charge upon impact with the ground. The cartridges 
generally behaved in the same way as during M26 drop testing. 

4.4 Extreme Temperature 
4.4.1 Description 

The aim of these tests was to determine whether the X26 taser and its component parts 
(taser unit, batteries and cartridge) would function correctly after being subjected to 
extremes of heat and cold. The tas ers were tested after a minimum of 15 hours at a 
temperature of -20°C or +50°C. Appendix B3 details the method and results from the 
tests. The method and results for -20°C corne from a study by Lt Tapani Hack of the 
Nordic Police Technical Centre in Finland and are reproduced here with his kind 
permission. In previous testing the M26 taser had failed to function correctly at both of 
these temperatures, at +50°C due to a problem in the unit itself and at -20°C due to a 
problem with its NiMH batteries. 

4.4.2 Summary 

The X26 taser and its cartridges functioned correctly after being held at +50°C. The 
sighting lasers were a little diffuse and may not have been as visible in bright light but 
this retumed ta normal within half an hour. 

At -20°C the X26 taser unit itself failed once out of 10 shots. The software within it 
was considered a possible cause and was upgraded. Thereafter the unit did not fail in 
the subsequent 24 shots. It is possible for the probes to jam inside the cartridge. This 
eventuality becomes far more likely with standard cartridges, occurring in 13 out of 30 
shots. 

4.5 Electrical Output Measurements 

PSDB carried out tests to determine the electrical output of the X26 taser in terms of 
waveform and thus, voltage, current, pulse-width, energy and power. Measurements 
were al sa made to determine how far the charge can jump from the barb to the body 
across an air gap before losing its effect (as would be the case if a barb did not 
penetrate the skin of the target but instead attached ta their c1othing). The main 
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purpose of these tests was to examine whether the e1ectrical output of the X26 is 
significantly different to that of the M26 and if so, provide Dstl with information to 
help them assess its effects on the human body. 

4.5.1 Taser electrical waveform measurement 

20 

A circuit was set up to measure the peak voltage across, and peak CUITent passing 
through, the body (this is illustrated in Figure 4.1). The circuit consists of a potential 
divider connected between the barbs of the taser. Since the resistance of the body can 
vary, the taser output measurements were obtained for a wide range of resistances. In 
this experiment the total value of the potential divider ranged from approximately 47 
to 4700 ohms, as these were the boundary values used in a similar, previous study by 
M.N. Robinson et a19• Five X26 tasers were tested in this way. 

R1 

Storage Scope 

FIGURE 4. 1 Circuit used to measure taser e/ectrica/ wavel'orms that are experienced 
bythebody. 

Figure 4.2 shows an example of the wave that is emitted from the X26 taser (the blue 
line). It is superimposed upon the wave from an M26 taser under the same conditions 
(the black line). The whole graph represents one pulse of the taser. The [Ifst "spike" on 
the M26 waveform actually goes up to 3000V. It can clearly be seen on this graph that 
the X26 has a significantly smaller voltage and energy, although the length of the pulse 
is longer. However, it is claimed that the X26 is more effective than the M26 in 
stimulating ske1etal muscle. 
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FIGURE 4.2 Graph 01' an %26 taser output (blue line) as recorded by the oscilloscope 
l'or a resistance 01' -lm, showing variation in voltage over time l'or one 
pulse 01' the taser. The output l'or an M26 under identical conditions is 
shown in black. 

4.5.2 Sparking across an air gap 

The electricity from a taser can overcome the resistance and jump or "arc" across an 
air gap that has been introduced into a circuit (as if the barb has attached to c10thing 
and not the skin). This test took as its criterion the distance at which 50% of the pulses 
from the taser would not arc across the gap. The test was carried out on the same 
circuit as in Figure 4.1 but without the oscilloscope. The gap was introduced between 
the upper taser barb and RI. The value of the resistance was then varied. Repeat 
readings were taken every 2mm, the results, inc1uding maxima and minima were 
plotted and then the 50% level was extrapolated. 

The results can be seen in Figure 4.3. They are shown alongside the results for the 
M26. It can be seen that the X26 consistently crosses a slightly larger air gap than the 
M26. The probable explanation for this is that, despite the overalliower power of the 
X26, the initial power spike that creates the spark through which the electrical charge 
flows is greater. The difference between the two tasers is of the order of 5mm. The 
maximum size of the gap is dictated by the spark gap under test becoming larger than 
the gap between the electrodes on the front of the taser unit. The spark will then cross 
the front of the taser unit instead as this is a lower resistance path. 
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Distance at which 50% of the pulses em itted from the Taser International M26 and X26 
Tasers fail to arc across the air gap versus the resistance of the circuit 
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FIGURE 4.3 Graph showing the distance at which 50% 01' pu/ses l'rom the 1Jf26 and %26 
tasers l'ail to cross the air gap l'or vatying resistance. 

4.6 laser Faults During lesting 

Throughout PSDB's evaluation of taser devices, inc1uding the handling trials, a 
number of problems became evident with the tasers. An opportunity arose to draw 
them to the manufacturer' s attention. Their responses, along with the faults, are 
summarised in Table 4.1: 

PSDB Observation/Question Taser International's Response 
The bottom barb frred from the X26 taser 771ey dttl not KnOW why this WaJ'. 771ey 
moves to the left of where it should strike suggested that it was due to impet.fëct 
if it were directly below the top barb. mouldtng together if the Iwo haA'es if the 

weapon. They are Investigating a new 
system to improve the accuracy ifthis 
process. 

One wire during aeeuraey testing was too &pon notification Taser International test 
short to reaeh the target at 6.1m from the fired sever al ba/ches if cartridges and 
target (approximately Sem short). flund a small percentage where the wires 

were too short. 771ey Issued formai 
corrective action to their vendor and have 
received a documented report if the 
actions belng taKen to prevent a recurrence 
if the problem. Taser International now 
Inc/udes vantlation if wire length ln its 
dtlllj; testlng regime and have slnce not had 
cause to reject any cartntlges. 

Air eanisters have diseharged from fired Taser International admits that this will 
eartridges and hit targets. happen on rare occasions. HoweveJ; they 

pOInt out that the cartridge will stIll 
fonction as per /heir specification. 

TABLE 4.1 Problems encountered with tasers dur/ng testing and raser /nternational's 
response (continued overleal). 
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PSDB Observation/Question 
XP cartridges' side buttons were prone to 
snapping. If it is a problem with the 
coloured plastic, does this problem extend 
to coloured tasers? 

BIast doors have been seen to embed 
themselves in targets during testing (often 
at head height). 

1 out of 5 M26 units failed in the trials. 

7 out of Il X26 failed during the trials (not 
inc1uding those in the drop test). Symptoms 
inc1uded: 

a) 5 second countdown no discharge 

b) squeaking sound and sme111no 
discharge 

c) a pulse repetition rate of 32Hz with no 
slow down after 2 seconds 

Taser International's Response 
77tis is a j/roblem with the foct that they 
add~erohww~efoas&~e~ew~ 
which maKes it more brittle. 77tis applies to 
ail colours except blad: .Inftture AJ' 
cartridges will be made blacK with a yellow 
rear. 7Jlls j/roblem does extend to coloured 
taser~ essentialfy meaning that yellow 
tasers ore more brittle than the PS.D.B 
drop-tested blacK tasers. .In the ftture they 
intend to purchase "ready made n coloured 
j/lastics which will not have this problem. 

They had no j/revious htowledge ifthis. 
They inquired what orientation it was 
ht1j/j/ening in and were li?fOrmed that it was 
always a corner if the door. 77tey saki that 
they are currentfy doing a re-design if the 
doors and would now thinK about inc/uding 
rounded corners. 

Taser .International has continued a 
research and develOj/ment '!#Ort for 
imj/rowitg the M26 wet1j/on system. 

They said this could be for any number if 
reasom 

77tought thls could be a resistance j/roblem 
at the ./font if the unit. 

77te circuit is set up to mn at this Sj/eed 
~d~fflnism~m~ron~&dwœ 
s/ower. !/there is afollure in thls control 
system this is what results. ..ft should be 
noted that (l'this ht1j/j/em lit the ./leld it 
does not mean that the wet1j/on will be 
lite.f1èctuaL 

X26 dataport GMT reading is out by one .l'he download siftware has been re-
hour. engineered to eliminate c/ocK and 

comj/ahoility j/roblems. 

X26 dataport did not appear to record any 
firings until it was used for the first time. 

They li?fOrmed Ils that when a batte?)' 
(.DPAf) is imerted lit the weapon it charges 
up a ct1j/acitor. fl7hen the .DPM is removed 
this caj/aclfor j/owers the datt1j/ort. Afler 
24-48/tours If mns out ifcharge and the 
dataport c/ocK resets to f}:f}f}:f}f} .I/.I/f}fJ. 

TABLE 4.1 Show/ng prolJ/ems encountered w/th tasers dur/ng test/ng and Taser 
/nternationa/'s response (continued). 
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Subsequent to this meeting four more X26 taser units ceased operating. 

o During general demonstrations one ceased functioning in such a way that the taser 
clicked inside but the spark did not cross the front of the unit. However, it would 
dis charge into a target provided that there was a small enough air gap between the 
device and the target. 

o Upon removing a taser that had been stored and unused for 2-3 weeks the taser 
pulsed very slowly without arcing at the front of the weapon and stopped after 2 
seconds. When the safety was re-engaged it then cycled through the warranty on 
the display screen as if the battery had just been inserted. 

o During spark gap testing one unit discharged into its own flashlight. This stopped 
the flashlight from working and the unit no longer sparked across its front. 

o AIso during spark gap testing one unit ceased operating in that it would count 
down 5 seconds but would not discharge at aIl. 

4.7 Reliability lesting of Further X26 laser Units 
4.7.1 Description 

Taser International's overall response to the poor reliability of the X26 was that the 
models supplied to PSDB were among the first off the production line. Due to the 
fauIts they agreed to supply 20 replacement units. PSDB used these in a basic 
reliability test. This test was not intended as a definitive and rigorous examination of 
their overall reliability but to identify any persisting problems seen with the units 
previously tested. 

Three different experiments were conducted representing different operational 
conditions as well as heavy use. The testing took place over the period of a month. Ail 
the units were stored with their batteries inserted. During testing the battery life 
indicator reading was monitored and any malfunctions were noted. 

Experiment 1 5 taser units were fired repeatedly (30 times, one after another) at 
the start of the test period and 30 times again at the end of the test 
period 4 weeks later. 

Experiment 2 

Experiment 3 

5 taser units were fired repeatedly (30 times, one after another) once 
a week and on the last day of the 4t1i week (5 sessions in total). 

10 tasers were fired 15 times every working day (5 at 0900, 5 at 
1200 and at 1600). 

4.7.2 Results 

24 

In experiments 1 and 2 no significant problems were encountered during the test. At 
the end of experiment 1 of the tas ers had been fired 60 times. The battery indicators 
read 75% on three of the units and 74% on the other 2. At the end of experiment 2 of 
the tasers had been fired 150 times. The battery indicators read 37% on four of the 
units and 36% on the other one. 

In experiment 3 the tasers were fired a total of 300 times. The results are summarised 
in Table 4.2. Taser International recommend that the DPM (battery) is not used 
operationally when it drops below 20% so the number of shots frred (to the nearest 5 
shots) before this occurred is shown as well as the number of shots fired before a 00% 
reading was shown. A 00% reading did not necessarily mean the battery was exhausted 
but it was always replaced at this point. The replacement DPM was not always new 
and the percentage life reading of each is shown. 
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160 195 Did not slow 72 Didnot slow 24 1 

160 190 170 (15%) 96 Did not slow 47 0 

160 200 190 (4%) 93 Did not slow 47 0 

160 200 Did not slow 66 Did not slow 19 1 
160 180 50 (76%) 99 56% 43 5 

160 205 Did not slow 82 Did not slow 37 1 

160 205 Did not slow 94 Did not slow 51 0 
160 195 135 (33%) 92 81% 43 0 

160 200 Did not slow 99 * 53 0 

160 200 Did not slow 72 Did not slow 27 2 

*The replacement DPM on Taser 9 was replaced after 20 shots as 1t stIll d1splayed 
99% battery life remaining and was judged to be faulty. The replacement was at 92%. 
TABLE 4.2 Showing the resu/ts orthe re/iabi/ily test - scenario 3 

F our of the taser units' pulse repetition rates significantly slowed during the test. The 
numbers of shots and battery life reading are shown for when this occurred. Two of 
these units slowed bijOre the 20% recommended replacement threshold had been 
reached. Furthermore both of these units slowed again with a replacement DPM 
inserted. The final column in the table shows the number of times each taser 
"stuttered". This occurs when the taser has been used for a while and takes a moment 
(a few tenths of a second) after the trigger has been pulled to function at the full pulse 
repetition rate. The manufacturer has reportedly now addressed this problem in aIl new 
X26 units. In older units it can be avoided by discharging the taser, though not for a 
full five seconds, every day. 

From this test the units now appear to be more reliable than those initially received by 
PSDB. However, the two units that slowed during testing suggest that there may still 
be sorne problems. It should be emphasised that this was a short, indicative test to look 
for major problems and not a full reliability trial. PSDB will continue to monitor the 
performance of aIl taser models. 
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5 COMPARISON HANDLING TRIALS 
5.1 Handling Trials Overview 

5.1.1 Introduction 

In February 2004 PSDB held a series of trials to assess the handling characteristics of 
the Taser International X26 taser device in comparison to the M26 model. A 
questionnaire was issued to participating officers to establish their views on the tasers 
used in the trials. 

This Section (5.1) describes the organisation of the handling trials inc1uding the 
exercises undertaken and the methods used in measuring officer and taser 
performance. Section 5.2 summarises the results of the trials and Section 5.3 
summarises the responses of officers to the questionnaire. 

Each officer attended the trials for one day and was given training in the use of the 
models of taser being assessed in the trial. Training consisted of an introductory talk 
followed by a practical introduction to the tasers where officers were given the 
opportunity to fire one cartridge from both models of taser. After initial training, each 
officer took part in three or four exercises each of which involved firing 3 cartridges 
from each model of taser. After completion of the practical stages each officer was 
given a questionnaire for completion on the day of the trials. 

5.1.2 Participating Officers 

26 

38 officers from 12 UK police forces participated in the trials; a complete list of 
participating forces is given in Appendix CI. The forces were chosen from those not 
taking part in the ACPO operational trial. This was to ensure that the officers would 
have no prior knowledge oftasers nor any preconceptions or bias between the models. 
Each force was asked to nominate 3 officers, at least one male and one female, from 
specified lengths of service (0-5 years, 5-15 years, 15+ years), one of whom was to be 
a firearms trained officer. Not aIl forces were able to match these criteria exactly and 
there were also two extra officers. A breakdown of the attending officers is given in 
Figures 5.1 and 5.2. 

Participants by Firearms Training and Sex 

10 Female Non
Firearms Officers 

13 Male Non
Firearms Officers 

1 Female Firearms 
Officer 

FIGURE 5.1 Participants by lirearms training and sex 

14 Male Firearms 
Officers 
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FIGURE 5.2 

Participants by Length of Service 

Served 15+ 
Years: 15 

Served 5-15 
Years:12 

Participants by length or service 

The officers each attended one of the trial days that were held at PSDB's facilities at 
Sandridge in Hertfordshire and Langhurst in Sussex and the Cleveland and Durham 
Police Tactical Training Centre. 

5.1.3 Aim of Trials 

The trials aimed to assess which of the two taser models best addressed a number of 
points raised in the ACPO Operational Requirement for a less lethal device. The seven 
points addressed are detailed below: 

1. Ease of Operation: The option should be capable of being operated by one officer. 
It should be suitable for use by the majority of officers with appropriate training 
regardless of physical size or gender. It should not rely on complex motor skills. 

2. Environment: The option should be effective in aIl operating conditions (e.g. 
weather, indoors/outdoors, lighting, temperature, etc.) and in confined spaces. 

3. MobilitylFlexibility: The option should be effective against a moving target. It 
should be easily transported to the scene of an incident, and ideally portable at the 
scene. 

4. Repeat Operation - speed of multiple use: Are repeated applications of the option 
likely to be required? How feasible is such repetitive operation (by one 
officer/several?) 

5. Specialist v. General Use: Is the option appropriate for deployment in an officer 
roles, or only by specialists (e.g. dog handlers, tactical firearms units, new team)? 

6. Training: What are the training periods associated with the option's deployment, 
both initially and in terms of refresher training? What training facilities are 
required? 

7. Durability: How robust is the equipment required for an option? Over what period 
can an option be said to be reliable - what checking is required? 

Some of these points were addressed directly in the various handling exercises; others 
formed part of the questionnaire issued to participating officers. The M26 has been 
compared to other tasers against these criteria before but in order to carry out a fair 
comparison to the X26 the participants carried out the tests with both units and no 
prior knowledge of either. 
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5.1.4 Exercises 

Exer-
cise # 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

28 

Table 5.1 summarises all the exercises carried out during the handIing trials. 

Position of Position of Amb- Status of Laser No. of No. of Exten-
Firer Target ient Taser Sights shots Offic- ded 

Light Used? ers Grip? 

Stationary, Stationary, ON Loaded, YES Single (3) 13 NO 
Upright face on holstered 

Stationary, Stationary, ON Loaded, YES Single (3) 13 YES 
Kneeling face on drawn 

Stationary, Stationary, OFF Loaded, YES Single (3) 13 YES 
Upright face on by side 

Stationary, Moving, ON Loaded, YES Single (3) 13 NO 
Upright face on drawn 

Stationary, Stationary, ON Loaded, NO Single (3) 12 YES 
Upright face on by side 

Upright, Advancing, ON Loaded, YES Single (3) 12 NO 
Stationary face on by side 

Stationary, Stationary, ON Loaded, YES Single (3) 12 YES 
Upright lying on by side 

floor 
Stationary, Stationary, ON Loaded, YES Single (3) 12 NO 
Upright, face on drawn 
Behind 
Dummy& 
aiming over 
Met Riot 
Shield 

Stationary, Stationary, ON Loaded, YES Multiple 13 YES 
Upright face on by side (3) 

Stationary, Stationary, ON Loaded, NO Single (3) 13 NO 
Upright lying on by side 

floor 
Stationary, Stationary, ON Loaded, YES Single (3) 13 NO 
Upright, face on aimed 
Behind 
Dummy& 
aiming 
aroundMet 
Riot Shield 

TABLE 5.1 Summa'Y oF Exercises 

When frring the tasers the officers were instructed to aim at the upper torso with the 
sight for the upper barb such that both barbs should strike the body of the target. They 
were told to avoid the head and neck areas when firing. For each shot the position of 
the two barbs relative to the target were recorded. The position of each barb was 
recorded by marking on a target outline, as shown in Figure 5.3. For recording the fall 
of shots on the prone target it was also noted which was the top barb and which the 
bottom. 
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FIGURE 5.3 Examp/e record/ng oF barb pos/don. 

The targets used were fiat, human shaped outlines on cardboard in aU of the exercises 
except shoots 4 and 6 (the moving targets). For these a person in a protective suit was 
used along with the non-conductive, blue cartridges (see Table 2.3). Blue cartridges 
were used for approximately 1/3 of shots during exercise 1 to ascertain whether there 
was a significant difference in accuracy between them and the black (standard) 
cartridges. No significant difference was noted. 

For each shot a record was made of whether both barbs hit the target, both barbs 
missed the target or one barb missed. A successful shot required both barbs to strike 
the target. These results are represented in a bar chart as percentages in Figure 5.4 (the 
percentage in each category is displayed on the relevant bar). Percentages have been 
used to facilitate the comparison of the results from the different exercises and also to 
take account of the slightly different numbers of officers attempting each exercise (12 
or 13) and the lack of data when occasionally the barbs did not stick to the target. 

When both barbs hit the target it was noted whether either of the barbs hit the 
head/neck area, causing potential in jury, or the groin area. When one barb missed the 
target it was noted if this was wide of the target or between the legs. When both barbs 
missed the target it was noted if either of these passed between the legs. The 
distinction was made between a barb passing between the legs or going wide as it is 
likely that in many real situations this might result in a hit on the legs. 

5.2 Results of Comparison Handling Trials 
5.2.1 Results based on Exercises 

This section summarises the accuracy and time to fire results for each exercise carried 
out during the handling trials, detailing any apparent trends. The results for the 
individual exercises can be found in Appendix C2. The number of officers who carried 
out each exercise was either 12 or 13. 
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5.2.1.1 

5.2.1.2 

5.2.1.3 

5.2.1.4 
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Results for stationary targets in normal conditions, with and without use of the sighting laser 

"Normal conditions" were considered to be where the officer was upright and 
stationary, the target was upright and stationary and the exercises were carried out in 
good lighting. Exercise 1 was carried out in these conditions with the officer using the 
sighting laser and Exercise 5 without the sighting laser. In both cases the taser was 
initially by the officer's side. The accuracy results for each are shown in Table 5.2. 

Target upright, stationary, with Target upright, stationary, 
sighting laser (Ex. 1) without sighting laser (Ex. 5) 

M26 100% (8% groin) 97% (6% head/neck) 

X26 95% 83% (17% head/neck) 

N.B. In this table each 2.5% represents approximately 1 shot in the trial. 
.. 

TABLE 5.2 Percentage 01" shots resu/tmg m bath barbs strikmg the body (a/sa showmg 
percentage 01" head/neck and groin shots) I"or Exercises f and 5. 

There was little difference in accuracy in Exercise 1 and there was little difference in 
the mean time taken to tire. However, in Exercise 5 (without the sighting laser) the 
X26 was less accurate. AIso, a larger number of shots struck the head and neck. The 
mean time taken to fire the M26 (3.7s) was longer than the X26 (2.5s) and so lack of 
care taken in aiming may account for the drop in accuracy but this may have also been 
affected by the harder trigger pull on the M26. However, it may be that the M26 is an 
easier weapon to aim without the benetit of the sighting laser. 

Results for when the officer was kneeling 

Exercise 2 placed the officer into a kneeling position, whilst the target was upright, 
stationary and in good lighting conditions. The sighting lasers were used. The taser 
was already drawn and this was reflected in time to fire from the command to do so, 
being half that for Exercise 1. There was little difference between the models in time 
taken and virtually no difference in the number where both barbs strike the target 
(M26=97%, X26=95%, each shot in the trial::::: 2.5%). 

Use of tasers in low /ight situations 

Exercise 3 was carried out in low light conditions, using an upright, stationary target 
and using the sighting laser. There was no significant difference between the units in 
the time taken to fire the taser from the command being given. Furthermore, the time 
varied little from Exercise 1 (identical exercise but with normallight conditions). The 
barb position results are the same as in Exercise 1 (M26=100%, X26=95%, each shot 
::::: 2.5%), suggesting that low lighting makes little difference to the accuracy and that 
the flashlight on the X26 does not confer an advantage. However, this was not zero 
lighting conditions, where an M26 user would not be able to see the target at aIl. 

Use of tasers against moving targets 

Two exercises tested the tas ers against moving targets. In Exercise 4 after a random 
amount of time the target moved from behind a screen into a gap the width of a 
doorway before moving behind a screen on the other side. The officer had to tire the 
taser whilst the target was visible. The taser was drawn and ready to use. In Exercise 6 
the target started at 9m (30ft) from the officer, out of range of the taser, and then 
advanced towards the officer. The taser was initially held down at the side of the 
officer. Firers were asked to judge when the target was in range and had become a 
threat. The distance between the officer and target when the taser was discharged was 
recorded. The results are shown in Table 5.3. 
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5.2.1.5 

Target moving sideways in a Target advancing towards the 
doorway (Ex. 4) officer (Ex. 6) 

M26 100% (3% groin) 100% (6% groin) 

X26 95% (3% groin, 5% head/neck) 100% (3% Groin) 

N.B. In this table each 3% represents approximate1y 1 shot in the trial. 
.. 

TABLE 5.3 Percentage or shots resultlng ln both barbs striklng the body (a/so showlng 
percentage or head/neck and groin shots) ror Exercises 4 and Ô. 

Time taken to fire was not recorded for these exercises, as it was dependent upon the 
movement of the target. The distance between the officer and the target when the taser 
was fired is summarised in Table 5.4. 

Distance between officer and target when the taser was fired (m) 

Minimum Average Maximum 

M26 1.35 2.97 4.80 

X26 2.07 3.43 5.80 

TABLE 5.4 Minimum mean and maximum distances between the officer and target 
when the taser was ffred ror Exercise Ô. 

These figures corne from a samp1e size of 37 for each taser; the first standard 
deviation* is 0.85m for the M26 and 0.79m for the X26. As the difference between the 
mean values for the two tasers is only 0.46m it is unlikely that this difference is 
significant. 

Use of tasers against targets that are Iying down, with and without use of the sighting laser 

Exercises 7 and 10 involved the officer firing the tas ers at human form targets that 
were lying horizontally on the ground: They were carried out with and without the 
sighting laser. Initially the officers were given no guidance other than that both barbs 
should attach to the body and neither should strike the head. If the officer had 
problems then assistance on how to cant the weapon or where to aim was offered. The 
results are shown in Table 5.5. 

Target lying down, with Target lying down, without 
sighting laser (Ex. 7) sighting laser (Ex. 10) 

M26 86% (3% groin, 3% head/neck) 59% (3% groin, 8% head/neck) 

X26 89% 63% (3% groin, 8% head/neck) 

N.B. In this table each 3% represents approximately 1 shot in the trial. 
. . 

TABLE 5.5 Percentage or shots resu/tlng ln both barbs striklng the body (a/so showlng 
percentage or head/neck and groin shots) ror Exercises T and 10. 

It is c1ear that use of the sighting laser increased the accuracy for both tasers. The 
number of head and neck shots, as weil as misses can be ascribed to the orientation of 
the target. It was lying with its head to the right as seen by the officer. The natural 
motion of the hand (in a right-handed person) is to cant the weapon anticlockwise. 
This made the laser represent the left taser barb and not aIl officers realised this. So on 
several occasions the officer aimed the laser spot at the chest not realising that the 
"lower" barb would move towards the head. Sorne officers subsequently compensated 
by aiming further down the body and sorne by canting the weapon clockwise. 

* The clifference from mean value in which 68% of values in a normal distribution would be expected to fail. 
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5.2.1.6 

5.2.1.7 
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There was little difference between the taser models with the X26 being marginally 
more accurate and causing fewer head and groin shots when used with the laser. The 
average time to fITe was, on average, 0.5s (significantly) faster for the X26 but did not 
change much between the two exercises. 

Reloading the tasers 

In Exercise 9 the officers had to fire the cartridge in the unit, replace with a cartridge 
from the grip extension and then fire a third, handed to them by the supervisor, as 
quickly as possible. The officer switched on the safety as soon as it was fired each time 
as if the shot had missed the target. The position of aIl the shots and the time taken to 
complete the task are given in Table 5.6 

Multiple shots into stationary, upright target (Ex. 9) 

Percentage of shots where both Time taken to tire aIl three cartridges 
barbs strike body. There were Minimum Mean Maximum 
no head or groin impacts 

M26 97% 14s 23s 35s 

X26 95% 12s 18s 26s 

N.B. In this table each 2.5% represents 
approximately 1 shot in the trial. 

. . 
TABLE 5.6 Percentage OT shots resultlng ln both barbs striking the body and tlme taken 

to lire al/ three cartridges Tor Exercise 9. 

There was virtually no difference in the accuracy of the tasers. However, reloading and 
firing the X26 was quicker. 

Use of tasers around and over a riot shield 

Exercises 8 and Il examined the ease of operation of the tas ers over the top and 
around the side of a riot shield, respectively. A fulllength Met Pattern Riot Shield was 
set up with a full sized human dummy "holding" it. The officer then had to fire from 
behind the dummy, whilst exposing no part ofthemselves beyond the shield except for 
the hand holding the taser. 

Shooting over a riot shield Shooting around a riot shield 

(Ex. 8) (Ex. 11) 

M26 94% (3% head/neck) 85% 

X26 97% (8% head/neck) 90% (3% groin, 3% head/neck) 

N.B. In this table each 3% represents approximate1y 1 shot in the trial. 

TABLE 5.7 Percentage OT shols resulting in bolh barbs slriking the body (also showlng 
percentage OT head/neck and groin shols) Tor Exercises 8 and ft. 

It can be seen that shooting over the shield was found to be slightly more accurate than 
shooting around it but did result in a higher proportion of head and neck shots. There 
was little difference in performance between the tas ers in both exercises but again the 
X26 resulted in a higher proportion of hits in sensitive areas. The tas ers were drawn 
before the command to fire was given so the time taken to fire just gives an indication 
of how quickly the officer could switch off the safety and take aim when the taser was 
in an "abnormal" position. The time taken did not vary significantly between the two 
scenarios but the X26 was fired more quickly, at an average of 1.6 in both scenarios as 
opposed to 2.7s and 2.4s for the M26. 
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Comparison of Results from Both lasers 

Strike location 

The overall barb placements for both taser models were collated from all the exercises 
and can be seen below in Figure 5.4. 
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FIGURE 5.4 Overall barb placement (ln %) For both taser models From the handling 
tria/s. The samp/e size For each model was 412. 

It is clear that when aIl of the exercises are taken into account there is virtually no 
difference in the overall accuracy of each weapon. 

However, it can be noted that the M26 registered marginally more shots in the groin 
area and the X26 marginally more shots in the head and neck area. The X26 had 
already shown a tendency for the lower barb to strike to the left of the upper barb (see 
Section 4.2). Therefore, if the top barb strikes centraIly, the bottom would strike to the 
left of the groin thus explaining the higher percentage of strikes in this area by the 
M26. The fall of the bottom barb in comparison to the top barb was examined for aIl 
shots and the results are shown below in Figure 5.5. 1t shows that there is a tendency 
for bottom barbs from both taser units to be to the left of the top. This could indicate 
that the way the tas ers are held and fired are contributing factors to this situation. 
However, it is slightly more pronounced for the X26. 

Bottom barb distribution in relation to top barb 

250 

200 
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100 

50 

0 
Left - miss' Left Directly below Right Right - miss' 

'"miss = missed by virtue of being on that side of the target 

FIGURE 5.5 Botlom barb distribution in relation to top barb Tor ail shots with each taser. 
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5.2.2.2 

-.!!!. 

Regarding the greater number of head and neck shots from the X26, 9 out of the 15 
occurred in the exercises without the use of the sighting laser but 5 out of the 7 with 
the M26 also occurred in these two scenarios. This shows that it is unlikely to be due 
to a problem that manifests itself when the sights are not visible and is likely to be a 
more fundamental issue with the handling characteristics of the weapon. 

Time taken to tire 

The times taken to fire the units from being given the command to do so are 
summarised in Figure 5.6. The mean time taken is shown for both tasers in each 
exercise with the error bars indicating the maximum and minimum times achieved by 
individual officers. Times for Exercises 4 and 6 were not recorded as they depended 
upon the movement of the target. The longer times in Exercise 9 are due to this being 
the time for aIl three shots in the multiple shot scenario. GeneraIly the use of the X26 
was marginally faster than the M26 (in aIl cases except Exercise 1 and Exercise 3). 
However, this difference was less than 1 second in 6 out of 9 exercises. 

lime to tire 

14.0~------------------------------------------------------~----. 
~M26 

.X26 
12.0+----------------------+--------------------------------~==~ 

10.0+----------------------+--------------------+---------------~ 

f B.O+---------------------~--------------------+_+_----_.--------~ 

1;: 

.s 
CIl E 6.0+-~~----------~~--_+-------------------
j:: 

4.0 

2.0 

0.0 
Ex 1 Ex2 Ex3 Ex5 Ex7 Ex8 Ex9 Ex 10 Ex 11 

FIGURE 5.6 Time taken byofficers ta lire each taser unit From being the command ta 
do sa. Showing mean. maximum and minimum times. Exercises where the 
taser was already drawn were 2, 8 and 11. Ex. gis the mean 0; the total 
limes ;or.1 shots. 

5.2.3 Conclusions 

34 

Over the course of the whole handling trials the two taser models had similar accuracy. 
Both had the same percentage of barb strike falling into sensitive areas but with the 
X26 it was more head/neck and with the M26 more groin. The overall percentage of 
both barbs landing on the body was 91 % for both weapons (in the previous handling 
trials the M26 scored 92%). The X26 was used marginally faster than the M26. 

It should also be noted that three officers out of the 38 received a minor shock from the 
front of the unit. This caused them to pull their hand away quickly. However, In the 
questionnaires 97% (representing aU but one of the officers) agreed with the statement 
"The device is safe to use without risk of electric shock to the officer". This could be 
explained by the fact that two of the officers to receive shocks did so because they 
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failed to heed warnings given during their training and forgot to switch off the unit 
during discharge before handling the cartridge. The remaining officer was shocked 
despite following procedures correctly. 

5.3 Responses to Participant Questionnaires 

The participants completed a questionnaire after they had been trained in the use of 
each taser and had taken part in two exercises. The questionnaire consisted of 18 
questions. 

A statement was given and the participants were asked to indicate whether they 
strongly agreed, tended to agree, tended to disagree or strongly disagreed with each 
statement or to indicate a "don't know"response. 

The fmal two questions asked the participants to select the taser model they 
likedldisliked most. Space was left for comments to be recorded for each question. A 
copy of the questionnaire and a full summary of the responses given are inc1uded as 
Appendix C3. 

Sorne of the questions asked in the questionnaire related to specific exercises in the 
handling trials. As each participating officer did not take part in aIl the exercises, many 
officers did not encounter certain situations e.g. moving targets or firing in low light 
situations. Sorne officer groups consisted of few officers and it would be difficult to 
apply any statistical analysis to the questionnaire responses from these groups, 
however their comments have been included where appropriate. 

5.3.1 Responses from Ali Participating Officers 

This section collates the results from the 38 officers who participated in the taser 
handling trials. Each question is discussed individually. The graphs also include the 
responses given in the 2002 taser handling trials for the M26 model. 

Question 1- The device is accurate and discriminating 
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Q1. The devlce Is accurate and discrlmlnatlng 
(responses trom ail offlcers) 

M26 X26 M26 previous 

Taser 

Comments indicated that many officers felt that the M26 was less accurate due to the 
increased pressure required to activate the device. This was not reflected in the 
accuracy results. 
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Question 2· The device could be used to target an individual within a group 

Q2. The device could be used to target an Indlvldual wlthln a group 
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There was general agreement with the statement - provided that the group was small 
and widely spaced. The requirement for both barbs to hit the target was felt to be a 
limiting factor, coupled with the potential for movement of the target. 

Question 3 • The device cou Id be used effectively against a moving target 

Q3. The device could be used effectively against a movlng target 
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The officers involved were generally confident in the use of the tas ers against a target 
moving towards the firer. A number of offlcers indicated that they would be less 
confident if the target was moving across their field of vision. 

The offlcers felt that the M26 took longer to activate due to the stiffness of the trigger 
and safety switch, and that this would hinder the targeting of a moving subject. This 
was reflected in the slower firing times for the M26 in the exercises. 
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Question 4 . The device is appropriate for ail officer roles 
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Q4. The device is appropriats for deployment in ail officer roles 

M26 X26 

Taser 

M26 previous 

lilTend to Agree Il 
.ClStrongly Agree Il 

Opinion was roughly equally divided on this issue. Sorne officers felt that, with the 
correct training, all officers should have access to the taser - particularly those 
involved in front line policing. A numher of officers compared the taser to use of an 
incapacitant spray. 

Other officers questioned felt that the taser should not he widely issued and that use of 
taser should he restricted to firearms officers or other specially trained groups. 

It was noted that the size of the M26 might make it unsuitahle for use in covert 
situations. 

Question 5 . The device is easy to point and aim 

Q5. The device is easy te point and aim 
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Both devices were felt to he easy to point and aim although it was noted the trigger 
pressure required to fire was greater for the M26. 

It was noted hy sorne officers that the X26 had to be tilted slightly to use the non-laser 
sighting system. 
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Question 6 - The device is easy to load and unload 

Q6. The device is easy to load and unload 
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Most officers agreed that the tasers were easy to load and unload. The loading 
mechanisms for each of the devices are identical. 

A slight discrepancy is evident in the response as a number of officers commented on 
the ease of battery loading in response to this question. See Question 16 for further 
comments on this feature. 

Question 7 - The device is easy to operate, including the safety switch and trigger 

Q7. The device is easy to operate, including the safety switch 
and trigger 
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The safety switch and trigger on the M26 were felt by the majority of officers to be 
stiff and unresponsive, compared to that on the X26. It can be noted that the previous 
handling trial results show that this opinion is relative to the X26. 
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Question 8 • The device can be used accurately without the use of laser sights 
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Officers tended to agree that the tasers could be used without the laser sights. However 
comments indicate that officers feel the tas ers would be less accurate and also that 
time to fire would be increased when laser sights were not used 

Question 9 • The device is safe to use without risk of electric shock to the officer 
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Officers were generally confident that the devices are safe for use by police officers 
with appropriate training. 
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Question 10 • The device cou Id be used in confined spaces 

Q10. The device could be used in confined spaces 
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Officers were generally confident that the tas ers could be used in a confined space. 
There were favourable comments pointing out that the effects were likely to be limited 
to the intended subject rather than experienced by others in the vicinity (as with CS). 

Question 11 • After completion of ail the exercises 1 felt confident in handling and using 
this device 
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Q11. After completion of the exercises 1 felt confident in 
handling and using this device 
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Most officers commented that they were happy with both devices. The comments 
indicate that the trigger and safety mechanisms on the M26 are more difficult to use 
than those on the X26. 
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Question 12 - The device fits weil in the hand so it can be gripped firmly to facilitate 
retention in the event of a struggle 
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The officers felt that both devices could be retained in a struggle but that fitting a 
lanyard attached to the officer' s belt rnight be worthwhile. 

Opinion was divided with the srnall size of the X26 thought by sorne to be a 
disadvantage while others thought that it was a cornfortable fit for the hand. 

Question 13 - The grip extension improves the handling characteristics of the weapon 

% 

Q13. The grip exrension improves the handling characteristics of 
theweapon 

M26 
Taser 

X26 

The rnajority of officers felt that the grip extension did not improve the handling 
characteristics of the M26 - rnost felt that the grip was large enough (in sorne cases too 
large) already. 

Most officers agreed that the grip extension irnproved the handling of the X26. Many 
cornrnented that the extension was essential for handling the device. 
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Question 14 • The device would be suitable for use in the dark or subdued lighting 
conditions 
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The flashlight feature on the X26 was generally feIt to improve the performance of the 
taser at low light levels although this was not reflected in the results for the low light 
exercise. 

Question 15· The device could not easily be discharged unintentionally 
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Officers commented that the stiffness of the trigger and safety on the M26 made it less 
likely to be discharged accidentally. 
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Question 16 - The batteries are easy to change 

Q16. The batteries are easy to change 
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Each taser has a very different method of battery replacement. This is reflected in the 
scores. The procedure is simpler for the X26. 

Q17 and Q18 - Overall which model did you prefer and why? 

Q17. Overall, which model did you prefer? 

79% of officers participating in the trials selected the X26 as their preferred mode!. 
Those officers' reasons included: 

OThe ease of activating the trigger and safety switches compared to those on the 
M26 (over 20 of fic ers commented on this); 

[] Lightness of the X26; 

[] Ease with which batteries could be changed on the X26; 

cJ Flashlight feature on the X26; 

[] Colour of the additional 'battle sights' (contrasting yellow against black) on the 
X26; and 

[] Digital display indicating battery life on the X26. 
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Officers who selected the M26 as their preferred model gave the following reasons: 

LJ Larger size; 

o 'felt more substantial'; 

o More likely to be retained in a struggle; and 

o Looks more like a serious weapon. 

A number of officers who selected the X26 as their first choice suggested in their 
comments that they would also be happy to use the M26. Others indicated that they 
preferred the shape of the M26, but the trigger and safety switches were far easier to 
use on the X26. A large proportion of officers felt that the handling characteristics of 
the X26 were improved with the use of the grip extension. 

5.3.2 Questionnaire Conclusions 

Overall, the X26 is preferred to the M26. In particular the officers noted the new 
features such as the digital battery indicator and the additional flashlight. 

It is important to note that this does not indicate that the officers questioned did not 
like the M26 - although there was dissatisfaction with the trigger and safety switches 
on the M26 there was general approval for the design. 

5.4 Conclusions and General Comments 

44 

The trials were not intended to coyer every possible operational scenario in which 
tas ers could be used. Instead the exercises focused on a number of key areas. 
Furtherrnore, the exercises were not supposed to be highly realistic but to change the 
position of the taser in the officers' hands and change the environment they were using 
the units in. 

The training provided at these handling trials was short and a number of issues 
examined during the trials, such as speed of reloading or aiming without lasers, could 
be improved with a more extensive training program. 

Throughout the trials the two taser units were very similar in accuracy with both 
recording 91 % success of hitting the target with both barbs. The X26 was used 
marginally faster than the M26. From the responses to the questionnaires 79% of 
officers preferred the X26 to the M26. However, sorne of these officers indicated that 
they would also be happy to use the M26. 
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6 ADDRESSING THE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT FOR A LESS 
LETHAL OPTION 

6.1 Introduction 

In August 2000, an Operational Requirement for less lethal tactical options was 
producedjointly by the ACPO Police Use ofFirearms (PUoF) and Se1f-Defence Arrest 
and Restraint (SDAR) working groups. In June 2001, this document was amended to 
inc1ude the requirements relevant to the policing of group public disorder, represented 
by the ACPO Public Order sub-committee. The Requirement is shown in full in 
AppendixD. 

This chapter of the report addresses each point raised in the Operational Requirement 
based on PSDB's technical and scientific evaluations. PSDB's previous report, "PSDB 
Evaluation of Taser Devices"j addressed the points in terms of taser technology as a 
whole as weIl as the taser models that were available at the time. The M26 was 
identified as the best option by the police to take forward to an operational trial. This 
section evaluates each point of the OR in terms of a comparison between the M26 and 
X26 taser models. The information hereafter has been gathered from four main 
sources: 

o Testing carried out by PSDB on the X26 taser to determine characteristics such as 
absolute accuracy, performance under ideal and extreme conditions and 
measurement of the e1ectrical output. Full details and results from this testing can 
be found in Chapter 4 of this report. 

o Police handling trials carried out in February 2004, with the assistance of 38 police 
officers from 12 different police forces. These trials involved the officers firing the 
M26 and X26 models of taser at cardboard, human-sized targets. Il different 
exercises were carried out in total, requiring the use of 910 taser cartridges. Each 
officer also filled in a questionnaire (as seen in Appendix C3), which consisted of 
18 different questions and an open comments section. Full details of these trials 
and the results from the questionnaires are given in Chapter 5 of this report. 

o Information received from the manufacturers, generally relating to the varlous 
characteristics of each of the devices. Where possible, this information has been 
verified or validated. 

o DOMILL statements on the medical implications of the use ofM26 and X26 tasers 
(Appendices E and F, respectively). 

Sorne of the points raised in the Operational Requirement relate to policy 
considerations or operational aspects that need to be answered either by ACPO and/or 
Home Office and NIO Policy Units. PSDB will only comment on the scientific and 
technical aspects of the devices. 

6.2 Operational Requirements 
This section addresses the first eleven points raised in the Operational Requirement. 
Each point raised is written in bold text and is enc10sed within inverted commas, " ". 
This is then followed by PSDB's response to that point. 

6.2.1 Accuracy 

"The option should be discriminating over a range between 1 and 25 metres. This 
range is chosen as an approximation to that within which a firearms containment 
can reasonably be provided by officers with handguns, accounting for their 
general accuracy. In public disorder situations accuracy at range will be 
particularly important since it may be necessary to target individuals within a 
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tightly packed group. Considerable further benefit will arise if an option is 
discriminating over a greater distance (e.g. up to SOm), allowing it to be deployed 
as part of a wider containment, and making it more readily transferable to sorne 
public disorder scenarios. Naturally, options that are shown to be effective over 
only part of this range will still merit consideration." 

The maximum range ofboth tasers is 21ft (6.4m). This is the maximum length of the 
wires within the cartridge and cannot be exceeded. 15ft (4.6m) cartridges are also 
available from the but are not recommended for law enforcement use. 

In bench fired accuracy testing it was found that the X26 taser has a slightly smaller 
spread and that at close ranges the grouping is slightly above the aim point. This 
means that the top barb of the X26 strikes closer to the aim point at 15ft (4.6m) than 
the M26. Both weapons are increasingly inaccurate beyond this point. However, the 
bottom barb of the X26 strikes consistently to the left of where the top barb strikes. 
When at extreme ranges this becomes so pronounced as to potentially cause a problem. 

In the handling trials questionnaires the officers felt that the M26 model was 
marginally less accurate and discriminating mainly due to the increased pressure 
required to depress the trigger. However, both models were found to be of equal 
accuracy overall. 91 % of shots resulted in both barbs hitting the body of the target 
(inc1uding the head, neck or groin region) when fired at 13ft (4.0m) from the target. 

Both models use a projected single laser sight to aid with the accurate placement of the 
barbs, showing where the top barb will land on the target. Both the M26 and X26 also 
have mechanical 'fin and blade' sights, with the latter's being picked out in yellow. 
However, in handling trials without use of the laser sight (thus using the blade and fin 
sights) the X26 was less accurate. 

Taser units need both barbs to attach to a target to cause incapacitation (it does not 
matter where they strike). This could be said to be the most important measure of 
accuracy for tasers. In this respect there is virtually no difference between the units. 

6.2.2 Immediacy 

"The option should be rapidly effective - ideally immediate. Although certain 
scenarios may benefit from a delayed action, these will be limited." 

Providing they work correctly and both barbs attach, both tasers are very rapid acting 
devices, pro vi ding an almost immediate effect. If anything, in video evidence and 
observations by the author in the USA, the X26 seems to cause a more rigid "locking 
up" of the subject but both seem to be equally effective. If the claim that the X26 is 
more effective in stimulating skeletal muscles is true then the falls following X26 
application may be less controlled. The DOMILL statement on the medical 
implications of the X26 (Appendix F) anticipates " ... a greater likelihood [than with 
the M26] of head contact with surfaces following use of the X26." It goes on to state 
that the overall risk of serious head injury is low. 

6.2.3 Subject Population 

"The option should be effective against the maximum proportion of the 
population, taking account of both permanent and transitory effects (e.g. 
ergonomies/ drunkenness )." 

AIl taser devices are effective against a high proportion of the population, including 
those who are drunk or who are suffering from the effects of drugs or a mental illness. 
Reasons for the device being ineffective are likely to be the same for both models, 
relating to the reliability of the taser unit or insufficient training, rather than the 
ineffectiveness of the electricity. 
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A full list of reasons why tasers could fail can be found in the previous PSDB report. 
However, a major issue that has come to light during this set of tests is a low reliability 
amongst the X26 units supplied. Section 4.6 sets out the fauIts encountered during 
these tests. These X26 units were early production models and PSDB received 20 
replacements and tested them repeatedly over a month long period. Section 4.7 shows 
the results of these tests. None broke down entirely during the test but two units' pulse 
repetition rates slowed significantly (thus reducing the power being delivered). This 
shows an improvement over the previous units but should not be regarded as definitive 
reliability testing. 

6.2.4 Ease of Operation 

"The option should be capable of being operated by one officer. It should be 
suitable for use by the majority of officers with appropriate training, regardless 
of physical size or gender. It should not rely on complex motor skills." 

The X26 is significantly smaller than the M26, being approximately half the size and 
less than half the weight. The M26 has a harder trigger pull. 

More than 20 officers out of 38 in the handling trials commented upon the ease of 
activating the trigger and safety switches on the X26 compared to those on the M26. 
Several also mentioned the comparative lightness of the unit, the ease of changing the 
batteries and the contrasting colour of the blade and fin sights. However, sorne officers 
preferred the larger size of the M26 and said that it "felt more substantial" and was 
more likely to be retained in the event of a struggle. 

In the comparison handling trials, the questionnaire inc1uded six questions relating to 
the ease of use and handling of the various taser devices. The individual questions are 
detailed in Table 6.1 along with the percentage of participants who either tended to 
agree or strongly agreed with the statement. 

Question X26 M26 M26 Previous 

The device is easy to point and aim 95 87 98 

The device is easy to load and unload 100 89 98 

The device is easy to operate, inc1uding the safety 95 39 97 
switch and trigger 

After completion of al! the exercises, l felt 100 84 97 
confident in handling and using this device 

The device fits wel! in the hand so it can be gripped 71 76 97 
firmly to facilitate retention in the event of a 
struggle 

The batteries are easy to change 86 44 86 

TABLE 6.1 Percentage or Participants Who Agreed With the Question Being Asked in 
Relation to the Ease or Operation orthe Taser Deviees. "M26 Previous" 
rerers to the 2002 PSDB Handling Trials 

Table 6.1 shows that the X26 consistently scored more highly in the questions that 
relate to ease of operation. The M26 scored far worse in corn paris on to the previous 
handling trials. This probably reflects the effect of a side-by-side comparison on 
supposedly subjective questions and how po orly the respondents rated the Tasertron 
models in the previous trial. The M26 was regarded as a better fit in the hand and more 
easily retained in a struggle. 
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Chapter 5 of this report gives a detailed description of the handling trials and results 
from the questionnaires. Officer opinion was clearly in favour of the X26. 

6.2.5 Judgement 

"The option should minimise the number of judgement issues arising from its use 
(i.e. clear intention/targeting/outcome)." 

This issue is a matter for ACPO, although clearly the issues are the same for both 
weapons. 

6.2.6 ln jury IL etha lit y 
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"The option should minimise the risk of in jury to any person of serious injury 
and or/lethality at aIl times." 

In July 2004 DOMILL produced a second statement on the M26, which also provided 
for the extension of the ACPO operational trial to all forces and can be found in 
Appendix E of this report. It included a review of the information provided by Dstl 
following their investigation of the residual medical concerns raised by DOMILL in 
their first statement which can be seen at the end of Appendix E. The research 
requested by DOMILL on the effects ofM26 cardiac currents was carried out by Dstl. 

.l[!Jëct 0/ drugs 0/ abuse 
The effect of drugs of abuse on cardiac fonction were examined in vitro. The results, 
together with evidence taken from a literature review, leads the statement to 
" ... suggest that sorne frequently abused drugs have the potential to contribute to any 
cardiac-related morbidity or mortality that may arise in the context oftaser use." It also 
goes on to suggest that it seems reasonable to generalise this conclusion into other 
emotionally charged and/or violent confrontations with the police. These adverse 
effects will depend upon several risk factors, including dose consumed, co-use with 
other drugs and pre-existing heart disease. Essentially, officers should be aware that an 
adverse medical response after taser deployment (as with any other use of force) may 
be more likely in drug-impaired individuals and that any unusual behaviour may signal 
the need for early medical intervention. The ACPO Guidance to U sers takes account of 
these situations. 

Yulnerability o/pacemakers and other implantable electronic devices 
Published material on the construction of these devices and the interaction of external 
electromagnetic fields with them was reviewed. The statement concludes that the 
probability of direct impact and physical damage is very low and that the effects of 
M26 electrical fields on the fonction of cardiac pacemakers are unlikely to be 
permanent. As the age profile of cardiac pacemaker recipients is significantly different 
from the overall population and that of those arrested in situations where taser may be 
deployed, the probability of such a person being in such a situation is considerably 
lower than the overall incidence of pacemakers in the population. The statement 
concludes that there " ... is no requirement to undertake experimental studies on the 
vulnerability of active implantable medical devices to the output of the M26 Taser." 

Saftty o/the laser sights 
The laser sights on the M26 have now been classified as 3R according to the British 
laser safety standard BS EN 60825-1 3• This class exceeds the internationally agreed 
maximum permissible exposure (MPE) values (ImW). Due to the safety factors in 
MPE values, they are unlikely to cause eye injuries for accidentaI exposures but 
intentional viewing should be avoided. The manufacturers inform us that the laser 
sight in the X26 is a different component but that it is built to the same specification. 
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The overall conclusion of this second M26 statement is that the risk of life
threatening or serious injuries from the M26 Taser is very low. 

DOMILL have also now produced a statement on the comparative medical 
implications of use of the X26 and M26 tasers, which is inc1uded as Appendix F of 
this report. To inform DOMILL, Dstl undertook groundbreaking experimental work, 
including modelling the path of CUITent flow in the body, and its intensity, from both 
tasers using computational electromagnetie modelling (CEM). The CUITent flow in the 
heart was predicted, and these data enabled application of appropriate CUITents to a 
biological model: an isolated beating heart preparation (the Langendorff preparation). 
DOMILL also requested a review of experimental work undertaken by, or on behalf of 
the manufacturers to support the introduction of the X26; operational and training data 
compiled by the manufacturers and global police forces; and medical assessments 
undertaken by organisations and individuals unconnected with the manufacturers . 

.l[#ècts o/predicted taser currents on cardiac rhythm 

The experimental work investigated two cardiac phenomena: 

o Ventricular ectopie beats (VEBs) - cardiac contractions outwith the normal 
inherent rhythmicity of the heart; and 

o Ventricular fibrillation (VF) - chaotic, asynchronous contractions of the heart 
muscle fibres that result in no effective heart output. If uncorrected, this would lead 
rapidly to death. 

It was found in Langendorff preparation hearts that neither the M26 nor X26 simulated 
waveforms could evoke VEBs. However they could be evoked if the peak CUITent 
densities were increased above those predicted by the modelling. However, the safety 
margin was 60-fold. It was also found that neither the M26 nor X26 simulated 
waveforms could evoke VF within the maximum output of the equipment - at least a 
70-fold increase for the M26 and a 240-fold increase for the X26. This, coupled with 
the fact that the hearts oflarger animaIs (including humans) are less susceptible to VF 
leads to the conclusion that "On the basis of the present study, it is considered unlikely 
that the electrical discharge from the M26 and X26 Taser devices will influence 
cardiac rhythmicity by a direct action on the heart ofhealthy individuals." 

Contributingfoctors to cardiac susceptibility 

The statement goes on to state that: 

"The possibility that other factors, such as illicit drug intoxication, alcohol abuse, pre
existing heart disease and cardioactive therapeutic drugs may modify the threshold for 
generation of cardiac arrhythmias cannot be excluded. Similarly, other indirect 
responses to Taser deployment (e.g. arrhythmias precipitated by stress- or exercise
induced catecholamine release) may, in themselves, predispose [the individual] to an 
adverse cardiac outcome independently of the primary (electrical) action of the Taser 
devices." 

Falls to the ground 

If the claim that the X26 is more effective than the M26 in stimulating skeletal muscle 
is true then falls caused by its application may be less controlled. The statement says 
that there may be " ... a greater likelihood [than with the M26] of head contact with 
surfaces following use of the X26." This will increase the likelihood of head in jury, 
although the overall risk of serious head injury is low. 

The overall conclusion of this X26 statement is that "The risk of a life-threatening 
event arising from the direct interaction of the currents of the X26 Taser with the heart, 
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is less than the already low risk of such an event from the M26 Advanced Taser." 
Rowever, DOMILL goes on to recommend that the monitoring system should stay in 
place so that any unexpected injuries can be identified and acted upon quickly. 

Flammability 

The further testing carried out in Section 3.4 has shown that there is a significant risk 
of ignition if a taser is frred at a target that has been previously sprayed with either CS 
or PA V A incapacitant spray. Therefore, it is strongly recommended that the taser is 
not used against a subject who has already been sprayed with either CS or 
PA VA, wh en they are present with a flammable solvent, if it is possible to avoid 
doing so. 

CS spray is more likely than PA V A spray to ignite. The risk is lowest if there is no 
c1othing, or tight c1othing, due to the lack of an air-gap and its associated spark. The 
results with an introduced air-gap can also be used to represent use of the taser in 
"drive-stun" mode. Rowever, it is important to note that, although the PA VA solvent 
is less likely to ignite, when it does it burns with a blue flame that is very difficult to 
see in daylight. Rence, it may not be until the c10thing catches fire that the flames 
would be noticed. This is especially significant if the subject is under the influence of a 
taser as they would be unable to alert the officer to their predicament. 

The D Cartridge 

PSDB approached DOMILL for their opinion on the medical implications ofusing the 
XP cartridge. The following advice was received: 

"The needle on the XP cartridge is 4mm longer than that of the "21ft. regular" 
cartridge. It also has a slightly higher energy. At an overalliength of 13.4 mm, the XP 
needle could result in a defect on the internaI aspect of the body wall at sorne 
anatomical locations. Bleetman· undertook ultrasonic measurements of the distance 
between the external body surface and various organs in 25 volunteers in an erect 
posture. The minimum depth for the left kidney, spleen, anterior and posterior liver, 
pericardium, anterior and posterior pleura were alliess than 13.4 mm. The median 
depths ranged from 17-31 mm; superficial major blood vessels were not addressed. 

"DOMILL does not know whether the XP needle will penetrate the body wall up to its 
shoulder. Ifit is assumed it can, there is a risk that the Taser needle could penetrate the 
outer surface of an organ. The greatest concern expressed was with regard to 
superficial blood vessels. In this respect, the XP cartridge has greater risks than the 
regular cartridge needle. The risk of this event is low, because of the small presented 
area of superficial major blood vessels." 

It should be noted that this advice assumes that the XP needle penetrates the skin for 
its entire length up to the crimping on the shaft. The XP cartridge was designed to be 
used against subjects who are wearing thick c10thing and if used as such the risk of 
more serious injury will be reduced. 

6.2.7 Effect 

"The option should at least temporarily neutralise the threat, rendering a subject 
incapable of carrying out an immediate threat of violence. The duration of su ch 
incapacitation must be sufficient to permit officers to safely approach a subject 
and restrain them, which may include the need to overcome an obstruction (i.e. 
locked door/barricade)." 

• Bleetman A, Dyer J (2000). Ultrasound assessment of the vulnerability of the internai organs to stabbing.: determining 
safety standards for stab-resistant armour. Injury; Oct; 31(8), 609-612 
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The effect of the M26 is as set out in the previous report. However, both models have 
the general effect of making the subject fall down to the ground or to 'freeze' them in 
place while their muscles are contracting. This effect on the subject remains while the 
electricity is flowing. As soon as the electricity ceases to flow, however, the subject 
may make an immediate recovery. Generally, the subject is likely to be dazed and 
confused due to the severity of the effects and may not completely recover 
immediately. It is also possible that their muscles will be aching and they may feel 
lethargic. The manufacturers of tasers recommend that the officers approach the 
subject whilst the electricity is being applied, rather than waiting for it to stop before 
advancing as this may be too late. 

The taser will only be effective if both barbs are attached to the target, either through 
their clothing or via penetration of the skin. If only one barb is attached, the circuit will 
not be complete and the electricity will be unable to flow. With both taser models, it is 
possible to reapply charge to the subject after the initial discharge has ended, providing 
both barbs are still attached to the person. If one or both barbs have become detached 
from the target, then a new cartridge will have to be fired, unless the device is used in 
drive-stun mode. 

Both models have a continuous dis charge that lasts for five seconds after the trigger 
has been pulled. This can be stopped before 5 seconds have passed if required by 
flicking on the safety switch. However, the M26's pulse repetition rate depends on the 
charge level of the batteries whereas X26 units produced up to July 2004 have a 
digitally regulated output at 19 pulses/second for two seconds and then 15 
pulses/second after that. Future X26 units will stayat 19 pulses/second. Both units can 
be used in drive-stun mode (touching of the unit to the subject like a stun gun) as weIl 
as being able to be used for placing the laser spot on the subject or sparking the 
weapon in an attempt to gain compliance without firing a cartridge. 

6.2.8 Environment 

"The option should be effective in aIl operating conditions (e.g. weather, 
indoors/outdoors, lighting, temperature etc.) and in confined spaces." 

As both tas ers use the same cartridge the wind will have no differing effect between 
them. In the taser handling trials, one exercise involved the use of the tasers in the 
dark. The operator was in an upright stationary position and the target was face on, 
also stationary. The results showed that the time taken to fire varied little between the 
models and the proportion of barbs striking these areas was comparable to those that 
struck when the lights were on. However, these trials were carried out in conditions 
where the target was just visible after the eyes had acclimatised to the darkness. In 
total darkness or in conditions where no acclimatisation time was given the flashlight 
feature on the front of the X26 would give it a clear edge over the M26. Chapter 5 
provides more details of these trials. 

At the taser handling trials, the questionnaires included one question in relation to the 
use of tasers in enclosed spaces and a further question in relation to their use in the 
dark. The individual questions are detailed in Table 6.2 along with the percentage of 
participants who either tended to agree or strongly agreed with the statement. 

Question X26 M26 M26 Previous 

The device could be used in confined spaces 92 84 89 

The device would be suitable for use in the dark or 92 47 72 
subdued lighting conditions 

TABLE 6.2 Percentage or Participants Who Agreed With the Question Being Asked in 
Re/ation to the Use orthe Taser Deviees in the Oark and in Conlined Spaces 
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Tests were carried out at PSDB to evaluate any adverse effects caused when the taser 
was he Id at a temperature of +50°C. Also included in this report are results from 
Finland for a temperature of -20oe. At +50oe the X26 performed as normal except for 
a slightly enlarged laser sight that returned to normal after half an hour. In previous 
testing the M26, however, was incapable of firing at this temperature and the laser 
sights and battery indicator did not work. These problems were due to the taser unit 
itself and not the batteries or cartridges as these were found to perform as normal. 

At -20oe the X26 unit itself was not affected. There was a problem with probes 
jamming inside the cartridges but this would be common to both weapons. In previous 
testing at low temperatures the M26 units became difficult to fire and the laser sights 
generally became diffuse, fragmented or dim. The power output was also greatly 
reduced due to the effect of low temperature on the batteries. This effect was most 
severe with alkaline batteries, but the rechargeable batteries were also adversely 
affected. 

The testing of the taser against medical equipment in Section 3.3 has shown that there 
is a very low risk of the taser affecting it in a dangerous way. Further work 
commissioned by PSDB has shown that there is no significant risk of affecting flight 
cri tic al systems of aircraft. Extreme caution must also be exercised when using 
tasers in a flammable environ ment, such as a petrol station. 

6.2.9 Mobility/Flexibility 
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"The option should be effective against a moving target. It should be easily 
transported to the scene of an incident, and ideally portable at the scene." 

At 150· 34· 43mm and weighing 230g the X26 is approximately halfthe size and 
less than half the weight of the M26. The handling trials demonstrated that both tas ers 
could be used effectively to hit a moving target. 

In the comparison handling trials, two exercises involved the officers firing the taser at 
a moving target. One exercise involved a forward facing human target moving into a 
doorway and out again and the other a human target advancing towards the officer. In 
both exercises a high proportion ofhits were recorded (95-100%). 

At the comparison handling trials, the questionnaires included one question in relation 
to the use of tasers against a moving target. The question is shown in Table 6.3 along 
with the percentage of participants who either tended to agree or strongly agreed with 
the statement. 

Question X26 M26 M26 Previous 

The device could be used effectively against a 76 61 77 
moving target 

TABLE 6.3 Percentage o/Participants Who Agreed With the Question Seing Asked in 
Relation to the Use orthe Taser Devices Against a Moving Target 

When this was compared to the proportion of shots from each model that successfully 
struck the target, i.e. both barbs struck the body without hitting the head, neck or groin 
area, then the tas ers actually perform better than the officers' perception of them. 
Despite the greater number of officers who felt that the X26 would be better, the M26 
in fact performed marginally better. 
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6.2.10 Cumulative Effects 

"The use of the option should not preclude the use of other tactical options 
before/after. It should not increase or reduce their effects if they are subsequently 
employed." 

The further flammability testing in Section 3.4 showed that there is a significant risk 
of any subject who has been sprayed with CS or PAVA being ignited if they are 
tasered, although it has now been shown that this risk is only so high if the taser barb 
fails to make contact with the skin of the subject. The experimental work on the spark 
gap (Section 4.5.2) shows that the X26 will cross a spark gap of the same size as the 
M26 and so the risk of ignition will be similar. 

CS is about twice as likely as PA V A to ignite. The risk is lowest if there is no c1othing, 
or tight c1othing, due to the lack of an air-gap. The results with an introduced air-gap 
can also be used to represent use of the taser in "drive-stun" mode. Rowever, it is 
important to note that, although P AV A is less likely to ignite, when it does it bums 
with a blue flame that is very difficult to see in daylight. Rence, it may not be until the 
clothing catches fire that the buming would be noticed. This is especialIy significant if 
the subject is under the influence of a taser as they would be unable to alert the officer 
to their predicament. 

6.2.11 Safety/Security 

"The use of the option, and the equipment required, should be safe to operate 
and store, and should have the minimum security considerations." 

AlI tas ers are c1assified as a Prohibited Weapon under Section 5 (l) (b) of the Fireanns 
Act (1968). The acquisition and possession of these devices must therefore be in 
accordance with this Act. Given the nature of these devices, due consideration should 
also be given to their safe storage. Police forces or registered fireanns dealers also 
need an import licence from the Department of Trade and Industry. There is currentlya 
ban on the export of electroshock devices, including tasers, from the UK. This means 
that although forces would be able to import the devices, they may be unable to export 
them out of the country again, for instance to retum a faulty weapon to the US 
manufacturer for repair. 

The tas ers should be stored at room temperature to avoid any adverse effects caused by 
extremes ofheat or cold. The taser should not be fired near flammable liquids or fumes 
as it may cause these to ignite. 

The X26 has alI of the same high voltage electricity hazards as outlined in the previous 
report. l 

At the taser handIing trials, the questionnaires included two questions in relation to 
safety aspects during taser use. The individual questions are detailed in Table 6.4 along 
with the percentage of participants who either tended to agree or strongly agreed with 
the statement. At the handling trials, 3 participants out of the 38 who attended reported 
receiving an electric shock through their fingers while using the tasers. 

1 Question 1 X26 
i [ 

M26 M26 Pre"ious 

! The device is safe to use without risk of 1 97 97 95 
1 e1ectric shock to the officer 

75 79 The device could not easily be discharged ! 
1 unintentionally 1 

TABLE 6.4 Percentage 01" Participants Who Agreed With the Question Seing Asked in 
Relation to the Sal"ety 01" the Taser Devices 
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Aiso at the handling trials the officers felt that the M26 would be easier to retain in the 
event of a struggle. 

6.3 Other Issues 

This section addresses the eleven points raised in the 'Other Issues' section of the 
Operational Requirement. As before, each point raised is written in bold text and is 
enc10sed within inverted commas, " ". This is then followed by PSDB's response to 
thatpoint. 

6.3.1 Repeat Operation - Speed of Multiple Use 
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"Are repeated applications of the option likely to be required? How feasible is 
such repetitive operation (by one officer/several)?" 

Repeat shots from the taser may be necessary due to the proportion of shots that result 
in one or both barbs missing the target (9% in the handling trials, see Section 5.2.2). 
Both taser models can only fire one shot before a new cartridge needs to be inserted 
but they are relatively easy to load and unload and only require one officer to do this. 
In addition both have a grip extension that allows an extra cartridge to be carried on 
the weapon itself. 

It is possible with both models of taser to reapply charge to the subject after the initial 
discharge has ended, providing both barbs are still attached to the person. If one or 
both barbs have become detached from the target, then a new cartridge will have to be 
fired unless the devices are to be used in touch-stun mode. 

In the taser handling trials, one exercise involved the officers firing multiple shots 
from the taser. The taser was initially loaded and the officer had to draw the unit and 
fire three cartridges in quick succession, re10ading as necessary. The time taken to do 
this ranged from 4.7-11.7 seconds for the M26 and 4.0-8.7 seconds for the X26, 
depending on the officer. The X26 on average was reloaded more quickly. The range 
in times demonstrated that sorne officers found the process of loading, aiming, firing 
and unloading more difficult than others did. This could probably be addressed by 
training. 

At the taser handling trials, the questionnaires inc1uded one question in relation to the 
ease of loading and unloading the taser models. Table 6.5 details this question, along 
with the percentage of participants who either tended to agree or strongly agreed with 
the statement. 

Question X26 M26 M26 Previous 

The device is easy to load and unload 100 89 97 

TABLE 6.5 Percentage oF Participants Who Agreed With the Question Seing Asked in 
Relation to the Ease oF loading and Unloading the Taser Deviees 

1t can be seen that the majority of participants were satisfied with the ease of loading 
and unloading the tasers, with greater satisfaction expressed for the X26 mode!. 
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6.3.2 Specialist vs. General Use 

"Is the option appropriate for deployment in aIl officer roles, or only by 
specialists (e.g. dog-handlers, Tactical Firearms Units, new team)?" 

The issue of who should carry various less lethal devices, including tasers, is a matter 
for ACPO and Ministers. However, the smaIler size of the X26 means that it would fit 
onto a utility belt more easily and that it could be carried covertly. The taser handling 
trials included one question that asked for officers' opinions on the appropriateness of 
tasers being deployed in aIl officer roles. The question is detailed in Table 6.6 along 
with the percentage of participants who either tended to agree or strongly agreed with 
the statement. There was no clear consensus amongst those who gave reasons. 

Question X26 M26 M26 Previous 

The device is appropriate for deployment in 63 47 51 
aIl officer roles 

TABLE 6.6 Percentage or Participants Who Agreed With the Question Being Asked in 
Relation to the Deployment orthe Taser by Ali Officers 

6.3.3 Training 

"What are the training periods associated with the option's deployment, both 
initially and in terms of refresher training? What training facilities are 
required?" 

ACPO have produced a training procedure for the M26 taser. This could be easily 
adapted for the X26. In the taser handling trials, the participants were given a 2 hour 
'familiarisation' session with the tasers. This involved them being briefed on the 
various models and how to handle and use them safely and correctly, then firing one 
cartridge from each of the two tasers. They then each fired 9-12 shots from each taser 
model throughout the various exercises. FoUowing the handling trials, they were asked 
in the questionnaires how confident they felt about using the devices after they had 
handled them during the preceding familiarisation training and exercises. The question 
is detailed in Table 6.7 along with the percentage of participants who either tended to 
agree or strongly agreed with the statement. 

Question X26 M26 M26 Previous 

After completion of aIl the exercises, l felt 100 84 97 
confident in handling and using the device 

TABLE 6.7 Percentage or Participants Who Agreed With the Question Being Asked in 
Relation to Their Confidence in Handling the Taser Deviees 
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6.3.4 Costs 

The prices given in this section are as quoted by Pro-Tect Systems Ltd, the only UK 
supplier of Taser International products and are correct as ofJune 2004. 

Product Cost Additional features 
(Exclu ding V AT) 

M26 Taser n95 Including rechargeable NiMH 
(Black or Yellow) battery pack and secondary 

cartridge holder. 
X26 Taser 050 Inc1uding extended warrant y 
(Black or Yellow) and 3 Digital Power Magazines 

(2 x XDPM, 1 x DPM) and 
holster. 

Cartridges each (15 ft, fl5 
Standard 21ft and 21ft LS) 
Cartridges each (25ft XP) f16.50 
DPM each f25 
XDPMeach no 
M26 battery charger f49.50 
Set of 8 NiMH batteries for f19.50 
M26 
Protective training suit n50 (approx.) Free with first order of 1000 

cartridges 
M26 seriaI port dataport f95 
download software/adapter 
X26 USB dataport download f95 
so ftware/ adapter 

TABLE 6.8 Priee List Tor Taser Produets, Cartridges and Aeeessories. AIl priees 
exeluding VAT 

6.3.5 Legal Implications 

"Would the adoption of the option require new legal authority (e.g. prohibited 
weapons)? What are the tactical considerations in the light of Human Rights (e.g. 
proportionality, least intrusive option)?" 

Many of these issues have been dealt with by ACPO, the Home Office and the NIO. It 
should be reiterated that the taser is c1assified as a Prohibited Weapon under Section 5 
(1) (b) of the Fireanns Act (1968). The acquisition and possession of these devices 
must therefore be in accordance with this. There is also currently a ban on the export 
of electroshock devices, inc1uding tasers, from the UK. This means that, although 
forces would be able to import the devices, they may be unable to export them again, 
for instance to retum a faulty weapon to the US manufacturer for repair. 

6.3.6 Acceptability (Police and Public) 

"What is the external and internaI impact assessment associated with the options 
considered ?" 

This issue is a matter for ACPO, the Home Office and the NIO. 

6.3.7 Visual Effect (on SubjectiThird Party) 

"Does the option involve equipment looking like a firearm? Can the option be 
carried/used covertly?" 

Both taser models are basically gun-shaped. However, the M26 more c10sely 
resembles a fireann in size and appearance. Both units can be manufactured in yellow. 
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A variety of other col ours may also be available if demand is sufficient for this to be 
financiaIly viable for the manufacturer. This should help signify both weapons as 
being less lethal, although identification problems may still exist in very dark 
conditions. 

The M26 is too large for effective covert use. The smaller size of the X26 would make 
it more suitable for this role. However, sorne officers in the handling trials preferred 
the larger size of the M26 saying that it looked "more like a serious weapon" and thus 
would have a greater deterrent effect. 

6.3.8 After-Effects 

"How long do potential after-effects last? What treatment/training is required to 
deal with potential after-effects?" 

The after-effects are the same as those for the M26 covered in the previous report. As 
soon as the electricity ceases to flow, the subject may make an immediate recovery. In 
reality, the subject is likely to be dazed and confused due to the severity of the effects 
and may not completely recover immediately. It is also possible that their muscles will 
be aching or tingly and they may feellethargic. However, the most intense effects of 
the taser only last for the duration that the electricity is applied. 

ln addition to the after-effects that may result from the high voltage electricity that has 
travelled through the subject's body, potential after-effects could also be caused by a 
number of other sources, such as: 

OThe taser barb penetrating the subject's skin. This may not occur in every case as 
the barb often attaches onto the subjects clothing. However, if the barb has 
penetrated the skin, it needs to be safely removed afterwards. On this subject 
DOMILL advises that " ... needleslbarbs should be removed by medical staff, 
principally because of the requirement for infection control, the potential for 
additional trauma to the skin and superficial tissues of the subject, and risk of self 
in jury. This is particularly important with regard to the XP cartridge where 
perforation of the body wall could have occurred. If there is an operational 
necessity for police officers to remove the needleslbarbs, they must be trained in 
the risks. Needleslbarbs in particularly vulnerable areas such as the eyes, should 
always be removed by medical staff only." 

o Blunt trauma secondary injuries caused by the tasered person falling after being 
subjected to the electricity. Other injuries may also result if they faIl onto a 
dangerous material such as glass or a noxious substance; and 

o Injuries caused by unintentional effects, such as injury to the eye caused by the 
taser barb striking the eye, or the projected laser sight from the taser being directed 
into the eye. In addition, injuries may result due to ignition of a subject who is 
tasered whilst they have a flammable liquid on them. 

6.3.9 Durability 

"How robust is any equipment required for an option? Over what period can an 
option be said to be reliable - what checking is required?" 

PSDB carried out drop tests on the X26 taser, which involved dropping the unit from a 
height of 2m onto a steel plate. It should be noted, however, that only two units were 
dropped as a representative sample. They were randomly selected from production line 
models but it does mean that there could be a large error due to such a small sample 
size. Damage was largely limited to the safety switch and cartridges. This is similar to 
the damage sustained by the M26 model. 

There was a more significant problem with the reliability of the taser units. One M26 
out of five bought for the comparison handling trials failed during those trials. 
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However, out of Il X26 taser units acquired, in a 6-month testing period, 7 have 
ceased to function (not counting those used in the drop test). These X26 units were 
early production models and PSDB received 20 replacements and tested them 
repeated1y over a month long period. None broke down entirely during the test but two 
units' pulse repetition rates slowed significantly (thus reducing the power being 
delivered). This shows an improvement over the previous units but should not be 
regarded as definitive reliability testing. 

6.3.10 Authority Required to Use 

"Who should authorise the use of the option? Who should review its use, when, 
and how often?" 

This issue is a matter for ACPO and Ministers. 

6.3.11 Audit Trail 

"Does the option have a secure system for recording use? Will this enhance a 
documented system for decision making?" 

The X26 has an improved dataport for recording information about the taser's use. 
Whereas the M26 stores the time and date of the last 585 firings, the X26 records the 
time, date, duration, temperature and battery status of the last 2000 firings. 
Furthermore it does this in encrypted data files. This data is downloaded to a computer 
via a USB connection. 

As both the X26 and M26 use Taser International cartridges they will both have seriaI 
numbers and AFID (Anti-Felon Identification) discs. Every time these cartridges are 
fired, up to 40 small confetti-like identification tags (AFIDs) are ejected and scattered 
in the surrounding area. Each AFID disc shows the seriaI number of the cartridge used. 
The cartridges have their seriaI number printed on a sticker. However, these are 
re1ative1y easy to remove or replace. Obviously, for any audit trail to be effective, it 
needs to be backed up by a suitable logging system within the force in order to know 
which officers have been issued with which tasers and cartridges. 

6.4 Conclusions 
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The comparison to the individual requirements in the OR has demonstrated that the 
X26 outperforms the M26 or that there is little difference between the models. 
However, in a number of requirements this is not the case. The biggest drawback of 
both units continues to be the maximum possible range of 21ft (6.4m) and general 
effective range of 15ft (4.6m), although this latter distance seems to have improved 
slightly with the X26. The reason for this improvement is probably that the probes 
strike higher than the laser sight at shorter distances. 

When compared to the OR, the X26's superior characteristics are: 

o Ease of operation and generally better handling characteristics; 

o Full functionality in a greater range of environments (darkness and extreme 
temperatures); 

o The taser unit is smaller and lighter than the M26, which means easier carriage; 

o Speed of use and reloading; 

o A more robust audit trail with 2000 firings logged, more parameters recorded and 
encrypted usage files; and 

o Less risk of causing a life-threatening event in the heart than the already low risk 
associated with the M26. 
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The X26's most serious negative aspects are: 

o A cost double that of the M26; 

o Possible reliability issues; and 

o A possible slightly increased risk ofhead injury arising from a less controlled fall. 

When compared to the OR, the M26's superior characteristics are: 

o More difficult to discharge unintentionally; 

o Halfthe cost of the X26; 

o More effective visual deterrent; and 

OThe larger size makes it easier to grip and retain. 

The M26's most serious negative aspects are: 

o The device is shaped more like a tirearm; 

o It is more difficult to tire due to its trigger mechanism. 

The advantages and disadvantages of each of the different models must be considered 
when deciding which would be most appropriate for use in particular operational 
situations. However, if a force decided to use both weapon systems there could be 
disadvantages in terms of cost, training, documentation and operator confusion. 
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7 OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 
This report has covered two main areas of work: addressing the residual concems over 
the use of the M26 and comparing the Taser hltemational Taser X26 to the M26 
Advanced Taser (the latter has been approved for operational use in support to 
firearms). 

7.1 Residual Concerns over the M26 

o The laser sight from the M26 has been tested and can be c1assified as 3R according 
to the British laser safety standard BS EN 60825-1.3 Although this c1ass exceeds 
the intemationally agreed maximum permissible exposure (MPE) values (ImW), 
because of the safety factors in MPE values, they are unlikely to cause eye injuries 
for accidentaI exposures. However, intentional viewing must be avoided. hl order 
to conform to this standard the labelling requirements outlined in Appendix A13, 
Table A3 must also be implemented. The laser sights in the X26 are c1aimed by the 
manufacturer to be built to the same specification as those in the M26. 

OThe testing of the M26 taser against medical equipment in Section 33 has shown 
that there is a low risk of the taser affecting it in a dangerous way. Further testing 
commissioned by PSDB has indicated that there is no significant risk of affecting 
the on board systems of aircraft in flight. 

o The further testing described in Section 3.4 has shown that there is a significant 
risk of ignition if a taser is fired at a target that has been previously sprayed with 
either CS or P AV A incapacitant spray. CS spray is about twice as likely as PA VA 
spray to ignite but P A VA solvent bums with a blue flame that is difficult to see in 
bright light conditions. The risk is lowest if there is no c1othing, or tight c1othing, 
due to the lack of an air-gap and the consequent reduction in sparking. Therefore, it 
is strongly recommended that the taser is not used against a subject who has 
already been sprayed with either CS or PA VA, when they are present with a 
flammable solvent, if it is possible to avoid doing so. Extreme caution must also be 
exercised when using the taser on a subject who is suspected of being covered in 
any other flammable liquid, such as strong alcohol (e.g. undiluted spirits) or 
petroleum spirit, or in a dangerous environment, such as a petrol station. 

o The residual medical concems over the M26 taser raised by DOMILL have been 
investigated by the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl). The 
information provided was reviewed by DOMILL and contributed to their second 
statement on the M26, which is inc1uded in the Appendices of this report. It 
conc1udes that the risk of life-threatening or serious injuries from the M26 Taser is 
very low. 

7.2 Comparison of the Taser X26 with the M26 Advanced Taser 
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Throughout the testing and the handling trials, and when compared to the Operational 
Requirement the X2Ô taserpe(/Orms better than the M2ô in most areas. Furthermore 
79% of officers in the handling trials expressed a preference for the X26. However: 

o The X26 is approximately twice the cost of the M26; 

o Of the eleven X26 units supplied to PSDB, discounting the two that were used in 
drop-testing, seven broke down under no more duress than repeated usage in a 6-
month period. These X26 units were early production models and PSDB received 
20 replacements and tested them repeatedly over a month long period. None broke 
down entirely during the test but two units' pulse repetition rates slowed 
significantly (thus reducing the power being delivered). This shows an 
improvement over the previous units but should not be regarded as defmitive 
reliability testing. 
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When the medical implications of the use of the X26 were examined by DOMILL it 
was concluded that "The risk of a life-threatening event arising from the direct 
interaction of the currents of the X26 Taser with the heart, is less than the already low 
risk of such an event from the M26 Advanced Taser." DOMILL also noted that if the 
X26 is more effective than the M26 in stimulating skeletal muscle, as claimed, then 
there will be a greater likelihood of head injury after contact with surfaces due to the 
less controlled faU. However, the risk of serious head injury is still considered to be 
low. 
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Appendices 

A DETAILS FROM THE FURTHER TESTING OF THE M26 ADVANCED 
TASER 

A 1 Details from the Assessment of the Output from Laser Sights 
A 1.1 Laser Radiation Measurements - Wavelength 

The wavelength of the beam was measured using an Ocean Optics USB2000 
spectrometer, seriaI number USB2E2823 (wavelength sensitive range 200 to 850nm). 
The results are set out in the table below (Table Al). 

Unit Type SeriaI Number Wavelength / nm 

M26 P000451 11/99 649 

M26 P 1-007965 02/01 653 

M26 P1-007968 02/01 653 

M26 P1-007970 02/01 656 

M26 P1-009366 02/01 653 

M18L L1-002018 02/01 655 

M18L L 1-002020 02/01 653 

M18L Ll-002021 02/01 654 

M18L L1-002022 02/01 654 
. . 

TABLE A 1 The wavelength of the beams emiUed trom ntne laser slghts trom Taser 
International M25 Advanced and Mt8L Tasers 

A 1.2 Laser Radiation Measurements - Power Output 
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The radiant power of the beam was assessed using two Coherent Fieldmaster laser 
power meters, seriaI numbers ES04 and GF34 with Coherent LM2 detectors, seriaI 
numbers EB29 and GF29, respectively (wavelength sensitive range 400 to 1064nm). 
The results are set out in the following table (Table A2). 

1 

1 

Unit Type SeriaI Number Power Output 1 mW 

M26 P000451 11/99 0.41 

M26 P1-007965 02/01 2.8 

M26 P1-007968 02/01 2.6 

M26 P1-007970 02/01 2.6 

M26 P 1-009366 02/01 2.7 

M18L Ll-0020 18 02/01 3.0 

M18L L1-002020 02/01 2.9 

M18L Ll-002021 02/01 2.8 

M18L L 1-002022 02/01 

TABLE A2 The power outputs of the beams emiUed from nine laser sights from Taser 
International M25 Advanced and Mt8L Tasers 
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A 1.3 Comparison of the M26 Taser label to the relevant labelling criteria 

Clause 

5.1 

5.1 

5.1 

5.1 

5.4 

5.4 

5.7 

5.8 

6.1 a) 

6.1 c) 

6.1 d) 

6.1 e) 

The following table (Table A3) is a comparison of the new label to the labelling 
criteria covering class 3R lasers. The references are to the relevant numbered clauses 
in BS EN 60825-1.3 Highlighted areas indicate clauses that are not met by the CUITent 
labelling. 

Requirement Comment 

Labels can be read without exposure to Existing label can be read 
laser radiation in excess of class 1 

Label shaH be permanently fixed Existing label appears to be permanently fixed 

Label shaH be clearly visible during The label is located on the bottom of the taser 
operation and is not visible during operation 

Text borders and symbols shaH be black on Text is black on a white background 
a yeHow background 

A laser warning label shaH be affixed (laser There is such a label but it is black on a white 
starburst symbol, black on yeHow background. 
background) 

A class 3R laser product shaH have an Product is marked under the US Federal 
explanatory label bearing the words: "Laser Product Performance Standard as InA 
Radiation. A void direct eye exposure. Class 
3R laser product" 

Class 3R laser products should have a label The aperture is marked with an arrow and the 
affixed close to the aperture with the words words "Avoid Direct Eye Exposure - Laser 
"Laser Aperture" or " A void Exposure - Light is Emitted from this Aperture (Danger)". 
Laser Radiation is Emitted from this The word "light" may be used as the 
Aperture" wavelength is in the visible spectrurn 

An explanatory label should give a The maximum output is provided as 5m W and 
statement of the maximum output of laser the wavelength range appears to be correct. 
radiation, emitted wavelength and the name British Standard details are not included. 
and publication date of the standard to 
which the product was classified. 

Adequate instructions for safe use The manual contains no information on the 
laser nor is it mentioned in Taser Intemational's 
Master Instructor presentation. However, the 
General Warning includes "Never point the 
Advanced Taser at another person unless 
intended for use" and "Never aim the Advanced 
Taser at the eyes or face". 

This can be covered in training. 

A statement of the beam divergence and Not given in manual 
maximum output 

Legible reproductions of aIl labels and Not given in manual 
hazard warnings 

Clear indication in manual of location of This is implied on the Advanced Taser's 
laser aperture F eatures diagram in the manual. 

TABLE A3 A comparison between the requirements l'or labeUing 01' British Standard 
BS EN 60825-1 and the labeUing/documentation supplied with the raser 
International M26 Advanced raser 
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A 1.4 

A/. 4'./ 

A/. 4'.2 

A/.4'..J 

A/. 4'.4 

Details of Measuring the Laser Power Output under Increased Voltage Conditions 

./ntroduction 

The NRPB classification of the lasers as class 3R was dependent upon there being "no 
failure modes in the e1ectronic circuit that could significantly increase the radiant 
power of the laser beam." The circuit involving the laser beam and the enabling switch 
(the taser's safety switch) contains a ZXCL Series chip (ZXCL400H5) which is a 
"Low Dropout Regulator". This means that its purpose is to protect a component (in 
this case the laser) from thermal overload, too much current or too high a voltage. It 
was apparent that the failure mode that would increase the voltage supply to the laser 
by the greatest amount was a short circuit directly from the batteries to the laser. This 
would be a voltage of 9.6V in the case of NiMH batteries' or 12V in the case of 
alkaline batteries. In order for these lasers to be regarded as class 3R the radiant power 
must not go above 5m W. This test subjected the laser modules to a voltage input 
nearly 3 times higher than the alkaline batteries (32V). 

Spectfications if the Laser VSed in the Sighting Mechanismt 

The following table contains certain parameters of the laser that is used by Taser 
International. 

Parameter: Minimum Typical Maximum Units 

Optical power 2.3 3.0 4.5 rnW 

Operating voltage 3.1 3.3 3.5 V 

Operating CUITent - - 40 mA 

Wavelength at peak ernission - 650 - nm 

Operating ternperature range -10 26 50 oC 

Storage ternperature range -40 - 85 oC 

Bearn focus distance - 10 - rn 

Dot size at focus distance - - 10· 11 mm 
. . . 

TABLE A4 Elements of' the M2ô Laser Module Specificat/on, as suppned by raser 
International. 

From the information in Table A4 the lasers would be expected to fall into the 3R 
classification. The PSDB test covered the voltages in the specification before 
increasing to the full voltage that can be supplied by the taser's batteries and beyond. 
The typical Optical Power and Operating Voltage was highlighted in the results. The 
maximum current drawn by the laser from the power supply was also noted. 

TestMethod 

The lasers were removed from six Taser International devices (2 M26 Advanced 
Tasers and 4 M18Ls). Each was connected to a Thurlby 30V-2A PC320 power supply. 
The laser power output was measured using a DDT Instruments 350 Linear/Log 
Optometer attached to a Meter-Type 247 measuring head. The voltage was increased 
in increments from 2.5V until either the laser ceased to function or 32V was reached. 
The laser power output was recorded for each voltage. 

/(esu!ls 

The following graph (Figure Al) shows the results. The seriaI number of the taser 
from which each laser was taken is shown. 

'Nickel-Metal Hydride batteries. They are rechargeable and also the manufacturer's recommended type. 
tAs supplied by Taser International 
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The graph shows the normal operating voltage and optical power ranges as quoted by 
Taser International. It also shows the voltage ranges for the two types of battery and 
the zone above 5m W on the y-axis is the power output that is above a c1ass 3R laser. 
The maximum power output achieved by any laser was 4. 11 (±0.05)mW. The maxima 
achieved within the limits of voltages supplied by alkaline and NiMH batteries were 
3.77(±O.05)mW and 3.38(±0.05)mW respectively. AlI of these results are c1early 
below the 5mW limit. Three of the lasers ceased to function between 15V and 23V
one of which exploded. The current drawn by the laser varied between 18mA and 
42mA. 
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A 2 Details From the Assessment of the Electrical Compatibility of the M26 
Taser with Various Medical Deviees 

A2.1 Method 

The testing took place at the Luton and Dunstable Hospital in September 2003. 
Various pieces of equipment were collected together for evaluation in the medical 
engineering laboratory. 

The medical equipment was set up to function within normal operating parameters 
and, in the case of monitoring devices, suitable artificial means for providing readings 
were connected. As the greatest electromagnetic field was found to occur when a taser 
has a cartridge with wires extended and a load between them (see Section 3.3.2 ofthis 
report), the taser in this test was similarly set up. The taser was activated and whilst it 
was discharging was moved at a steady rate over aIl accessible surfaces of the medical 
device. At sorne points the wires from the taser were trailing over the equipment. Any 
observable effects were noted and then the test was repeated at 0.5m from the 
equipment. If any previous effect was no longer noticeable then the taser was moved 
closer to ascertain the largest distance at which the anomaly occurred. If there was an 
effect at half a metre then the taser would be moved away until the effect ceased. 

A 2.2 Results 

In the hospital there was only one extemal pacemaker available and this was to be used 
on a patient on the same day so it was decided not to risk damage by carrying out a test 
on it. Similarly, permission to test the ventilators was not given. The results from the 
remaining pieces of equipment on the test list (Section 3.3.3) are shown in Table A5. 
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Equipment Type MakelModel Effeet at O.Om Effect at O.5m 

ECGMonitor Kontron Micromon Occasional spike on the None. 
7142 QRS wave. For 1 second 

gave a false reading of 
71bpm. No other 
noticeable effects. In the 
opinion of the clinical 
engineer present these 
effects would not be 
potentially harmful. 

ECGMonitor Dash 3000 (ECG mode) None. None. 

Observation Monitor Dash 3000 (Sp02 mode) None. None. 

Observation Monitor NeUcor Puritan Bennett Additional spikes aIl over No observable effects at 
NPB 4000 the ECG trace. O.5m. The effects 

Respiratory alarm observed at O.Om 
sounded. In the opinion continued to manifest up 
of the clinical engineer to 0.2m away from the 
present these effects equipment. 
would not be potentially 
harmful. Both went back 
to normal immediately 
after the taser discharge 
ceased. 

Baby heart monitor Hewlet Packard 8040A None. None. 
(sound) 

Automatic Extemal ZoU M Series None. None. 
Defibrillator (AED) 

Syringe Pump Graseby 3500 None. None. 

Volumetric Pump Imed Gemini PC-l None. None. 
Infusion 

Dialysis Machine Fresenius Medical Care None. None. 
4003 

TABLE AS Effecls or aclivaling a laser in close proximily 10 and o.5m away l'rom 
medical equipmenl 

As can be seen from the table, the only observable effects were on ECGlRespiratory 
monitors. In the se cases the effect would not have injured the patient and the 
equipment reverted to normal functionality as soon as the taser was switched off. AIl 
of the other equipment functioned normally throughout the test. The test was repeated 
with no cartridge in the taser (drive-stun mode) and there were no effects on any of the 
equipment at either distance. 

Unfortunately, the ventilators were unavailable. Older ventilators are large1y 
mechanical and thus less susceptible to electromagnetic interference. Newer ones are 
often computer controlled and so would be more susceptible. However, given that life 
support devices should be designed to resist electrical interference ofup to 10Vm-1 and 
the evidence in Section 3.3.2 of this report, it can be assumed that the likelihood of 
interference occurring at one metre is very low. 
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A 3 Full Results from the Investigation of The Flammability of The Solvents in CS 
and PAVA Incapacitant Sprays When Used Alongside Tasers 

A 3.1 CS with no air gap 

70 

Spray Reduction in Quantity Ignition Ignition Ignition T-shirt 
Number Can Weight (g) Sprayed (mIr after 30 secs after 2 mins after 5 mins Material* 

1 12.30 15.42 N N N C 

2 6.76 8.47 N N N C 

3 6.38 8.00 N N N C 

4 8.51 10.67 N N N C 

5 8.00 10.03 N N N C 

6 8.66 10.85 N N N C 

7 7.25 9.09 N N N C 

8 6.93 8.69 N N N C 

9 5.89 7.38 N N N C 

10 9.27 11.62 N N N C 

11 6.71 8.41 N N N PIC 

12 7.73 9.69 N N N PIC 

13 7.40 9.28 N N N PIC 

14 9.62 12.06 N N N PIC 

15 8.09 10.14 N N N PIC 

16 6.56 8.22 N N N PIC 

17 7.66 9.60 N N N PIC 

18 9.67 12.12 N N N PIC 

19 8.68 10.88 N N N PIC 

20 7.57 9.49 N N N PIC 

=nensity ofMIBK = 0.7978g/ml 

·c = 100% Cotton; PIC = 50% Cotton, 50% Polyester 

TABLE A6 The ignition oF an operationa/ amount oF CS incapacitant spray on a t-shirt 
when subJected to a taser discharge with no air gap in the circuit 
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A 3.2 CS with 1cm air gap 

Spray Reduction in Quantity Ignition Ignition Ignition T-shirt 
Number Can Weight (g) Sprayed (mIr after 30 secs after 2 mins after 5 mins MateriaI" 

1 9.44 11.83 Y -- -- C 

2 6.40 8.02 N N N C 

3 7.58 9.50 N N N C 

4 8.78 11.01 Y -- -- C 

5 8.00 10.03 N N N C 

6 8.64 10.83 Y -- -- C 

7 7.22 9.05 Y -- -- C 

8 7.40 9.28 Y -- -- C 

9 6.97 8.74 Y -- -- C 

10 Il.45 14.35 Y -- -- C 

11 7.55 9.46 Y -- -- PIC 

12 7.66 9.60 N N N PIC 

13 9.16 Il.48 Y -- -- PIC 

14 9.25 11.59 N N N PIC 

15 6.96 8.72 Y -- -- PIC 

16 6.72 8.42 N N N PIC 

17 7.17 8.99 Y -- -- PIC 

18 5.39 6.76 Y -- -- PIC 

19 7.34 9.20 Y -- -- PIC 

20 II.45 14.35 Y -- -- PIC 

--Density ofMIBK = 0.7978g/ml 

·c = 100% Cotton; PIC = 50% Cotton, 50% Polyester 

TABLE A 7 The ignition of an operational amount of CS incapacitant spray on a t-shirt 
when suhjected to a taser discharge with a fcm air gap in the circuit at the t
shirt. 
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A 3.3 PAVA with no air gap 
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Spray 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Reduction in Quantity Ignition Ignition Ignition T-shirt 
Can Weight (g) Sprayed (mIr after 30 secs after 2 mins after 5 mins Material* 

14.22 15.89 N N N C 

9.11 10.18 N N N C 

10.90 12.18 N N N C 

6.30 7.04 N N N C 

4.15 4.64 N N N C 

10.70 11.96 N N N C 

12.28 13.72 N N N C 

9.60 10.73 N N N C 

8.05 8.99 N N N C 

8.01 8.95 N N N C 

6.67 7.45 N N N PIC 

8.78 9.81 N N N PIC 

10.87 12.15 N N N PIC 

10.33 Il.54 N N N PIC 

8.81 9.84 N N N PIC 

7.72 8.63 N N N PIC 

8.73 9.75 N N N PIC 

10.24 11.44 N N N PIC 

10.40 II.62 N N N PIC 

10.03 11.21 N N N PIC 

=Density of ethanol=0.789g/ml, density of water=1.000g/ml, therefore 
density of 1: 1 mix taken to be 0.895g/ml 

·c = 100% Cotton; PIC = 50% Cotton, 50% Polyester 

TABLE AB The ignition oran operational amount or PAVA Incapacitant spray on a t-shirt 
when sub/ected to a taser dlscharge wlth no air gap ln the circuit. 
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A 3.4 PAVA with 1cm air gap 

Spray 
Number 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

Reduction in Quantity Ignition Ignition Ignition T-shirt 
Can Weight (g) Sprayed (mIr after 30 secs after 2 mins after 5 mins Materiaf 

11.34 12.67 N N N C 

10.82 12.09 N N N C 

11.38 12.72 N N N C 

8.19 9.15 N Y -- C 

12.70 14.19 N N N C 

10.11 11.30 N N N C 

7.71 8.61 N N N C 

9.81 10.96 N N N C 

10.92 12.20 Y -- -- C 

7.65 8.55 N N N C 

8.24 9.21 Y -- -- PIC 

8.60 9.61 N N N PIC 

15.42 17.23 N N N PIC 

7.93 8.86 N N N PIC 

7.51 8.39 N N N PIC 

11.23 12.55 N N N PIC 

10.20 11.40 N Y -- PIC 

8.44 9.43 Y -- -- PIC 

9.45 10.56 N N N PIC 

8.87 9.91 Y -- -- PIC 

=Density of ethanol=0.789g1ml, density of water=1.000glml, therefore 
density of 1:1 mix taken to be 0.895g1ml 

·c = 100% Cotton; PIC = 50% Cotton, 50% Polyester 

TABLE Ag The ignition oF an operationa/ amount oF PA VA incapacitant spray on a t-shirt 
when subjected to a taser discharge with a fcm air gap in the circuit at the t
shirt 
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B DETAILS FROM THE X26 EVALUATIONS 
B 1 Details of the Accuracy Tests 
B 1.1 Method 

74 

In each test the taser was c1amped finnly into a tripod and the device checked with an 
inc1inometer to ensure it was level and upright to within ±0.2°. A fiat cardboard target 
was secured at a set distance from the taser. With the laser sight turned on, the red dot 
position was marked on the target with a spot. A cartridge was inserted into the front 
of the taser and fired at the target. 

The M26 accuracy was previously tested using standard 21ft cartridges. As the design 
of these had changed slightly since the previous testing, the M26 was initially set up at 
a distance of 20ft (6. lm), as the distance with the greatest spread, to see ifthe accuracy 
of the cartridges had significantly changed. The results can be seen in Figure BI 

Barb displacement relative to aim point (mm) 
20 ft !rom targe! 

BaJb cisplacement relative to aim point (nm) 
20 ft frcmtargot 
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- 200 

FIGURE 81 (a,b) 
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Position of' standard cartridge taser barbs fired trom an M26 taser at 
20n (6. fm) with o/d cartridges (/ef't) and redesigned cartridges(right) 

There is c1early little difference between the barb spread. If anything, the new cartridge 
has a slightly tighter spread. However, it was considered that there was not such a 
difference as to require a repeat of the M26 results. 

In October 2004 the standard 21ft cartridges were redesigned again so that the blast 
doors and rear of the cartridges' "wings" are now silver in colour. The M26 taser was 
again set up at 20ft (6.1m) to identify any change in accuracy. The results ofthis can 
be seen in Figure B2. Again, apart from two errant top barbs there was little or no 
difference and thus the cartridges used in testing the accuracy of the X26 are valid in 
the case ofthese new cartridges. 

FIGURE 82 

Barb dlsplacement relative to alm point (mm) 
~ ft !rom targot 

400 600 800 1000 1200 

Position of' new si/ver-door standard cartridge taser barbs fired trom 
an M26 taser at 20n (6. fm)) 
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Tests were carried out at 5, 10, 15 and 20ft (1.5, 3.0, 4.6 and 6.lm) distances from the 
target. 10 shots were fired at each of these ranges. The tests were carried out using the 
Taser International M26 with XP cartridges and the X26 with both standard and XP 
cartridges. AIl tests were carried out indoors at room temperature, with no wind effect 
and with the taser clamped firmly using a tripod, therefore representing an ideal 
situation. 

B 1.2 Results 

·300 

Figures B3-B6 show the results of accuracy testing at PSDB for the different models 
and cartridges. The figures show the position of each of the barbs at each distance as 
they would fit on a man-sized target with the outline showing torso, leg and arm areas. 
The point of aim is taken as the centre of the chest area just above the nipple line (co
ordinates 0,0). The figures show the separation between the top barb and the laser sight 
dot, and the separation between the top and bottom barbs. 

The results for the X26 taser with standard cartridges are shown in Figures B3 a-d. It 
can be seen that the top barb generally strikes around the laser sight, even above it, at 
distances up to 15ft (4.6m). Beyond that it begins to fall below the sight. However, the 
bottom barb appears to strike to the left of the top barb, getting further away as the 
range increases. 
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FIGURE 83 (a,b, C, d) Position or standard cartridge barbs when tired l'rom a raser 
International %26 taser at Sil (t.5m), fOIl (.1.0m), f51l (4.6m) and 201l 
(6.fm). 
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Barb dis placement relative to aim point (mm) 
20 ft from ta rget 

BOO 1000 1200 

A second X26 was used to obtain the 
results in Figure B4.This unit showed 
the same left of centre position of the 
bottom. This was observed at the 
handling trials and with XP as well as 
standard cartridges. This latter 
observation shows that it is an issue 
with the X26 unit itself. 

During the testing at 20ft (6.1m) one of 
the wires from the cartridge was too 
short and the barb did not reach the 
target. 

FIGURE 84 Position oF standard cartrldge barbs when 
Ilred Irom a dlfferent X26 taser at 20n (6. lm). 

The results for the X26 taser with XP cartridges are shown in Figures B5 (a-d). The 
bottom barb again strikes to the left of the top barb. The top barb maintains its 
accuracy with respect to the sighting laser at up to lOft (3.0m). However, it can be seen 
to fall slightly below the laser at 15ft - 20ft (4.6m - 6.1m) and an average of 34cm 
below at 25ft (7.6m). The barb spread is generally small but is starting to get larger at 
25ft. This compares with the top barb of a standard cartridge keeping its accuracyat 
15ft (4.6m). 
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FIGURE 85 (a,b,c,d) Position 01 XP cartrldge barbs when Ilred !rom a raser International 
X26 taser at Ion (3.0m), 15n (4.6m), 20n (6. lm) and 25,! (7.6m). 
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The results for the M26 taser with XP cartridges are shown in Figures B6 (a-d). Here it 
can be seen that the bottom barb is striking directly below the top barb. The barb 
spread is small except for the bottom barb at 25ft (7.6m). Once again the top barb 
maintains its accuracy with respect to the sighting laser at up to 10ft (3.0m) and can be 
seen to faU slightly below the laser at 15ft - 20ft (4.6m - 6.1m). At 25ft (7.6m) the top 
barb spread is sm aller than those that were fired from the X26 but the average drop 
from the laser sight is 43cm greater. 
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FIGURE 86 (a,b,c,d) Position olXP car/ridge barbs when lïred l'rom a raser International 
M26 taser at 10ft (3.0m), 15ft (4.6m), 20ft (6. lm) and 25ft (7.6m). 
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B 2 Details of the Drop Tests 
82.1 Method 

An X26 taser, with a standard cartridge inserted into the firing bay, was dropped from 
a height of 2m onto a steel plate. The test was to be repeated ten times using the same 
taser unless significant damage was evident in which case a second unit would be 
substituted. The taser was held at different angles (so as to present each planar surface 
and the four vertical corners of the unit) and had a different cartridge inserted for each 
drop. Any damage to the taser or cartridges was noted. Following the drop, and for 
those cartridges still intact, each cartridge was frred from the dropped taser if it was 
still capable of being fired safely. Any unusual results were recorded. Cartridge testing 
was carried out previously so the unit itself is the item under test. It was also important 
to note whether the unit discharged upon impact. 

It should be noted that the test units were selected at random from those received by 
PSDB as a typical production mode!. It cannot be guaranteed that the units tested were 
not particularly robust or fragile examples. However, given that the company produces 
aH units to the same specification they should be fairly representative. 

8 2.2 Results 
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The frrst taser was dropped in four vertical orientations (presenting the bottom, front, 
top and back of the weapon to the floor). In these tests it suffered no damage other 
than the badge on the DPM faHing off. On these occasions two cartridges were 
undamaged and two had their blast doors fall off, one of which then failed to function. 

On the fifth drop with the right hand side of the weapon towards the floor, the safety 
switch snapped. As a result the switch on the right hand side of the weapon still 
controlled the safety function while the one on the left was loose and had no control. 
The cartridge in this drop suffered no damage. 

A replacement taser unit was used for the remainder of the tests. On the sixth drop, 
with the left-hand side of the weapon towards the floor, the badge came off the new 
DPM but there was no other visible damage and it fired normally. The blast doors 
came off the cartridge and sorne of the wire came out but the cartridge still functioned 
normally. 

In drops seven and eight, in which the front, bottom corner and top, back corner were 
presented to the floor respectively, the unit suffered no apparent damage, as was the 
case with the latter cartridge. The former cartridge's blast doors came off and it did not 
function. 

On the ninth drop, where the back bottom corner was lowermost, there was a slight 
crack in the casing of the battery chamber but this did not affect the functioning of the 
weapon. In the tenth drop, on the front top corner, there was slight split in the top of 
the casing. At this point the taser ceased to function even though the DPM was 30% 
full. However, it retumed to normal function with a full DPM inserted. The cartridges 
in these last two drops suffered no damage. 

At no point during the testing did the taser dis charge upon impact. 
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B 3 Details of the Extreme Temperature Tests 
B 3.1 Warm Conditions Method 

Five X26 units in 'ready to fire' condition (Le. with charged batteries and a cartridge 
inserted) were placed in an incubator held at +50°C for 24 hours. A number of spare 
batteries and cartridges for each taser were also placed in the incubator. 

The ready to frre taser was removed from the incubator along with three extra 
cartridges. The taser was immediately fired if it was functioning and any results noted. 
If the taser did not fire it was left at room temperature (20°C) for 5 minutes with its 
cartridge inserted then fired again and the results noted. The process was repeated at 
regular intervals after the initial removal from the incubator. If there were any 
problems at any stage with a taser model then the spare components in the incubator 
were exchanged with ambient temperature components so that each one could be 
tested for its temperature dependence. 

B 3.2 Results at SO°C 

The first unit frred normaUy upon removal from the incubator. After 5 minutes it 
discharged but missed one or two pulses. At 10 minutes it fired normaUy. The 
remaining 4 tasers aU fired normaUy upon removal and after 5 and 10 minutes. In aU of 
the units, the laser dot from the sighting system was slightly enlarged and less bright. 
They retumed to normal after approximately 30 minutes outside the incubator. 

B 3.3 Cold Conditions Method 

Cold weather testing of the X26 taser was carried out in April 2004 by Lt Tapani Hack 
of the Police Technical Centre in Finland. It is with his kind permission that the results 
are reproduced here. 

The X26 tasers and cartridges under test were stored in a -20°C environment for a 
minimum of 15 hours. The tasers were then fired within 5 minutes of their removal 
from the freezer. After firing two cartridges the taser unit was retumed to the freezer 
for a minimum of 10 minutes. This was carried out for 10 XP cartridges and 24 
standard cartridges. The tas ers were fired into a target and their strike positions were 
noted. 

B 3.4 Results at -20°C 

&age / - Testing with..J::P cartndges 

One or both of the tabs on the sides of the cartridges snapped on 4 out of 10 tests. On 
these occasions the positions of the barb strikes were considerably lower than they 
should have been. On another frring the top barb remained stuck in the cartridge. In 
one instance the taser unit itself failed to activate. When it was switched off and then 
back on again it then functioned normally. On the remaining 4 shots the weapon 
functioned normally and the barbs struck the target in expected positions. 

&age.2 - Testing with standard cartndges 

The X26 taser unit had version #14 of the dataport software installed so as to try and 
alleviate the problem identified in Stage 1 where the unit failed to discharge. On aU 
occasions the taser unit itself functioned normally. However, on Il out of 24 shots one 
or both barbs remained, jammed in the cartridge. To ensure that this was not a problem 
with the taser, 6 more cold cartridges were fired from a warm taser and 2 of these also 
jammed. 
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C DETAILS FROM THE COMPARISON HANDLING TRIALS 
C1 List of Participating Forces 

Bedfordshire Police 

80 

British Transport Police 

Cleveland Police 

Durham Constabulary 

Essex Police 

Hertfordshire Constabulary 

Kent Police 

Northumbria Constabulary 

Surrey Police 

Sussex Police 

Tayside Police 

West Midlands Police 
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C2 Results for Each laser Model in Each Exercise 
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Exercise 1 

Purpose: The aim of this exercise was to determine the accuracy of each taser when 
hand-frred under ide al conditions (standing, motionless target, face-on, single shot) 
using the laser sights attached to the weapon. 

Action: The taser was loaded before raising. On command, the officer raised their 
taser and frred at a stationary target from a distance of 13ft (4.0m) using the laser 
sights on the weapon. The officer was instructed to do this as quickly as possible. The 
exercise was repeated 3 times for each model oftaser. 

Results: 13 officers - each frred 3 shots with each model oftaser. 

Shoot 1, M26 Shoot 1, X26 
100 
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r- 80 
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"""""'" 0 
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Exercise 2 

Purpose: The aim of this exercise was to determine if the accuracy of each taser was 
affected when the firer was in a kneeling position. 

Action: The officer had their loaded taser drawn already. On command, the officer 
fired the taser from a kneeling position at a stationary target from a distance of 13ft 
(4.0m) using the laser sights on the weapon. The officer was instructed to do this as 
quickly as possible. The exercise was repeated 3 times for each model oftaser. 

Results: 13 officers - each fired 3 shots with each model oftaser. 

Shoot 2, M26 Shoot 2, X26 
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Exercise 3 

Purpose: The aim of this shoot was to determine the accuracy of each taser when 
hand-fired under low-light conditions, using the laser sights attached to the weapon. 

Action: This exercise was carried out with lights dimmed. The taser was loaded before 
drawing. On command, the officer raised their taser and fired at a stationary target 
from a distance of 13ft (4.0m) using the laser sights on the weapon. The officer was 
instructed to do this as quickly as possible. The exercise was repeated 3 times for each 
modeloftaser. 

Results: 13 officers - each frred 3 shots with each model oftaser. 

Shoot 3, M26 Shoot 3, X26 
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Exercise4 

Purpose: The aim of this exercise was to determine the accuracy of each taser when 
fired at a moving target. 

Action: This was a mobile target test. A person who was the moving target stepped 
into a doorway and then stepped out of it again. The taser was drawn, with a cartridge 
loaded, ready to fire. The target came from a different direction with a random amount 
Of time before his appearance for each shoot. The officer was instructed to fire as 
quicklyas possible from a distance of 13ft (4.0m) using the laser sights on the weapon. 
The exercise was repeated 3 times for each mode1 oftaser. 

Results: 13 officers - each fired 3 shots with each model oftaser. 
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Exercise 5 

Purpose: The aim of this shoot was to determine the accuracy of each taser when 
hand-fired under ideal conditions, without using the laser sights attached to the 
weapon. 

Action: Taser was loaded before starting. On command, the officer raised their taser 
and fired at a stationary target from a distance of 13ft (4.0m) without using the laser 
sights on the weapon. The officer was instructed to do this as quickly as possible. The 
exercise was repeated 3 times for each model oftaser. 

Results: 12 officers - each fired 3 shots with each model oftaser. 
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Exercise 6 

Purpose: The aim of this shoot is to determine the accuracy of each taser when the 
target is advancing towards the officer. 

Action: This was a mobile target test. The taser was loaded before starting. The target 
was initially be at 30ft (9m) from the officer. The officer raised their taser, which was 
pre-Ioaded, and activated the laser sights. They then fired as soon as they felt that the 
target was both in range of the weapon and a threat. As soon as the barbs struck the 
target he stopped. The exercise was repeated 3 times for each mode! oftaser. 

Results: 12 officers - each frred 3 shots with each model oftaser. 
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Exercise 7 

Purpose: The aim of this shoot was to detennine the accuracy of each taser when 
hand-fired at a target lying on the floor. 

Action: The taser was loaded before raising. On command, the officer raised their 
taser and fired at a stationary target lying on the floor from a distance of 13ft (4.0m) 
using the laser sights on the weapon. The officer was instructed to do this as quickly as 
possible. The exercise was repeated 3 times for each model oftaser. 

Results: 12 officers - each fired 3 shots with each model oftaser. 
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Exercise 8 

Purpose: The aim of this shoot was to detennine the accuracy of each taser when 
hand-fired over a riot shield and mannequin at an upright target. 

Action: The taser was loaded before starting and the officer took position behind the 
mannequin with the taser pointing towards the target over the top of the shield. On 
command, the officer fired at a stationary target from a distance of 13ft (4.0m) using 
the laser sights on the weapon. The officer was instructed to do this as quickly as 
possible and was not pennitted to step from behind the shield. The exercise was 
repeated 3 times for each model oftaser. 

Results: 12 officers - each frred 3 shots with each mode! oftaser. 
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Exercise 9 

Purpose: The aim of this shoot was to compare the loadinglreloading characteristics 
of each taser to assess how this affected the speed at which the taser can be fired at a 
target when multiple shots are required. 

Action: The taser was loaded before starting. On command, the officer fired at a 
stationary target from a distance of 13ft (4.0m) using the laser sights on the weapon. 
The officer was instructed to fire 3 repeat shots at the target as quickly as possible, 
whilst not compromising their safety. The exercise was repeated 3 times for each 
model of taser. 

Results: 13 officers - each fired 3 shots with each model of taser. 
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Exercise 10 

Purpose: The aim of this shoot was to determine the accuracy of each taser when 
hand-fired at a target lying on the floor, without using the laser sights attached to the 
weapon. 

Action: The taser was loaded before raising. On command, the officer raised their 
taser and fired at a stationary target lying on the floor from a distance of 13ft (4.0m) 
without using the laser sights on the weapon. The officer was instructed to do this as 
quickly as possible. The exercise was repeated 3 times for each model of taser. 

Results: 13 officers - each fired 3 shots with each model of taser. 
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Exercise 11 

Purpose: The aim of this shoot was to determine the accuracy of each taser when 
hand-fired around a riot shie1d and mannequin at an upright target. 

Action: The taser was loaded before starting and the officer took position behind the 
mannequin with the taser pointing towards the target around the side of the shield. On 
command, the officer frred at a stationary target from a distance of 13ft (4.0m) using 
the laser sights on the weapon. The officer was instructed to do this as quickly as 
possible and was not permitted to step from behind the shield. The exercise was 
repeated 3 times for each model oftaser. 

Results: 13 officers - each frred 3 shots with each model oftaser. 
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C3 Questionnaire; Questions and Responses 
A: M26, B: X26 

Q1. The device is aecurate and discriminating Percentages 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strongly Agree 5 15 Strongly Agree 13 39 74 
Tend to Agree 29 20 Tend to Agree 76 53 26 
Tend to Dissgree 4 3 Tend to Disagree 11 B 0 
Strongly Disagree 0 0 Strongly Disagree 0 0 0 
Don'tKnow 0 0 Don'tKnow 0 0 0 

02. The device could be used to target an individual within a group 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strongly Agree 9 12 Strongly Agree 24 32 56 
Tend to Agree 23 22 Tend to Agree 61 58 33 
Tend to Disagree 6 4 Tend ta Disagree 16 11 3 
Strongly Disagree 0 0 Strongly Disagree a a 5 
Don'tKnow 0 0 Don'tKnow a a 3 

0.3 The device could be used effectively against a rnoving target 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strongly Agree 2 13 Strongly Agree 5 34 41 
Tend to Agree 21 16 Tend to Agree 55 42 36 
Tend to Dissgree 12 6 Tend to Disagr .. 32 16 3 
Strangly Disagree 2 2 Strongly Disagree 5 2 
Don'tKnow 1 1 Don'tKnow 3 19 

Q4. The device is approriate for use in ail officer roles 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strongly Agree 8 12 Strongly Agree 21 32 30 
Tend to Agree la 12 Tend to Agree 26 32 21 
Tend ta Oisagree 14 9 Tend to Disagree 37 24 29 
Strongly Disagree 6 5 Strongly Disagree 16 13 19 
Don'tKnow a a Don'tKnow a a 2 

as. The device is easy ta point and aim 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strongly Agree 18 29 Strongly Agree 47 76 88 
Tend to Agree 15 7 Tend ta Agree 39 18 11 
Tend ta Disagree 4 Tend to Disagree 11 3 2 
Strangly Disagree 1 Strongly Disagree 3 3 0 
Don'tKnow a Don'tKnow 0 0 0 

06. The device i. easy ta load and unload 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strangly Agree 22 26 Strangly Agree 58 68 66 
Tend ta Agree 12 12 Tend to Agree 32 32 33 
Tend to Disagree 3 a Tend to Disegree 8 0 2 
Strongly Dissgr .. 1 a Strongly Disagree 3 0 0 
Don'tKnow a a Don't Know 0 0 a 

Q7. The device is easy ta operate, including the safety switch and trigger 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strongly Agree 23 Strongly Agree 3 62 75 
Tend 10 Agree 14 12 Tend to Agree 37 32 22 
Tend ta Disagree 15 Tend ta Oisagree 39 5 3 
Sirongly Disagree 8 Sirongly Disagree 21 0 0 
Don'tKnow a Don't Know a 0 a 

08. The device can be used accuralely wilhout Ihe use of laser sights 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Sirangly Agree 5 3 Strongly Agree 13 8 35 
Tend ta Agree 17 20 Tend ta Agree 45 53 26 
Tend ta Disagree 9 9 Tend to Disagree 24 24 
Strongly Dissgr .. 4 3 Strongly Disagree 11 8 3 
Don'tKnow 3 3 Don't Know 8 8 27 

Q9. The device is safe to use without risk of electric shock to the officer 
A B M26 X26 M26 prevÎous 

Strongly Agree 15 15 Strongly Agree 39 39 44 
Tend 10 Agree 22 22 Tend to Agree 58 58 52 
Tend to Disagree 1 Tend to Disagree 3 3 3 
Strongly Disagree 0 a Strongly Disagree 0 0 0 
Dan'tKnow 0 a Don't Know a 0 2 

010. The device could be used in confined spaces 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strongly Agree 18 20 Strongly Agree 47 53 45 
Tend ta Agree 17 15 Tend ta Agree 45 39 44 
Tend 10 Disagree Tend to Disagree 3 3 5 
Sirongly Disagree Strongly Disagree 3 3 2 
Don'tKnow Oon't Know 3 3 
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Q11. After completion of the exercises,l telt confident in handling and using this device 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strongly Agree 18 31 Strongly Agree 47 82 84 
Tend to Agree 14 7 Tend 10 Agree 37 18 13 
Tend to Disagree 6 0 Tend 10 Disagree 16 0 3 
Strongly Disagree 0 0 Sirongly Disagree 0 0 0 
Don'lKnow 0 0 Don'tKnow 0 0 0 

012. The device fits weil in the hand so ij can be gripped firmly to facilitate retention in the event of a struggle 
A B M26 X26 M26previous 

Strongly Agree 9 11 Strongly Agree 24 29 75 
Tend to Agree 20 16 Tend to Agree 53 42 22 
Tend to Disagree 7 7 Tend to Disagree 18 18 0 
Strongly Disagree 2 4 Strongly Disagree 5 11 2 
Don'tKnow 0 0 Don'tKnow 0 0 2 

013. The grip extension improves the handling of the device 
A B M26 X26 

Strongly Agree 3 20 Strongly Agree 8 54 
Tend to Agree 10 13 Tend to Agree 27 35 
Tend to Disagree 19 4 Tend 10 Dlsagree 51 11 
Strongly Disagree 2 0 Strongly Disagree 5 0 
Don'tKnow 3 0 Don'tKnow 0 

014. The device would be suitable for use in the dark or subdued lighting conditions 
A B M26 X26 M26 previous 

Strongly Agree 6 24 Strongly Agree 16 63 41 
Tend to Agree 12 11 Tend 10 Agree 32 29 31 
Tend to Disagree 15 1 Tend ta Disagree 39 3 7 
Strongly Disagree 4 0 Strongly Disagree 11 0 2 
Don'tKnow 2 Don't Know 3 5 20 

015. The device could not easily be discharged unintentionally 
A B M26 X26 M26 previaus 

Strongly Agree 7 5 Strongly Agree 18 13 46 
Tend to Agree 23 23 Tend to Agree 61 61 40 
Tend to Disagree 4 4 Tend ta Disagree 11 11 11 
Strongly Disagree 0 1 Strongly Disagree 0 3 3 
Don'tKnow 4 5 Don't Know 11 13 2 

016. The batteries are easy to change 
A B M26 X26 M26 Previous 

Strongly Agree 7 18 Strongly Agree 11 28 28 
Tend to Agree 21 37 Tend to Agree 33 58 58 
Tend ta Disagree 13 8 Tend to Disagree 20 13 13 
Strongly Disagree 23 1 Strongly Disagree 36 2 2 
Don'tKnow 0 0 Don't Know 0 

017. Overall which model did Vou prefer 
M26 X26 
21 79 

A 8 B 30 

018. Overall which mode! did you like least 
M26 X26 

A 30 B8 79 21 
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D OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT 
ACPO General Policing Committee 

Police Use of Fireanns. Self-defence. Arrest and Restraint 
and Public Order Sub-committees 

"LESS LETHAL OPTIONS - An Operational Requirement If 

1 Introduction 

1.1 The purpose of this paper is to outline an Operational Requirement for 'less lethal options' 
for the police service in the UK, against which potential options can then be assessed. The 
requirement is intended to coyer a wide range of conflict management scenarios, inc1uding 
those associated with self-defence, arrest and restraint, public disorder and the police use 
of frrearms. 

1.2 The term 'less lethal options' is employed to include weapons, devices or tactics whose 
design and intention is to induce compliance without substantial risk of serious or 
permanent injury or death. In other words, the desired effect is to control and then 
neutralise a threat without recourse to lethal force. While the actual outcome may 
occasionally be lethal, this is less likely than the result of the use of firearms, for example. 

1.3 In situations involving public disorder it should be recognised that the 'threat' to be 
controlled and neutralised may arise from the collective behaviour of groups of individuals 
or from individuals within a group. For this reason tactical options should be capable of: 

o preventing groups forming or re-forming; 
o dispersing or de-stabilising groups; 
o containing groups; 
o maintaining a sterile area or keeping groups at a safe distance; 
o controlling and neutralising any threat posed by specific individuals within groups. 

AlI the above support the principle tactical approaches outlined in the ACPO Manual of 
Guidance on Keeping the Peace and the overall intention of managing and minimising risk. 

1.4 In this manner, it is intended to progress towards the provision of appropriate tactical 
options in conflict management from a full consideration of their potential use and effect. 
This consideration is necessary to ensure that the Police Service has the ability to best 
protect the lives and rights of aIl involved with policing incidents by the appropriate use of 
force (officers, subjects and the public in general). The first stage will involve the 
development of specifications and appropriate tests for equipment to undergo to assess 
how they meet the Operational Requirements. Further work can then be done to develop 
the necessary accompanying tactics. 

1.5 Operational decisions can then be made based on a range of tactical options shown to be 
effective - a 'capability set'. This will prevent individual forces or officers having to 
evaluate the effectiveness of a plethora of potential weapons/devices/tactics themselves, 
and will assist in attaining a consistent and professional approach. 

1.6 In arriving at the requirements outlined below, consideration has been given to a number of 
operational scenarios, which should continue to be borne in mind through the necessary 
deliberations. The discriminating factors arising from such scenarios inc1ude the following: 

o 
o 
o 
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Close quarters threat; 
Long Range threat; 
Precise / Imprecise Situation; 
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o Indoors / Outdoors location; 
o Weapons; 
o Hostage Involvement; 
o Immediacy of threat; 
o Containment requirement; 
o Victim-precipitated killings; 
o 'Special Population' subjects (i.e. those mentally incapacitated by illness, disorder 

or drugs); 
o Group activity. 

2 Operational Requirements 
2.1 Accuracy 

The option should be discriminating over a range between 1 and 25 metres. This range is 
chosen as an approximation to that within which a frrearms containment can reasonably be 
provided by officers with handguns, accounting for their general accuracy. In public 
disorder situations accuracy at range will be particularly important since it may be 
necessary to target individuals within a tightly packed group. Considerable further benefit 
will arise if an option is discriminating over a greater distance (e.g. up to SOm), allowing it 
to be deployed as part of a wider containment, and making it more readily transferable to 
sorne public disorder scenarios. NaturaIly, options that are shown to be effective over only 
part of this range will still merit consideration. 

2.2 Immediacy 
The option should be rapidly effective - ideally immediate. Although certain scenarios 
may benefit from a delayed action, these will be limited. 

2.3 Subject Population 
The option should be effective against the maximum proportion of the population (taking 
account ofboth permanent and transitory differences (e.g. ergonomies / drunkenness). 

2.4 Ease of Operation 
The option should be capable ofbeing operated by one officer. It should be suitable for use 
by the majority of officers with appropriate training, regardless of physical size or gender. 
It should not rely on complex motor skills 

2.5 Judgement 
The option should minimise the number of judgement issues arising from its use (i.e. c1ear 
intention / targeting / outcome). 

2.6 Injury / Lethality 
The option should minimise the risk to any person of serious injury and/or lethality at aIl 
ranges. 

2.7 Effect 
The option should at least temporarily neutralise the threat, rendering a subject incapable 
of carrying out an immediate threat of violence. The duration of such incapacitation must 
be sufficient to permit officers to safely approach a subject and restrain them, which may 
inc1ude the need to overcome an obstruction (i.e. locked door / barricade). 

2.8 Environment 
The option should be effective in aIl operating conditions (e.g. weather, indoors/outdoors, 
lighting, temperature etc.) and in confined spaces. 
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2.9 Mobility / Flexibility 
The option should be effective against a moving target. 1t should be easily transported to 
the scene of an incident, and ideally portable at the scene. 

2.10 Cumulative Effects 
The use of the option should not prec1ude the use of other tactical options before/after. 1t 
should not increase or reduce their effects if they are subsequently employed. 

2.11 Safety / Security 
The use of the option, and the equipment required, should be safe to operate and store, and 
should have the minimum security considerations. 

2.12 1t is naturally recognised that few, ifany, options will meet all of the above requirements. 
They will, nevertheless, enable the production of a matrix to derive the 'best fit' available, 
probably involving a combination of options. The resulting capability, combined with 
appropriate tactics and training, should equip officers involved in the widest range of 
scenarios. 

3 Other issues 

3.1 The following additional issues need to be considered in arriving at this capability set 
which will have a bearing on the practicality of adopting specific options: 

3.2 Repeat Operation - speed of multiple use - Are repeated applications of the option 
likely to he required? How feasible is such repetitive operation (by one 
officer/several)? 

3.3 Specialist v. General use - Is the option appropriate for deployment in aH officer roles, 
or only by specialists (e.g. dog-handlers, Tactical Firearms Units, new team) 

3.4 Training - What are the training periods associated with the option's deployment, both 
initially and in terms of refresher training? What training facilities are required? 

3.5 Costs 

3.6 Legal Implications - Would the adoption of the option require new legal authority (e.g. 
prohihited weapons)? What are the tactical considerations in the light of Human Rights 
(e.g. proportionality, least intrusive option)? 

3.7 Acceptability (Police and public) - What is the external and internaI impact assessment 
associated with the options considered? 

3.8 Visual effect (on subject / third party) - Does the option involve equipment looking like 
a firearm? Can the option be carried / used covertly? 

3.9 After-effects - How long do potential after-effects last? What treatmentltraining is 
required to deal with potential after-effects? 

3.10 Durability - How robust is any equipment required for an option? Over what period can 
an option be said to be reliable - what checking is required? 

3.11 Authority required to use - Who should authorise the use of the option? Who should 
review its use, when, and how often? 

3.12 Audit Trail - Does the option have a secure system for recording use? Will this 
enhance a documented system for decision making? 
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4 Conclusion 
4.1 The issues involved in the Use of Force can be complex - both the level and its nature need 

to be justified if we are to show that it was legal, proportional and in pursuit of a legitimate 
aim. It is hoped that the above Operational Requirement can provide the initial basis to 
explore the options available. This is with a view to simplifying the decision-making 
process required in operational situations at the same time as complying with the standards 
required of a professional Police Service. 
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E DOMILL SECOND STATEMENT ON THE MEDICAL IMPLICATIONS OF 
THE USE OF THE M26 ADVANCED TASER (JULY 2004) 

DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less-Iethal Weapons (DOMILL) 

Second statement on the medical implications ofthe use of the M26 Advanced Taser (July 2004) 

Background 

1. The role of the DSAC* Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less-Iethal 
Weapons (DOMILL) is to provide the Secretary of State for the Home Department and the 
Secretary of State for Northem Ireland with: 

a. Advice on the me di cal implications of generic classes ofless-lethal weapon 
systems (which includes biophysical, pathological and clinical aspects); 

b. Independent statements on the medical implications of use of specific less-Iethal 
systems, when used according to the formaI guidance provided to users; 

c. Advice on the risk of in jury from identified less-Iethal systems striking specific 
areas of the body, in a format that would assist users in making tactical decisions, 
and developing guidance to users to minimise the risk of injury. 

2. On 30 Jan 03, the Home Secretary gave authorityto proceed with an operational trial of the 
M26 Taser as a less-Iethal option in incidents at which authority to use firearms had been 
granted. The M26 Taser would be used by police officers already trained in the use of 
firearms. The operational trial commenced on 21 Apr 03 for an initial duration of 12 
months. Five police forces are taking part in the trial, employing a joint policy, operational 
guidance and training strategy developed by the Association of Chief Police Officers 
(ACPO). The police forces funded an independent evaluation of the trial, undertaken by 
PricewaterhouseCoopers. 

3. Prior to the commencement of the trial, DOMILL provided an independent statement on 
the medical implications of the use of the M26 Taser within the ACPO Policy and the 
ACPO Operational Guidance t. The statement was based primarily on an assessment of the 
medical risks undertaken on behalf of DOMILL by the Defence Science and Technology 
Laboratory (Dstl). The statement is an Annex to this document. DOMILL also produced 
medical advice notes for the subjects on whom the M26 had been used, hospital staff, and 
General Practitioners. The DOMILL statement concluded that: "From the available 
evidence on the lise if/he device, the risi- 0/ l(k-threatening or seriolls lipuries ./Tom the 
M2ô Advanced Taser ajJjJears to be very low." 

4. DOMILL recommended that research should be undertaken to clarify the cardiac hazards 
associated with use of the M26 Taser on individuals who could be considered to have a 
greater risk of adverse effects. The principal investigations should address the possible 
cardiac hypersusceptibility to M26 Taser currents arising from drugs commonly used 
illegally in the UK, acidosis and pre-existing disease, and a more thorough review of the 

, Defence Scientific Advisory Council. 
t DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less-Iethal Weapons (DOMILL). Statement on the medical 
implications of the use of the M26 Advanced Taser. DSTLlCBSIBTPIPAT-ACPO/MANIREP/4/ dated 9 Dec 02. 
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vulnerability of pacemakers and other implanted devices. DOMILL did not consider it 
essentlal from a medical perspective that the studies be completed before approval was 
considered for the initial trial of the M26 Taser under the terms of the ACPO Policy and 
Guidance. DOMILL also requested that the output of the sighting laser of the M26 Taser 
should be measured and c1assified according to British Standards. 

Extension of the operational trial of the M26 Taser 

5. A report on the operational trial has been produced by PricewaterhouseCoopers. The report 
conc1uded that use* of the M26 Taser "helped secure a positive outcome to an incident
minimising the potential need for officers to deploy othe!; possibly more lethal 
technologie}'. ACPO has proposed that, subject to a review of the medical assessment and 
Ministerial support, the trial should be extended: With Chief Officer agreement, the trial 
should be extended to all forces for use by existing firearms officers, in situations where an 
authority for firearms would be granted in accordance with criteria presently laid down 
within the ACPO Manual of Guidance on the Police Use ofFirearms. 

6. ACPO and the Home Office have requested that DOMILL review the extant medical 
statement and offer a second statement on the medical implications of use, consequential 
to: 

D Revised and reviewed ACPO policy, operational guidance and training; 

D The outcome of the research to date addressing their recommendations in the 
extant statement; 

D The data presented to them by ACPO on the outcome (to date) of the initial trial 
currently proceeding. 

This statement is the outcome ofthat review. 

Review of the research undertaken 

Effect ofM26 Taser cardiac currents 

7. The research requested by DOMILL was undertaken by Biomedical Sciences department 
of DstL Dstl adopted a two-fold experimental approach to c1arifying the risks of adverse 
cardiac effects arising from use of the M26 Taser: 

a. Effect of drugs of abuse on cardiac function. This approach was predicated on 
empirical observations made in the United States that many ofthose involved in 
confrontations in which Taser was used were under the influence of drugs. The 
hypothesis tested was that the drugs 17er se could predispose an individual to an 
adverse cardiac event, irrespective of Taser use. Seven drugs of abuse were tested 

• "Use" by ACPO's definition is the: (i) drawing ofa device in circumstances where any person perceives the action as 
a use of force or a threat of use of force; (ii) discharging the barbs at a subject; (iii) application and discharge in 
"touch stun" mode. 
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for their ability to modify the electrical properties of cardiac ventricular 
conduction tissue in vitro·. 

b. Direct application of electrical pulses to isolated beating hearts. The pulses 
represent the current predicted to flow in the heart during discharge of the M26 
Taser. The assessment is designed to investigate the effect of the pulses on heart 
rhythm, the threshold for any effects observed and the effects of selected drugs of 
abuse upon this threshold. These studies necessitated the development of novel, 
complex computer models of the interaction ofM26 Taser pulses with the human 
body, in order to predict the shape and magnitude of current flowing in the heart. 

8. Effect of drugs of abuse on cardiac function. Seven recreational drugs, or their active 
metabolites, were examined in the sheep isolated cardiac Purkinje fibre preparation. 
MDMA (Ecstasy) and phencyclidine (pep) produced effects on the action potential 
suggestive of an increased risk of development of torsades de pointes arrhythmia. 
Although cocaine, cocaethylene (a psychoactive metabolite formed when cocaine and 
aIcohol are concurrently abused) and (+)-methamphetamine did not induce action potential 
prolongation, a critical review of the scientific and clinical literature revealed that these 
drugs still have the potential to compromise cardiovascular function in a way that could 
precipitate a life-threatening cardiac event. The clinicalliterature suggested that morphine 
(the principal metabolite of heroin) and i19-tetrahydrocannabinol (the principal 
psycho active component of cannabis) are likely to be relatively benign in terms of 
cardiovascular toxicity at doses likely to be employed by abusers. 

9. The results from the study, together with evidence gleaned from the literature, suggest that 
sorne frequently abused drugs have the potential to contribute to any cardiac-related 
morbidity or mortality that may arise in the context of Taser use. Furthermore, it seems 
reasonable to assume that this conclusion could be generalised to other emotionally 
charged and possibly violent confrontations with law enforcement personnel. 

10. The adverse cardiac effects produced by any individual drug are likely to be dependent on 
several risk factors, including dose consume d, co-use with other drugs (including 
pharmaceutical drugs and ethanol) and pre-existing heart disease. This complex interplay 
of multiple risk factors could conceivably contribute to any cardiac-related morbidity or 
mortality associated with Taser use against drug-intoxicated persons. Officers should be 
aware that the risk of any adverse response in the aftermath of Taser deployment may be 
higher in drug-impaired individuals and, accordingly, they should be vigilant of any 
unusual behaviour displayed by the apprehended pers on that may signal the need for early 
medical intervention. 

Il. DOMILL has reviewed the paragraph in its frrst statement that discussed pro-arrhythmic 
factors (paragraph A28 in the Annex) and concludes that it does not require modification 
on the basis of the current work. The CUITent work pro vides experimental evidence to 
support the original statement. 

12. Direct application of electrical pulses to isolated beating hearts. The complex 
mathematical modelling underpinning the second experimental approach has never been 
undertaken before and has challenged the limits of current knowledge. Early setbacks with 
the modelling have been overcome and the quantitative modelling of the M26 Taser 

• The assay addressed the effect of drugs on the cardiac action potential (the electrical basis for cardiac conduction, 
contraction and relaxation) in sheep isolated Purkinje fibres. Prolongation of the action potential duration is thought 
to be a possible marker for a potentially lethal type of ventricular arrhythmia known as torsades de pointes. 
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current flow in the heart will be completed shortly. This will enable the studies on the 
isolated beating heart to commence. 

Vulnerability of pacemakers and other implantable electronic devices 

13. The implanted devices examined in the review inc1uded cardiac pacemakers, cardioverter 
defibrillators, cochlear implants and other implantable neurostimulatory devices, such as 
phrenic and vagal nerve stimulators. Published material on the construction of the devices 
was consulted to assess the lik:ely consequences of Taser barb impact on the device. An 
assessment of available published information on the observed interaction of external 
electromagnetic fields with active implantable devices was also undertaken. The review 
also addressed the probability of a person wearing an active implantable device being 
present in a situation where a Taser may be deployed and used; this drew upon a 
comparison of the age profiles of the frequency of use of pacemaker and implantable 
cardioverter defibrillator wearers in the UK, and data on the age profile of persons arrested 
by the police. 

14. It was conc1uded that the probability of direct impact and physical damage to implanted 
electronic devices was very low. The effects of M26 Taser electrical fields on the function 
of cardiac pacemakers are unlik:ely to be permanent. The limited number of studies that 
have been reported on devices similar to Tasers indicate that effects are lik:ely to be limited 
to reversion to asynchronous pacing mode, and that these effects are temporary. The 
effects of Taser output on implantable cardioverter defibrillators are likely to be similar to 
those on cardiac pacemakers. The nature of the cardiac rhythm sampling process indicates 
that application of a Taser for a period of 5 seconds is unlik:ely to result in inappropriate 
therapy delivery. The effect of Taser outputs on other active implantable devices, such as 
cochlear implants and nerve stimulators, has not been reported. The interaction with nerve 
stimulators could produce deleterious effects but the risk of such interaction occurring is 
low, and it is unlikely that the effects will be long-term or life-threatening. 

15. The age profile of cardiac pacemaker recipients is significantly different from the overall 
population and that of persons arrested in situations where a Taser may be deployed. The 
probability of an individual wearing a pacemaker being present in such a situation is 
therefore lik:ely to be considerably lower than the overall incidence of pacemakers in the 
population. 

16. It is conc1uded that there is no requirement to undertake experimental studies on the 
vulnerability of active implantable medical devices to the output of the M26 Taser. 

Ocular hazard of the laser sight 

17. The output of the sighting laser has been tested and is a Class 3R according to the British 
Standard BS EN 60825-1. Class 3R exceeds the internationally agreed maximum 
permissible exposure values, but due to the safety factors in these values, devices of this 
Class are unlik:ely to cause ocular injuries for accidentaI exposures. Intentionai viewing or 
deliberate exposure of the eyes of a subject must be avoided. 

Overall conclusion 

18. The risk oflife-threatening or serious injuries from the M26 Taser is very Iow. 
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Recommendations 

19. DOMILL reaffirms its view that it does not consider it essential from a medical perspective 
that the experimental studies are completed before approval is considered for the extension 
of the M26 Taser trial under the terms of the ACPO Guidance. This DOMILL statement 
will be reviewed when the results of the study on the isolated beating heart are available. 

20. The studies by Dstl on the effects of drugs on isolated Purkinje fibres should be published 
in the medical press. 

21. Six months after the commencement of the extended operational trial, the Home Office 
should provide DOMILL with a report outlining the circumstances of every use of the M26 
Taser, the post-incident medical assessments undertaken by the FME, and the clinical 
consequences noted by the FME or clinical staff. DOMILL should be advised as soon as 
practical of any primary or secondary injury that could be classed as life-threatening, 
unexpected, or potentially leading to disability. 

22. DOMILL should be advised of any changes in: 

a. the specification or performance of the M26 Taser; 

b. the guidance to users, and training practices; 

c. the policy and practice of deployment, use and audit. 

[signed] 

Chairman, DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less-1ethal Weapons. 
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Annex: First DOMILL statement on the medical implications of the use of the M26 

Advanced Taser (December 2002) 

Background 

Al. The role of the DSAC· Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less-Iethal 
Weapons (DOMILL) is to provide the Secretary of State for the Home Department and the 
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland with: 

a. Advice on the medical implications of generic classes of less-Iethal (LL) weapon 
systems (which includes biophysical, pathological and clinical aspects); 

b. Independent statements on the medical implications of use of specifie LL systems, 
when used according to the formaI guidance provided to users; 

c. Advice on the risk of injury from identified LL systems striking specific areas of 
the body, in a format that would assist users in making tactical decisions, and 
developing guidance to users to minimise the risk of in jury. 

A2. This advice is in support of the UK Govemment's requirements arising from: 

a. Recommendations 69 and 70 ofthe Patten report into policing in Northern 
Irelandt : (i) a research programme to find an acceptable, effective and less 
potentially lethal alternative to the Baton Round, (ii) provision of a broader range 
ofpublic-order equipment to the police; 

b. The desire of the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO) to have a wider 
range of options in conflict management scenarios, including those most 
commonly associated with self-defence and restraint, and the police use of 
firearms. 

In summer 2000, the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland set up a UK-wide inter
departmental Steering Group to co-ordinate a programme to address both requirements. 

A3. The report of the Steering Group on Phase 2 of the programme described the various 
classes of LL weapon systems being evaluated to address the requirementst. The report 
categorises the technologies according to the requirement for research and evaluation. 
Within Category A (devices which may be subject to research and evaluation immediately) 
are e1ectrical incapacitation devices, specifically Tasers. 

Evaluation of Tasers 

A4. Tasers are hand-held devices that propel two barbs at an individual. The barbs are intended 
to attach to the skin or clothing on the torso and/or lower limbs. A sequence of very short 

• Defence Scientific Advisory Council. 
t Report of the Independent Commission on Policing in Northern Ireland; September 1999. 
t Patten Report Recommendation 69 and 70 Relating to Public-Order Equipment - A research programme into 
alternative policing approaches towards the management of conflict. Second Report of the Steering Group; November 
2001. www.nio.gov.uk/policing.htm. 
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duration high voltage CUITent pulses passes through wires connecting the device to "the 
barbs. The CUITent flows into the body and results in a loss of muscular control and in pain. 
Sorne models also enable direct contact of the Taser hand-set to the surface of an 
individual; two c10sely spaced fixed electrodes pass the CUITent pulses into the subject. 
This manner of application is usually c1assed as use in "stun" or "probe" mode; pain is the 
principal local physiological effect. 

A5. The Police Scientific Development Branch of the Home Office has undertaken an 
evaluation of a number of commercially available Taser devices. The evaluation addressed 
barb accuracy and dispersion, the measurement of electrical output and reliability, a review 
of manufacturers' c1aims and handling characteristics in a number of test scenarios. 
DOMILL also undertook a general review of the medical implications of the use of Tasers. 

A6. On the basis of the objective technical and medical evaluations, and the policy 
underpinning the development of a broader range of options for conflict management in 
the UK, ACPO has proposed that an operational trial of the M26 Advanced Taser should 
take place. DOMILL was invited to provide this CUITent statement for Ministers on the 
medical implications of the use of the M26 Advanced Taser in an operational trial. 

Guidance on use by police of the M26 Advanced Taser 

A 7. The policy and practice defming the training for use, deployment and operational use of a 
weapon system is central to an assessment of the medical implications of that use. The 
ACPO Guidance states that an operational trial would be limited to firearms officers in 
selected police forces. The M26 Advanced Taser would provide frrearms officers with 
additional means of dealing with threats of violence in which conventional firearms and 
other less-lethal tactical options may be deployed. Such options include batons, sprays of 
sensory incapacitant, and "empty hand" physical restraint. 

A8. Deployment and use of the Taser would conform to the principles of guidance already laid 
down in the ACPO Manual of Guidance on Police Use of Firearms. The trial would be 
subjected to critical and independent review. 

Technical approach for the assessment of medical implications of use 

A9. The milestones placed upon DOMILL by the Steering Group dictated the nature of the 
technical approach: a wide-ranging review of literature and pre1iminary analytical studies 
on the biophysical interaction of Taser CUITent pulses with the body. On behalf of 
DOMILL, the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl) undertook a 
comprehensive review of information public1y available, and provided by manufacturers 
and police forces in North America. Over 800 references were acquired and reviewed. The 
review encompassed: 

a. basic neurophysiological science to consider the mechanism of the interaction with 
excitable tissues; 

b. peer-reviewed scientific and medical papers specifically addressing laboratory and 
operational use of Tasers and stun weapons: electrical output, risks to personnel, 
analyses of medical issues observed in hospital facilities in individuals subjected to 
Tasers, and the circumstances surrounding the deaths of personnel subjected to 
Tasers in the course of their arrest; 
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c. evidence on the risks provided by manufacturers: scientific, medical, use on 
volunteers and records of operational use; 

d. the basis of the application of electrical safety standards and criteria to Taser 
outputs; 

e. newspaper reports of Taser use and complications arising from use; 

f. surveys of effectiveness and injuries observed and recorded by law enforcement 
agencies in the United States and Canada; 

g. peer-reviewed papers on the hazardous effects of electric fields on physiology. 

The review by Dstl was conducted by cardiac and nerve electrophysiologists, physicists 
and engineers specialising in the interaction of electrical energy with the body, and trauma 
specialists. 

AI O. Dstl also undertook computer-based modelling of the interaction of Taser pulses with the 
body. The primary purpose was to assess qualitatively the distribution of currents from 
Tasers in the body, and to determine semi-quantitatively the changes in current magnitude 
and distribution for different barb separations and Taser outputs. 

AIL DOMILL endorsed Dstl's approach and reviewed the substantial body of information 
compiled by Dstl. This statement is based on these data. 

Classification of Taser outputs 

A12. Tasers have been c1assed by users as "low-power" (5-7 Watt) or "high-power" (14-26 
Watt). Tasers have been in use for over 20 years, principally in the US. Over most ofthis 
period, only low-power Tasers were available, deployed and used. High-power Tasers have 
been available and in use on volunteers and operationally for about two years; the M26 
Advanced Taser is c1assed as high-power. Assessments undertaken by the PSDB showed 
that the principal differences in measured output between low- and high-power Tasers 
were the pulse repetition rate and pulse duration; differences in peak current and voltage 
between devices were also noted. Dstl modelling studies showed that the magnetic field 
strength in the body (an index of current) was greater with the high-power Tasers. 

The evidence of hazard and risk from the M26 Advanced Taser 

A13. The body of manufacturers' experimental evidence from biological models of the 
hazardous and intended effects of Taser on excitable tissues is not substantial, particularly 
with regard to the M26; the peer-reviewed evidence is even more limited. The 
epidemiological evidence to assess the hazards associated with use of the M26 Advanced 
Taser is not as robust as that for the low-power models. However, the manufacturer's 
database of over 1600 operational uses of the M26 and reports from law enforcement 
agencies in North America did offer some insight into the risks and nature of injuries. 
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Classification of injuries 

A14. Unintended adverse effects from the use of Tasers may be c1assed thus: 

o Primary: immediate or de1ayed consequences of e1ectrophysiological phenomena 
resulting directly from the current flow in the body; it is surmised from the known 
effects of electric fields and currents on the body (for example, lightning, e1ectric 
fence controllers) that the organ of principal concern is the heart; 

o Secondary: physical trauma directly associated with Taser use, principally injuries 
from the barbs and falls; the head is the principal area at risk; 

o Coincidental: injuries received in the incident not directly related to Taser use e.g. 
baton use, self-inflicted wounds, gun-shot wounds. 

It is notable that in two surveys from law-enforcement agencies in North America, more 
than half of the number of people confronted with the M26 Advanced Taser were impaired 
by a1cohol, drugs or mental illness. Sorne drugs and metabolic consequences of muscular 
activity are believed to increase the susceptibility of the heart to potentially life-threatening 
disturbances ofrhythm (arrhythmias). 

Conclusions 

AIS. On the basis of the evidence, the following conclusions are offered on the medical 
implications of the use of the M26 Advanced Taser in an operational trial that may be 
undertaken within the terms of the ACPO Guidance provided to DOMILL. 

A16. Deaths: Over the period of use of low-power Tasers, there have been a small number of 
deaths associated with a large number of operational uses. One paper discusses 16 deaths 
over a 4 year period in Los Angeles *. Other factors such as pre-existing heart disease and 
drug use were implicated in these reported deaths. On the available evidence, DOMILL 
considers it extremely unlikely that a death from primary injuries has been caused by a 
low-power Taser. 

A17. With regard to the high-power M26 Advanced Taser, the risk of death from primary injury 
is low and in common with low-power Tasers, is certainly very much lower than that from 
conventional firearms. Deaths have been reported to be associated with (but not necessarily 
caused directly by) use of the M26. DOMILL is not aware of any deaths from primary 
injuries with this weapon, in both operational and volunteer use in North America. 

A18. The confidence of the opinion of a very low risk of death from future use of the M26 is not 
as high as that for the low-power devices. This uncertainty arises from the smaller numbers 
of historical operational uses, and the dearth of information on the potentially adverse 
electrophysio1ogical effects of the higher current flow in the body, particularly in subjects 
who may have a predisposition to cardiac arrhythmias arising from drug use, pre-existing 
heart disease or genetic factors . 

• Komblurn RH, Reedy SK (1991). EtIects of the Taser in fatalities involving police confrontation. J Forensic Sci. Vol 
36,434-448. For a rebuttal of sorne of the conclusions ofthis paper, see Allen TB (1992). Discussion of "Effects of 
the Taser in fatalities involving police confrontation". Letter to Editor. J Forensic Sci. Vol 37, 956-958. 
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A19. DOMILL is not aware of any deaths arising from the secondary consequences of Taser use. 

A20. Life-threatening and serious injuries: The risk of life-threatening injuries and of other 
serious injuries such as the loss of an eye, is considered to be very low. The intuitive high 
risk of serious head injury from an uncontrolled collapse is not manifested in practice; 
most subjects apparently collapse in a semi-controlled manner. 

A2I. The probability of impact of a barb on the surface of the eye is considered to be low. The 
impact of barbs on the head has occUITed operationally; non-operational evaluation trials 
on targets have also resulted in head impacts. On the basis of trial data, it is probable that 
by employing the ACPO Guidance, fewer than 1 % of upper barb impacts will hit the head. 
In the worst case of frontal application, the eyes are a small proportion of the presented 
area of the head. 

A22. The PSDB has shown in trials that the Taser may cause combustion of flammable sol vents 
on the subject's clothing. This may result in serious burns to the torso and head; the 
Guidance to Users must highlight and control the risk from flammable liquids such as 
petrol on the subject. 

A23. Other effects: Falls may result in abrasions, scratches, minor lacerations, swellings and 
areas of redness on the skin. Minor secondary trauma from the penetration of the skin by 
the barbs will occur; there is sufficient experience from North America to effect simple 
removal by DK. medical professionals. 

A24. Sorne of the barb penetrations will exhibit small circular burns; areas of skin where CUITent 
has entered the body from barbs retained in clothing may also exhibit burns. These burns 
are likely to resolve within a few days, without complications and the need for medical 
intervention. 

A25. DOMILL is not aware of any evidence that the Taser would induce an epileptic seizure. 

A26. The M26 Taser has a US laser classification that indicates that it is potentially hazardous 
for intrabeam viewing of its sighting laser. The classification according to British 
Standards and the potential to cause in jury must be determined. 

A27. Use on drug and cardiac-impaired individuals: It is believed that drugs such as cocaine 
and pre-existing heart disease may lower the threshold for cardiac arrhythmias. Many of 
the 16 fatalities associated with use of the low-power Tasers in the Los Angeles survey had 
also taken PCP (phencyclidine) prior to the incident. PCP is also thought to be pro
arrhythmogenic but is infrequently encountered as a substance of abuse in the DK.. 

A28. There is no experimental evidence that the aforementioned pro-arrhythmic factors increase 
the susceptibility of the heart to low- or high-power Tasers specifically, sufficient to cause 
an arrhythmic event. Nevertheless, there is sufficient indication from the forensic data and 
the known e1ectrophysiological characteristics of the heart (and the effects of certain drugs 
on this) to express a view that excited, intoxicated individuals or those with pre-existing 
heart disease could be more prone to adverse effects from the M26 Taser, compared to 
unimpaired individuals. The ACPO Guidance to Users reflects this view. 
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A29. Overall: From the available evidence on the use of the device, the risk of life-threatening 
or serious injuries from the M26 Advanced Taser appears to be very low. 

Recommendations 

A30. Research should be undertaken to clarify the cardiac hazards associated with use of the 
Taser on individuals who could be considered to have a greater risk of adverse effects. The 
principal investigations should address: 

a. Accurate, quantitative estimates of the magnitude of the magnetic and electric field 
strengths from the M26 in potentially vulnerable parts of the body; this would 
require enhancement of the preliminary model developed by Dstl. These data will 
focus the investigations in (b) and (c) below; 

b. Possible hypersusceptibility to Taser currents arising from drugs commonly abused 
in the UK, acidosis and pre-existing disease; in vitro tissue models are available 
that could be used to address these issues; 

c. The vulnerability of pacemakers and other implanted devices; this issue requires a 
more thorough review. Experimental studies to assess electromagnetic 
incompatibility issues are currently not warranted and should await the outcome of 
the review; 

DOMILL does not consider it essen/la/from a medical perspective that these studies are 
completed before approval is considered for the M26 Advanced Taser trial under the terms 
of the ACPO Guidance. 

A31. The output of the sighting laser of the M26 Taser should be measured, classified according 
to British Standards and operated to reduce the risk from the ocular hazard. 

A32. Forensic Medical Examiners (PME) and appropriate clinical staff in the principal hospitals 
within the areas of the police forces participating in the trial should be briefed on the 
nature of the M26 Advanced Taser, clinical and operational experience from North 
America, and the presumed and known risk factors. Additionally, it is recommended that a 
paper be prepared addressing these issues and the wider policy underpinning use, for 
submission to an appropriate clinical journal. 

A33. At the end of any operational trial (or 6 months after commencement, whichever is earlier), 
the Home Office should provide DOMILL with a report outlining the circumstances of 
every use of the M26 Advanced Taser, the post-incident medical assessments undertaken 
by the FME, and the clinical consequences noted by the FME or clinical staff. DOMILL 
should be advised as soon as practical of any primary or secondary injury that could be 
classed as life-threatening, unexpected, or potentially leading to disability. 

A34. DOMILL should inspect the M26 Training Programme Manual to advise on the specific 
medical risk factors declared in the document. 

A35. DOMILL should be advised of any changes in: 
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d. the specification or perfonnance ofthe M26 Advanced Taser; 

e. the guidance to users, and training practices; 

f. the policy and practice of deployment, use and audit. 

[signed] 

Chainnan, DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less-lethal Weapons 
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F DOMILL STATEMENT ON THE COMPARATIVE MEDICAL IMPLICATIONS 
OF THE USE OF THE X26 TASER AND THE M26 ADVANCED TASER 

DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less-Iethal Weapons mOMILL). 

Statement on the comparative medical implications ofuse of the X26 Taser 
and the M26 Advanced Taser. 

Background 

1. This statement has been produced by the Defence Scientific Advisory Council (DSAC) sub
committee on the Medical Implications of Less-Lethal Weapons (DOMILL). It provides an 
independent view for the UK Government on the medical implications of the use of the X26 
Taser in the UK, within the policy and guidance of the Association of Chief Police Officers 
(ACPO). SpecificaIly, this statement compares the predicted principal medical risks associated 
with the X26 Taser, and the M26 Advanced Taser (referred to subsequently as the M26). 

2. On 30th. January 2003, the Home Secretary gave authority to proceed with an operational trial 
of the M26 as a less-Iethal option in incidents at which authority to use firearms had been 
granted. The M26 would be used by police officers already trained in the use of firearms. The 
operational trial commenced on 21 st. April 2003 for an initial duration of 12 months. Five 
police forces took part in the trial, employing a joint policy, operational guidance and training 
strategy developed by ACPO. 

3. Prior to the start of the trial, DOMILL provided an independent statement on the medical 
implications of the use of the M26 within the ACPO Policy and ACPO Operational Guidance*. 
The statement was based primarily on an assessment of the medical risks undertaken on behalf 
of DOMILL by the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl). The DOMILL 
statement concluded that: "From the aval/able eVldence on the use 0/ the device, the risK 0/ 
l[/è-threatening or serious in.lttries ./fom the M2tf Advanced raser appears to be very low." 

4. DOMILL recommended that research be undertaken to clarify the cardiac hazards associated 
with use of the M26 on individuals who could be considered to be at greater risk of adverse 
effects. The main thrust of the investigations addressed the possible cardiac hypersusceptibility 
to M26 currents arising from drugs commonly used illegally in the UK and a review of the 
vulnerability of pacemakers and other implanted devices. 

5. A report on the operational trial of the M26 was produced by PricewaterhouseCoopers. The 
report concluded that uset of the M26 "helped secttre a positive otttcome to an incident; 
minimising the potential need./or qfficers to deploy othe!; possibly more lethal technologies'. 
ACPO proposed that, subject to a review of the medical assessment and Ministerial approval, 
the trial should be extended: With Chief Officer agreement, the trial should be extended to aIl 
forces for use by existing firearms officers, in situations where an authority for firearms would 
be granted in accordance with criteria presently laid down within the ACPO Manual of 
Guidance on the Police Use of Firearms . 

• DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications ofLess-lethal Weapons (DOMILL). Statement on the medical 
implications of the use of the M26 Advanced Taser. DSTLlCBSIBTPIPAT-ACPOIMANIREP/41 dated 9 Dec 02. 
t "Use" by ACPO's defmition is the: (i) drawing of a device in circumstances where any person perceives the action as 
a use of force or a threat of use of force; (ii) discharging the darts at a subject; (iii) application and discharge in "touch 
stun" mode. 
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6. Consequently, DOMILL issued a second statement* subsequent to a review of: 

o revised and reviewed ACPO policy, operational guidance and training; 

o the outcome of the research addressing the recommendations in their frrst statement; 

o the data presented to them by ACPO on the outcome (to date) of the initial trial then 
proceeding. 

The second statement also concluded that: "The risk if l(/è-threatening or ser/ous in/ur/es 
yom the M26 Laser is very low'. 

7. On the basis of the second DOMILL statement and other evidence, the Home Secretary agreed 
to ACPO's proposaI and the Parliamentary Vnder Secretary of State at the Home Office 
(Caroline Flint MP) announced the decision to Parliament in a Written Answer on 15th. 

September 2004. The Home Secretary' s decision applies only to the M26 Advanced Taser. 

8. In May 2003, the manufacturers of the M26 introduced another Taser weapon - the X26. 
ACPO expressed the view that the X26 may have operational benefits over the M26 and 
requested that the Police Scientific Development Branch (PSDB) conduct a handling trial with 
users on the X26, similar to the trial undertaken on the M26 before its introduction. 
Subsequent to the X26 handling trial, in which the X26 showed sorne potential operational 
benefits, the Home Office requested that DOMILL prepares this statement on the medical 
implications of the use of the X26. 

Comparison of M26 and X26 Taser outputs 

9. The manufacturers daim that the direct incapacitating effect of the X26 is 5% greater than that 
of the M26t. They daim that the X26 is 60% smaller, 60% lighter and consumes one fifth of 
the power. The electrical pulses from the two weapons have a different shape, magnitude and 
pulse repetition frequency. The X26 pulse has a lower peak voltage and a longer duration than 
the M26; it also has a lower pulse repetition frequency. 

10. The evidence from the electro-physiologicalliterature is that the threshold for stimulation of 
excitable tissues reduces as pulse duration is extended, and as the number of pulses is 
increased~. Although the implied reduction in peak current for the X26 would suggest a lower 
risk of adverse cardiac events from currents that may flow in the heart, the extended duration 
may offset sorne of that benefit. Because of the complex shape of the Taser waveforms, the 
overall effect of this trade-off cannot be assessed from the literature, which has been 
developed using simple waveforms such as rectangular or sinusoidal pulses. 

Technical approach to compare risks from X26 and M26 

Il. DOMILL requested that Dstl undertake the following modelling and experimental work: 

• DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications ofLess-lethal Weapons (DOMILL). Second statement on the 
medical implications of the use of the M26 Advanced Taser (July 2004). DSTLlCBSIBTPIPAT-ACPOIMANIREP/41 
dated 27 Jul 04. 
t Taser International Inc. use a rating scale entitled "Muscular Disruption Dnits". The M26 is used as the baseline of 
100 units. The X26 has 105 units. The rationale and method for determining these values is not stated, but is believed 
to have been based upon the Taser-induced contractile force in the muscles of a pig limb. 
t Reilly JP. Applied Bioelectricity: From Electrical Stimulation to Electropathology. Springer - Verlag, 1998, ISBN 
0-387-98407-0. Chapter 6 - Cardiac sensitivity to electrical stimulation. Pages 220-225. 
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a. Characterisation and comparlson of the electrical output of the X26 and M26 
Tasers (in conjunction with PSDB). 

b. A comparlson of the currents predicted to flow in the human heart from the M26 
and X26 Tasers. This would require the use of a computer model of 
electromagnetic interactions of applied Taser pulses with the superficial tissues of 
the body, and the flow of currents to the heart. 

c. Application of the predicted currents to isolated, spontaneously beating he arts to 
establish the threshold for any potentially adverse effects on cardiac rhythm. 

Additionally, DOMILL requested a review of : (i) experimental work undertaken by, or on 
behalf of the manufacturers to support the introduction of the X26; (ii) operational and 
training data compiled by the manufacturers and global police forces; (iii) medical 
assessments undertaken by organisations and individuals unconnected with the manufacturers. 

Review of the modelling and experimental work undertaken by Dstl 

Prediction of Taser currents in the human heart. 

12. Computational electromagnetic modelling of M26 and X26 Taser currents flowing in the 
human heart was achieved using a digital mannequin of the human body, in which the 
electrical properties of hum an tissues were represented. 

13. Studies on the effect of dart separation on the predicted current density (mAlmm2) flowing in 
the heart from the M26 showed that a vertical separation of 225 mm, with the upper dart 
overlying the heart, gave the maximum cardiac current of the scenarios modelled*. In this most 
severe scenario, about 20% of the applied current from the M26 was predicted to pass through 
the heart during the M26's 2~ cycle, 50 f..lS pulse. The peak predicted current density was 
about 0.66 mAlmm2• With regard to the X26, initiallyabout 10% of the applied current from 
the X26 was predicted to pass through the heart, rising to about 20%. During the X26's 4 
cycle, 160 f..lS pulse, the peak current predicted was aboutf -0.11 mAlmm2• 

14. Thus, the model predicted that the peak current density flowing in the human heart from the 
X26 pulse was about one sixth that of the M26. The current duration of the X26 in the heart 
was about 3-4 times that of the M26. 

Effects of the predicted Taser currents on cardiac rhythm. 

15. Method: Excised, spontaneously beating guinea-pig hearts (the Langendorffpreparation) were 
used to determine if the predicted M26 and X26 waveforms in human heart could induce 
either or both of two phenomena: 

o Ventricular ectopic beats (VEBs) - cardiac contractions outwith the normal inherent 
rhythmicity of the heart; 

o Ventricular fibrillation (VF) - chaotic, asynchronous contractions of the heart muscle 
fibres that result in no effective heart output. If uncorrected, this would lead rapidly to 
death in the human. 

* The dart separations modelled were those determined in M26 user trials undertaken by PSDB. 
t The minus term indicates that this was flowing out of the heart (measured at the peak of the second half cycle). 
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16. The modelled cardiac M26 and X26 Taser waveforms were applied to the ventricular outer 
surface of the isolated hearts. Both the absolute values of the peak currents predicted from the 
modelling, and higher magnitudes, were applied to determine the thresholds for the two 
phenomena. Rectangular pulses were also applied to hearts to determine the relationship 
between current density and pulse duration for a well-characterised, simple waveform, and to 
ensure that the heart preparations were capable of eliciting VEBs or VF. 

17. VEB induction: When applied during the most vulnerable phase of the heart's electrical cycle 
(the T -wave of the electrocardiogram) at peak current densities predicted in the human heart 
during Taser discharge, neither the simulated M26 nor X26 waveforms evoked VEBs. 
However, VEBs could be elicited by both Taser waveforms by increasing the peak current 
density of the applied waveforms above those predicted to arise in the human heart. The 
threshold current density for generation of VEBs for both the M26 and X26 Taser waveforms 
was greater than 60-fold the modelled CUITent density predicted to occur at the heart, implying 
a wide safety margin for this particular type of potentially pro-arrhythmic response. 

18. Ventricular fibrillation: In an attempt to evoke ventricular fibrillation, trains of simulated 
M26 or X26 Taser waveforms (designed to mimic the discharge patterns of the respective 
Taser devices) were applied to the ventricular muscle. When the simulated waveforms were 
applied in this way, neither the M26 nor X26 waveforms elicited ventricular fibrillation at 
peak current densities up to the maximum output available from the laboratory electrical 
stimulation system. The threshold peak current density for generation of ventricular fibrillation 
for the simulated M26 waveform was greater than 70-fold the modelled current density 
predicted to occur at the heart during Taser discharge. In the case of the simulated X26 
waveform, the threshold peak current density was greater than 240-fold the modelled current 
density. That this failure of the simulated M26 and X26 Taser waveforms to induce 
ventricular fibrillation was not a function of the biological test system was demonstrated in 
each experiment by the generation of VF using the rectangular stimulation pulses. 

19. Conclusions: The results show that the simulated M26 and X26 waveforms, when amplified, 
are capable of eliciting VEBs, but not VF, when applied to the ventricular muscle of 
spontaneously beating guinea-pig isolated hearts. The guinea-pig heart is more susceptible 
than hearts oflarger animaIs (e.g. dog, calf and pig, and presumably hum an) to VF induced by 
extrinsic electrical stimulation'. The present findings provide indirect evidence for a wide 
margin of safety in relation to induction of this type of lethal arrhythmia in man. A broadly 
similar conclusion was reached in a study in the US, in which trains of simulated X26 
waveforms of varying intensity, applied across the thorax of anaesthetised pigs, induced 
ventricular fibrillation only at intensities 15- to 42-fold that of the standard X26 waveformt . 

20. On the basis of the present study, it is considered unlikely that the electrical discharge from the 
M26 and X26 Taser devices will influence cardiac rhythmicity by a direct action on the heart 
ofhealthy individuals. 

21. Contributing factors to cardiac susceptibility: The possibility that other factors, such as 
illicit drug intoxication, alcohol abuse, pre-existing heart disease and cardioactive therapeutic 
drugs may modify the threshold for generation of cardiac aIThythmias cannot be excluded. 
Similarly, other indirect responses to Taser deployment (e.g. arrhythmias precipitated by 
stress- or exercise-induced catecholamine release) may, in themselves, predispose to an 
adverse cardiac outcome independently of the primary (electrical) action of the Taser devices. 

, Ferris et al. (1936). Effeet of eleetrie shoek on the heart. EleclricalEngineering55: 498-515. 
t MeDaniel et. al. (2005). Cardiae safety of neuromuseular ineapaeitating defensive deviees. Facing Clin 
Eleclrophyslo!28(S 1): S2 84-S2 87 . 
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22. DOMILL's first statement on the M26 Advanced Taser concluded that (paragraph 28): 

"There is no experimental evidence that the aforementioned pro-arrhythmic factors increase 
the susceptibility of the heart to low- or high-power Tasers specifically, sufficient to cause an 
arrhythmic event. Nevertheless, there is sufficient indication from the forensic data and the 
known electro-physiological characteristics of the heart (and the effects of certain drugs on 
this) to express a view that excited, intoxicated individuals or those with pre-existing heart 
disease could be more prone to adverse effects from the M26 Taser, compared to unimpaired 
individuals. The ACPO Guidance to Users reflects this view." 

Experimental work reported in DOMILL's second statement on the effects of drugs on cardiac 
function supported this view. The view expressed above is also applicable to the X26 Taser. 

Falls to the ground 

23. The claim that the X26 is more effective than the M26 in stimulating skeletal muscle implies 
that falls following X26 application may be less controlled. This will increase the risk of he ad 
in jury. It is anticipated therefore that there may be a greater likelihood of head contact with 
surfaces following use of the X26. Overall, the risk of serious head injury is considered to be 
low. 

Overall conclusion 

24. The risk of a life-threatening event arising from the direct interaction of the currents of the 
X26 Taser with the heart, is less than the already low risk of such an event from the M26 
Advanced Taser. 

Recommendations 

25. The Home Office should continue to provide DOMILL with reports outlining the 
circumstances of every use of the M26, the post-incident medical assessments undertaken by 
the Forensic Medical Examiner (FME), and the clinical consequences noted by the FME or 
clinical staff. This audit should include the X26 Taser if this system is made available for use. 
DOMILL should be advised as soon as practical of any primary or secondary in jury that could 
be classed as life-threatening, unexpected, or potentially leading to disability. 

26. DOMILL should be advised of any changes in: 

a. the specification or performance of the M26 and X26 Taser devices; 

b. the guidance to users and training practices; 

c. the policy and practice of deployment, use and audit. 

[signed] 

Chairman, DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less-lethal Weapons. 
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G GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Term 

AACDU 

ACPO 

AFID 

Apnoea monitor 

Automatic External 
Defibrillator (AED) 

CID 

CS 

Defibrillator 

Dialysis machine 

DOMILL 

DPM 

Drive-stun mode 

DSAC 

Dstl 

ECGmonitor 

External pacemaker 

Hertz (Hz) 

HMIC 

Incubator 

Infusion devices 

M26 

MDA 

MIBK 
MPE 

mW 

NiMH 

NIO 

110 

Meaning 

Action Against Crime and Disorder Unit 

Association of Chief Police Officers 

Anti- Felon Identification 

Baby respiration monitoring device that sounds an alarm if the baby 
stops breathing. 

An apparatus that monitors the heart of the patient and then 
automatically administers a controlled electric shock to the chest to 
restore normal heart rhythm if it becomes necessary. 

Central Information Display, on the back of a Taser X26 

O-chlorobenzylidene malononitrile 

Apparatus that administers a controlled electric shock to the chest to 
restore normal heart rhythm 

Apparatus for separating components of a liquid mixture by way of 
a semipermeable membrane. Primarily used as an artificial kidney. 

DSAC Sub-committee on the Medical Implications of Less Lethal 
Weapons 

Digital Power Magazine - battery system for the X26 taser 

The electrical contacts on the hand-held unit are pressed directly 
onto the subject. However, as the electrodes are only around 50mm 
apart, this mode ofuse is unlikely to provide the same incapacitation 
effect as when used with the cartridge. 

Defence Scientific Advisory Council 

Defence Science and Technology Laboratory 

ECG stands for Electrocardiogram, which is a recording of the 
electrical activity of the heart. An ECG monitor is the machine that 
measures and records this information. 

Like an ordinary pacemaker, a device that produces and maintains a 
normal heart rate by producing electrical signaIs. The external one 
can be used without implantation. 

Unit representing cycles per second 

Her Majesty's Inspectorate of Constabulary 

A container designed to keep premature babies in controlled 
conditions. 

Term covering syringe pumps and volumetric pumps 

Taser International Inc. M26 Advanced Taser 

Medical Deviees Agency 

Methyl isobutyl ketone 

Maximum Permissible Exposure 

Milliwatts, a measurement of power. 1/1000th of a watt. 

Nickel metal hydride (battery type) 

Northern Ireland Office 
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NRPB 

OR 

PAVA 

POPCU 

PSDB 

Pulse oximeter 

PUoF 

SDAR 

Syringe pump 

TASER 

USB 

Ventilator 

Volts per metre (Vm-1) 

Volumetric pump 

W 

X26 

XPDM 

PSDB 19/05 

National Radiological Protection Board 

Operational Requirement 

Pelargonic Acid Vanillylamide 

Public Order and Police Co-operation Unit 

Police Scientific Development Branch 

An instrument for measuring the pulse and the proportion of 
oxygenated haemoglobin in the blood. 

Police Use ofFirearms working group 

Self Defence and Restraint working group 

Like a Volumetric Pump but usually for drugs. Whereas the 
volumetric pump works by controlling the flow of liquid from a bag 
suspended above the patient, the syringe pump has a large syringe 
(piston in a tight-fitting tube). It can be used to give specific doses. 

Acronym from the children's story book "Thomas A Swift's 
Electric Rifle" 

Universal SeriaI Bus - a type of computer interface connection 

A device that controls the flow of air into and out of the lungs of 
someone who is unable to breathe unaided. 

Unit of measurement for electric field 

A pump for the facilitation of the slow injection of a substance (e.g. 
water, electrolytes, blood products and drugs) into the body -
usually via a vein. It works by controlling the flow of liquid from a 
bag suspended above the patient. 

Watt, a measurement ofpower .. 

The Taser International Inc. Taser X26 

Extended Digital Power Magazine - X26 battery with grip 
extension to accommodate a second cartridge 
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HUMAN EFFECTIVENESS AND RISK CHARACTERIZATION OF 
ELECTROMUSCULAR INCAPACITATION DEVICES 

Report Summary 

The Human Effects Center of Excellence (HECOE), established by the Air 
Force Research Laboratory and the Joint Non-Lethal Weapons Program 
(JNLWP), conducted a Human Effectiveness and Risk Characterization (HERC) 
for Electromuscular Incapacitation (EMI) devices. 1 Evaluated devices included 
the TASER® M26 (primarily) and X26 (ta a lesser extent) , in which electrical 
current is carried to the subject via two tethered darts.2 Such devices are 
designed ta induce involuntary muscle contractions causing the subject ta be 
temporarily incapacitated. The restricted release report3 of the HERC provides 
safety and efficacy information, as weil as identifies data gaps, on TASER M26 
and X26 effects to support the JNLWP and Services in their decision-making 
processes regarding the employment and further development of EMI devices. 

The HERC process is consistent with the National Academy of Sciences 
and the Society for Risk Analysis recommendations and standards. Three 
workshops were conducted as part of the HERC process. The first, a data
sharing workshop, identified possible sources of relevant data and determined 
any insufficiencies in effectively evaluating EMI devices. The second, a peer 
consultation workshop, outlined potential data gaps, identified additional sources 
of data, and provided feedback on preliminary strategies for completing dose
response and exposure assessments. At the third workshop, an Independent 
External Review Panel (lERP) submitted comments and recommendations that 
were incorporated into the formai HERC document. A final proposed draft was 
then reviewed by the JNLWO, the sponsoring program manager, HECOE and 
the IERP. The product of these three workshops, resultant taskings, and final 
draft feedback is the HERC. 

The HERC process presents a characterization of the likelihood of 
intended and unintended effects from the use of the T ASER M26 and X26. 
Overall, the results indicate that the use of the TASER M26 and X26, as 
intended, will generally be effective in inducing the desired temporarily 
incapacitating effect without presenting a significant risk of unintended severe 
effects. Although likely ta be uncommon, some severe unintended effects' might 
occur. In some cases, key data gaps and uncertainties preclude the development 
of effectiveness and risk probabilities. These overall conclusions regarding 
effectiveness and risk aie consistent with current experienced use of the TASER 
M26 and X26 in the field, limited empirical data, as weil as human effects or 
safety assessments developed by others. Furthermore, an additional aspect of 
the analysis is consideration of the comparative risk. Analyses provided by law 

1 Eleetromuscular ineapaeitation (EMI) is the generie terrn used to describe the intended physiologieal effee! from use ofthese 
devices. Sinùlarly, an ElVlI deviee is generically used 10 describe devices that produee EW. Electromuseular disruption (E:MD) is the 
TASER International coined terrn for the effect and tS used ta refer specifieaUy to TAS ER International data and products. 

2 TASER is a registered trademark, and M26 and X26 are trademarks, ofTASER International, Ine. 

3 This report summary is releasable to the public. The full BERC report and its appendices, upon which this SUI1L.'Ilary is based, are 
releasable to U. S. Government ageneies and their contractars only. An expanded sumrnary of the report will be published in the 
near future in the open literature. 



enforcement agencies indicate that increased use of the TASER M26 or the 
TASER X26 has decreased the overall in jury rate of both police officers and 
suspects in conflict situations when compared to alternatives along the use-of
force continuum. 

The occurrence of in-custody deaths has been reported in conjunction 
with use of TASER devices. However, there are several arguments against any 
predominant role of EMI in arrest-related deaths. In previous epidemiological 
reports, deaths were often attributed to illicit drug intoxication in suspects. 
Although these reports address incidents involving EMI waveforms different from 
those of the M26 and X26, drug intoxication has been associated with in-custody 
deaths under a number of circumstances, regardless of how the subjects were 
subdued. Contemporary medical opinion supports the view that the drug 
intoxication itself causes or predisposes one to underlying vulnerability. 8ased 
on the documentation and research revlewed, this report concludes that EMI is 
likely not the primary causative factor in reported fatalities. It does recommend 
further research on EMI exposure in sensitive populations and EMI-drug 
interactions. 

Information developed in the dose-response and exposure assessment 
was integrated to provide quantitative or qualitative estimates of effect and risk 
probabilities. The likelihood of various effects when used as intended can be 
summarized as follows: 

• Complete EMO - 80% to 56% (decreasing with distance) 
• Partial EMO - 6% to 4% (decreasing with distance) 
• Eye strikes - 0.01% to 0.04% (possibly increasing with distance) 
• Fall injuries - 0.15% to 0.10% (decreasing with distance) 
• Seizure - 0.7% is the upper theoretical bound estimate based on 

head strike probabilities and a worst-case assumption that ail head 
strikes in the region of the brain result in an electrical exposure that 
exceeds the seizure threshold. No seizure incidents have been 
reported. 

• Ventricular Fibrillation (VF) is not expected to occur in otherwise 
healthy adult populations, although data are too Iimited to evaluate 
probabilities for potentially sensitive populations or for alternative 
patterns of exposure. No cases of VF have been reported in 
training or field exposure conditions. 

• TASER exposures induce other effects of minimal severity (e.g., 
dart-Iocalized burns or lacerations) when successfu!iy employed. 
These effects are of minimal severity and not further analyzed. 

• Sorne effects of potential concern are too uncertain or lacked 
sufficient data to develop probability estimates. 

The IERP concluded that despite the dramatic nature of the neuromuscular 
response, application of this conducted energy weapon for temporary 
incapacitation does not appear to pose significant riskto the recipients. The 
Panel added that future research will be useful in increasing confidence in 
extrapolating the risk assessment findings to a more heterogeneous population 
with uniquely sensitive members. 







This study did not address the safety index as it relates to individuals with arrhythmias, pacemakers, or implantable cardiac defibrillators. 

Cardiac Safety of Neuromuscular Incapacitating 
Defensive Deviees 
WAYNE c. McDANIEL,* ROBERT A. STRATBUCKER,t MAX NERHEIM,t 
and JAMES E. BREWER:t: 
From the *Univèrsity of Missouri-Columbia, Columbia, Missouri, tTASER® International, Scottsdale, Arizona, 
and :t:Brewer Consulting, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

MeDANIEL, W.C., ET AL.: Cardiae Safety of Neuromuseular Ineapacitating Defensive Deviees. Neuromus
cular incapacitation (NMl) devices discharge a pulsed dose of electrical energyto cause muscle contraction 
and pain. Field data suggest electrical NMI devices present an extremely low risk of in jury. One risk of 
delivering electricity to a human is the induction of ventricular fibrillation (VF). We hypothesized that 
inducing VF wauld require a significantly greater NMl discharge than a discharge output by fielded de
vices. The cardiac safety of NMI discharges was studied in nine pigs weighing 60 ± 28 kg. The minimum 
fibrillating level was defined as the lowest discharge that induced VF at least once, the maximum safe level 
was defined as the highest discharge which could be applied five times without VF induction, and the VF 
threshold was defined as their average. A safety index was defined as the ratio of the VF threshold ta the 
standard discharge level output by fielded NMI devices. A VF induction protocol was applied ta each pig 
ta estimate the VF threshold and safety index. The safety index for stored charge ranged fram 15X ta 42X 
as weight increased from 30 ta 117 kg (P < 0.001). Discharge levels abave standard discharge and weight 
were indepen den tly significant for predicting VF inducibility. The safety index for an NMI discharge was 
significantly and pasitively associated with weight. Discharge levels for standard electrical NMI devices 
have an extremely law probability of indu cing VF. (PACE 2005; 28:S284-S287) 

neuromuscular incapacitation, ventricular fibrillation, electrical safety 

Introduction 
Neuromuscular incapacitation (NMI) devices 

dis charge electrical energy at high peak voltage, 
low average current, in 10-100 ).tS pulses deliv
ered in 10-19 per-second trains.1 Parameters for 
the electrical dis charge of NMI devices have been 
empirically determined to maximize neuromus
cular stimulation, cause pain and muscle con
tractions, and temporarily incapacitate a human 
subject. 2 

TASER® (Taser International, Scottsdale, AZ) 
is an electrical NMI defensive device which has 
been widelytested. 3-7 There has been no report 
directly related to its risk of inducing ventricu
lar fibrillation (VF), although preliminary findings 
suggest that the likelihood of indùcing VF by an 
NMI discharge is extremely low. 2,8,9 We hypothe
sized that the induction of VF would require sig
nificantly greater discharge levels than delivered 
by electrical NMI devices fielded by law enforce
ment agencies. 

Partial fundingreceived from the Office of Naval Research, con
tract NOOOl4-02-C-0059. 

Address for reprints: Wayne C. McDaniel, Ph.D., Technology 
and Special Projects, University of Missouri-Columbia, 
475 McReynolds Hall, Columbia, MO 65211; e-mail: 
mcdanielwc@missouri.edu 

Methods 
Study Design 

The cardiac safety of the electrical discharge 
by NMI devices was studied in a prospective con
trolled trial design with the standard NMI dis
charge as control, compared with discharges that 
induced VF in a large pig. The animais were anes
thetized with iSQflurane, their arterial blood pres
sure, oxygen saturation, respiration, and he art rate 
were continuously monitored until sacrifice. 

Experimental Deviee and Electrodes 

A eus tom device was built to deliver an 
NMI electrical dis charge that matched the wave
form characteristics of the commercially available 
TASER®, model X26 device. The experimental de
vice allows the output capacitance to vary as a mul
tiple of the nominal capacitance (and charge) for 
a standard NMI device (0.008 ).tF, Fig. 1). AU ex
perimental NMI dis charges were delivered with a 
fixed voltage of 6000 V. The waveform, as a short
electrical pulse, was delivered at a repetition rate 
of19 pulses persecond for 5 seconds. The standard 
:0.'"MI stored charge for the experiment control was 
(0.008 ).tF x 6,000 V) = 48 /-Le. The standard NMI 
discharge represented the same amount of charge 
(coulombs) delivered by fielded NMI devices. The 
pulses were discharged across the thorax ofthe an
imal, using metallic barbs that matched darts de
ployed in fielded NMI devices. One pulse delivery 
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Figure 1. Experimental NMI waveforms compared to waveforms discharged by standard NMI 
devices (standard waveform, black). Experimental waveforms are shown for 16 times standard 
discharge (fJ-A, green) and for 48 times standard dis charge (fJ-A, red). The waveforms represented_ 
a single pulse of a two-stage capacitor discharge; standard NMI devices apply 19 pulses per 
second for 5 seconds. The two-stage incapacitation discharge was designed to first penetrate high 
impedance bamers [AC-like portion of waveform) and then to incapacitate neurological and 
muscular activity [pedestal portion of waveform). 

probe was placed at the sternal notch and another 
on the anterolateral thorax at the point of maxi
mum impulse. 
Threshold Procedure 

N.MI dis charges were applied in an up-down 
method to determine a threshold for VF induc
tion, beginning with a standard NMI discharge. In
creasing stored charges were applied to the animal 
until VF was induced. The stored charge was in
creased in steps by increasing the size of the exp er
imental NMI device capacitor. Each stepped stored 
charge had a capacitor value equal ta a multiple 
of the standard capacitance unit (0.008 p,F), using 
an increasing number or charge multiples (2 and 
multiples of 4 from 4 ta 48). Following the first 
VF induction, a decreasing series of capacitance
stepped dis charges were then applied until VF 
was no longer induced by five discharges of equal 
stored charge. The animaIs were defibrillated with 
an automatic external defibrillator. A recovery pe
riod of at least 90 seconds was allowed after dis
charges that did not induce VF. If a dis charge did 
induce VF, a recovery period of at least 5 min was 
allowed following defibrillation. 

weight. Discharge data were collected during the 
experiment for each NMI dis charge applied dur
ing the VF threshold procedure. Minimum fibril
lating dis charge level determined bythe VF thresh
old procedure was defined as the lowest dis charge 
that induced VF at least once; maximum safe level 
was defined as the highest discharge which could 
be applied five times without induction of VF; VF 
threshold was defined as their average. The safety 
index was defi.ned as the ratio of the VF threshold 
to the standard NMI discharge (48 ,uC). 

Study Endpoints and Safety Index 
The primary study endpoint was the determi

nation of a safety index for each animal based on its 

Statistical Analysis 

AU continuous variables are expressed as 
mean ± standard deviation. Two sample t.-tests for 
samples with equal variance were used to compare 
mean values. For all comparisons, a P :::s 0.05 was 
considered statistically significant. 

Institutional Review 

The study protocol received approval from the 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of 
Sinclair Research Farms. AU animaIs received hu
mane care. 

Results 
Nine experiments were completed. The aver

age weight of the swine was 60 ± 28 kg, rang
ing from 30 to 117 kg. All animals remained 
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Figure 2. Example of blood pressure before and during 
an NM1 discharge, 

hemodynamically stable throughout the experi
mental procedures, despite an average of 26 ± 12 
NMI dis charges per animal (Fig. 2). 

The safety index for stored charge ranged 
from 15X ta 42X as weight increased from 30 to 
117 kg (P < 0.001, Table l, Fig. 3). The VF induc
tion threshold level (1339 ± 463 p,C stored charge) 
was significantly higher than the standard level for 
applied charge (48 p,C stored charge, P < 0.0001). 
The charge multiple at the VF induction thresh
old was 28 ± 10 compared to the standard charge 
multiple of 1 (P < 0.0001, Table 1). The maximum 
safe charge multiple was 26 ± 9 with an average 
stored charge ofl,227 ± 423 p,C, and the minimum 
VF inducing charge multiple was 30 ± 11 with an 
average stored charge of 1,451 ± 509 p,C. 

The maximum safe levels and minimum VFI 
levels of stored charge for experimental data were 
regressed linearly for significant trends. The re
lationship between stored charge as a function 
of weight (kg) was compared to experimental 
stored charge for minimum VF induction dis
charge. The maximum safe dis charge was mod
eled by 12.5*[weight (kg)] + 473 (n = 9, r2 = 

0.69) and the minimum VF induction dis charge 
was modeled by 16.5*[weight (kg)] + 460 (n = 9, 
r2 = 0.82). The analysis revealed a linear, in
creasing relationship of maximum safe and mini
mum VFI discharge multiples (and therefore safety 
index) as a function of weight (kg). The rela
tionship further confirmed a significantly greater 
discharge required to induce VF compared to 
standard dis charge leveis for a fielded NMI 
device. 

Logistic regression showed that the mean 
charge multiple for a 50% likelihood ofVF induc
tion was 24 ± 13, with an odds ratio of 0.85 after 
adjustment for weight (95% Wald confidence lim
its: 0.83, 0.88, P < 0.0001). Therefore, anincreasing 
charge multiple Was shown to be independently 
related ta an increase in VF induction. 

Discussion 
This study conflrmed the cardiac safety of an 

experimental NMI device emulating the perfor
mance of commercially used devices. An NMI dis
charge that could induce VF required 15-42 times 
the charge of the standard NMI discharge. Fur
thermore, this study demonstrated a safety index 
strongly correlated with increasing weight. In ad
dition, the observation of the hemodynamic sta
bility of the animaIs suggests that these devices 
may be safely applied multiple times if needed. 
Discharge levels output by fielded NMI devices 
have an extremely low probability of inducing 
VF. 

This study used adult domestic pigs chosen 
to simulate a range of adult human body weights 
between 30 and 120 kg, likely ta be encountered 
in police work. Our results suggest a safety index 

Table 1. 

Experimental Outcomes for 19 Pulse per Second Discharges 

Weight Max Safe Safe Stored MinVFI VFI Stored Threshold Safety 
Pig (kg) Multiple Charge (p,C) Multiple Charge (p,C) Charge (p,C) Index 

1 83 28 1344 32 1536 1440 30 
2 54 28 1344 32 1536 1440 30 
4 48 28 1344 32 1536 1440 30 
5 81 40 1920 44 2112 2016 42 
6 49 20 960 24 1152 1056 22 
7 42 20 960 24 1152 1056 22 
8 37 16 768 20 960 864 18 
9 117 36 1728 48 2304 2016 42 

10 30 14 672 16 768 720 15 
60 ± 28 26 ± 9 1227 ± 423 30 ± 11 1451 ± 509 1339 ± 463 28 ± 10 

!-,-C = microcoulombs; VFI = ventricular fibrillation induction. 

S286 January 2005, Supplement 1 PACE, Vol. 28 
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::::20 for hurnan adults >45 kg. The standard NMI 
devices rnay therefore have a safety index signifi
cantly >20 for field applications ta adult hurnans. 
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Abstract: An electromuscular incapacitating device 
(EMD) temporarily incapacitates combative 
individuals so they can be apprehended with minimal 
harm to themselves, bystanders, or law enforcement 
agents. Many newpaper articles (1] have suggested that 
EMDs can kill those apprehended. A peer reviewed 
study on anesthetized pigs reports that there is a large 
safety factor that prevents EMDs from killing (2]. 
Biomedical engineers, with knowledge of the effects of 
electricity on the body can provide information to 
clarify this conflict. 

Introduction 

An electromuscular incapacitating device (EMD) 
temporarily incapacitates pers ons so they can be 
àpprehended with minimal harm to themselves, 
bystanders, or law enforcement agents. Many 
newpaper articles [1] have suggested that EMDs can 
kill those apprehended. A peer reviewed study on 
anesthetized pigs reports that there is a large safety 
factor that prevents EMDs from killing [2]. Biomedical 
engineers, with knowledge of the effects of electricity 
on the body can provide information to clarify this 
conflict. 

An electromuscular incapacitating device (EMD) 
presents law enforcement with another less-Iethal 
option for subduing violent individuals who pose a 
threat to themselves and others. More commonly 
known as stun guns, or as a Taser®, they deliver a high 
voltage electric charge that disrupts the nervous 
system, causing the suspect to lose control and faU to 
the ground. The public safety scenarios that require law 
enforcement or corrections officers to resort to the use 
of force to stop aggressive, violent, self-destructive or 
simply noncompliant illegal behavior vary 
tremendously. Such behavior can come from 
individuals, groups, or crowds who refuse to obey a 
iawful order, or threaten to use force (with or without 
weapons). The people encountered can range from 
aggressors who are hardened criminals to mentally 
disturbed teenagers with no crirninal history, from 
protesting crowds that include children and elderly, to 
street gangs, youthful looters, and innocent bystanders 
on a street. Less lethal weapons are designed to 
temporarily incapacitate, confuse, delay, or restrain an 
adversary in a variety of situations. They have been 
used in riots, prison disturbances, and hostage rescues, 
but most often are employed in one-on-one situations. 
They are valuable when: lethal force is not appropriate, 
lethal force is justified and available for backup but 
lesser force may subdue the aggressor, or Jethal force is 
justified but its use could cause collateral effects, such 

as injury to bystanders or life-tbreatening damage tci 
propertyand environment. 

Materials and Methods 

It is useful to understand the operation of EMDs. 
AlI generate voltages of about 50 kV, currents of up to 
about 15 A, pulse durations of about 10 iJ.S, repetition 
rates of about 20 pulses/s, for about 5 s, and can ionize 
an air gap to form an arc about 50 mm long. Barly 
EMDs, called stun guns, required close contact with 
the person, and since the electrodes are about 50 mm 
apart, only affected a small target area. Later EMDs 
used a compressed gas propellant to fire barbed darts 
with trailing insulated wires about 7 m long at an 8° 
angle so the darts would stick on clothing or the skin a 
distance of about 50 cm apart to cause muscle 
contraction and pain over a larger group of muscles. 
Fig. 1 shows a typical circuit for the Taser M26 (3]. 
The battery drives a 500 Hz oscillator with transformer 
step up from 2.5 to 6 V up to 2 kV, which is rectified 
and forros a high-voltage power supply to charge up 
the capacitor. When the capacitor voltage reaches 
about 2 kV, the spark gap breaks down and the 2 kV is 
delivered across the primary of the transformer, which 
steps it up to about 50 kV, which will ionize an air gap 
of 50 mm. If the barbs strike the skin, the 15 A through 
the typical body resistance of 300 n yields 4500 V. If 
the barbs strike clothing, the arc jumps through the air 
but the body voltage is still 4500 V. Numerous groups 
of skeletal muscles contract, and the person loses his 
ability ta maintain an erect, balanced posture and falls 
to the ground and is temporarily incapacitated. 

S2 
TRIGGER" l MICROPROCE'SSOR 1 Li CIRCUIT 1 

12.7 

TRANSFORMER 
(1,25) 

Figure 1: Vlhen the 0.88 iJ.F capacitor voltage reaches 2 
kV, the spark gap breaks down. The 1:25 transformer 
creates 50 kV. From [4]. 

Figure 2 shows an improved Taser X26 EMD [3]. 
Capacitor l generates 50 kV at t.1.e output to break 
down the air resistance. Then capacitor 2 provides a 
sustaining current at lower voltage. The result is 
lowered battery requirement. 
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Figure 2: 0.07 IlF capacitor 1 breaks down the air gap 
in 1.5 ilS (arc phase). 0.01 J.LF capacitor 2 provides a 
low voltage sustaining current for 50 J.l.S (stim phase). 
From [4]. 

Figure 3 shows a standard waveform of about 2 A 
for about 50 ilS. The larger currents were used to 
determine cardiac safety factor, which varied from l5x 
to 42x, as pig weight increased from 30 to 117 kg. 

Standard Waveform -1 ~ Waver.,"" -48x wavefonn 1 

Figure 3: The standard waveform from the TASER 
model X26 EMD delivers about 2 A for about 50 ilS. 
From [2] 

Geddes and Baker [5] have developed the strength
duration curve shown in Figure 4. They estimate the 
time constant r for cardiac muscle is about 2 ms. For an 
EMD duration of 50 ).LS, current must be increased over 
that required for long durations by a factor of 50 to 
cause cardiac excitation. 

We are developing a computer model of currents 
that flow through the body in response to EMD darts at 
a variety of locations. futuition suggests that a dart is 
more ·likely to induce ventricular fibrillation (VF) if 
near the heart rather than farther away. We will map 
the contours of cardiac safety factor for inducing VF. 
We will verify the model by tests in which we use a 
64-electrode Constellation catheter placed within the 
anesthetized pig' s heart. We will aiso test larger 
currents from the surface as shown in Figure 3. 

12 
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Figure 4: Short duration pulses require higher currents 
to cause excitation. From [5]. Charge Q = Id remains 
constant for short pulses. 

If the EMD electric shock induces VF, the blood 
pressure would drop to near zero in about 5 s [6]. The 
human target would lose consciousness within 30 s and 
faU to the ground. Because in the large majority of 
deaths following EMD, loss of consciousness does not 
occur within 1 min, we conclude that the electric shock 
did not directly cause VF. One alternative hypothesis 
for death following EMD shock is that the person died 
of cocaine overdose [7]. Cocaine is a myotoxic drug, 
which can lead to rhabdomyolysis, hyperkalemia, and 
cardiac asystole. 
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Studies at the Air Force Research Laboratory 

1. Behavioral 
Il. Variable pulses 
III. Repeated 5-sec exposures 

Remaining questions for future research 
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Terminology 

TASER® = "Thomas A. Swift EleetrieRifle" (1974) 

"Eleetromuseular Disruption" Deviees: Term used b 
T ASER International. 

"TASER-like deviees": Generie term 
to inelude items not under registered 
trademark. 

New term: Electro-Muscular Incapacitation 
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Inter-Departmental Relationships 

Need for partnerships among different 
government departments 
(Justice and Defense) and 
local law enforcement. 



Previous Literature 

Very little peer-reviewed literature. 

Mostly case reports. 
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Air Force Colleagues 

Air Force Research Laboratory 

J.H. Merritt C.T. Kuhnel 

L.R. Johnson 
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Advanced Informalion Engineering 
Services Colleagues 

Formerly . 

Advanced Information Engineering Services, Inc. 
C.J. Sherry J.l. Simonds 
M.C. Cook O.A. Fines 

G.C. Brown 

C.W. Beason 

J.A. Ross 

C.O. Clark 

J.l. Ashmore 
J.E. Parker 
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Pig: Similarities to Human 

Ratio of heart size to body weight. 
Similar coronary arterial distribution. 
Susceptible to ventricular fibrillation. 8 



Behavioral Studies 

Existing commercial device 

"Sticky shocker" prototype 
9 
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Behavioral Studies 
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Technical Report 

An evaluation of the electrical properties and bio-behavioral 
effects of four commercially available TASERs and the Jaycor 
Sticky Shocker. US Air Force Research Laboratory Technical 
Report AFRL-HE-BR-TR-2003-0089, June 2003. 

Available from: 

Defense Technical 
Information Center 

http://www.dtic.mil/ 
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arine Corps Systems Command & 
JNLWD 

Effectiveness (muscle contraction) 

Safety (Iack of fibrillation) 

Muscle Contraction Test Structure 13 
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Technical Report 

Variable TASER parameters:' Effectiveness (muscle 
contraction) and cardiac safety (ventricular fibrillation). US Air 
Force Research Laboratory Technical Re,port AFRL-HE-BR
TR-2004-0094, Sept. 2004. 

Dissemination of this document is controlled under DoD Directive 5230.25. 

Available from: 

AFRUHEDM 

8262 Hawks Road 

Brooks City-Base, TX 78235 17 



Modifiable Electronic Stimulator 
("MES") 
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Electrode spacing effects 

CHANGE IN MEAN NORMALIZED FORCE 
WHEN VARYING ELECTRODE SPACING 
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Repeated exposures 

Swine were exposed for 5 sec, 

followed by a 5-sec period of no exposure, 

repeatedly for 3 min. 

EfJ 5 sec. 

,...--ON 

5 sec. 1 OFF 

After a 1-hr delay, 

a second 3-min exposure period was added. 
21 



Plasma levels of Substances 

Muscle damage due to repeated contractions could 
cause release of substances into bloodstream. 

Creatine Phosphokinase 
Lactate Dehydrogenase 

Troponin 
22 



Interruption of Respiration 

Inspiration 

Expiration 

Effects on blood gases unkno·wn. 
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Techniques 

Central venous blood sampling Pulse oximetry 
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Limb contractions: X26 
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Blood 

Significant findings: 

Several changes in blood chemistry. 

Blood became acidic, but returned 
toward normal 1 hr after exposure. 

Scenario is feasible. Caveat: 

7.6 

7.4 

I 0. 7.2 

medical monitoring of subjects. 7.0 
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Summary of Completed Work 

8ehavioral: 
One commercial device: Loss of posture. 
Effectiveness related ta total charge flux. 

Variable pulse device: 
Varying pulse amplitude and duration over several orders of magnitude 

results in increased muscle contraction (up ta 2.5 times). 

Minimum spacing of 20 cm for maximum contraction. 

Repeated exposures: 
Transient increases in potassium and sodium. 

Blood pH significantly decreased, but returns to normal. 

Lactate highly elevated; slowly returns to baseline. 

Sorne medical monitoring of subjects may be-required. 33 





UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Excessive and lethal force? Amnesty 

International's concerns about deaths and ill
treatment involving police use of tasers 

Introduction and summary 

"1 asked Borden to lift up his foot to remove the shorts, but he was being combative and 
refused. 1 dry stunned Borden in the lower abdominal area ... We got Borden into the 
booking area. Borden was still combative and uncooperative. 1 dried [sic1 stunned Borden 
in the buttocks area ... " After the final shock, the officer "noticed that Borden was no longer 
responsive and his face was discoloured." (extract from officer's statement on James Borden, 
a mentally disturbed man being booked into an Indiana jai1.)l 

James Borden was an-ested in a disoriented state in November 2003 and died shortly after the 
administration of the last of six electro-shocks, delivered wbile bis hands were reportedly 
cuffed behind bis back. The medical examiner released a statement listing cause of death as a 
heart attack, drug intoxication and electrical shock. James Borden is one of thousands of 
individuals shocked with stun devices by US law enforcement agents each year as a growing 
number of agencies move to adopt such weapons. 

More than 5,000 US law enforcement agencies are currently deploying tasers, dart
firing electro-shock weapons designed to cause instant incapacitation by delivering a 50,000 
volt shock. Tasers are hand-held electronic stun guns which frre two barbed darts up to a 
distance of 21 feet, which remain attached to the gun by wires. The fish-hook like darts are 
designed to penetrate up to two inches of the target' s clothing or skin and deli ver a high
voltage, low amperage, electro-shock along insulated copper wires. Although they were frrst 
introduced in the 1970s, the take-up rate for tas ers has increased enormously in recent years, 
with the marketing of powerful "new generation" models such as· the M26 Advanced Taser 
and the Taser X26. Both fire darts which strike the subject from a distance or, as in James 
Borden's case, can be applied directly to the skin as a stun gun. 

The manufacturers and law enforcement agencies deploying tas ers maintain that they 
are a safer alternative to many conventional weapons in controlling dangerous or combative 
individuals. Somepolice departments claim that injuries to officers and suspects, as well as 
deaths from police frrearms, have fallen since their introduction. 

Amnesty International acknowledges the importance of developingnon-lethal or "less 
than lethal" force options to decrease the risk of death or injury inherent in the use of frrearrns 
or other impact weapons such as batons. However, the use of stun technology in law 

1 ldsnews.com, 20 February 2004. 
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enforcement raises a number of concerns for the protection of human rights. Portable and easy 
to use, with the capacity to inflict severe pain at the push' of a button without leaving 
substantial marks, electro-shock weapons are particuiarly open to abuse by unscrupulous 
officiaIs, as the organization has documented in numerous cases around the world.2 

Although US law enforcement agencies stress that training and in-built product 
safeguards (such as chips which can record the time and date of each taser frring) min,imize 
the potentiai for abuse, Amnesty International believes that these safeguards do not go far 
enough. There have been disturbing reports of inappropriate or abusive use of tas ers in 
various US jurisdictions, sometimes invoiving repeated cycles of electro-shocks. 

There is also evidence ta suggest that, far from being used to avoid lethal force, many 
US police agencies are deploying tasers as a routine force option ta subdue non-compliant or 
disturbed individuals who do not pose a serious danger ta themselves or others. In sorne 
departments, tasers have become the most prevalent force too1. They have been used against 
unruly schoolchildren; unarmed mentally disturbed or intoxicated individuals; suspects 
fleeing minor crime scenes and people who argue with police or fail ta comply immediately 
with a commando Cases described in this report include the stunning of a l5-year-old 
schoolgirl in Florida, foilowing a dispute on a bus, and a 13- year-old girl in Arizona, who 
threw a book in a public library. 

In many such instances, the use of electro-shock weapons appears ta have violated 
international standards prohibiting torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment as 
weil as standards set out under the United Nations (UN) Code of Conduct for Law 
Enforcement Officiais and the Basiè Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law 
Enforcement OfficiaIs. These require that force should be used as a last resort and that 
officers must apply only the minimum amount of force necessary ta obtain a lawful objective. 
They also provide that all use of force must be proportionate ta the threat posed as weil as 
designed ta avoid unwarranted pain or injury. 

International standards encourage the development of non-lethal incapacitating 
weapons for law enforcement "for use in appropriate situations, with a view ta increasingly 
restraining the application of means ca.pable of causing death or injury to persans" but state 
that such weapons must be "carefully evaluated" and their use "carefully controlled".3 
Amnesty International believes that this standard has not been met with regard to tasers, 
despite their increasing use across the country. 

Amnesty International is further concerned by the growing number of fatalities 
involving police tasers. Since 2001, more than 70 people are reported to have died in the USA 
and Canada after being struck by M26 or X26 tas ers , with the numbers rising each year. 
While coroners have tended ta attribute such deaths to other factors (such as drug 

2 See, for example, Amnesty International, The Pain Merchants: Security equipment and its use in 
torture and other ill-treatment (AI Index: ACT 401008/2003) 
3 Principles 2 and 3 of the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement 
OfficiaIs, Eighth United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, 
Havana, 1990 (D.N.Doc. AlCONF.I44/28/Rev.l at 112 (1990). 
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intoxication), sorne med.ical experts question whether the taser shocks may exacerbate a risk 
of heart failure in cases where persons are agitated, under the influence of drugs, or have 
underlying health problems such as heart disease. In at least five recent cases, coroners have 
found the taser directly contributed to the death, along with other factors such as drug abuse 
and heart disease. As discussed below, the death toli heightens Amnesty Intemational's 
concern about the safety of stun weapons and the lack of rigorous, independent testing as to 
their medical effects. 

This report includes a review by Amnesty International of information on 74 taser
involved deaths, based on a range of sources, including autopsy reports in 21 cases. Most of 
those who died were unarmed men who, while displaying disturbed or combative behaviour, 
did not appear to present a serious threat to the lives or safety of others. Yet many were 
subjected to extreme levels of force, including repeated taser discharges and in some cases 
dangerous restraint techniques such as "hogtying" (shackling an individual by the wrists and 
ankles behind their back). The cases raise serious concem about the overali levels of force 
deployed by some police agencies as weli the safety of tasers. 

Tasers have been described by many police departments as "filling a niche" on the 
force scale.4 However, Amnesty International is concemed that deployment of tasers, rather 
than minimizing the use of force, .may dangerously extend the boundaries of what are 
considered "acceptable" levels of force. While the organization concedes that there may be 
limited circumstances under which tas ers might be considered an alternative to deadly force, 
there is evidence to suggest that measures such as stricter controls and training on the use of 
force and firearms can be more effective in reducing unnecessary deaths or injuries (see 
below, page 9). 

In its recommendations, contained at the end of the report, Amnesty International is 
reiterating its cali on federal, state and local authorities and law enforcement agencies to 
suspend ail transfers and use of electro-shock weapons, pending an urgent rigorous, 
independent and impartial inquiry into their use and effects. 

Where US law enforcement agencies refuse to suspend tasers, the organization is 
recommending that their use of tasers is strictly limited to situations where the alternative 
under international standards would be deadly force, with detailed reporting and monitoring 
procedures. 

4 Many US police departments use a "use of force continuum" setting out the appropriate force options 
in response to each resistance level, on a rising scale from "officer' s presence" to use of deadly force. 
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1. GENERAL CONCERNS ABOUT TASER USE 

1.2. Background on Taser Use 

"1 have always stated that the only way to guarantee a knockdown of a human being is to 
shoot them in the central nervous system with a bullet. In my opinion the ADVANCED 
TASER cornes extremely close to doing the same thing, but from a less-Iethal perspective. " 
Sgt Darren Laur, Control Tactics Coordinator, Victoria Police Department, Canada, writing 
in a review article, published in the Octob~r 1999 issue of Law Enforcement Technology. 

"It just takes your legs out. It's like a jackhammer going Kaboom, Kaboom, Kaboom!" Sgt 
Burt Robinson Chandler, Police SWAT team, Arizona, describing the M26 Advanced Taser on 
website of security equipment company, Security Planet Corp. 

Named after the hero of a popular science fiction series,5 tas ers were originally 
developed by a California-based company in the 1970s. The Los Angeles Police Department 
(LAPD) became the frrst major agency to introduce them in 1974. (The videotape of the 
LAPD beating of Rodney King in March 1991 shows an officer holding a taser gun he had 
frred at King, trying to keep the wires from getting tangled as King rolled on the ground from 
police baton blows.) Tasers have been promoted as having advantages over other non-lethal 
weapons as they can be applied at a distance (avoiding in jury to officers) and, unlike chemical 
sprays, are not affected by wind and do not risk contaminating officers or bystanders. 
However, the earlier taser models were not always effective, especially in the case of 
individuals who were highly agitated or under the influence of drugs such as 
pheny1cyclohexyl piperidine (PCP).6 During the 1990s, companies started to develop more 
powerful prototypes of the taser and other stun weapons. 

Thousands of US law enforcement agencies now deploy the M26 Advanced Taser, 
which are several times more powerful than the original version used by the LAPD and other 
agencies in the 1970s and 1980s. The M26 is one of a new generation of tasers developed by 
Taser International, an Arizona-based company, and was introduced for operational use in late 
1999. It operates on 26 watts of electrica1 output (compared to 5-7 watts of earlier models) 
and dis charges pulsed energy to deliver a 50,000 volt shock designed to override the subject's 
central nervous system, causing uncontrollab1e contraction of the muscle tissue and instant 
collapse.7 In May 2003, Taser International introduced a new model, the Taser X26, which is 
60% smaller and lighter than the M26 but has the same voltage and, according to the 

5 It is an acronym of Thomas A Swift's Electrical Rifle, based on the child's novel Tom Swift and his 
Electric Rifle by Victor Appleton, published in 1911. 
6 Known by the alternative chemical name of Phencyclidine and a range of slang terms such as "angel 
dust". 
7 The original taser operated on only 5 watts and was followed by Air ::raser on 7 watts. The M18-M26 
series of tasers, introduced by Taser International in 1999 and 2000, operate on 18-26 watts of 
electrical output. 
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manufacturer, an incapacitating effect which is 5% greater than the M26. 8 Both fire two 
probes up to a distance of 21 feet and are prograrnmed to be activated in five-second bursts of 
electricity, although, as shown below, the electrical charge can be prolonged beyond five 
seconds if the officer's finger remains depressed on the trigger. The shocks can also be 
repeated so long as both probes remain attached to the subject. The darts are [lIed by an air 
cartridge which has to be reloaded if a second firing is required. B oth models have laser sights, 
for accurate targeting (and avaiding hitting vulnerable spots such as eyes or face). They aIs 0 -

have a built-in memory option to record the time and date of each firing (see below for more 
on this). 

Bath the M26 and the X26 can also be used without the air cartridge, as "touch" stun 
guns, to apply electric shocks directly to the subject at close range. The duration of the cycle 
in stun gun mode is the same as in the dart projectile mode. 

According ta the literature, the new generation tasers are designed " ... to incapacitate 
dangerous, combative, or high risk subjects that may be impervious to other less-lethal means, 
regardless of pain tolerance, drug use, or body size". They have been described as "the only 
less-lethal weapon that can stop a truly focused, aggressive subject" and as "specifically 
designed to stop even elite, aggressive, focused combatants".9 

In meetings with Amnesty International, Taser International has stressed that, unlike 
earlier models, the M26 and X26 tasers are not designed to stop a target through infliction of 
pain but work by causing instant irnmobilization thraugh muscle contraction. According to 
the company they are one of the few non-lethal weapons effective in causing incapacitation 
without physiological in jury. They have pointed out that any pain involved is transient, with 
no after-effects. However, officers subjected ta even a fraction of the normal taser discharge 
during training have reported feeling acute pain: 

"Bjomstad, who was jalted for 1.5 seconds as part of bis training, said an of bis 
muscles contracted and the shock was like a finger in a light socket many times over. 
"Anyone who has experienced it will remember it forever ... You don't want to do 
this. I1's very uncornfortable ... and that's an understatement." (The Olympian, 14 
October 2002) 

"I1's like getting punched 100 times in a row, but once it's off, you are back to normal 
again." (The Olympian 2 March 2002)F 

"It felt terrible." "It hurts. l'm going to think twice before l use this on anyone." (twa 
officers quoted in the Mobile Register 8 April 2002). 

8 According to company literature, the X26 is 5% more incapacitati..'1g than the M26 while using less 
energy, dlie ta its advanced Shaped Pulse Technalogy which sends the hardest, high voltage, short 
duration, pulsed energy for the first two seconds, when the darts penetrate clothing, skin or other 
barriers, with a reduced rate for the rest of the bit. 
9 Taser Intemationalliterature. 
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"It is the most profound pain 1 have ever felt. You get total compliance because they 
don't want that pain again." (firearms consultant, quoted in The Associated Press 12 
August 2003) 

"They caIl it the longest five seconds of their life ... ifs extreme pain, there's no 
question about it. No one would want to get hit by it a second time." (County Sheriff, 
quoted in The Kalazazoo Gazette, Michigan, 7 March 2004) 

Officers were initially exposed during training to only a fraction of the normal taser 
discharge of five seconds, yet still testified to experiericing considerable pain. Amnesty 
International understands that it is now recommended that officers are subjected to a five
second shock, although at least one department no longer aIlows officers to be tasered at ail 
during training, following complaints from officers. 10 While the pain is short-lived, this 
would not necessarily apply in the case of someone subjected to repeated or prolonged jolts of 
the taser darts or stun gun (see below). Amnesty International has been told by an expert who 
has experienced shocks from both models that the X26 model is even more painful than the 
M26. 

Unlike the dart-firing probes, the touch stun function oruy acts on a small part of the 
body, and causes pain and debilitation rather than total incapacitation. A Taser International 
training manual states that "If only the stun mode is used, the M26 becomes a pain 
compliance technique ... " 11 The advice given in the manual for "stun mode areas" is to 
"aggressively drive M26 into: 

• Carotid/brachial stun area 12 

• ·Groin 

• Common Peronial13." 

Although, as stated ab ove, the M26 and X26 tas ers are programmed to set off an automatic 
five-second electrical charge, this happens if an officer pulls the trigger and releases it. The 
electrical charge can be prolonged beyond five seconds if the officer keeps his fmger 
depressed on the trigger. A Taser International training manual states that "holding the 
trigger continuously beyond the 5 second cycle will continue the electrical cycle unill the 
trigger is released". The following testimony. was given by a police training officer at an 
inquest into the death of William Lomax, who had a taser in stun gun mode applied 
repeatedly to his neck in jolts lasting up to eight seconds each: 

"if you hold the trigger down, it will go until the battery life runs out of the tazer 
(sic)." 

10 According to testimony at the inquest into the death of William Lomax on 25 June 2004, the Las 
Vegas Metropolitan Police Department stopped having officers "taze" each other during training after 
complaints from officers about having to take a "hit" and complaints about injuries from falling. 
Il Taser International, Certified Lesson Plan, Version 8.0, Advanced Taser M26. 
12 Neck and arm 
13 Outer thigh 
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Juror: Sa it will go continuously until you let go? 

Witness: correct.,,14 

1.3 Deployment of tasers in the USA: Iife saver or routine 
force tao/? 

More than 5,000 law enforcement and correctional agencies in 49 US states are currently 
reported to be deploying or testing taser equipment, with the take-up rate continuing to grow, 
reportedly by around 170 police agencies a month. Several US states which formerly banned 
aU stun weapons have recently changed their laws to allow local and state police to deploy 
tasers. 1S In sorne states they are deployed by police on university campus es and they have also 
been used in schools (see below). . 

Tasers have aIso been purchased by the US army, including for use in Iraq. 16 The US 
Air Force aIso reportedly defloys tas ers aboard aireraft carrying suspected al-Qa'ida members 
to Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.! While few details have been provided about the use of tasers by 
US military forces, one of the units deploying them in Iraq in 2003 was the 800th Military 
Police Brigade, accused of grave abuses in Abu Gbraib prison.lg 

New generation tasers have aIso been purchased, or are undergoing testing, by police 
or military forces in other countries, including, reportedly, Argentina, Australia, Canada, 
France, Germany, Israel, Malaysia, Mexico, Spain, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates and the 
UK. l9 

14 From transcript of inquest proceedings in case of William Lomax, Las Vegas, Nevada, 25 June 2004 
(see more on this case under Deaths in Custody, below). 
15 In :Michigan the law was changed in December 2002 to legalize tasers for law enforcement use only, 
since when more than 100 police agencies in the state have begun using them. Massachusetts became 
the most recent state ta pass similar legislation in July 2004, leaving New Jersey as the only state still 
banning their use in all circumstances. 
16 Taser International announced in June 2004 that it had won a $1.8 million contract to provide stun 
weapons to US military personnel, following a previous smaller order by the U.S. Army for stun guns 
and tasers for use in Iraq. (AP, 30 June 2004). 
17 Aviation Daily, 2 August 2002 (available at:www.taser.comlaviationiaviation02.htrnl) 
18 "US issuing troops more 'non-Iethal' weaponry", Chicago Tribune, 11 December 2003, citing a 
report fromretired Lt Col Wesley Barbour that members of the 800th Brigade used lethal force several 
times to quell detainee uprisings but that such rebellions ended after police "demonstrated" the power 
of the taser. A report by Major-General Antonio Taguba in December 2003 found rnembers of the 
800th Brigade were among US forces which had engaged in "sadistic, blatant and wanton" abuse of 
detainees in Abu Ghraib Prison in 2003 http://newslfindlaw.comlhdocslIraqltagubarptJhtml. 
19 See Appendix 2 for a list of countries reported to have deployed, tested or trialled tas ers, or have 
taser distributors based there. Amnesty International obtained the information from various sources, 
including Taser International' s website listing distributors. 
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Tasers have also been authorized for use by the general public. Forty-three US states 
are reported to place few or no restrictions on possession of stun weapons by members of the 
public for private use. 20 Wbile promoted as self-defence tooIs, for private users, they are 
easily open to abuse, without the controls or monitoring that apply to law enforcement use. 
Amnesty International cites several cases, below, in which parents have been prosecuted for 
child cruelty after using stun weapons to discipline their children. Stun weapons have also 
been reportedly used during the commission of crimes, or as instruments of torture or abuse, 
including of women by abusive partners or former partners. 

Amnesty International is opposed ta the sale of stun weapons for private use, given 
the difficulty in ensuring adequate standards of monitoring and control and the potential for 
abuse behind closed doors. While police officers undergo training and are subject to 
regulations governing the use of force, no such controls exist for the private sector. Unlike 
firearms, there are no licensing requirements in the USA for private use of tasers?l 

The latest model for private use in the USA is the Taser X26c Citizen Defense 
System, which was introduced for sale on-line through Taser International in September 2004. 
According to company literature, the Taser X26c, which can also be used as a stun gun, has a 
15 feet stand-off capability and "operates at a slightly lower output than the law enforcement 
Taser X26". Disturbingly, it also operates "with an extended duration of up to 30 seconds per 
dis charge" . 22 

In the UK, modern tasers have since 2003 been deployed by a number of police 
departments under the same strict guidelines as apply to frrearms. They are allowed to be used 
only by authorized firearrns officers, are kept in the firearrns box and are issued only in 
appropriate situations where officers are faced with a threat of deadly force and the oilly other 
option would be use of a conventional frrearm. 

In the USA, tas ers are authorized for use in much broader circurnstances, as discussed 
below. Nevertheless, they are promoted in the USA, as elsewhere, as an important tool in 
saving lives and reducing the need for lethal force. Under international standards, lethal force 
may only be used by officers in self-defence or the defence of others when there is an 
imminent threat of death or serious in jury, and "ouly when less extreme measures are 
insufficient to achieve these objectives".23 

20 Tasers are barred for citizen use in seven US states: Massachussetts, Rhode Island, New York, New 
Jersey, Wisconsin, Michigan and Hawaii, and in certain cities and counties. 
21 Because tasers use compressed air or gas instead of gunpowder to propel the darts, tasers are not 
considered as fuearms and do not fail under the regulation of the Federal Bureau of Al cohol , Tobacco 
or Firearms. 
22 Taser International press release, 15 September 2004. The release states that the extended discharge 
is in arder to allow the user "sufficient time to safely get away from a potentially life-threatening 
situation". The company reports that private citizens who purchase the dev1ce will receive a 40 minute 
trai.."'ling video and a coupon redeemable for a one-hour in-home training course from a locallaw 
enforcement officer trained in taser use. 
23 Principle 9 of the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officials 
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Taser International has repeatedly emphasized in statements and literature how taser 
use has saved lives. For example, in July 2004, the company issued a statement citing a case 
in which a woman advancing on officers with an eight-inch knife had been successfully 
rusarmed with a taser rather than shot with a fuearm and another case where a suicidaI man 
threatening to cut his own throat was similarly rusarmed without injury. The company stated 
that it had received "over 500 similar reports where officers have used the TASER to save a 
life", estimating that the true figure was likely ta exceed 5,000 cases.24 Claims that tas ers 
save lives may, however, include incidents involving intervention at an earlier stage than a 
situation posing an imminent threat of death or serious injury. Taser International states in a 
lesson plan for US Iaw enforcement agencies that: 

''The Advanced Taser is not a substitute for Iethal force. However, many situations 
that begin as standoffs have the potential ta escalate to lethal force. Early, aggressive 
use of a less-Iethal weapon like the M26 can prevent many of these situations from 
escalating to deadly force levels".25 

Some police departments have reported a significant fall in police shootings 
following the introduction of tasers. In February 2004, the Phoenix Police Department, 
Arizona, announced that officer-involved shootings had fallen by 54% from 28 in 2002 to 13 
in 2003, with fatal shootings down from 13 to 9 during the same period, the lowest number 
since 1990. Phoenix Mayor Phil Gordon said "1 am proud that Phoenix is the frrst city in the 
nation ta equip aU of our police officers with tasers. We are committed to providing our 
officers with the latest technology, support and equipment that they need in arder to proteet 
them and the community. ,,26 A Taser International brochure reported that use of firearms and 
impact weapons by Orange County (Florida) sheriff' s deputies fell by 80% following the 
introduction of the Advanced Taser in 2000, "reducing injuries and saving lives".rI 

Reports of a fall in police shootings in the cities of Seattle and Miarrù have similarly 
been attributed, at Ieast in part, ta the introduction of tasers. Bath police departments reported 
no fatal police shootings for the frrst time more than a decade in the year tasers were 
introduced - in Miami's case there were no police shootings, fatal or otherwise, for the fust 
time in 14 years.28 Other departments have reported on specifie instances where officers have 
used tasers instead of firearms to disarm suicidaI or mentally ill individuals armed with 

24 ''Taser International Strongly Refutes New York Times Article", statement from Taser International 
July 2004, following a critical article in the New York Times. The statement cites company estimates 
that less than one in ten police reports on such incidents are received and that "Accordingly, we 
conservatively estimate that there are over 5,000 such incidents where the TASER has saved a life or 
averted serious bodily injury". 
25 From a Taser Intemationallesson plan on the M26 Advanced Taser. 
26 City of Phoenix Police Departrnent news release, 6 February 2004 
27 www.taser.com/pdfs/m26brochure.pdf 
28 "As Shocks Replace Police Bullets, Deaths Drop but Questions Arise", New York Times 7 March 
2004 - no-one was shot and killed in Seattle for the first time in 15 years. In Miami there were no 
police shootings, fatal or otherwise, in 2003, for the first time in 14 years. 
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weapons such as krùves, although reports of officers using tasers when confronted with 
people with guns appear to be much rarer. 

Amnesty International welcomes any reduction in the use of lethal force. However, 
claims that tasers have led to a fall in police shootings need to be put into perspective, given 
that shootings constitute only a small percentage of aIl police use of force. In contrast, taser 
usage has increased dramaticaIly, becoming the most prevalent force option in some 
departments. While police shootings in Phoenix fell from 28 to 13 in 2003, tasers were used 
that year in 354 use-of-force incidents, far more than would be needed to avoid a resort to 
lethal force. 

Use of non-lethal weapons may be only one factor leading to a fall in police shootings 
and other serious force. In Miami, for ex.ample, the fall in officer-involved shootings may be 
due in part to greater oversight following several high profile prosecutions of Miami police 
officers for civil rights violations involving wrongful shootings and an ongoing federal Justice 
Department investigation into an alleged pattern of excessive force. 29 

Representatives of Taser International who met with Amnesty International in July 
2004 said there had been a significant reduction in injuries to suspects and officers following 
the introduction of tas ers, according to police reports of operational use across the USA. The 
company noted that many other types of force, such as use of batons or police dogs resulted in 
higher in jury levels than the taser. 1t was stressed that a reduction in injuries was likely to be 
more pronounced where tasers were used below the level justifying lethal force as aIl use of 
physical force, including light hands-on force, could result in sorne bodily injury. 

However, as shown below, many departments allow officers to use tasers in situations 
that would not justify the use of batons or other impact weapons liable to cause serious injury. 
Reports suggest that, in some departments, tasers are used by officers primarily as a substitute 
for pepper or chemical sprays, which may themselves be considered a relatively low-Ievel 
force option. Amnesty International has frequenùy raised concern about alleged misuse of 
pepper spray by law enforcement officers, including its use in situations that do not ment this 
degree of force. 30 The organization suggests that, rather than substituting electro-shock 
weapons for pepper spray or other force options, better training and restraint in the use of 
force would be a more appropriate strategy in many situations. 

29 Indeed, in a letter ta the Miami City Attorney, dated 13 March 2003, the Justice Department 
expressed concern that the Miami Police Department's policy on tas ers was insufficiently stringent, 
noting that it failed to define what constituted a reasonable use of force or to place tasers on a "use of 
force continuum". The Justice Department recoinmended the introduction of a force continuum as a 
valuable to01 which "emphasizes that an officer' s presence, verbal commands and use of soft hands 
techniques (using hands to escort rather than control) can often be used as an alternative to other, more 
significant, uses of force." 
30 There have been many reported instances of abusive use of pepper spray and chemical sprays by US 
1aw enforcement officials against people in police custody, in prisons and in juveni1e detention 
facilities, including their use as a front line of control in the case of individuals who fail to comply 
immediately with orders. Comp1aints have been documented in lawsuits, by civilliberties and police 
monitoring bodies, and in Amnesty International reports. 
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Indeed, improved policies, trammg and oversight have been shown to be critical 
factors in reducing police shootings and injuries ta suspects or officers. Such measures are 
likely to have a more significant impact overall than use of alternative weapons. In San Jose, 
California, for ex ample, the police department obtained its frrst sizeable batch of new tas ers in 
2002, a year in wbich police shootings fell to zero. However, police shootings in San Jose had 
been falling since 1999, a development attributed in large part ta better training on the use of 
force; the introduction of a Crisis Intervention Team (CIT) ta defuse potentially dangerous 
situations involving disturbed individuals; and an independent auditor ta morutor the 
department. Improved use-of-force policies, investigations and training led to a fall in police 
shootings and dog bite injuries in Washington, DC, where the Metropolitan Police 
Department (MPD) was once notorious for its bigh rate of officer-involved-shootings and 
injuries to suspects from police canines. 3l Other departments, including the Los Angeles 
Police Department (LAPD) and the Los Angeles Sheriffs Department (LASD), have noted 
sirnilar trends?2 

In fact, in San Jose, police shootings started to rise again after the introduction of 
tas ers (wbich were issued to aIl patroi officers in May 2004), reaching a five-year bigh in 
2004. 33 Their effectiveness in resolving use-of-force situations has been questioned by the 
San Jose Independent Police Auditor, who announced a review of the department's taser use 
in September 2004, following concern about two incidents in wbich police shot disturbed 
individuais after tasers failed to subdue them. 34 One case concerned a mentally disturbed man 
who became agitated after being asked to stop smoking in a coffee shop and allegedly threw a 
chair at officers. He was shot after the taser failed to subdue birn. Questions have been raised 
as to whether other force tactics rnight have been more safe1y deployed in such a situation. 

31 Justice Department press release on the :NIPD, dated June 2001: "In the past two years ... :NIPD has 
achieved a significant reduction in the rate at whlch it uses deadly force and the rate at whlch its . 
canines bite suspects". Officer-involved-shootings fell from 16 fatalities in 1990 ta four in 1999 and 
two in 2000. The:NIPD did not have tasers at that time. 
32 In the LAPD, for example, police shootings and total use-of-force incidents deceased significantly 
between 1990 and 1999, during a period in which an independent monitor noted that there were "better 
investigations, better oversight, greater scrutiny on the use of force" tha..'l ever before (former Inspector 
General Jeff Eglash, quoted in L.A. Weekly, September 2002). The LASD saw police shootings faU by 
70% from 1991 to 2000, during a period in whlch the nurnber of arrests remained constant. The Special 
Monitor appointed to oversee the department reported in 2003 that that "excessive force has been 
substantially curbed", and that betterreporting and monitoring had contributed to this trend. Civilian 
Oversight afthe Police in the United States, Merrick Bobb, September 2002. 
33 There were eight police shootings in San Jose in 1999; five in 2000; four in 2001; zero in 2002; four 
in 2003 and six in the [lYSt nine months of 2004. (1999-2003 statistics from IPA 2003 Report.) 
34 "Police to review use of stun gun", Mercury News, 29 September 2004 
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1. 4 Law an the force scale 

Although described by the manufacturer as a suitable tool for "aggressive, focused 
combatants", the taser appears ta be a relatively low level force option in many US police 
departments. A survey by Amnesty International of more than 30 US police departments 
(including 20 of the largest city or county agencies) indicates that tasers are typically placed 
in the mid-range of the force scale, below batons or impact weapons rather than at, or just 
below, lethal force. 35 Some departments place the entry lever for tas ers at an even lower 
level, after verbal commands and light hands-on force. 

For ex ample, a number of law enforcement agencies allow tasers to be used against 
"passive resisters" - people who refuse to comply with police commands but do not interfere 
with an officer and pose no physical threat.36 Others authorize tas ers at an entry level of 
"defensive resistance", typically defined as "physical actions which attempt ta prevent 
officer's control but do not attempt ta harm the officer".37 The Miramar Police Department, 
Florida, told Amnesty International (in response to concerns raised about the stunning of a 
schoolgirl during a minor disturbance) that tasers were available "prior to the use of 
intermediate weapons" such as batons. A Philadelphia Police Department directive states that 
tas ers may be used, among other scenarios, to "overcome resistance to arrest". Indianapolis 
police told Amnesty International that the entry level at which tasers could be used was "at 
any point force is needed".38 While many departments authorize tasers at the level of "active 
physical resistance", according to a number of policies Amnesty International has seen, this 
can be in the form of "bracing or tensing" or "attempts to push or pull away". These 
scenarios hardly depict the "combative" or "aggressive" individuals described in promotional 
literature. 

Amnesty International believes that electro-shock weapons, which have a powerful 
impact on the body and can cause acute pain, should never be considered a "low" or 
"intermediate" force option. However, a review of reported cases suggests that sorne 
departments are deploying tas ers in routine arrest situations, at the fIfst sign of resistance or in 

35 The mid-range on the force continuum is generally where pepper or chernical sprays are placed. 
Taser International told Amnesty International that 86% of US agencies placed tasers at this level. 
36 Several police departments have recently changed theu policies ta raise the entry level for taser use 
from "passive" to "active" resistance following controversial cases. These include Il police agencies in 
Orange County, Florida. Other departments reportedly continue to authorize such use, either in a 
written poliey or in practice (they include the Honolulu Police Department, Hawaii; the Portland Police 
Department, Oregon, which is reported to allow taser use against people who are non-compliant but not 
a physical threat; sever al agencies in Colorado are also reported, in praetice, to have used tasers against 
~eople passively resisting arrest, or refusing to obey a police order.) 

7 Examples include the Mesa Police Department, Arizona; the Chula Vista Police Department, 
California and the Putman County Sheriffs Office, Florida. 
38 Telephone interview, March 2004 
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the face of relatively minor resistance. Incidents include cases of people under the influence 
of alcohol or drugs who failed to comply promptly with commands, people who "mouthed 
off' at officers and people engaged in minor acts of public disturbance. The use of electro
shock weapons in such circumstances appear to breach international standards set out under 
the UN Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officiais and the Basic Principles on the Use 
of Force and Firearms. These require that force should be used only as a last resort, in 
proportion to the threat posed and the legitimate objective to be achieved.39 . 

Training materials on tasers suggest that they are safe to use against a wide age range 
and that repeated shocks pose no additional risks. Confidence in such claims may explain 
why there are reports of tas ers being used against elderly people and children, and of people 
being subjected to multiple shocks. Tasers have also been used to subdue unarmed mentally 
ill or disturbed individuals who were not committing a crime or posing a threat of serious 
injury. Given the pain and the psychological impact or fear caused by being stunned or 
threatened with an electro-shock weapon, the use or threat of tas ers in these and other cases, . 
even without physical injury, may constitute torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment. 

The USA has ratified the UN Convention against Torture and the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1CCPR), both of which prohibit torture and other 
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. The UN Human Rights Committee, 
the expert body which monitors compliance with the ICCPR, states that "the aim of the 
provisions of article 7 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is to protect 
both the dignity and the physical and mental integrity of the individual". The Committee 
emphasises that the prohibition of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment in article 7 "relates not only to acts that cause physical pain but also to acts that 
cause mental suffering to the victim.,,40 

The following accounts, based on press articles, police reports and other sources, 
illustrate Amnesty International's concerns about the way tasers have been used in various US 
jurisdictions. 

Florida 
Local police agencies in F10rida were among the first to adopt the new generation tasers on a 
wide scale. Twelve (nearly one in five) of the recent US taser-related deaths discussed under 
Chapter 2 occurred in Florida, with four in Orange County alone. In addition to those cases, 
Florida police have reportedly used tasers to subdue: 

39 ''Law enforcement officiais may use force only when strictly necessary and ta the extent required for 
the performance of their duty" (Article 2, UN Code of Conductfor Law Enforcement OfficiaIs); "Law 
enforcement officiais, in carrying out their duty, shail, as far as possible, use non~violent means before 
resorting to the use of force and firearms .. " and should "exercise restraint in sucb use and act in 
proportion ta the seriousness of the offence and the legitimate objective to be pursued" (Articles 5 and 
5(a) of the Basic Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement Officiais. 
40 General Comment 20, 10 April 1992 
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• a man who refused to be fingerprinted and wrestled and shoved officers 
(pembroke Pines Police Department, Broward County) 

• a woman who interrupted a seminar at a country club and pushed officers 
away, shouting that they were "sick with demons" (Pembroke Pines Police 
Department) 

• a man who refused to discard the drink he was drinking in a park and refused 
to turn round and be handcuffed (Orange County Sheriff's Office) 

• a woman who, ordered out of a pool for swimming naked and once dressed, 
refused repeated commands to turn round and put her hands behind her back. 
(Orange County Sheriff's Office) 

• a 15-year-old schoolgirl, who was tasered and pepper sprayed after arguing 
with officers after she and other children were put off a bus during a 
disturbance. (Miramar Police Department, Broward County) 

• a 14-year-old schoolgirl who was tasered after fighting with a school 
"resource officer" in a classroom. The officer frrst used the taser as a "stun 
gun" applying it directly to her chest; when she continued to struggle he 
deployed the "air cartridge" twice before she was handcuffed. (Putnam 
County Sheriff's Office)41 

In May 2004, the city of Melbourne, Brevard County, Florida, announced a review of 
police taser use after reports that officers had frred two tasers simultaneously at an unarmed 
23-year-old man who had turned his back on officers when they called at his house to 
investigate a neighbour's complaint about loud rap music. He was allegedly jolted multiple 
times, causing acute pain. A study of police incident reports conducted by a localnewspaper 
found that Melbourne police had used tas ers against 75 people in 18 months, most of whom 
were unarmed.42 They included 

• a 14-year-old boy who had allegedly broken a window and tried to run away; 

• a 50-year-old man who refused to give police his date of birth during a disturbance at 
a picnic; 

• a womanjolted at least five times with a taser as an officer held her down. 

In most or ail of the cases cited above, the use of force was found ta be in aecordanee 
with departmental policies. In the case of the 14-year-old tasered in the classroom, the Putnam 
County Sheriff's Office informed Amnesty International that "use of the taser in this instance 
is in accordance with agency poliey", noting that the girl in question, who weighed 221 lbs 
(100 Kg), had a history of assaultive behaviour at the school. While recognizing the 

41 Sources include: Miami Herald 14 April 2002; Orlando Sentinel4 August 2002; 1fuamar Police 
Department; WJXT News4-Jax.com, 8 January 2004; Putnam County Sheriff s Office, March 2004. 
42 Report by J.D. Gallop, Florida Today, June 2004 
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challenges posed by such behaviour, Anmesty International remains concerned at the use of 
an electro-shock weapon against a disturbed, unarmed teenager. 

In July 2004, it was announced that eleven police agencies in Orange County, Florida, 
had agreed to restrict their use of tas ers following a year-Iong review which suggested that 
sorne officers were too quick to resort to theu· weapons. Before the restrictions were imposed, 
officers were permitted ta shock anyone who prevented an officer "from taking lawful action", 
including people engaged in "passive resistance": those who disobeyed an officer's verbal 
command without engaging in any threat or act of physical harm. The new rules allow 
officers to stun only people who show "active resistance". However, tasers can still be used 
weIl below the "lethal force" level, including under such broad circumstances as "preventing 
an officer from making an arrest". Sorne US police agencies may continue ta allow tas ers to 
be used at the level of "passive resistance". Records from the Orange County Sheriff's 
Department, Florida (the largest county police agency), showed that the agency used tasers in 
180 cases in which individuals were engaged in "passive resistance" from 2001 ta October 
2003, although this policy was reportedly under review.43 

Colorado 
A study by the Denver Post in May 2004 found that the Denver Police Department, Colorado, 
commonly used tasers against people who refused to submit ta handcuffing or who walked or 
ran away from police officers. In 90% of cases the subjects were unarmed, and most were 
cited for minor offences. While in sorne cases tasers had been used to stop dangerous suspects 
and disarm the suicidaI, they were more often used to force people ta obey police commands 
and to shortcut confrontations. The study found that officers had tasered at least sixteen 
people who were already handcuffed, and sixteen juveniles (details of the latter cases were 
unavailable due to their age).44 Most such usage was found to be within the official policy. 

The Denver Police Departrnent is one of more than 100 law enforcement agencies in 
Colorado to have adopted tas ers and, by August 2003, had purchased enough X26 and M26 
tasers ta have one in every patrol car. 

The Denver Post study was prompted by concerns raised by the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU) of Colorado about inappropriate and abusive use of tas ers by a 
number of local police and county agencies, including two cases where suspects died.45 In 
several cases police subjected people ta repeated shocks, sometimes while they were already 
restrained; other cases inc1uded people abused in local jails (see below). In many instances the 
accounts were corroborated by police reports. One of the cases taken up by the ACLU was 

43 Source: from statistics in an Orange County Sheriffs Department document dated October 15, 2003, 
under heading Orange County Use of Force Suc cesses. The taser was most widely used in cases of 
"Active Physical Resistance", a level be10w "Aggressive Physical Resistance". 
44 Police Tasers set to stun, by David :tvligoya, Denver Post 4 May 2004; the study was based on a 
review of court and police records. 
45 Concerns outlined in a 1 O-page letter dated 26 February 2004 to Gerry Whitman, Chief of Denver 
Police Department, from Mark Silverstein, Legal Director, ACLU of Colorado 
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that of a man who died after being tasered at least five times by Glendale police officers as he 
lay supine on the floor of his room in a drug-induced stupor (see Glenn Leyba case, chapter 2 
below). Other cases involving the Glendale Police Department included the following: 

• A man who was drunk and verbally abusive was tasered in the back for struggling 
while police applied handcuffs as he layon the ground. He was gi ven another jolt of 
electricity when he continued to resist as police walked him to a patrol car. 

• Police tried to arrest a man for allegedly assaulting his girlfriend in the street. The. 
man ran away and an officer followed him slowly in her police vehic1e and told him 
to "Stop running or l am going to Tase you", before reaching out of her vehicle, while 
steering it with one hand, and frring the taser at him. The man fell to the ground and 
was tasered again when he tried to stand up. 

• A man escorted from a restaurant by police officers was touch stunned in the leg for 
"refusing to obey verbal commands". 

In September 2004, the Denver Police Department' s Chief of Police, Gerry Whitman, 
announced that he had changed the department's use-of-force policy to allow officers to use a 
taser only on suspects exhibiting "active aggression" or "aggravated active aggression". 
Previously, about 20% of the department's taser incidents invo1ved police responses to the 
lower standard of "defensive resistance" by a suspect. Under the department' s policy, "active 
aggression" is defined as an assault or imminent assault, while "aggravated active aggression" 
constitutes more serious violence that could, in sorne cases, justify deadly force. 

However, a report published by the Denver Post on 20 September 2004 found that 
policies among Colorado law enforcement agencies varied widely and that in sorne 
jurisdictions police continued to "shock suspects who do little more than mouth off, pull an 
arm away from a handcuff, run or refuse ta obey an officer's orders quickly". In three local 
departments - Longmont, Pueblo and Glendale - police had used tasers at a rate, on average, 
nearly four times greater than in Denver. The article cited cases in which suspects were 
subjected to repeated jolts or shocked while they were handcuffed. In one case, Commerce 
City Police Department officers used a taser on an allegedly drunken man seven times as they 
tried ta take bim to a detoxification centre; six of the electro-shocks were adrninistered while 
he was in handcuffs. Of more than 500 cases reviewed by the Post from 15 local police 
agencies, only two were deemed by the departments concerned to have been inappropriate. 

Portland, Oregon 
_A.n investigation by a weekly journal, Willamette Week (WW), into taser use by the Portland 
Police Department, Oregon, published in February 2004, reported that, over a 19 month 
period, officers had deployed tasers in more than 400 cases, inc1uding on 25 people who were 
aIready in handcuffs. 46 The WW report, which was based on a review of police incident 
reports, stated that "numerous potentially lethal situations" had been averted using the taser, 

46 Series of articles by Nick Budnick, appearing in the Willamette Week, Portland Oregon, on 4, Il and 
18 February 2004 
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including suicidaI individuals trying to force the police ta kili them.47 However, the WVV also 
reported on incidents in wmch tasers were used against people who were not a serious threat 
but were merely verbaliy abusive or failed ta comply with police commands. According to· 
the newspaper, Oregon police had tasered people "after stopping them for non-violent 
offenses, such as littering and jaywalking, selling plastic flowers without a license, and failing 
ta go away when toId ta". Police also used tas ers on two 71-year-olds, one a woman who was 
blind in one eye, and the other a man who was trying ta restrain a knife-wielding woman. The 
elderly man was shot with the taser after dropping onto ms hands and knees iustead of lying 
flat on the floor, as ordered by police. (See under Lawsuits, below, for details of the 71-year
old woman). 

The paper also reported on the case of 20-year-old Dontae Marks, a bystander who 
protested when police tried ta arrest a friend for being drunk outside a night-club. Police 
reportedly pointed a taser at Marks' chest when he refused an arder ta leave, then tasered mm 
in the back as he walked away shouting an obscenity. Six officers then reportedly grappled 
with mm in a struggle in wmch Marks was pepper-sprayed and touch-stunned at least ten 
times wmle lying face-down on the ground. He was reported to have sustained 13 taser bum 
marks across ms back, neck, buttocks and the rear of ms legs. He was later acquitted on 
charges of affray and has fùed a lawsuit. According to the WW report, an internal police 
review found the taser use to be justified. 

Dontae Marks' attorney is quoted as saying "They went straight for the Taser because 
it was quick and easy for them. He was doing what they wanted him ta do, but because they 
didn't believe mm, they tased him. And that's what blew the situation up." The following 
incidents were also cited in the article. Ali were reportedly found to be witmn police 
departrnental policy. 

• An 18-year-old was tasered when he told police responding ta an under-age drinking 
party to "get the f. .. out of my house". He was tasered again when, after complying 
with an arder to put ms hands up, ms hands started ta drop. 

• A driver pulled over on a bridge, angry that ms car was being towed away for lack of 
insurance, was tased after repeatedly complaining and turning ms head and body 
towards an officer. 

• A woman who fell asleep in her parked car was tasered when officers woke her up 
when they opened her car door and, according ta the police report, she glared at them 
and reached for her pocket. According ta the WW review, police reports were 
inconsistent as ta whether or not she was warned before the taser was used. 

The Portland Police Department subsequently reviewed its taser use, frnding that out of 
595 uses sinee a pilot project began in July 2002, oilly one had been ruled out of policy.48 In 

47 Widely reported incidents, often called "suicide by cop", in which deranged individuals brandishing 
weapons allegedly goad officers into shooting them. 
48 Information attributed to Trainng Captain Mike Crebs, reported in OregonZive.com, 24 May 2004. 
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May 2004, Portland Police Chief Derrick Foxworth reported to the city commissioners that 
the department would introduce stricter policies and training on taser use. The new policies 
would reportedly continue to aliow officers to use tasers against handcuffed suspects but 
would instruct officers ta consider other methods of control before stunning children, 
pregnant women and the elderly. At the time of writing, plans were underway to exp and the 
deployment of tasers in the Portland Police Department, by issuing one to every patrol officer. 

Chandler, Arizona 
The Chandler Police Department, Arizona, is one of several agencies to have compiled 
detailed statistics about its taser use in a publicly available report.49 The report documented 86 
uses of the taser from April through December 2003, 42 of which involved police firing darts 
at suspects. In 17 cases the taser was used in touch stun mode and in five cases both the probe 
deployment and touch stun mode were used.50 There were also 24 incidents in which the taser 
was used in Display Mode only. 97% of dart or stun deployments were in response to "active 
physical resistance" or higher on the force scale. "Active physical resistance" is defined in 
departmental policy as "acts of fleeing or escaping" or "suspect attempts to resist arrest 
without assaulting officer". 

The report included a summary of each incident. Most of the incidents involved 
unarmed suspects who were reportedly engaged in aggressive or disorderly behaviour, and 
were resisting arrest; rnany occurred after or during a police chase. A breakdown of taser 
usage by "cali type" (incident to which the police responded) showed that most police 
responses were to reports of domestic violence (19% of cases), followed by "suicide attempt" 
(13%). Others ranged from minor offenses to burglary. There is no indication that any of the 
incidents were found to viola te the Chandler Police Department policy. Thereports included 
use of tas ers to subdue: 

• a female driver of a stolen vehicle being followed by police who, after she crashed the 
car and fled on foot and was caught by officers, "wou Id not comply with verbal 
comrnands and made a move towards her waistband". 

• A trespassing suspect who was tasered when he "resisted being handcuffed". 

• a fernale suspect who had broken into her grandfather's apartment and was tasered 
when she "attempted to walk away from the officer" and "pulled away" when he tried 
to stop her. The taser was applied five addition al times before other officers arrived 
on the scene. 

• a burglary suspect hiding in an attic when he ','refused to comply with commands". 

• a suspect who, stopped for driving with a suspended license, ran away from police. 

• an autistic teenager after he assaulted his mother and wrestled an officer to the ground. 

49 Chandler Police Department: Advanced Taser Use of Force, 2003 Annual Report, published 
February 2004. 
50 Tasers were added to every Chandler officer' s arsenal in May 2003 
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• a man standing on the sidewalk yelling and screaming at the sky. He was threatened 
with the taser if he did not comply with police cornmands to be quiet. He refused ta 
comply and the taser was then deployed. The taser was effective but "as the subject 
began ta get up, the taser was cyc1ed a second time". 

• A thirteen-year-old girl was tasered in a public library after she threw a book at 
someone and was "yelling obscenities". The case summary states: "The juvenile 
continued ta be verbally disruptive and resisted when officers attempted to place her 
under arrest. The Taser was displayed and threatened. The juvenile continued ta 
resist by curling into a baIl. As the juvenile was preparing to kick at the officer, she 
was touch-stunned in the middle of her back". 51 

The Chandler Police Department study reported on 17 instances in which the taser was 
used solely as a touch stun guu. In most of the cases, it appears ta have been used in arder ta 
gain compliance and inc1uded the following cases; 

• An "out-of-control" high school student "continued to resist in the patrol car". The 
Taser was used on the leg as a touch stun to gain compliance. 

• A suspect was stopped for "driving under the influence" and refused ta comply with 
- comm-ands- to -piace 1ris- nands benind -rus back to be handcuffed.- The faser was 

displayed and he started ta comply but placed his hands against bis chest. The taser 
was then used in touch stun mode. 

• During another arrest for "illegal consumption of alcohol", the "suspect resisted and 
the Taser was used in touch stun mode ta gain compliance". 

• The stun gun was used ta gain compliance from a suspect in custody who was 
refusing to have blood drawn as per a court arder. The taser was used a total of four 
times against the suspect. 

Seattle, Washington 
The Seattle Police Department (SPD) has issued two reports reviewing the frrst three years of 
the department's use of the M26 Advanced Taser: from January 2001 through December 
2003. 52 During this period, the department recorded 428 taser applications. The SPD 
reported that tas ers were used in a "wide variety of incidents", with "violent crimes and 
drug/alcohol incidents" together comprising nearly 40% of the situations in which tas ers have 
been used. In only 23% of cases were the taser subjects armed, mostly with knives. Nearly 
two-thirds oftaser subjects (65%) wereirnpaired, often severely, by alcohol, drugs or a 
mental illness or delusion. The reports cite instances in which lives were saved through 
police use of tasers against armed, mentally impaired, individuals. In other cases the subjects 

51 A 15-member Citizen Review Panel ruled unanL.'1lously in January 2004that use of the taser in this 
case, which occurred in September 2003, was within policy and did not constitute excessive force. 
52 SDP Special Reports: The M26 Taser, Two Years' Experience, March 2003; SPD Taser Use 2001-
2003 Key Findings, May 2004. 
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did not appear ta have engaged in life-threatening behaviour, but were combative or disturbed. 
Sorne of the incidents appear relatively minor. Interestingly, the proportion of dart 
deployments fell in relation ta tau ch stun use over the three-year period. By the end of the 
third year, tas ers had been deployed in dart projectile mode in 53% of incidents (compared to 
56% in 2002 and 60% in 2001) and in touch stun mode in 34% of cases. 

According to the above data, in 14% of cases tasers were deployed against subjects 
aged 20 or younger, and included at least one minor. This was a case in which an intoxicated 
male was observed near the fraternity houses of a university district, stumbling and walking 
into a lamp post. The report's summary of the case states: "when contacted, the subject 
refused ta stop or cooperate, became extreme1y belligerent and verbally abusive, and then 
attempted to flee. After several commands to stop, the officer deployed a taser, which gained 
the subject' s compliance". 53 

The SPD provided a racial break-down of individuals subjected to tasers through to 
May 2004,which showed that 45% of subjects were African American and 42% Caucasian. 

In a report published in April 2004, the Office of Professional Accountability Review 
Board: OP ARB, the police complaints oversight body for the SPD, recommended that "SPD 
Taser policy be refined to provide more detai1ed guidance and training delimiting officer 
discretion in light of growing Taser experience". The recommendation followed a critical 
review in the OPARB's annual report of two complaints involving police taser use. In one 
complaint, a young African-American male (described as "a domestic violence assault 
suspect") alleged that he was tasered 14 times - a claim disputed by the officer who said he 
had tasered the suspect "only" four times. The OP ARE questioned the police fmding that the 
complaint was "unfounded", noting that, despite the disparity in testimony, the complainant 
was "undisputably tasered multiple times", an issue which it said raised questions about 
appropriate use. The other complaint included a claim that a suspect was tasered 
simultaneously by two officers in touch stun mode while lying handcuffed on the ground. 
The OP ARB criticized the decision of the police department' s Office of Professional 
Accountability ta exonerate the officers without deterrnining clearly how many times the 
camp lainant (who had photographie evidence of bum marks) had been tasered. 54 The SPD 
said it would review the OP ARB recommendation and their policy and training. 

In September 2004, a 17-year-old teenager zapped with a taser four times on the back 
of the neck during a traffic stop received $25,000 in damages in settlement of a claim that 
Seattle police used had used excessive force and improper procedures. The incident happened 
in July 2003, when the youth, then aged 16, was riding in a car which was pulled over for a 

53 SPD Special Report: The M26 Taser, Two Years' Experience, March 2003 
54 According to the OP ARE report, while one officer stated he had used his taser four times on the 
complainant, the data retrieval device on the other officer' s taser had been inadvertently "corrupted" 
and it was unclear how many times he had pulled the trigger (OPARB 2003 Year End Report, April 30, 
2004). 
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faulty headlight. The police report said he appeared to make furtive movements in the back 
seat. He was tasered when police searched him outside the car and, according to officers, he 
struggled and resisted. His attorney has reported that scars were still visible on the back of his 
neck one year later. In agreeing to an out-of-court settlement, the City of Seattle did not 
admit wrongdoing on the part of the police, but ordered the officer who had used the taser to 
receive additional training.55 

Kansas City, Missouri 
In June 2004, a Kansas City police officer electro-shocked an unarmed 66-year-old African 
American wornan in her home, as she resisted being issued with a ticket for honking her car 
horn at police. The incident started when Louise Jones honked her horn while parking behind 
a police car. The police officers, who were responding to an unrelated disturbance in the street, 
returned to Ms Jones' house and tried to issue her with a ticket for unlawful use of her horn. 
She protested and a tussle ensued, during which an officer shocked her twice with his taser. 

Kansas City Police Department's policy, introduced in April 2004, allowed officers to 
use tas ers on subjects who displayed "passive resistance": people who refuse to follow police 
instructions but do not physically resist an officer. Following publicity about the Louise Jones 
case, the departrnent set up a task force to review its taser policy. It also raised the threshold 
for when police could deploy tasers, allowing their use only against those engaging in some 
form of "active resistance". Two officers involved in the Louise Jones incident were later 
reported to have been disciplined in the case, although the type of disciplinary action was not 
made public. 

The Task Force issued prelirninary recommendations to the Kansas City Police 
Departrnent in September 2004, stating that officers could keep tasers but the department 
should continually evaluate their use and conduct an independent study into their safety. 

Cases reflect wider pattern 
Amnesty International considers that using powerful electro-shock technology against unruly 
children; disturbed,intoxicated but non-dangerous individuals; and people who are non
compliant but who do not pose a probable threat of serious in jury to themselves or others, is 
an excessive use of force which rnay also constitute torture or other cruel, inhuman or 
degrading treatment. 

There are no national standards on police use of tas ers and practice varies between 
departments, and even (as shown above) within states. However, it appears that many of the 
situations described above are not confined to a few departments but reflect a wider pattern 
across the USA. Reports suggest that tasers are commonly used to secure compliance in 
routine arrest and non-life-threatening situations. 

55 Information from the Seattle Times, 21 September 2004 
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A statistical analysis of 2,050 taser field applications across the USA, produced for 
Taser International in November 2002, for example, showed that in 79.6% of cases the 
suspects were unarmed; of the other cases, 15.6% had an "edged weapon" and 4.8% a firearm; 
in 4.9% of cases the "suspect weapon" category was "blunt force". An analysis of the 
"suspect force level" in which a taser was deployed gave the most common category (37% of 
cases) as "verbal non-compliance". This was followed by "active aggression" in 32.6% of 
cases; "defensive resistance" in 27.7% of cases and "dead1y assault" in only 2.7% of cases.56 

The sUl'vey also provided a "call-out" analysis (the type of incident to which police 
had responded) which listed 29.8% of cases as "violent" and 27.5% as "resisting arrest". The 
other categories were "suicide"14.7%; "civil disturbance"11.9%; "Barricade" 5.8%; "serve 
warrant" 5.6% and "officer assault" 4.7%57 

1. 5 Chi/dren 
Several of the cases described above involve use of electro-shock weapons against unarmed 
children, including use of a taser against a child in school and another in a public library. 
Amnesty International considers that the use of electro-shock weapons against recalcitrant or 
disturbed children is an inherently excessive and cruel use of force, contrary to international 
standards recognizing that children are entitled to special care and protection. 58 

\-Vhile no national statistics are available, such cases may not be isolated. Amnesty 
International has received reports of tas ers being used by police in schools to break up fights 
or when dealing with other incidents. In sorne cases, police reportedly frred their tasers when 
juveniles walked or ran away from officers. A review of cases published by a California 
newspaper found that few police agencies in Northern California had any minimum age 
restrictions on use of tasers, a situation that may be similar in other jurisdictions.59 

According to the field study statistics cited above, 7.69% or 148 of the 2050 taser 
applications involved people aged from 12 to 18, although no breakdown was given of 

56 Advanced Taser M26 Field Report Analysis, Taser International, November 2002. Amnesty 
International has also received a copy of a later analysis prepared for Taser International of 2,690 taser 
field uses, dated May 2003, in wmch 83% of cases the suspect was unarmed, with the remaining 
percentages broadly similar to the figures given in the November 2002 report. 
57 Amnesty International recognizes that fuis breakdown may not provide a complete picture of which 
incidents involved sorne form of violent or threatening behaviour, as these were the initialcall-out 
categories. 
58 Such standards include the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child, signed but not ratified by the 
USA. As a signatory to the treaty, the US is bound not to do anything ta undermine the object and 
pUll'0se of the treaty. The treaty furth,er enshrines the right of those under 18 to protection "from all 
forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse ... ". A child is defined under international 
standards as a person under 18. 
59 Concerns arise over dangers youths face being zapped by San Jose police; "Chief defends officers' 
practices", Mercury News, 16 September 2004 
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children under 18. A later analysis of 2,690 taser field uses shows 183 applications (7.4%) 
involving children aged 10 to 18.60 Taser International has informed Amnesty International 
that it has records of four children under ten who were subjected to police tasers: one seven
year-old, one eight-year-old and two nine-year-olds, two of whom it says were armed with 
knives and one with a rnachete. However, there may be other cases.61 

Most of the children whose cases are described above were involved in relatively 
minor incidents for which other measures could have been taken to de-escalate the situation. 
While one child (the schoolgirl tasered in Putnam County, Florida) had a reported history of 
disturbed or assaultive behaviour, children suffering from mental health or behavioural 
problems are more appropriately dealt with by health professionals trained in control, restraint 
and other techniques ta deal with potentially violent situations. Rather than helping to control 
a child's behaviour, the infliction of electro-shocks is liable to increase mental stress and 
suffering as weIl as causing physical pain. 

Disturbing cases continue to be reported. In May 2004 a police officer from South 
Tuscon, Arizona, used a taser on a nine-year-old girl who was a runaway from a residential 
home for severely emotionally disturbed children. According to reports, the child was a1ready 
handcuffed with her hands behind her back and sitting in the back of a police car when the 
taser was used as an officer struggled to put her into nylon leg-restraints. The officer is 
reported as saying that the girl was "screarning, kicking and flailing, and would not listen". 
Reportedly, the officer had requested the taser because he was aware of the girl's combative 
behaviour from past incidents. Fred Chaffee, president and chief executive of the children's 
home, was quoted as saying that a lot of children from the home "no matter what they're 
diagnosed with, have poor self esteem, poor impulse control and poor judgment, a learnt set 
of behaviours that aren't terribly socially acceptable". 62 The officer in the case was cleared 
of crirninal wrongdoing but faced an administrative review at the time of writing. 

There are also several reported cases in the USA in which parents have disciplined 
their children with legally available stun guns: such incidents have been characterised as child 
abuse and sanctions taken against the parents. For ex ample, in May 2003, in Texas, Theodore 
Moody was sentenced to two years' imprisonrnent on conviction of injuring and endangering 
a child, for having repeatedly jolted his eight-year-old stepson with a stun gun to hurry him 
along ta school. Reminiscent of arguments used for adopting stun weapons in law 
enforcement, both parents reportedly told officers that they did not consider stun gun jolts 

60 Analysis produced for Taser International, dated May 2003, cited at note 47, above. 
61 As noted earlier, Taser International has estimated that it receives only about a tenth of all reports of 
taser use from police. An article in the Arizona Daily Star on 26 May 2004 reported that ten children· 
under 10, nine aged from one to six years, had been hit by tasers, sorne inadvertently. The information 
was reportedly based on a print-out received from Taser International. Taser International told Amnesty 
International that the statistics cited were inaccurate and that the data had been rnisL."'1terpreted (five 
uses, it said, were of animaIs). Amnesty International has not seen the print-out in question and at the 
time of writing was seeking further clarification from Taser International. 
62 Associated Press, 1 June 2004 
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harsh punishment, noting that they left fewer injuries than other forms of discipline such as 
the "strap". 63 In June 2003, a woman was arrested in Florida for placing a stun gun near ta 
the ear of her 13-year-old daughter to frighten her for disobeying an arder not to use a 
cornputer.64 While US law enforcement policies specifically prohibit using instruments of 
restraint as punishment, the distinction can become blurred when stun weapons are used as a 
"compliance" or "control" too1. 

1. 6 Tasers used against people a/ready restrained or in 
custody. 

While dart-frring tasers are promoted primarily as incapacitating, "stand-off," weapons which 
can stop an attacker from a distance, there are reports of people being stunned or threatened 
with repeated cycles of electro-shocks wbile already restrained and under police control. 
Amnesty International considers that using 50,000 volts of electro-shock against people who 
are restrained and pose no serious threat, is an excessive use of force, amounting in some 
cases ta torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. The capacity to inflict repeated and 
extended shocks65 at the push of a trigger makes the taser open ta abuse in both dart and stun 
gunmode. 

In sorne cases, individuals have been shot with taser darts, then tbreatened or stunned 
with repeated jolts of electricity while the darts remain in place during transportation or 
custody. For example: 

• A handcuffed man tasered during bis arrest, who still had the barbs attached, was 
stunned three more times by police officers for not cooperating when being walked to 
a police car to be taken to hospital, and for yelling and lifting his foot in the police car. 
Wbile he was on a gurney (stretcher) in the hospital, an officer shocked him two more 
times "until he settled down". (Pueblo Police Department, Colorado/6 

• An intoxicated man, arrested at a residence after complaints of loud noise, refused to 
allow police to attend to a cut on bis eye and was taken out of the house in handcuffs 
and leg restraints. He was placed on a gurney to be taken to hospital. When he 
resisted having bis hands tied to the gurney, an officer shot him in the chest with a 
taser. After going limp, the man again began to "thrash about" on the gurney and the 
officer "pulled the trigger for another five seconds". After the man became compliant 
and was placed in the ambulance, the officer handed his taser to one of the 

63 Houston Chronicle 26 September 2002 
64 St Petersburg Times, Il June 2003 
65 As described above (1.2), the electrical charge can continue beyond the default five seconds, for as 
long as the officer' s finger remains depressed on the trigger. . 
66 According to a report in the Denver Post on 20 September 2004, a third of the 112 people tasered by 
Pueblo police since January 2003 were handcuffed. 
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transporting officers "in case she needed to use it again". When the officer went to 
retrieve the taser Iater, the transporting officer toid him that "she had to use the Taser 
for one five-second cycle while on the way to hospitai because J again became 
resistive". The suspect was in full restraints at the time. 67 (Lakeland Police 
Department, Colorado) 

In sorne US jurisdictions, high security prisoners are made to wear electro-shock stun 
belts during transportation, hospital visits or court hearings. Amnesty International has 
condemned such devices as inherently cruel and degrading because the wearer is under 
constant fear of being subjected to an electro-shock at the push of a remote control button by 
officers for the whole time the belt is worn.68 A similar concern arises in cases such as those 
described above, where individuals in custody are un der threat of repeated cycles of electro
shock at the pull of a trigger for as long as the barbs remain attached. 

1. 6 (i) Tasers used as stun guns 

While tasers appear to be used most often as dart-fmng weapons, in a significant proportion 
of cases they are used close-up as stun guns. The statistical analysis of taser use, cited above, 
showed that just over 18% of taser applications were in stun mode. 69 Sorne departments have 
reported a higher percentage. For exarnple, in Seattle, from January through December 2002, 
tasers were used as stun guns in 32% of cases, and both darts and stun guns were used in 12% 
of cases; stun gun use rose to 34% of cases in 2003.70 In Oklahoma City, in 2003, nearly a 
third of aIl taser strikes against suspects were in touch stun mode.71 In Portland, Oregon, 43% 
of taser use was reportedly in touch stun mode. 72 

A Taser International training manual states that the M26 can function in stun mode 
after the probes have been frred, as a back-up weapon. The training manual also states that, if 
used only in touch stun mode, the taser becomes a "pain compliance" tool and officers are 
instructed ta apply it "aggressively" to sensitive areas, including the neck and groin. 73 

Company representatives have told Amnesty International that the primary intent of the stun 
gun mode is to act as a back-up to the dart-firing function, in case the darts fail to hit their 
target or become dislodged when the target remains a threat and there is no back-up team or 
time to reload the cartridge. This is reportedly the only way in which they are permitted ta be 
deployed in the UK. However, it appears that sorne US agencies frequently deploy tasers in 
stun gun mode, without using them prirnarily as a back-up to dart failure in stand-off 
situations. 

67 Police incident report 
68 See United States of America: Cruelty in Control? The stun belt and other eleetro-shoek equipment 
in law enforeement (AI Index: AMR 51/05411999) 
69 Advaneed Taser M26 Field Report Analysis, op cit. 
70 Seattle Police Department Taser Use 2001-2003, Key Findings, May 2004 
71 The Oklahoman, 6 July 2004 
n Willamette Weekly, op. cit. 
73 Taser International Certified Lesson Plan, op cit. 
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Tasers in stun gun mode are particularly easy to use because there is no need to load 
or reload a cartridge. Their use may be less easy to monitor than the dart-frring function, 
especially if, as has been reported, the in-built memory chip fails or is not regularly 
downloaded (see safeguards).74 As they are applied through touch stunning the subject's skin 
or clothing, they tend ta be used against individuals who are already in custody or under 
police control in some way. Amnesty International believes that these factors, together with 
the capacity to inflict severe pain to sensitive areas of the body, make the stun gun 
particularly open to abuse. Tasers in stun gun mode have been used ta shock or threaten 
individuals restrained in police cars, hospitals and in local jails. In some instances they appear 
ta have been used to punish prisoners for non-compliance or for simply yelling or "mouthing 
off' at officers. 

Amnesty International is disturbed to note that some departrnents consider stun guns 
ta constitute a low level of force, on a par with other "pain compliance" techniques such as 
wrist locks and control holds. There are reports of stun guns being used for minor resistant 
behaviour, such as prodding someone into a police car, or for getting individuals ta comply 
more quickly while being booked into jail. 

The Colorado ACLU has reported on several cases in which individuals were touch 
stunned while already restrained. Sorne of the details are confirmed in police reports seen by 
Amnesty InternationaL 

• a man was shocked in the genitals for continuing to resist while he was handcuffed 
and sitting in the back of a police car. The officer admitted to applying a "drive stun 
ta the groin". (Westminster Police Department, Colorado) 

• Police responded ta a report of a possible overdose and took an apparently intoxicated 
and possibly suicidal man to hO,spital. A police officer applied a taser ta the man 
while he was restrained on a hospital bed, screaming for his wife. According to the 
police report, "Officer Fumey repeatedly told Andre to be quiet and when he did not 
comply placed the Taser against Andre's chest and tased him once". (Puebla Police 
Department) 

• A prisoner was strapped into a restraint chair for three hours for yelling and mouthing 
off, According to the ACLU "Officers periodically approached the prisoner, held a 
stun gun to his chest, and threatened to shock him. The prisoner has an enlarged heart 
and may be particularly vulnerable ta adverse effects from electroshock weapons".7S 
(Broornfield Detention Center, Colorado) 

Similar cases have been reported elsewhere. In Baytown, Texas, a man who had 
reportedly suffered from two epileptic seizures was touch stunned in an ambulance when, 
confused and disoriented, he resisted while being strapped onto a stretcher (see 1.7, 
below). In Minneapolis, Minnesota, an unresponsive, ill man, who was handcuffed behind 

74 The cartlidge also releases confetti-like identification tags when fued (see Safeguards below). 
75 Letter frOID Mark Silverstein, Legal Director, ACLU of Colorado, ta Denver Mayor's Task Force on 
police, 15 March 2004. 
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his back, was touch stunned twice in the back as police tried to lift hirn into the back of a 
police car. The man never regained consciousness and subsequently died (see case of 
Walter C Burks, under 2.6. below). 

Sorne people have been hit with taser darts and thenjolted with stun guns while being 
taken under arrest, as illustrated by the case of Mark Dontae, who was struck ten times 
with a stun gun as he layon the ground being handcuffed by police officers (see Oregon 
cases, above). Most of the 25 people shocked by Portland police while in handcuffs had 
the taser applied in "toueh stun rnode".76 

1. 6 CH) Jails and custody facilities 

Although there are no national statistics on the nurnber of custody facilities which currently 
deploy stun weapons, according to Taser International at least 1,000 US jails and prisons have 
adopted the new generation M26 or X26 Tasers, where they are deployed in both dart 
projectile and stun mode. They join an array of other electro-shock devices, ineluding stun 
belts, stun shields and stun guns, used for some years in various US custody facilities. While 
in sorne facilities stun weapons are deployed only in response to specific incidents (such as 
disturbances, or movement of high-risk prisoners) in others they are more widely deployed. 
Amnesty International is concerned by reports that tasers have been used to gain compliance 
in the case of emotionally disturbed, intoxicated or uncooperative individuals in the booking 
section of jails. One inmate was reportedly shocked for clenching his fist instead of opening 
the palm to be flllgerprinted; another for refusing to provide a blood sample. Other cases 
include 

• An inmate of Creek County Jail, Colorado, was tasered with escalating jolts of 
electricity when he refused to pick up a food tray he had thrown onto his ceU floor. 
The inmate was not combative in any way and the taser appears to have been used to 
punish hirn for repeatedly ignoring an order. According to the jail incident report, 
after throwing his food tray onto the floor, he was asked to step out of his ceU and 
told "he would be tazed (sic) if he would not comply". He came out of the ceU, as 
instructed, and sat on a bench. When he ignored orders to go back into the celi to pick 
up his food tray, he was shot with a taser and subjected to three separate two-to-three 
second cycles of electricity before a "full five second burst" was applied. 

• James Borden, a mentally disturbed man arrested for a parole violation, died in 
November 2003 after being shocked at least six times with an M26 Taser for being 
"uncooperative" while he was being booked into Monroe County Jail, Indiana. He 
was reportedly face-down on the floor with his hands cuffed behind ms back when a 
custody officer applied the shocks. A statement released by the county Sheriff's 
office after the incident said "standard procedures by trained officers to control 
combative or uncooperative individuals" had been used. However, a jail officer was 

76 Willamette Week report, op cit 
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later charged with battery in the case, after a judge found that Borden, while 
uncooperative, had not engaged in threatening or violent behaviour. (see Section 2 for 
further details of the case). 

• During 2003, nearly a dozen inmates of Greene County J ail, Missouri, were allegedly 
threatened or abused with tas ers for failing to comply with orders. They include a 
woman allegedly tasered for failing to remove an eyebrow ring while being booked 
into the jail; and a distraught woman tasered when she failed to quieten down. (See 
lawsuits, below). More recent allegations from the jail include disturbed inmates 
being shocked with tas ers while strapped down on restraining beds. 

Reports of abusive use of electro-shock weapons in US jails and correctional facilities 
are not new. Amnesty International and others have in the past reported on cases of prisoners 
being tortured or ill-treated with stun guns, stun shields and stun belts.77 In some cases abuses 
have been linked to guards routinely carrying such devices. 

For example, in 1994 in Maricopa County, Arizona, most jail custody staff were 
. equipped with Nova 500 stun guns as part of a pilot study to evaluate the effectiveness of 
non-Iethal weapons. A federal Justice Department investigation subsequently found a serious 
problem of excessive force in the Maricopa County jails, including misuse of stun guns, 
which they attributed, in part, to the "easy availability of these weapons.,,78 The Justice 
Department's report noted with concern that stun guns were used to gain compliance from 
passively resisting inmates or against prisoners who were already restrained. Amnesty 
International aiso reported on similar complaints. 79 The Justice Department' s expert 
consultant found that part of the problem was due to a change in jail policy to permit stun 
guns to be used against inmates engaging in "passive resistance" as a "preferred alternative ta 
hands-on force". He believed this policy, which was in place for two years until changed in 
1997, to be "the primary contributor to Detention Staff using these 'too1s' in ways and under 
conditions that could well be, and have been, defined as 'excessive force'." 80 In arder ta 
avoid a federai lawsuit, the Maricopa County Sheriff' s Office agreed ta implement a more 
restrictive use of force policy which stated that "neither passive nor active resistance" alone 

77 See, for example, Amnesty International reports USA: Cruelty in Control? The Stun Belt and other 
Electro-shock equipment in Law Enforcement (AI Index k\1R 51/54/99); USA: Cruel and inhuman 
treatment in Virginia supermaximum security prisons (AMR 51/065/2001); USA: A briefing for the UN 
Committee against Torture (AMR 51156/00); Combating Torture: a manualfor action (Amnesty 
International Publications 2003, pp 35-36). 
78 US Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, letter ta Maricopa County Board of Supervisors, 25 
March 1996. 
79 See Amnesty International Report USA: Ill-treatment of inmates in Maricopa County laits, Arizona 
(A!v1R 51/51/97). 
80 Report of Corrections Consultant on the Use of Force in the Marricopa County Jails, Phoenix, 
Arizona, prepared by George E Sullivan, Salem, Oregon May 14,1997. 
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were sufficient to justify use of non-Iethal weapons such as Electronic Restraint Deviees (stun 
guns) and prohibited their use "solely to gain compliance".81 

In Virginia, routine deployment by guards of stun weapons in Wallens Ridge and Red 
Onion supermaximum security prisons led to widespread allegations of prisoner abuse 
between 1999 and 2001, including use of stun guns on inmates as punishment for minor acts 
of non-compliance. Severallawsuits were filed agamst the department for excessive force and 
in May 2001 the Ultron 11 stun gun was suspended for use in Virginia prisons, following an 
autopsy report questioning the device's role in the death of a prisoner.82 

Amnesty International is concerned that, despite the experience in Virginia and the 
Justice Department's findings in Maricopa County, use of electro-shock weapons as a routine 
force tool appears to be on the increase as thousands of officers - in jails and on the streets -
are issued with new, advanced tasers. The organization believes that this may similarly 
increase the potential for abuse of such weapons. 

1. 7. Lawsuits for excessive force or ifI-treatment 
Tasers have been promoted as reducing liability against police departments for excessive 
force, on the grounds that they are less likely to cause injury than other more dangerous or 
lethal weapons. However, Amnesty International is aware of a number of lawsuits in which 
individuals claim ta have sustained serious injury or trauma as a result of being tasered, in 
sorne cases in grossly inappropriate circumstances. In several cases, the officers' actions 
appear to have resulted from a lack of clear guidelines or training on the risks involved in 
using tas ers in certain situations. In other cases, the alleged actions appear to amount to 
deliberate ill-treatment. Substantial damages have been awarded in several cases. Cases 
include the following: 

Arizona: tasered man faIls from tree 
An $8m daim was filed against the City of Mesa Police Departrnent, Arizona, in the case of 
Bruce Bellemore, after he was allegedly left paralyzed in February 2004 when a police officer 
frred a taser at him as he stood in a tree. The shocks from the taser caused him to fan out of 
the tree onto his head. Bruce Benemore was an unarrned suspect who had run from a house 
into a neighbouring garden, where he climbed the tree in order to escape from four guard dogs. 
At the time he was shot, he was already surrounded by four police officers, one of whom was 
painting a gun at him, with the other three painting tasers. Bruce Bellemore daims he toid 
officers he was having difficulty climbing from the tree due to an injured wrist. Despite this, it 
is alleged, the fourth officer shot him once with a taser sorne 20 seconds after arriving on the 
scene and fired a second taser shot sorne 15-20 seconds later while Bellemore was 

81 United States of America v County of Maricopa et al, US District Court for the District of Arizona, 
Proposed Order 18 November 1997. 
82 Autopsy report in case of Lawrence Frazier, see below, under 2.7. 
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convulsing from the first shot. The whole incident, from the time of the arrival of the first 
officer on the scene, ta the lime police called paramedics after Bellemore was on the ground, 
reportedly lasted no more than three and a haif minutes. In a letter to the city authorities, 
Amnesty International said that use of the taser in the case appeared ta constitute a grossly 
excessive use of force, amounting to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. Amnesty 
International also expressed concern at the speed at which the officer resorted to the taser, 
contrary to standards which require that force be used only as a last resort after non-violent 
rneasures have been exhausted, and in a manner designed to minimize damage and in jury. 

Bellemore's lawyer told Amnesty International that he was concerned that there 
appeared ta be no specifie warnings or guidelines in police training manuals he had. seen 
about the inherent risks involved in firing tasers at someone in a dangerously eievated 
position. An investigation into the incident by the Maricopa County Attorney' s office 
concluded in July 2004 that the officer involved "did not commit any acts that warrant 
criminal prosecution". The incident was reportedly under police administrative review at the 
time of writing. 83 

California: pregnant woman loses baby. 
The City of Chula Vista, California, recentIy paid $675,000 to settie a damages claim in the 
case of Cindy Grippi, a woman, six-months' pregnant, who lost the baby she was carrying 
after she was shot \Vith a taser. The incident occurred in December 2001 when Cindy Grippi 
reportedly went to enter her house against instructions of police officers during a domestic 
dispute involving her violent husband. According to her lawyer, she was not engaged in 
criminal or disruptive behaviour of any kind and no-one was fighting or arguing when police 
arrived. A police officer reportedly shot her in the back with a Taser as she was walking away 
from bim, some ten seconds after he had got out of his car. She fell belly-down onto the 
concrete driveway and says she felt a sharp pain in her abdomen as the taser struck her. She 
was taken to hospital, where a check-up reportedly registered foetal heartbeats and she was 
discharged. However, sorne 12 hours later, she was diagnosed with a foetal demise. She 
underwent delivery of a stillborn child two days later. 

According to the initial autopsy report, the 26-week-old female foetus was of normal 
gestational weight with no evidence of natural disease or trauma. The Medical Examiner 
cou Id not find a cause of death, but suggested it might be linked with the mother's 
methamphetarnine use. Two experts consuited by Cindy Grippi' s attorney reached a different 
opinion, both finding the most likely cause of the foetal demise to be the electro-shock. One, a 
perinatalist, suggested that the foetal movement detected, after some difficulty, in the 
Emergency Room may in fact have been the mother's heart-beat. 84 Cindy Grippi had 
reportedly experienced a normal pregnancy, with regular check-ups and foetal movement up 

83 The City of Mesa authorities informed Amnesty International that, following the decision not to 
prosecute the officer, the case would be reviewed by a Mesa Police Departrnent Board of Inquiry to 
review the incident for possible violations of its policies and procedures. 
84 Information provided through conversations with Cindy Grippi's lawyer. Amnesty International was 
unable to obtain the transcripts of the experttestimony. 
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until the time she was tasered. The mother reported that there was no foetal activity 
beginning from the time of the taser incident. Furthermore, she had reportedly not taken any 
drugs during the seven days pricr to being exposed to the taser. 

The Medical Examiner' s report was reviewed by an independent pathologist for 
Amnesty International, who noted that foetal movement some two hours after the taser 
incident would appear to suggest no clear link with the taser. Howev'er, she also raised a 
question as to whether the foetal heart tones really had been detected by the Emergency Room, 
and wondered whether Grippi had been thoroughly examined, given her claim of lack of 
foetal movement. 85 

Training manuals on taser use state that they are not advised for pregnant women, 
mainly because of the risk of trauma to the foetus from the mother falling. Otherwise, the 
company claims that there is no evidence that the electro-shock from a taser could damage an 
unborn child. However, Amnesty International is concerned by the absence of thorough, 
independent research into the medical effects of tasers and other electro-shock weapons on 
pregnant women. One past study has suggested an association between between electrical 
injury from a taser and miscarriage during pregnancy (see 2.7. below). 

The officers in Gindy Grippi's case reportedly c1aimed that they were unaware that 
she was pregnant at the time the taser was deployed, although Cindy Grippi's relatives have 
stated that they shouted out that she was pregnant. If the officers' claims are true, this 
demonstrates a risk of tasers being deployed unwittingly against vulnerable subjects - a risk 
that could increase if tasers continue to be used as a routine force too1. 

lllinois: Pregnant woman sues police 

In September 2004, a lawsuit was fi.led against police from Evergreen Park Police Department, 
Illinois, by Clarence Phelps and his pregnant daughter, Romona Madison, alleging that they 
were tasered and subjected to excessive force outside their home. The incident took place on 
18 September 2004 at the daughter's wedding reception, when police arrived in response to a 
complaint about loud music and people dancing in the driveway. According to police 

. accounts reported in the media, Phelps was uncooperative, refusing to produce identification, 
and was stunned with the taser after he allegedly pushed two officers. The police claimed 
Madison struck and shoved several officers and ran into the house. She was discovered hiding 
in a clothes cupboard and, after being warned, was shot twice in the abdomen with a taser 
when she refused to come out. Lawyers for the family daim that neither Phelps nor Madison 
had fought with officers and that Madison was followed into the house by overzealous 
officers who tasered her despite being told by several guests that she was two months 
pregnant. Madison was taken to a police station and released the sarne night, after being 
charged in connection with the incident. She received no medical attention while in police 
custody, apart from having taser darts removed by paramedics. She went to a hospital 

85 Report to Amnesty International by Sidsel Rogde MD, PhD, Professor of Forensic Medicine, 
University of Oslo, Norway. 
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immediately on her re1ease and, according ta her lawyer, was told her baby's vital signs were 
weak. Her situation was still being monitored at the time of writing. 

Portland, Oregon: elderly, bind woman paid damages 
In April 2003, the City of Portland, Oregon, agreed ta pay $145,000 ta 71-year-old Eunice 
Crowder in an out-of-court settlement of an excessive force daim. The daim arase from an 
incident in June 2003 in which City employees arrived at herhome with a warrant ta remove 
rubbish and debris from her yard. Police were called when Ms Crowder, who was blind and 
hard of hearing, failed to follow orders not ta enter a trailer where items from her premises 
were being placed. The la wsuit c1aimed that two officers struck Ms Crowder in the head with 
a taser, dislodging her prosthetic right eye from its socket. It also c1aimed that she was tasered 
in the back and on the breast as she layon the ground. 

In legal briefs filed by the City, police reportedly acknowledged that Ms Crowder was 
"pushed onto the dirt next to the sidewalk" when she ignored their orders not ta enter the 
trailer. The police also reportedly admitted that Ms Crowder' seye became dislodged; that 
they pepper-sprayed her (when she reportedly refused ta stop kicking them) and stunned her 
three times with a Taser (twice in the lower back and once in the upper back). The City 
argued that the officers' actions were "lawful, justified and privileged" and that they used a 
"reasonable amount of force ta defend themselves". 86 Nevertheless, City commissioners 
voted ta approve the settlement rather than defend the case in court. The case is believed ta 
have been one factor in a decision by the Porùand Police Department to review its policies 
and impose restrictions on use of the Taser in the case of vulnerable people such as ,the elderly, 
children and pregnant women (see above). 

Texas: disabled woman one of several to sue Baytown police 
Severallawsuits have been filed against officers from the Baytown Police Department, Texas, 
for alleged abusive use of Tasers. Naomi Autin, a 59-year-old disabled Latina wornan, was 
reportedly tasered three times by police officer Micah Aldred in July 2003 for banging on her 
brother' s door with a brick. According ta a lawsuit filed by Autin, she had gone ta her 
brother's house to collect mail while he was away, and became worried after failing ta get an 
answer from the house-sitter and seeing a truck parked in the driveway. She called the police 
and officer Aldred arrived on the scene. Autin, who is 5 feet 2 inches tail and suffers from 
severe arthritis, was allegedly tasered in the back by Aldred after she continued ta try ta gain 
entry to the house; the officer also allegedly threw her against a post, causing a severe cut to 
her head. A grand jury indicted the officer on charges of using excessive force, but he was 
acquitted at trial. Reportedly, police officers corroborated his account that the use of force 
was justified. Amnesty International understands that no disciplinary action has been taken 
against the officer. 

86 City Pays Excessive Force Claim, OregonLive.com 23 April 2004 
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The same officer is a defendant in another lawsuit in which an unarmed woman 
wanted on an outstanding arrest warrant was allegedly "shocked numerous times about the 
back, face, neck, shoulders and groin". 87 

A lawsuit is pending against another Baytown officer for alleged excessive force 
during an incident in July 2003, in which the officer used a taser as a stun gun on a man who 
hadjust suffered epileptic seizures. The officer reportedly stunned 30-year-old Robert Stanley 
Jr at close range in an ambulance as medical personnel struggied to strap him down as he 
struggled in the throes of post-seizure confusion. An InternaI Affairs investigation into the 
incident found that the officer had not violated any policies, and a grand jury investigation 
reportedly supported police accounts that Stanley had been sufficiently combative to warrant 
use of the taser. 88 

Washington: immigrant woman tasered in front of sons 
A lawsuit has aiso been filed in the case of Olga Rybak, a 5 feet 4 inches taU Russian 
immigrant woman who was tasered multiple times by an officer from the Washougal Police 
Department, Washington, in August 2003, after she refused ta sign a citation for a dog 
violation. The officer had gone ta her house with the citation after her dog had bitten an 
officer the previous day. Rybak, who spoke little English, at fust refused to sign it, asking for 
a translator. While attempting to arrest her, the officer shocked her at least 12 times in 91 
seconds in front of her two young sons - frrst using the weapon as a stun gun, then stepping 
back ta insert a cartridge and twice firing darts at Rybak who was writhing a.round on the 
front porch. When the boys (aged Il and 12) tried to help their mother, the officer reportedly 
threatened ta taser them as weil. Rybak' s attorney has informed Amnesty International that 
the boys have been receiving psychiatric treatment for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder as a 
result of the incident. 

According ta the attorney, the shocks caused extreme pain and left 27 red burn marks 
on Olga Rybak's body. The officer who used the taser (who was a taser Training Officer for 
the department) did not record the number of jolts in his report. The taser chip was tested only 
after photos of Ms Rybak's injuries were presented, and this recorded that the taser had been 
discharged 12 times during the incident. 89 In April 2004, Washougal's police chief, Robert D 
Garwood, reported that the officer had been demoted for using "poor judgement" in the case 

87 Aldred was also one of five officers involved in the arrest and death of Luis Torres, a migrant worker 
from Mexico, in J anuary 2002. A medical examiner nùed Torres' death a homicide during a police 
struggle, caused by compression of rus airways. However, Aldred and others were c1eared ofusing 
excessive force in the case. 
88 Source: attorney for plaintiff; Houston Chronicle, 27 October 2003 
89 There remains sorne discrepancy between the injuries and the taser strikes recorded, unless the 
probes jumped around as they were fired into her body. However, il is clear from the record that the 
trigger was pulled (in dart and stun mode) at least 12 rimes. 
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even though he had acted "within proper legal boundaries". Garwood said that the 
department would review its policy on taser use. 9O 

Greene county jail, Missouri 
A federal lawsuit was filed in February 2004 against the Sheriff and officers of Greene 
County Jail, Missouri, alleging a pattern of serious ill-treatment of jail inmates, inc1uding 
abusive use of tasers. The lawsuit was brought on behalf of Il former inmates, most in 
temporary custody pending the posting of bail. The allegations of abuse ranged from physical 
brutality and excessive force to acts of humiliation, inc1uding guards forcing female inmates 
ta take off their c10thes in the presence of male staff and exposing them ta the gaze and 
ridicule of guards and male prisoners. They inc1ude the following accounts from the alleged 
victims: 

• An African American woman was asked to remove her jewellery on being booked 
into the jail in June 2003. She removed everything except an eyebrow ring, which 
was difficult to remove. When she asked for a mirror she was allegedly sprayed in the 
face with pepper spray and, when she put her hands up to protect her face, was shot 
with a taser, causing her ta fall to the ground and lose control of her bladder. While 
on the ground, a male officer forcibly removed her eyebrow ring with pliers. She was 
left in her urine for several hours without being given anything to clean herself with. 

• A man being taken to the "drunk tank" was slammed to the ground face-first.As he 
layon the ground bleeding, a guard allegedly fired a taser gun at him, causing acute 
pain, although he was not moving or struggling. He was taken ta hospital where he 
had stitches to ms mouth. On return to the jail, when told he had failed to shampoo 
his hair satisfactorily, an officer threatened mm with a taser gun, saying "you don't 
want this again". On rus release, the jail tried ta get him to sign "reprimand papers" 
stating that he was shocked with a taser because he had attempted to run to the jail 
entrance; according to the lawsuit, he refused to sign the papers because the facts in it 
were not true. 

• A man who said he might be allergie to soap in the shower was threatened with a 
taser gun and toId to use the soap provided. 

• A man booked into the jail on an outstanding tra.ffic warrant was allegedly assaulted 
and subjected to an "overly invasive bodily search" and repeatedly called a "faggot,,91. 
He was allegedly tasered while he was prostrate and in handcuffs. 

• A woman booked into the jail in March 2003 was placed in a cell by herself in a 
distraught condition. A jail employee said he would taser her if she did not be quiet 
and calm herself. It is alleged that, while she was attempting to calm down, two 
guards entered her cell and one attached two taser clips ta her shirt in the chest region; 
the other guard then activated the taser gun. According ta the lawsuit, she suffered 

90 Sources: The Vancouver Colurnbian, 26 April 2004, citing police reports; Oregonian, 9,23 April 
2004. 
91 A term of abuse for gay males 
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"severe burns and permanent scars to her chest and stomach" as a result of being 
tasered. 

• A woman instructed to strip front of male guards hesitated after removing aU her 
clothes except her underwear; she was pushed into the shower by a male guard and 
saw an officer pointing a taser at her as she emerged from the shower. It looked like a 
firearm and she was very scared, begging the officer "don't do fuis". She was given 
nothing to dry herself with and she was escorted from the room by male guards while 
wearing a small paper garment resembling a "diaper" and forced to walk past male 
inmates waiting to be booked into to the jail. 

The lawsuit aUeges that the complaints formed part of a pattern of abuse and poor training 
at the jail. According to Amnesty International's information, no charges have been filed 
against any of the officers involved and they remain on dut Y at the jail. The lawsuit was still 
pending at the time of writing. 

1. 8. Safeguards and monitoring of taser use 
One of Amnesty International' s concerns is that electro-shock weapons can easily be used to 
ill-treat people without leaving substantial visible marks or in jury. This can make it difficult 
for victims of abuse to obtain redress through complaints or lawsuits: one way of holding 
officers or police depart..'11ents or authorities accoUt"ltable. It rernains essential - aIl th.e more so 
when deploying techniques that may not leave substantial marks or physical in jury - for police 
and oversight agencies to ensure there are stringent safeguards in place to prevent abuse. 

The new generation M26 or X26 type tas ers are promoted as having a number of in
built safety features intended to guard against abuse and provide an audit trail to monitor each 
taser deployment. When darts are fued, confetti-like identification tabs are ejected which are 
printed with the cartridge' s seriaI number, allowing departments to determiue which officer 
fued the cartridge. Both the M26 and X26 tasers also have an on-board rnicrochip memory 
function which records the date and time of each firing (trigger pull); fuis applies whether the 
taser is used in dart or touch stun mode (although the rnicrochip cannot distinguish which 
mode the weapon is in). The data can be downloaded onto a computer which, accorcling to the 
company, downloads to text in the case of the M26 but is encrypted in the case of the X26 to 
protect the integrity of the data. 

The X26 Taser also records the duration and battery strength of each frrÎng. This is 
important safeguard in monitoring how much force has been applied because, as shown above, 
the cycle of electricity can be prolonged beyond the five-second automatic dis charge and can 
continue for as long as the operator's finger remains depressed on the trigger (reportedly, until 
the battery runs out). Officers rnay also cut off the flow of electricity before the standard five
second burst by switching the safety switch. However, the ability to record the duration of 
each frring is not contained in the M26 Taser, which rernains widely used (possibly by a 
majority of US police agencies). 
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When asked by Amnesty International if there was a cut-off point for the duration of 
the cycle, Taser International replied that "there is no automatic cut-off' and "Given that 
these devices may be used in life-threatening situations, we believe it would be dangerous to 
build in an automatic weapon failure point", adding that "This is an area where we must rely 
upon the professional judgment and training of the officer". 92 However, Amnesty 
International is concerned that the ability to inflict prolonged electro-shocks increases the 
weapon' s potential for abuse, particularly in the case of the M26.93 The fact that, in practice, 
tasers are used in a wide range of non liie-threatening situations adds to the organization' s 
concern. According ta the testimony of a police taser training officer in one department, 
officers were trained to use the taser "as many times as it takes to gain compliance.,,94 

The microchip function provides an important tool of accountability, especially in the' 
case of the X26. However, it is not failsafe. In certain instances a "corruption" may occur 
during the firing cycle which prevents the software from recording the firing record, and the 
internaI clock may not always be set accurately.95 Amnesty International was told that the 
clock has to be re-set whenever the device is stored without batteries. Most importantly, such 
safeguards need to be backed-up by monitoring and regular downloading of information, as 
weIl as detailed use-of-force reports filed by ail officers at the scene. There are a number of 
concerns about the adequacy of safeguards and monitoring oftaser use in practice, including 
the following 

• While most departments require officers to fill out a \vritten use-of-force report 
whenever they [ITe their tasers, sources have reported that not aH departments 
automatically download the microchip data to match against the police reports (to 
check, for example, how many times the charge was triggered). It is also unclear how 
many departments regularly downioad the microchip data for general monitoring 
purposes. The organization believes it is essential that an relevant data on taser use 
be regularly reviewed and analysed. 

• The quality of information provided in police reports varies. Itappears that not aU 
departrnents, for example, explicitly require officers to record when tasers are drawn 

92 email from Rick Smith, Taser International, 7 October 2004 
93 There is no maximum cycle and the duration of the charge could last until the battery is depleted, 
which Amnesty International has been told could, in theory, be just over four minutes, although no 
such instance has been recorded. 
94 Testimony of a Las Vegas Metropolital Police Department taser training officer at the inquest of 
William Lomax, 25 June 2004 (see under Deaths in Custody, be1ow). 
95 Amnesty International has seen several cases L.'1. which officers' reports on the number oftrigger pulls 
are inconsistent or contradict witness statements. In one case, the record could not be verified as the 
data on the officer' s unit had become "corrupted"; a police review board quotes an instructor as stating 
that such data corruption is "not unusual" due to inability to insulate the data retrieval instrument from 
the high voltage compo:lents of the device (Seattle Office of Professional Accountability Review Board 
Annual Report 2003). This is listed as a potential occurrence in Taser International's website which 
states that "there is no correction available for this problem" but that "new data will be recorded 
normally". In another case, the various docks involved failed to record the time sequences accurate1y 
due to inaccurate settings (see ref to Glenn Leyba death in custody case, Glendale, Colorado, below). 
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and displayed, when not frred. According to Taser International's website, it is quite 
common for officers to "spark" their tasers or direct the laser beam at someone to 
secure compliance without actually firing the weapon. As this is a significant tIrreat of 
force, such incidents should be recorded on the use-of-force form so that the 
appropriateness of the force level can be reviewed. AlI police officers should also be 
required to record every trigger pull; this has not always happened, according to 
reports Amnesty International has seen. 

• Because often they do not leave substantial marks or injuries, police taser use may not 
be subjected to the same levels of scrutiny as weapons such as batons or flashlights 
which trigger investigations when injuries result. Tasers receive far less scrutiny than 
police firearms use, where incidents are usualiy reviewed at a higher level within the 
departrnent (such as a Firearms Review Board) as well as by outside review bodies. 

• There is little public scrutiny of taser use either nationally or within police 
departments. Police use-of-force reports are generally not made public and most 
police departments have not released detailed public reports about their taser use to 
date. Amnesty International believes it is essential for police departments and 
authorities ta pro vide detailed, public reporting on use of electro-shock weapons 
given their capacity for misuse. Public concern about reports of inappropriate use 
have led sorne departments to review their policies (see Portla..'1d, Oregon, for 
example). 

• There are no national standards and no official statutory, national, reporting system 
on taser use, or any independent mechanism for collecting and evaluating field data. 
While Taser International maintains its own database of use, the company estimates 
that only one in ten deployments of Advanced Taser are reported to the company by 
police forces. 96 

1. 8 (i) Safeguards against unwarranted injuries 
While tas ers are promoted as causing less in jury than other impact weapons, serious injuries 
can arise if the barbs strike certain parts of the body or the subject is in a vulnerable location. 
Officers are trained not to fire the dart projectiles at sensitive areas such as the head, throat, 
eyes or groin, and both the M26 and X26 models have laser trained beams designed to ensure 
accuracy when the darts are fired. 

Secondary injuries cau also OCCur when the subject collapses and falls to the ground. 
The manufacturer's safety guidelines warn of the risks of death or serious in jury if someone is 
tasered while at risk of falling from a high building, although it is unclear to the organization 
how far law enforcement policies inc1ude a more general warning about the dangers of firing 
tasers at people in elevated or other vulnerable situations. One man in Arizona, whose case is 

96 See note 24, above 
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described above, was paralyzed after being tasered out of a tree. 97 In June 2004, in Louisiana, 
Jerry Pickens, aged 55, died after falling and hitting his head on concrete when police shot 
him with a taser. Pickens, who was drunk and unarmed, was shot in the back as he tried ta 
walk back inside his house foilowing a domestic argument. His farnily questioned why police 
had resorted to the taser in his case. 

The taser darts can puncture skin and cause burns at the barb sites. These are reported 
to be minor in most cases. However, several cases have been reported in which scars from 
taser burns have remained visible many months after the incident. Sorne US departments 
require ail persons struck by taser darts ta be taken ta hospital ta have the barbs removed but 
not ail agencies have this requirement. 

Although maintaining that tas ers are "medicaIly safe" (an issue discussed below), 
Taser International has warned in training literature that it is "not advisable" to use the 
Advanced Taser on a pregnant woman or an elderly person, unless aU other means short of 
lethal force have been used, because of potential risks in such cases.98 However, it is unclear 
how far such warnings are incorporated into police agencies' guidelines. As described above, 
two women were stunned despite aileged warnings by others present that they were 
pregnant.99 Several elderly people have been tasered despite posing no serious threat. At least 
one agency, the Portland Police Departrnent, Oregon, had no guidelines rest.."Ïcting taser use 
against pregnant women or the elderly, until the policywas changed earlier this year. It has 
recently been reported that the warning against using tas ers on the elderly is no longer 
included in Taser International training manuals, as the device is no longer considered 
harmful in such cases. 1OO Amnesty International was seeking clarification of this with the 
company at the time of writing. Meanwhile, the organization remains concerned about the use 
of tas ers against elderly people, given their enhanced risk of suffering injury from fans as weIl 
as an increased risk of underlying health problems. 

The company also issues a warning not to use tas ers in flarnmable or combustible 
environments because of a risk of ignition from the sparking action. However, in Colorado, a 
police officer reportedly flIed a taser at a man parked next to gasoline pumps at a convenience 

97 See BrUée Bellemore case, under 1.7 above. Bel1emore's attorney told Al there appeared to be no 
specifie warnings of the dangers of firing tas ers at people in elevated positions in the department' s 
policies. The officer was cleared of criminal wrongdoing. The officer' s actions were under police 
administrative review at the time ofwriting. 
98 Certified Lesson Plan, Version 8 (op cit). The company maintains that the electrical output of tasers 
is not harrnful to a fetus , but that secondary inju...-ies from fa11ing are a possible issue for pregnant 
women. The question of whether electro-shocks from tasers could trigger miscarriage remains a matter 
of some dispute (see 2.9, below). 
99 Cases of Cindy Grippi, and Romona Madson (see above, under Lawsuits). Amnesty International 
was unable to obtain information on wh ether the force used in the Cindy Grippi case was within police 
policy, as the results of police internal investigations are "privileged information" and not available to 
the public under California law. Arrmesty International was seeking more infonnation on the recent 
Madson case (Illinois) at the time of writing. 
100 "City' s use of taser similar to others", The Charlotte Observer, 31 October 2004 
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store, despite this being a bigh-risk environment. 101 In California, a man was touch-stunned 
while lying on a garage forecourt (see case of Roman Gallius Pierson, at 2.3, below). 

In J oplin, Missouri, there was concern that a gas explosion that killed a suicidaI man 
and fatally injured a police officer in August 2004 may have been triggered by police use of a 
taser. The disturbed man had turned on the gas in bis home before police arrived and the 
house exploded after one of the officers flIed bis taser at him. The final report of the 
investigation into the Il August incident, made public in October 2004, found there was not 
enough conclusive evidence to determine the cause. Police said that electric light switches, a 
pilot light, an electric fan or static electricity on the suicidaI man' s clothes could have ignited 
the gas. 102 

Company literature includes a warning never to use a taser on someone who has been 
exposed to alcohol-based pepper sprays, which are highly flamrnable. Sorne police agencies 
are reported to have switched to non-flammable water-based pepper sprays following the 
introduction of tasers. However, flarnrnable sprays remain on the market, available for bath 
law enforcement and private use. Several people have been pepper sprayed and then struck 
with tas ers (see 2.6, below). In one recent case, a man's hair is reported to have caught fITe 
after he was pepper sprayed and tasered. 103 Amnesty International was seeking information on 
the solution contained in the sprays used in this and other cases, at the time of writing. 

Amnesty International believes that ail tas ers should be subjected ta safety tests to 
ensure that they will not cause unwarranted injuries or fatalities because of their design and 
technological functioning in real-life situations. Ali agencies which deploy tasers should issue 
detailed safety guidelines, with clear warnings and restrictions on their use in bigh-risk 
situations. Amnesty International also believes it is advisable ta take tasered subjects ta 
hospital to have barbs removed and to check for other possible adverse effects. 

1.9 Widening taser use 
In many of the police taser incidents described in tbis report, officers appear ta have breached 
international standards requiring that la w enforcement officials must apply only the minimum 
necessary force after exhausting non-violent alternatives. However, in most such cases, the 
officers' actions were not found ta have violated police use-of-force policies. Amnesty 
International believes that no safeguards can be effective without tighter poUcies and 
rneasures ta liroit the circumstances under which tas ers are authorized. 

Sorne US law enforcement agencies, including the New York City Police Department 
(NYPD), issue tas ers only to specialised Ullits such as emergency response teams. However, 
rnany departments, far from Umiting taser use, are rnoving towards routinely arrning aU their 

101 Reported in the Denver Post, 20 September 2004. 
102 Associated Press, 12 October 2004, "Police baffled by cause of fatal explosion". 
103 Robert C Trouth was "sprayed repeatedly with pepper spray and zapped with a Taser that set his 
hait on fire" before he was fatally shot after reportedly taking an offi cer , s gun (Washington Post, 18 
August 2004). 
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patrol officers with such weapons. As of June 2004, more than 700 US police agencies, 
inc1uding those in Albuquerque, Phoenix, Reno, Sacramento, San Diego, San Jose and the 
Orange County Sheriffs Office (Florida), are reported to have purchased Taser products for 
every front line patroI officer, a trend which appears to be increasing. 

Data from the Orange County Sheriff's Office in Florida showed that, by May 2002-
just over a year after they were fIrst deployed - tas ers had become the most prevalent force 
option for the department, constituting 68% of ail use-of-force incidents (see chart, below). 
Taser use reportedly rose to 77.6% of aU force incidents in 2003. 104 

However, the data aIso reveals that, while police use of chemical sprays, police dogs, 
physical force and firearms dropped by about 21 % in the year after tas ers were introduced, the 
overall number of times force was used by Orange County deputies actually increased by 
37%.105 A brochure on Taser International's website reports a staggering 72% increase in use 
of force by Orange County deputies from 1999 to 2002, in line with increased taser use. 106 

Similarly, in May 2004, a local news agency reported that the use of force against suspects in 
the city of Orlando, Florida, had "nearly doubled in the last 14 months since Tasers were 
issued to police", although they arrested fewer suspects. 107 According to the same source, 
while police injuries in Orlando decreased significantly, injuries ta suspects stayed the same. 

Use-of-Force Breakdown for the Orange County Sheriff's Office, Florida 

1999 2000 2001 2002* 

Chemical Force 300 263 221 64 

Physical Force 78 75 52 29 

Firearms 5 13 4 0 

K9 62 60 48 29 

Impact Weapons 27 21 13 5 

Impact Rounds 0 1 2 0 

TAS ER 0 3 228 201 

Total Use-of- 410 383 527 295 
Force incidents 

104 Orlando Sentinel, 29 April 2004 
105 "Taser Works Sa lts Use Increases", Orlando Sentinel, 29 July 2002 (based on data obtained from 
t.1e Orange County Sheriff's Office). 
106 'N\v\v.taseLcomJpdfs/m::?6brochure.pdf. The brochure states: "Deputy injuries in Orange COlll1ty, 
PL dropped by 80% from 1999 to 2002 despite a 72% increase in use offorce over the same period
from 410 force incidents in 1999 to an annual rate of 708 incidents in 2002". 
107 "Police Taser Use Grows, Controversy Continues, Local 6 News (local6.com), 4 May 2004 
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* Data tbrough May 2002 only. Source: Orlando Sentinel, 29 July 2002.108 

The above data suggests that officers may be using tasers in situations which wou Id 
previously have been resolved without the use of force. Amnesty International is concerned 
that issuing such weapons to aIl patrol officers may increase officers' readiness to resort to 
such force, given the ease with which tas ers can be used, and the temptation to use them pre
emptively at the first sign of resistance. This may lead to an increase in cases of excessive 
force and ill-treatment, especially given the broad range of circumstances in which tasers may 
be authorized. 

In addition, Amnesty International is concerned about the potential risks of 
unwarranted injuries and deaths if tas ers are used against a widening pool of the population, 
many of whom may have underlying health conditions which could make them vulnerable to 
adverse reactions from electro-shock. The potential health risks are discussed in chapter 2 
below. 

lOg The data lists type of force used. The total is thus higher than the total number of incidents, as more 
than one type of force was used in sorne incidents. 
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2. DEATHS IN CUSTODY AFTER TASER USE 

Since June 2001, more than 70 people have died in police custody in the USA and Canada 
after being struck with tasers, with the number of reported cases rising each year. Amnesty 
International's data shows two deaths reported in 2001, 13 in 2002, 20 in 2003 and 38 from 
January to rnid-October 2004. 109 These figures are higher than the total number of tas er
related deaths reported in the previous 25 years. 

The manufacturers of stun weapons claim that their products are medically safe, an 
issue discussed in more detail below. Taser International, which told Amnesty International 
that it tracks reports of deaths, has issued a number of public statements asserting that in no 
case has the taser been found to be a "direct cause" of a fatality. The company has pointed out 
that the deaths are sirnilar to thousands of other in-custody deaths in the USA from drug 
induced causes or other factors unrelated to taser use. They claim that the increase in tas er
related fatalities is due to the fact that tas ers are now more wide1y deployed and will 
inevitably be used in sorne cases where people are in the throes of toxie overdoses or other 
fatal conditions. In several cases their own medical experts have reviewed the evidence and 
specifically excluded the taser as a cause of death. 

Amnesty International acknowledges that coroners have usually attributed cause of 
death to factors unrelated to taser use, such as drug intoxication or heart disease. However, 
sorne medical experts believe taser shocks may exacerbate a risk of heart failure in cases 
where people are agitated or under the influence of drugs or have underlying health problems. 
In at least five recent cases, coroners have found the taser contributed to the deaths (see 
below). The rising death toll heightens Amnesty Inteniational's concern about the safety of 
such weapons and the lack of rigorous, independent testing of their medical effects. While 
there have been sorne lirnited studies of earlier stun weapons, there has been no peer-reviewed 
medical literature published on the medical effects of the new more patent M26 or X26 
Advanced Tasers deployed in the cases described in this report. 

Amnesty International has reviewed information on 74 deaths reported since June 
2001, including autopsy reports in 21 cases. l1O Nine of the deaths occurred in Canada, with 
the rest in the USA. The deceased were males aged between 18 and 59 years of age, of 

109 There are no official national figures for the number of deaths in custody involving taser use. The 
list of cases cornes mainly from news reports, backed up where possible by other data. 
110 In maIly of the more recent cases, autopsy reports were not yet available. In sorne other cases 
Amnesty International' s requests for autopsy reports were denied as state law prevented them from 
being made publicly available. Other information inc1udes media reports, statements issued by 
coroners' offices, paramedic reports, lawsuits and information from lawyers acting for the deceased' s 
family. In sorne cases Amnesty International sought additional information, including copies of police 
incident reports, from the police agencies involved; howevei, this latter information was often not made 
available due to ongoing investigations or pending litigation. In three cases, Amnesty International's 
sole source was information provided in a list of deaths published by Taser International on 5 April 
2004, in response to a CBS Evening News report on stun fatalities broadcast on the same date. 
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varying racial or ethnie origin, with the exception of one case involving the death of a female 
foetus after the pregnant mother was tasered. 1ll Most cases are believed toinvolve use of the 
M26 Taser which was the version most widely deployed during the period in question. While 
detailed information was not always available, the cases nevertheless bighlight sorne 
disturbing concerns which Amnesty International believes should provide the basis for a full, 
independent inquiry and further research. 

2. 1. Overview of AI concerns: 
Many of the deaths involved individuals who had apparently bigh concentrations of drugs in 
their system or other risk factors for fatal arrhythmias. Drug intoxication, sometimes 
combined with other factors, was overall the most common cause of death reported (although 
coroners' reports were still pending in many of the more recent cases). Violent strùggle, 
"positional asphyxia" following restraint, and "excited delirium" 112 were cited in sorne cases 
as a sole orcontributory factor leading to sudden cardiac arrest. However, Amnesty 
International believes that questions rernain about the raIe of the taser in at least sorne of the 
fatalities: whether the electro-shock could have exacerbated breathing difficulties caused by 
factors sueh as violent exertion, drug intoxication or use of other restraint devices, triggering 
or contributing to cardiac arrest. At least 15 of the victims had underlying heart disease which 
sorne medical experts believe may cause more susceptibility to electro-shock. Concerns have 
also been raised about the potential risk of adverse effects from taser currents in people under 
the influence of certain drugs. 1l3 

These coneems are supported by the fact that, in five cases (James Borden, William 
Lomax, William Teaseley, Jacob Lair and Keith Tucker), medical exarniners found that the 
taser had directly eontributed to the deaths, along with other factors, inc1uding heart disease, 
restraint and/or drug intoxication. In another case (Gordon Randall Jones), a coroner is cited 
as stating he believed the taser played a role in the death. The short time lapse between taser 
use and cardiac or respira tory arrest in sorne cases also raises issues of concern, and in one 
case (Alvarado) the coroner noted a temporal link between the taser and cardiac arrest and 
said he was unable to éxclude the taser use as a possible cause. In another case (Clever Craig), 
the coroner also may have indicated a link with the taser given bis autopsy finding of cause of 
death to be: "eardiac dysthythrnia during an episode of excited delirium following electrical 

III In many cases the deceased' s raee was not reported. . 
112 A condition known as "excited delirium", sometimes also referred to as "in-custody death 
syndrome", bas been attributed by some US coroners ta a number of deaths in custody, especially in 
the case of persans on drugs or suffering fram psychosis. It is a combination of signs and syrnptoms, 
inc1uding dangerously e1evated body temperature leve1s, leading to sudden death. The theory relating to 
such a syndrome is contraversial and disputed by some medical experts. 
113 See, for example, reference below (2.7) to the UK Defenee Scientific Advisory Council 
subco=ittee on non-lethal weapons' reco=endation that further research should be undertaken into 
cardiac hazards associated with use of the taser on certain at-risk subjects, including "possible h'yper
susceptibility to taser currents arising from drugs commonly used illegally in the UK, acidosis and pre
existing disease". 
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shock". In several cases death was given simply as "sudden cardiac arrest", with no clear 
underlying causes (see, for example, the case of Frederick Jerome Williams, below and also 
the case of Richard Baralla, under 2.6). These cases also raise questions as to whether the 
taser may have been a factor. A chart attached as Appendix A lists the 74 cases, giving 
(where information was available) cause of death; contributory factors cited in coroners' 
reports; number of taser dis charge cycles; time lapse between 'taser shock and cardiac or 
respiratory arrest. 

Dr Sidsel Rogde, an independent forensic pathologist who reviewed 16 autopsies for 
Amnesty International, also raised concern about a possible link between the taser and deaths, 
giving her opinion that it could not be ruled out as a contributory factor in at 1east seven 
cases. 114 (It should be noted that the autopsy reports were not available to Amnesty 
International in three other cases where coroners reportedly found the taser played a role in 
the deaths - William Lomax, William Teaseley and Jacob Lair - so these cases were not 
included in Dr Rogde's findings.). Dr Rogde also questioned the findings relating to drug 
toxicity in some autopsies, noting that high blood concentrations post mortem may reflect a 
redistribution of blood during, for example, resuscitation, and do not necessarily reflect toxic 
levels of drug concentration before death. There were also several cases in which death was 
attributed in the autopsy report to drug intoxication where the drug levels were not necessarily 
fatal. Dr Rogde stated: "In my opinion, death can be attributed to drug overdose only when 
other causes are excluded". Dr Rogde's comments are included in sorne of the individual case 
summaries, below. 

Amnesty International is also concerned about the overalilevels of police force used 
in the cases reviewed which, in many instances, appears to have gone beyond what was 
warranted by the threat posed. In only eleven cases were suspects reported to be armed. While 
most of the deceased had been engaged in disturbed or agitated behaviour, and sorne were 
reportedly combative during arrest, few appeared to pose an immediate threat of substantial 
physical harm at the time force was used. Yet they were subjected to high levels of force 
which sometimes involved multiple restraints, including use of chemical spray, taser and 
dangerous techniques such as "hogtying" (see below). Two people died in Gwinnett County, 
Georgia, after being tasered and strapped into restraint chairs. In several cases the taser 
appears to have been deployed against individuals passively resisting arrest or refusing to 
comply immediately with an order. In one case, for example, a mentally disturbed man was 
reportedly tasered after refusing to step out of his shorts while being booked into a jail; 
another man was tasered as he lay supine on the floor of his home in a drug-induced stupor. 

114 Report to Amnesty International frorn Sidsel Rogde MD, PhD, Professor of Forensic Medicine, 
University of Oslo, Jtme 2004. Cases where Dr Rogde found the taser to be a possible contributory 
factor were: Eddie Alvarado, Richard Baralla, James Borden, Dennis Hammond, Glenn Leyba, Gordon 
Randall Jones and Michael Sharp Johnson. In sorne of the 16 cases reviewed there was insufficient 
information to assess the possible or likely role of the taser. Dr Rogde also reviewed autopsies in two 
cases of individuals who died frorn other stun weapons, cited later in this report (Garcia and Frazier); in 
those cases she concurred with coroners' findings that the sttm weapons played arole in the deaths. 
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Another man stopped on suspicion of driving wbile intoxicated was tasered after he had fallen 
into a ditch and, according to a police spokesperson, "was resisting, but he wasn't fighting"Ys 

Based on the available information, Amnesty International believes that in many 
cases the police use of force was excessive, contravening international standards and 
amounting in sorne cases to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. In only one case (Borden) 
was an officer crirninally charged with excessive force; in most cases officers' actions were 
found not to have contravened either criminal statutes or policies, although a number of cases 
remained under investigation. 

Severallawyers representing families of the deceased expressed concern to Amnesty 
International at what they believe was undue force in the case of individuals who were ill or 
mentally disturbed and should have received treatment rather than a response more 
appropriate, as one lawyer put it, to a "crime in progress". At 1east a third of those who died 
had histories of mental illness or showed signs of mental disturbance at the tîme of their arrest. 
Others were ill through drug intoxication or other causes (e.g. epilepsy). One pers on was 
observed to have seizure activity before he was shocked (see Alvarado case, below). Many of 
these individuals were not involved in criminal behaviour at the time they were taken into 
custody. Amnesty International believes that the appropriate response in such cases should 
have been to seek medical attention or the assistance of services such as a mental heaIth crisis 
intervention team rather than a law enforcement response. Although paramedics were often 
called to the scene, in sorne cases there were de1ays, or the deceased were taken to jail rather 
than ta hospital. 

In sorne of the above cases officers' actions appear in breach of Article 6 of the UN 
Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement OfficiaIs which states that "Law enforcement officiaIs 
shail ensure the full protection of the health of persons in their custody and, in particular, shall 
take immediate action to secure medical attention whenever required." Article 6 (b) states 
that where medical personnel are attached to a law enforcement operation "... law 
enforcement officiaIs must take into account the judgement of such personnel when they 
recommend providing the person in custody with the appropriate treatment through, or in 
consultation with, medical personnel from outside the law enforcement operation". 

2. 2. Multiple or prolonged taser discharges 
Amnesty International is further concerned that, in more than haIf the cases, the deceased 
were subjected to multiple taser discharges (cycles of electro-shock), in one case as many as 
12 or 13 jolts and in sorne others six or more discharges. l16 In most such cases each cycle 
would normally last for the full default five-seconds (or in sorne cases, longer, see below). 
Information on these cases suggests not only that the taser was not irnmediately effective on 

ll5 Star-Telegram, 13 September 2004, reporting on case of Samuel Wakefield. 
116 There were reports of multiple taser discharges in 41 of the 73 cases reviewed. However, the true 
number is likely to be higher as in 28 cases the number of discharges was not reported in the 
information available. 
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the frrst shock but that it may have caused the subject to become more agitated in some 
instances, leading to further use of force. A training manual on the Advanced M26 Taser 
produced by Taser International, advises officers to "be prepared to deliver more than one 
cycle from the Taser, and be prepared to use strikes, impact weapons and other uses of force 
in conjunction with the Taser to gain compliance".1!7 The company maintains that it is safe to 
use repeated cycles as the amperage (current) remains the 'same and the charge is not 
multiplied. However, Amnesty International believes that questions remain about the harm 
and stress caused by subjecting someone already in an agitated state to multiple electro
shocks, especially in conjunction with other force. 

According to a field study of 2050 taser uses, most incidents involved on1y one taser 
dis charge. 118 1t appears that the reported fatalities cases may therefore involve a 
disproportionate number of multiple dis charges (as well as other force), an issue which 
Amnesty International believes requires urgent review. 

The ability to prolong the electrical cycle beyond five seconds, for as long as the 
officer keeps his finger depressed on the trigger, is also of concern as this may dangerous1y 
increase stress 1evels. In one case, an officer applied repeated jo1ts of the taser in stun mode 
to the neck of a disturbed man high on drugs who was being pinned down by four security 
guards trying to handcuff mm. One jolt lasted for eight seconds; another for six seconds. The 
man subsequently went into cardiac arrest and later died. An inquest jury attributed cause of 
death, in part, to the taser (see case of William Lomax, below). The psycho10gical a...'1d 
physiological effects of prolonged, as well as repeated, taser shocks also requires urgent 
review by relevant independent experts, including those in the field of cardiology and 
electrophysiology. 

2.3. Sample case summaries 

• James Borden, aged 47, died in Monroe County Jail, Georgia, on 6 November 2003, 
after being stunned at least six times with an M26 Taser. Police had arrested him 
earlier that evening for violating a home detention order (Borden had been spotted the 
previous day acting in a confused and disoriented state near a local convenience 
store). 119 According to a subsequent lawsuit, at the time of ms arrest Borden 
"exhibited slurred speech, was unstable on ms feet and was physically weak". An 
Emergency Medical Team (EMT) ambulance was called and medical personnel 
indicated that he needed to go to hospital but he was taken to jail instead. He was 
tasered on arrivaI at the jail, reportedly for "thrashing around" and talking 

117 Certification Lesson Plan, op cit. 
J J 8 Advanced Taser M26, Field Report Analysis, November 2002 (Taser International) According to 
the data, one five-second discharge or 1ess was used in 68% of incidents, with 32% of incidents 
requiring more than one cycle. In 521 incidents the duration and nurnber of cycles is listed as 
"unknown", suggesting possible shortcomings in the reporting of data from the agencies involved. 
119 According to bis farnily, Borden, who was diabetic and also suffered from bipolar disorder, was 
confused because he had not taken bis insulin for several days. 
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incoherently as he was being removed from a police car. Once in the jaü, still with ms 
hands cuffed behind mm, the same officer (Shaw) shocked Borden several more 
times for being "uncooperative" and failing to comply with a command to step out of 
his shorts or pyjama pants wmch had fallen around his ankles. In one statement, 
Shaw is reported to have said: 

" ... l asked Borden to lift up his foot to remove the shorts, but he was being 
combative and refused. l dry stunned120 Borden in the lower abdominal area ... We 
got Borden into the booking area. Borden was still combative and uncooperative. l 
dried stunned Borden in the buttocks area". 

Borden was then reportedly pinned to the floor of the booking area and shocked again, 
after wmch he turned blue and lost consciousness. An ambulance was called and he 
was taken to hospital where he was pronounced dead. A statement released by the 
county jail authorities just after Borden' sdeath said that "standard police procedures 
by trained officers to control combative or uncooperative individuals" had been used. 

The autopsy report gave cause of death as consistent with "cardiac dysrhythmia, 
secondary to hypertrophie cardiomyopathy [ab normal thickening of the heart muscle], 
pharmacological intoxication and electrical shock", with manner of death 
"accidentaI" . 

A Special Prosecutor was appointed to investigate the case and, in May 2004, the 
officer who had used the taser on Borden was charged with two counts of battery 
(battery with a deadly weapon and battery causing serious bodily in jury). Each charge 
carries up to eight years' imprisonment. Another officer present, who had pinned 
Borden to the ground as the last e1ectro-shock was applied, was not charged. The trial 
was still pending at the time of writing. 

The forensic pathologist who reviewed the autopsy for Amnesty International found 
that, although the concentration of the drugs ephedrine and prometazine were 
"apparently high" , many drugs are redistributed after death, especially after 
aggressive resuscitation, and that "bigh blood concentrations of a drug do not 
necessarily mean that death is caused by intoxication". 121 Noting the short time frame 
between the cardiac arrest, struggle and use of the taser, she gave the opinion that 
"death rnight be related to the use of the taser, in combination with bis heart disease". 
She noted that "people with heart disease might also die in connection with such a 
stressful situation without the use of a taser". She found the "excruciating pain" 
invoked by the taser might also be a factor in the death of a person with serious heart 
disease who "may have an increased risk of death during stressful situations, 
including physical as weIl as mental stress". 

120 This means the taser was used as a stun gun; it may have meant "drive stun", the common term for 
taser use in stun-gun mode. 
121 Report of Dr Sidsel Rodge, op cit. 
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• Eddie Alvarado, aged 32, died in June 2002 in Los Angeles after being tasered five 
times while handcuffed berund ms back. The autopsy report states that "According to 
the mstory, the decedent exhibited violent and irrational behavaiour. He was observed 
to have seizure activity and collapsed prone on the floor". The taser was used when 
he continued ta exhibit "irrational behaviour, growling and ye1ling, thrusting upper 
torso and kicking firefighters and LAPD officers". He was placed in a "hobble 
restraint" (a form of hogtie) and was subsequently found to be in pulmonary arrest. 
Cause of death was given as "sequelae of methamphetamine and cocaine use, status 
post restraint, including taser use." 122 The coroner aiso noted a "temporal 
relationship" between restraint, taser application and ms cardiopulmonary arrest but 
found the manner of death "undetermined" (see below). 

• Glenn Richard Leyba, aged 37, died in Glendale, Colorado in September 2003. 
According to a report on the case by the District Attorney' s office, paramedics arrived 
at Leyba's apartment after rus landlady called for an ambulance, and found mm 
"laying face-down, rolling from side to si de ... making moaning and wrumpering 
sounds". A police officer twice used her taser on him as a stun-gun when he failed to
respond to attempts to roll him over and became "physically resistant". The police 
report is cited as stating that the second stun mode dis charge "increased his leve1 of 
agitation". The same officer then fired a taser dart into Leyba's back, resulting in 
Leyba "moaning, screaming and 'flailing' his legs and in an increase in his level of 
physical agitation. It did not, however, gain Mr Leyba's compliance". Altogether, 
Leyba was electro-shocked in stun or dart mode at least five times, after which he 
"stopped aIl physical resistance" and was handcuffed behind rus back. The report 
states that "while being wheeled to the ambulance, the paramedics noticed that Mr 
Leyba's skin colot was grayish, that he had stopped breathing, and that he had no 
pulse". Efforts to resuscitate mm were unsuccessful and he was pronounced dead in 
hospital. 123 

The coroner gave cause of death as "cardiac arrest during cocaine-induced delirium". 

The report from the District Attorney' s office noted that there were inconsistencies in 
the various police and witness reports as to the mode, placement and time of taser 
discharges.124 There was also disagreement about the level of Leyba' s resistance. The 

122 From autopsy report on Eddie R. Alvarado, the Department of Coroner, Los Angeles, California, 15 
June 2002. 
123 From Officer Involved Use of Force Report, by Brian K. McHugh, Chief Deputy District Attorney, 
1Sth JudiciaI District, Colorado, July 7 2004. The report reviewed written reports of the police 
investigation, officer and witness statements and other materials. 
124 The in-built memory chip downloaded from the taser showed that the trigger had been pulled seven 
times, but collectively people at the scene observed only five discharges, so the report concluded that 
the two additional trigger pulls must have been within the fi ve-second default period. However, there 
were inconsistencies in reports of when, for how long and how many times the taser was used in stun or 
dart mode. There were also discrepancies in the time line due to the "variance in the accuracy of the 
various docks involved". 
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four paramedics on the scene separately testified that he was not trying to hurt anyone 
and was "delirius" and kicking his feet "in no particular direction". One paramedic 
noted that he appeared ta be very scared and was "combative from altered mental 
status, not combative as if resisting". One wrote in a "Patient Care Report" that he 
and another paramedic disagreed with the officer's use of the taser "at 1east when it 
was being used in the stun mode" and that the stun discharges "only served to further 
agitate Mr Leyba"(AI emphasis). Despite these findings, the District Attorney's 
office conc1uded that the officer's actions did not violate any Colorado criminal 
statute and "constituted both a legitimate defense of others and a legitimate effort ta 
prevent Mr Leyba from causing hirnself serious bodily injury". 

• Roman Gallius Piers on, aged 40, died in October 2003 in Yorba Linda, California. 
Police had responded ta reports that a disturbed man had been running in and out of 
traffic. According ta press reports, Pierson had run into a gas station forecourt and 
was rubbing ice onto his face, compiaining of being hot and thirsty, when the police 
arrived; he was shot with a taser when he ignored an order ta lie down on the 
pavement; whiie on the ground, he was tasered again when he began "grappling with 
police", according ta a police spokesman. He went into cardiac arrest at the scene 
and ,died in hospital. The autopsy found cause of death due ta acute 
methamphetamine toxicity, and notes a history of coronary artery disease. 

• Gordon Randall Jones, aged 37, died in Orange County Florida, in July 2002, after 
reportedly being jolted at least 12 times with a taser. 125 According to media reports, 
the taser was used after Jones became disruptive outside a hotel and "refused ta leave 
and pulled away from deputies". He walked with deputies to an ambulance but died 
on the way to hospital. Cause of death was given in the initial autopsy report as 
"positional asphyxia, secondary to the application of restraints in the setting of acute 
co caine intoxication". The autopsy findings noted "history of recent electrical 
trauma" and the Deputy Chief Medical Examiner William Anderson, who conducted 
the autopsy, has been quoted in press reports as stating that he believed the taser 
shocks contributed to Jones' death, making it harder for Jones to breathe. 126 However, 
county officiaIs requested a second expert opinion from forensic pathologist Dr Cyril 
Wecht who conc1uded that Jones had died primarily from a cocaine overdose. The 
independent forensic pathologist who reviewed the first autopsy for Amnesty 
International noted that "the concentrations of cocaine are fairly high but not 
necessarily lethal", citing her previously stated concems about the reliability of 

125 Orlando Sentinel 5 August 2002 and 2 October 2002 - one report states he was jolted 12 times, 
another states he was struck 13 times. The autopsy refers only to "Taser usage" by police and notes two 
areas of circular abrasions with underlying dermal thermal effect. 
126 Pathologist William Anderson, cited in media reports at the time and more recently in "Taser Safety 
Claim Questioned", Arizona Republic, 18 July 2004 
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accurately measuring toxic drug levels post mortem. She gave her opinion that 
"cocaïne, taser and restraint may ail have played a role in rus death" .127 

• Dennis Hammond, aged 31, died in Oklahoma City, in October 2003. Officers had 
responded to complaints by residents that Hammond was walking up and down the 
street and screaming at the sky. They found him sitting on top of a mailbox in a 
delusional state, b1eeding frorn the legs, chest and feet. Police reportedly used a taser 
on him when he refused to listen ta their commands. He was jolted five times in total 
but he pulled out the darts. He was then struck with a beanbag device before officers 
were able to handcuff him. Paramedics frorn an ernergency ainbulance team called to 
the scene were bandaging his wounds when "he turned blue and stopped breathing". 
The autopsy report noted a blunt force head injury and multiple injuries to his 
abdomen, thighs and back, multiple abrasions and superficial cuts. Cause of death 
was given as "acute methamphetamine intoxication". 

• Michael Sharp Johnson, aged 32, died in Oklahoma City irI November 2003. Officers 
responded to reports of a burglary in progress and found Johnson sitting in the living 
room, yelling. When he would not calm down or follow orders to get on the ground, 
of fic ers shocked him five times with a taser and three others helped gain control ta 
handcuff mm. The autopsy report states: "During the brief struggle, he was 'tasered' 
multiple times before they were able to handcuff mm. Approximately two minutes 
later he stopped breatlring fuï.d EMSA 128 was called. He was transported ta the 
emergency room irI full cardiorespiratory arrest and was placed on the ventilator. '" 
He died approximately 22 hours and 30 minutes later". The autopsy report gave 
cause of death as "acute congestive heart failure due ta cocaine induced cardiac 
arrest," with manner of death "accident". 

• William Lomax, aged 26, died in Las Vegas, Nevada in February 2004, after 
allegedly fighting with police and security guards at a housing complex. At an irIquest 
in the case, the security guards testified that they had approached Lomax because he 
appeared ta be overdosing on drugs, "dazed and confused", walkirIg in circles, lifting 
rus shirt and sweating. A struggle followed, during which a Las Vegas police officer 
jolted Lomax seven times with an X26 taser in stun gun mode. Sorne of the jolts were 
applied as he was pinned face-down on the ground by four security guards who were 
trying ta handcuff him and again when he was face-down on a gurney (stretcher). 
According ta inquest testimony, at least three of the jolts were applied to the side of 
rus neck, a procedure authorized durirIg police training. When asked if the Las Vegas 
Police Department placed a limit to the number of shocks which could be applied, a 
taser training officer said: 

127 Report of Dr Sidsel Rogde, op cit. 
128 Emergency Medical Services Agency 
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''What we tell and train our officers is, you can use tbis as many times as it's 
going to take to get compliance".129 

Data downloaded from the taser's microcbip revealed that the seven shocks were 
applied over a period of 9 minutes, 55 seconds, in cycles lasting, respectively, two 
seconds, four seconds, two seconds, six seconds, eight seconds and six seconds. A 
paramedic called to the scene testified that "the Taser didn't seem to have any effect. 
It made bim angry" .130 Mter Lomax was placed face-down on a stretcher, officers 
noticed he had stopped breatbing. Paramedics got his heart beating again in the 
ambulance and he was placed on a ventilator. He died the next day without regaining 
consciousness. 

At the inquest, the Medical Examiner, Ronald Knoblock, testified that "cause of death 
was a cardiac arrest during restraining procedures", with Phencyclidine (PCP) 
intoxication and early broncbial pneumonia contributing factors. The pathologist 
found that Lomax's obesity and the fact that he was placed face-down with pressure 
on his diaphragm had restricted Lomax's breathing, which would already have been 
affected by the cIrugs and the physical struggle. When asked if the taser had played a 
role in the death, he responded: 

"Yes. The tazer (sic) was used in tbis instance as a restraining device, and in 
the cause of death l incorporated that into the restraining procedures during 
which the cardiac arrest took place." 

Dr Knoblock also observed that, while the levelsof PCP in Lomax' s system raised bis 
metabolic rate, the amount of drug was "not an extremely toxic lev el" . He added that 
he could not establish that the taser of itself caused thé death or that Lomax would not 
have died without it. The inquest jury' s verdict was that: 

"the means by which the deceased met bis death wasa combination of drugs, 
restraining force, and the use of the tazer (sic)". 

The jury also found the guards and officer's actions in restraining Lomax to be 
"excusable" and cleared them of wrongdoing. The Las Vegas Police Department was 
reported to be re-evaluating its training policies in light of the ruling. 

• Frederick Jerome Williams, aged 31, died in Gwinnett County Jail, Georgia, in June 
2004, after being shocked with a taser wbile being strapped into a restraint chair. 
According to media reports, police went to bis home after receiving a call from 
Williams' nine-year-old son saying that bis dad was "talking crazy" and not taking 
his epi1epsy medication. The boy reportedly asked for an ambulance "because my 
dad is saying all sorts of stuff and he is bitting my mom with a belt". When police 
arrived, Williams called the officer "the devil" and grabbed the officer's baton and 
threw it at bim. Despite the son's request for a "hospital truck", police arrested him 

129 From transcript of testimony at inquest held in Las Vegas on 25 June 2004 
130 transcript of inquest op cit. 
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and took hlm to jail. He was reportedly struck twice with a taser while being strapped 
. into a restraint chair and was noticed to have stopped breathing seconds later. He 
died later in hospital. 

The autopsy is reported to have found that Williams had died of brain damage caused 
by "lack of oxygen and/or blood to the brain" from a heart attack triggered during the 
altercation. The forensic examiners reported that "There is no evidence the Taser 
directly caused or contributed to hls death", but were unable to determine the reasons 
for the heart attack. 

Williams was the second person to die in Gwinnett County J ail after being tasered 
and strapped into a restraint chair. Ray Austin, aged 25, died in September 2003 after 
fighting with deputies, being shocked three times with a taser, restrained in a chair 
and given psychotropic drugs. He had a history of mental illness and disciplinary 
problems. . 

Following William' s death, two Georgia police agencies (Macon Police Department 
and Forsyth County Sheriff' s Department) said they were suspending their use of 
tasers and a third (College Park Police Department) was reported to have shelved 
plans to purchase them. 

• Jacob Lair, aged 29, died in June 2004, following an altercation with officers in 
Sparks, Washoe COti.'1ty, Nevada, when police entered J:-.J.s residence to question bim 
about an alleged theft. In Septeinber 2004, the Washoe County Coroner, Vernon 
McCarty, reported that Lair had died of "acute methamphetamine intoxication with 
associated cardiac arrhythmia while engaged in a physical struggle with law 
enforcement officers involving a Taser gun, pepper spray and restraints". McCarty 
said that the Taser was "part of the scenario" wbich had contributed to bis death, 
observing that, while Lair had methamphetamines in bis system, the levels ''were not 
as hlgh as you would normally expect" and that the death could not be called a drug 
overdose. 131 

• Willam Teasley, aged 31, died in Anderson County Detention Center, South Carolina 
in August 2004. According to media reports, officers used a taser to subdue him after 
he became violent while being booked into the jail and "shortly after he was shocked 
[he] stopped breathing". A preliminary autopsy reportedly showed he had died from 
cardiac arrest. The deputy county coroner, Charlie Boseman, is quoted as saying the 
taser contributed to Teasley's death, combined with a medical history that inc1uded 
heart disease. 132 Teasley reportedly had other health problems, including severe brain 
damage resulting from an accident in 2003. The preliminary autopsy report was 
passed to the State Law EÙforcement Division investigation team, with a final 
determination of manner of death pending the results of this inquiry. 

131 sources: "Nevada Man Dies in Struggle with Authorities, Taser Involved", Associated Press, 16 
September 2004; Arizona Republic, 17 September 2004. Amnesty International was seeking a copy of 
the autopsy at the time of writing. 
132 "Pathologist says Taser contributed to jailed man' s death", Associated Press, 23 August 2004 
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• Keith Tucker, aged 47, died in August 2004 in Las Vegas, Nevada - bis was the 
second taser-related death in the city in six months (see Lornax case, above). 
According to media accounts, police responded to a 911 call from a roommate that 
Tucker was acting strangely. They found him talking incoherently and used batons 
and a stun gun after he allegedly punched an officer. He went into cardiac arrest at the 
scene and died later in hospital. In October 2004, the Clark County coroner 
determined that Tucker suffered a cardiac arrest brought on by the attempted restraint, 
including the batons and the taser. An inquest was scheduled for 22 October 2004. 

2. 4. Questions regarding time lapse between taser and death 
or loss of consciousness in the cases reviewed 
A major cause of sudden cardiac arrest is severe disturbance of the heart rhythm known as 
ventricular fibrillation: rapid contractions of the heart caused by irregular electrical signaIs in 
the ventricles, preventing blood from being pumped from the heart. The condition causes loss 
of consciousness in seconds, and death (or brain death) usually within minutes if the patient 
cannot be successfully resuscitated. Ventricular fibrillation can be caused by a myocardial 
infarction (heart attack), electrocution or drowning and, in the case of electrocution, would 
usually follow immediately after application of the shock.133 

In February 2002, Dr Robert Stratbucker, Medical Director for Taser International, 
reviewed three cases in which people had died after being struck with M26 tas ers and held 
that the time delay between the application of the Taser and the deaths clearly ruled out the 
Taser as a cause of death. Dr Stratbucker asserted: "The only plausible cause of death from 
electrical injury not leaving tell-tale skin lesions - c1early not present in any of the cited cases 
- is ventricular fibrillation, a fatal disturbance of heart rhythm which ensues immediately 
upon shocking the heart with greater-than-threshhold, non-Taser-like electric current pulses. 
Specifically, if the Taser output were to cause cardiac arrests, it would be immediate.,,134 

In a letter to the ACLU of Colorado in February 2004 on deaths of people struck by 
police tasers, Taser International reiterated Dr Stratbucker's findings, stating: "If the electrical 
stimulation of the T ASER device were to play a causal role in the death, the death would be 
irnmediate (this has never happened)." 135 

However, there are several cases in which cardiac or respiratory arrest appears to 
have occurred immediately or very shortly after the taser dis charge, or after the la st of 
multiple shocks. Tbis rnay indicate a causallink between the taser and the death or cardiac or 

133 There have been several cases reported of the onset of ventricular fibrillation hours after a ]ow 
voltage shoek (e.g.Journal of Critical Illness, Mareh 2002 "Eleetrical injuries: an emergency 
department approaeh; Cardiae monitori...."l.g and an ECG are essential"; Cardiae fibrillation, 
http://radsafe.berkeley.edullsm1101appj.html.) 
134 Reported in Taser International News Bulletin, Topie: In-Custody Deaths, February 2002. 
135 Letter to ACLU, Colorado, op eit. 
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respiratory arrest. Amnesty International does not have complete information on the cases 
and the exact time lag is not always clear in autopsy reports (which re1y on police reports 
which themselves may not always give an exact time sequence). In sorne cases, autopsy 
reports or investigations are still pending. However, Amnesty International believes that a 
temporallink between the use of the taser and loss of consciousness cannot be ruled out in a 
number of deaths and that this issue raises a serious concern that requires further careful 
review and investigation by independent medical and scientific experts. 

For example, in the cases cited above: 

• According ta reports, after the final shock, an officer noted that James Borden was no 
longer responsive and his face was discoloured. An ambulance was called and 
attempts at resuscitation failed. He was pronounced dead on arrivaI at hospital. 

• The autopsy report in the case of Eddie Alvarado states that: "After the 5th taser 
application, he moved away from the rnirror and prone on the floor (sic). He was then 
hobble-restrained. Subsequently, he was found ta be in pulrnonary arrest ... and was 
pronounced dead on arrivaI ta the hospital". Although cause of death was given as 
drug intoxication, the autopsy report stated: 

"The crrcumstances indieated a temporal relationship between restraint, inc1uàing 
taser application, and his cardiopulrnonary arrest. However, this autopsy does not 
provide sufficient medieal evidence ta conclude or exclude that taser use contributed 
to the death. It should be noted that after taser, the decedent was noted to have a weak 
pulse and agonal EKG change. Henee, the manner of death is undetermined." 

• In Glenn Richard Leyba' s case, a paramedie on the scene reported that Leyba "is limp 
after the last taser" and appears to be unconscious; after being lifted onto the stretcher 
he "became apnic (sic)" (non-breathing) and a monitor "confirmed puIse1essness". 
Attempts to resuscitate him failed and he was pronouneed dead on arrivaI at hospital. 

The forensic pathologist who reviewed the autopsy for Amnesty International found 
that, although the coroner had ruled out the taser effect, there rnight well be a 
connection between the last taser and the handcuffing behind the back, with cocaine 
also being a major factor. 

Several other individuals are also reported to have gone into respiratory or cardiac 
arrest at the scene. According ta media reports, Roman Gallius Piers on, for example, was 
handeuffed after the second taser shot and "after about a minute, officers noticed he was not 
breathing".136 Terrence Brian Hanna, who died in Canada, was tasered and "subsequently 
went into cardiac arrest at the scene." Frederick Williams was shocked while being strapped 
into a restraint chair and "seconds later" his h~art stopped. William Teasley was shocked with 
a taser and "shortly after he was shocked, he stopped breathing". 

136 "Man Dies After Brea Police Shoot Him With Stun Gun", Los Angeles Times 8 October 2003. This 
reports only when the offieers noticed he had stopped breathing 
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2. 5. Delayed death: metabolic acidosis 
There has been sorne discussion in the medical literature of the possible effect of tas ers on 
metabolic acidosis - a potentially fatal disturbance of the body acid-base balance. 137 

Metabolic acidosis can occur in individuals who are severely agitated and this can lead to 
ventricular arrhythmia, especially in the presence of certain toxic drugs. 

Taser International has suggested that the taser is not only safer than rnany weapons 
but can actually work to prevent metabolic acidosis because its instant incapacitation of the 
subj ect cuts short the duration of struggle and any dangerous build up of acid. 138 However, 
one federal study suggested that "deaths following Taser use rnay be related to the ability of 
these devices to cause increased muscle activity and decreased breathing,,139 and other studies 
have suggested that fmiher research into the effects of tasers in acidosis is required (see 2.7, 
below). As noted above, in severa1 of the cases reviewed by Amnesty International, the 
deceased continued to struggle and exbibit agitated behaviour, sornetimes after repeated 
stunning. 

An article on the effects of stun guns and tasers, published in the medical journal, the 
Lancet, in September 2001, addressed the risk of acidosis and ventricular dysrhythmias in 
people in states of severe agitation or physical aggression, particularly when under the 
influence of drugs such as phencyclidine (pep) or cocaine. The article noted: 

"The taser itself rnay affect acid-base balance by briefly increasing skeletal muscle 
activity and decreasing respiration. ,,140 

The authors reviewed one earlier study in which three people (hlgh on drugs) went into 
cardiac arrest between 5-25 minutes after being hit with tas ers and stated: 

"By this tirne, taser-Înduced muscle contractions would no longer be present, and one 
would expect the individuals ta be relaxing and able to breathe in a way that would 
cornpensate for a metabolic acidosis. Such may not be the case if the individuals 
remained agitated or were prevented from breathing freely" (Al emphasis). 

Amnesty International believes that these concerns should be examined in the 1ight of a 
number of recent taser-related deaths, particularly in cases where individuals were tasered and 

137 Metabolic acidosis is a condition in which the acid level within the blood is higher than normal; fuis 
can have a number of causes, including ingestion of toxic substances. If metabolic acidosis becomes 
severe, the person may develop: weakness; confusion; shock; heart problems such as arrhythmias. 
m This was noted in a letter from Taser International to Mark Silverstein of the ACLU, Colorado, 
dated 26 February 2004, in response to concerns raised by the ACLU about the possibility of tasers 
contributing to deaths caused by metabolic acidosis. 
139 J.M. Kenny, W. Bosseau Murray, Wayne J. Sebastianelli, W. J. Kraemer, R. M. Fish, D.T. Mauager, 
T. 1. Jones, "Ruman Effects Advisory Penal Report of Findings: Sticky Shocker Assessment", 
National Criminal Justice Reference Service Doc. No. 188262 (1999). 
140 Fish RM, Geddes LA, "Effects of stun guns and tasers", Lancet, September 2001. 
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continued to fight or struggle, and were then hogtied or subjected to other restraint after 
application of taser. 

2. 6. Impact of other restraints 
In at least 24 of the cases reviewed, the deceased appear to have been coerced into restraint 
positions which can dangerously restrict breathing and have been associated with deaths in 
custody from "positional asphyxia". Such positions include being held face-down on the 
ground with weight or pressure applied to the chest. lndividuals who are obese, have 
underlying heart disease andJor who are severely agitated or intoxicated from drugs or alcohol 
are believed to be at increased risk from such procedures. 

In at least eight cases, the deceased were placed in a "hogtie" or "hobble restraint", 
with their wrists or elbows bound berund them to their shackled ankles. This forro of restraint 
is considered to be a particularly dangerous and potentially life threatening procedure, 
especially if the subject is in a prone position.!4! Standard-setting bodies discourage use of 
hogtying and urge that departments avoid holding anyone in restraints, even handcuffs, in a 
face-down position. 142 While sorne US departments have banned hogtying Amnesty 
International is disturbed that many agencies continue ta use the procedure in sorne form. 

Four of the deceased were reportedly put mto "chokeholds": the application of pressure 
ta the neck, constricting the flow of blood to the brain. The procedure is known to be 
dangerous and many departments either ban aH forms of chokehold or restrict their use only 
to deadly force situations where no alternatives are available. 143 

Several of the deceased were pepper sprayed before being tasered. Pepper spray, which 
acts on the mucus membranes and respiratory system, can further restrict breathing and has 
been associated with in-custody deaths in the USA and Canada. Amnesty International is 
concerned that use of multiple restraint techniques, including pepper spray, might increase the 

141 Traditional "hogtying" involves the individual' s wrists and ankles being bound together, so that the 
shoulders and ankles are raised, placing pressure on the abdomen, a particularly dangerous procedure. 
The hobble restraint may have a longer cord between the wrist and ankles, allowing somewhat more 
movement, mainly ta allow the individual to be transported in an upright position; while this is less 
dangerous, deaths have been reported from the hobble restraint, even where someone is placed on their 
side or upright. 
142 These include U.S. Department of Justice National Institute of Justice (NIJ) Advisory Guidelines for 
the Care of Subdued Subjects (June 1995); NIl Bulletin on Positional Restraint, October 1995; 
Metropolitan Police Complaints Authority (lJ"K), bulletin July 2001. 
143 The most common forms of chokehold are the "carotid" restraint or the "lateral vascular neck" 
restraint both of which in volve the application of pressure ta the arteries in the side of the neck. Sorne 
of the largest US police agencies ban all forms of chokehold in ail circumstances; these include the 
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Detroit and Houston police departments. 
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risk of respiratory failure. l44 In one case (see below), an unarmed suspect died after being 
pepper sprayed, electro-shocked and hog-tied. 

Two prisoners (Ray Austin and Frederick Jerome Williams) died after being tasered 
and strapped into restraint chairs in Gwinnett County Jail, Georgia (see above). In recent 
years, at least 18 prisoners have died in US detention facilities after being iIDIDobilized in 
restraint chairs, inc1uding several who had also been struck with pepper spray and/or electro
shock weapons. The manner of restraint was found ta be a primary or contributory cause of 
death in several cases. Amnesty International has called for a national inquiry into use of 
restraint chairs in the USA, based on concerns about their safety and the lack of c1ear 
regulation or monitoring of their use. 145 

Positional asphyxia was listed as a direct cause of death in four of the cases examined, 
and use of restraints was noted as a contributory factor in at least six other cases. In sorne 
cases, however, restraint was not listed as a causal or contributory factor even though death or 
loss of consciousness appears to have occurred very shortly after the use of restraints. 

Experts have noted that multiple factors may play a raIe in deaths where restraints 
have been applied, particularly if other risk factors are involved. Amnesty International is 
concerned that using combined techniques such as pepper spray, tas ers and physical restraint 
could exacerbate stress levels, leading to cardiac arrhythmias. The organization believes that 
aU the cases require further evaluation. They also underscore the need for clear protocols and 
training for law enforcement officers on use of restraints and how to avoid excessive or 
dangerous force when dealing with people with mental health problems and/or acute 
behavioural disturbance. Case examples inc1ude the foilowing: 

• Richard Baralla died in May 2002 in Puebla County, Colorado. According to media 
accounts, police were called after he was seen acting strangely in the street and 
threatening ta jump into traffic. The autopsy report states that Baralla, who was 
unarmed, was restrained 

" ... while exhibiting threatening behaviour. The efforts ta restrain mm included 
pepper spray, the application of a Taser stun gun device, the placement of 
handcuffs behind his back, as weil as placement of a hobble on ms legs. During 
the struggle, he became unresponsive .... Efforts at resuscitation at the scene and 
hospital were unsuccessful". 

144 Sin ce the early 1990s more than 100 people in the USA are reported to have died after being 
subjected to pepper spray. While most deaths have been attributed by coroners to other causes, such as 
drug intoxication or positional asphyxia, there is concem that pepper spray could be a contributory 
factor in some cases. Pepper spray has been found to be a factor in sever al recent in-custody deaths. 
Studies discounting a link between physical restraint and pepper spray have generally been conducted 
on healthy subjects and do not replicate what happens in the field. Further research is needed. 
145 See, for exarnple, Amnesty International report: The Restraint Chair: How Many More Deaths? AI 
Index Ai\1R 51/31/2002 
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Although the coroner noted that on BaraUa's body there were "two sets of 
electrical in jury consistent with Taser application", he found that they were "not of 
sufficient severity to have contributed to the death.,,146 The autopsy also found "there 
was no evidence of natural disease which could be considered a contributing cause of 
death" and the toxicology results were "essentiaUy negative". The opinion aiso noted: 
"Witness statements did not suggest a significant asphyxiaI component". The coroner 
attributed the death to "cardiac arrest occurring during excited delirium necessitating 
restraint." A wrongful death lawsuit has been filed by Richard BaraUa's family, 
clairrùng police used excessive force. 

The forensic pathologlst who reviewed the autopsy for Amnesty International 
considered that the taser may have been a factor, along with the use of restraints, 
noting a temporal relationship between the restraint, use of taser and cm'diac arrest. 
She found that the absence of any asphyxiaI component, if true, may increase the 
significance of the taser. She also noted that the heart was somewhat enlarged 
(something not commented on in the autopsy report) - another possible risk factor for 
adverse reaction to electro-shock. 147 

• Vincent Del'Ostia, aged 31, died in January 2002 in Broward County, Florida. 
According to the autopsy repûtt, he had a history of psychosis, drug abuse and asthma. 
Police were called after he had caused a disturbance in the lobby of a motel and found 
him banging on the motel door. He was "reportedly agitated, incoherent and 
perspiring". He continued ta fiail about after being tasered and ta strike at officers 
with his hands and feet while on the ground. Officers roUed him onto his stomach, 
placing handcuffs on his wrists and ankles, after which an officer "placed his foot on 
the upper mid-back to keep him from rolling back over. Paramedics arrived within 
approximately 30 seconds of his being restrained and observed he had stopped 
breathing and was unresponsive". According to a press article, a motel employee said 
that when the police arrived, he saw them "kicking and teasing" Del'Ostia and asked 
them to take it easy on him. Cause of death was determined to be cocaine toxicity. 

• Eddie Alvarado (see above) was hobble restrained after being tasered for the fifth 
time while lying prone on the floor and was subsequently (at the scene) "found in 
pulmonaryarrest". 

• Terry Hanna, aged 51, died in Burnaby, Canada, in April 2003 after being shot with a 
taser. Police said they used the taser on him when he became "aggressive" when they 
tried ta get him out of a police car. He went into cardiac arrest at the scene. The 
coroner found cause of death to be "acute cocaine intoxication", with coronary artery 
disease and restraint to be contributory factors. The autopsy report noted that it was 
"of significance ... that the patient was placed face-down, handcuffed behind his back 

146 It is unclear what the coroner meant by this, as the external marks from taser burns bear no relation 
to the effect the shocks may or may not have on the heart. 
147 Dr Sigdel Rogde's report ta Amnesty International (op cit). 
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and hogtied during the restraint process.,,148 An inquest in the case was still pending 
at time of writing. 

• Walter C Burks, aged 36, an unarmed, homeless man, died in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, in August 2003. According to a report from a community group, based 
on a review of police records, Burks had entered a convenience store shirtless and 
sweating, "looking frightened" and begging for help, saying he was going to die. 149 
After he grabbed an employee on the shoulders, staff and customers took him to the 
ground and tried to calm him while police were called. When the police arrived he 
was lying face-down on the floor with his right arm tucked under his torso. When he 
failed to respond to police commands to get up, he was sprayed in the face with 
pepper spray. He was handcuffed behind his back and dragged to a police car, still 
unresponsive. Officers lifted his upper body into a police car, and when he still failed 
to respond, tasered him twice in the lower back with an M26 in touch-stun mode. He 
was placed face-down on the back of the police car, handcuffed behind bis back with 
bis legs bent backwards (effectively in a hobble restraint position), and reportedly left 
in that position for some 27 minutes. He was wheeled into hospital in a wheelchair 
and staff noted him to be "drooling and still unresponsive". He was pronounced dead 
a short while later. The Hennepin County Medical Examiner reportedly ruled bis 
death to be "sudden, unexpected death associated with cocaine excited delirium", 
with heart disease and pulmonary emphysema underlying health factors. 

• Louis Morris, aged 50, died in Orange County, Florida in October 2003 as police 
tried to arrest him for suspicious behaviour in a grocery store car park According to 
media reports, he died "just minutes after Orange County sheriff s deputies used a 
Taser stun gun on him". The autopsy found inter alia that he had a "history of bizarre, 
excited, paranoid behaviour prior to sudden arrest" and that he went into cardiac 
arrest "after being restrained with handcuffs and ankle restraints (hobbled)". There 
was no evidence of significant external trauma or internaI injury. He had a bigh 
concentration of cocaine in bis system, and the cause of death was listed as "cocaine 
excited delirium". 

The forensic pathologist who reviewed the case for Amnesty International 
questioned the finding of "cocaine excited delirium" as this is a condition that cannot 
be diagnosed by autopsy without the history and circurnstances being taken into 
account. She also found that, although he had relatively high levels of cocaine in bis 
system, the distribution of this in the body may have been affected by resuscitation. 
Although it was impossible to assess the role of the taser on the information provided, 
she believed it could not be ruled out as a contributory factor, along with the restraint. 

148 Autopsy report in case of Terrence Hanna, July 2003 
149 Communities United Against Police Brutality ''The Death of Walter C. Burlcs, An Analysis of Police 
Actions", April 12, 2004 
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• Kevin O'Brien, aged 31, died in Pembroke Pines, Florida, in November 2003. 
According ta bis attorney he was mentally disturbed, unarmed and half naked 
(dressed only in swimming shorts) when arrested for beating on cars. He was tasered 
multiple times and placed in a hogtie restraint. The autopsy report gave cause of death 
"positional asphyxia due to 'hogtying' and facedown (prone) restraint in an individual 
displaying 'excited delirium"'. In his report, the Medical Examiner noted the known 
danger of sudden respiratory arrest caused by this procedure, especially in the case of 
individuals involved in a violent struggle or strenuous exercise. However, he found 
''There is no evidence of illegal behaviour by police, as hogtying (hobbling) face 
down (prone) restraint is not prohibited by Florida's laws. The Medical Examiner 
concurs with the policy of the Pembroke Pines Police Departm.ent that hobble 
restraint ("hogtying") should not be used". At the time of writing, Amnesty 
International was seeking information on whether any disciplinary action was taken 
against the officers involved, after they were cleared of criminal wrongdoing. 

• Lawrence Davis, aged 27, died in Phoenix, Arizona, in August 2004. According to 
press reports, he was involved in a struggle with officers after he jumped onto a 
parked patrol car, yelling incoherently. He continued to struggle after being hit with 
taser darts, and police tasered him again in the leg after bringing him ta the ground. 
An officer then used a "chokehold" on him. He was pronounced dead in hospital 
about 45 minutes later. 

2.7. Taser and pregnancy 
One of the cases inc1uded in Amnesty International's review was the death of an unborn child 
in Decernber 2001 after the pregnant mother was struck by an M26 taser. Although the 
coroner failed to establish a link between the taser and the foetal demise, the rnother 
subsequently received substantial damages in an out-of-court settlement (see Cindy Grippi 
case under Lawsuits, 1.7. above). Two medical experts consulted by the woman's lawyer 
reportedly found a likely causal connection between the foetal death and the electro-shock. 

Taser International warns that police use of tas ers . is "not advisable" in the case of 
pregnant wornen because of the risk of the woman falling. Otherwise, the company maintains 
that the electrical output from tasers is not harmful to a foetus. However, Amnesty 
International is concerned by the absence of thorough, independent research into the medical 
effects of using low-amperage, high voltage taser shocks on pregnant women. One past study 
has suggested an association between between electrical injury from a (low powered) taser 
and miscarriage after reviewing a case report and the literature on electrical injuries during 
pregnancy. 150The case concerned a woman 12 weeks pregnant who was shot with a taser 
after she refused to submit to a strip search in a Florida jail; she began ta rniscarry 

150 Mehle L.E. "Electrical In jury from Tasering and Miscarriage" , Acta.Obstet Gynaecol Scand, 1992; 
71:118-23. 
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spontaneously seven days later. She was subsequently awarded $225,000 by a federaljury. 151 

A study of the safety of tasers and any associated medical risks should include further 
research into this topic. 

2.8. General concerns about health risks and tasers 
The manufacturers of electro-shock equipment claim their products are medicaily safe. It has 
been ernphasized that the electrical output/current of even the higher powered tas ers is far 
below the threshold for which cardiac ventricular fibrillation (severe disturbance of the heart 
rhythm during which the heart pumps little or no blood) could occur. A training manu al 
produced by Taser International states that "the Advanced Taser' slow electrical arnperage 
and short duration of pulsating CUITent, ensures a non-lethal charge". According to Steve 
Tuttle, director of government affairs for Taser International: "In 30 years, no death has ever 
been attributed directly to the Taser gun, typically it' s cocaine, pre-existing medical 
conditions and, in some cases, excited delirium".152 Company literature suggests that tas ers 
are safe even for people fitted with heart pacemakers. 

However, there remains a lack of rigorous, independent research into the medical and 
safetyeffects of stun weapons. While there is a limited amount of literature describing clinical 
experience of earlier tasers, there has been no independent medicalliterature published to date 
on the effects of the more powerful Advanced Taser. The only medical studies prior to the 
marketing of the Advanced Taser were tests on animaIs commissioned by the company; none 
of these studies has been peer reviewed. 153 

The earlier published literature includes a review of 16 deaths occurring in Los 
Angeles between 1983 and 1987, ail involving people struck by the original low-powered 
tasers.154 In only one case did the authors frnd the taser may have contributed to the death of 
a man who already had a severely debilitated heart (in an other cases they found cause of 
death was clearly due ta other factors, mainly drug intoxication). The findings were 
challenged by forensic pathologist Dr Terrence B. Allen, who expressed concern that certain 
medical conditions, including drug use and heart disease, may increase the risk that the taser 
will be lethal and found it could have contributed ta nine of the deaths.155 

Medical experts have continued to question the safety of tasers, particularly on people 
with underlying heart problems or other conditions. A report in the international medical 

151 Orlando Sentine1 June 16, 1991 
152 The Olympian Il November 2002 
153 The US Department of Defense is reportedly conducting an ongoing study, based, in part, on 
materials by Taser International, including operational use, but the results have not yet been made 
public. 
154 (R. Kornblum, M.D., S. Reddy, M. D, "Effects of the Taser in Fatalities Involving Police 
Confrontation," 36 Journal of Forensic Sciences, 434-48, 1991). 
155 37 Journal of Forensic Sciences, 956-58,1992 
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journal the Lancet in September 2001, for example, reviewing the available medicalliterature, 
noted that tas ers were less likely than guns to cause in jury or death and that tests on pigs 
suggested that "cardiac myocardial ... stimulation is extremely unlikely in normal use of 
these devices". 156 However, the authors found that "Further research on what other cardiac 
effects tasers and related devices would have in people with pacemakers is needed".157 They 
concluded that: 

" ... apart from issues related to cardiac pacemakers mentioned ab ove, there are others 
that still need to be researched. Injury thresholds need to be studied, as do the effects 
of tas ers on the nerves. Methods of stratifying people at risk of respiratory or cardiac 
arrest should aIso be examined, as weIl as the degree of blood-gas correction needed 
to minimise this risk" 

The UK. Defence Scientific Advisory Council Subcommittee on the Medical 
Implications of Less Lethal Weapons (DOMILL) , reporting to the UK. Home Office in 
December 2002, aIso raised concern about the potential and unknown medical risks from 
tasers, although a decision was made in January 2003 to pilot the M26 in the UK. under 
limited circumstances (see below). This followed a two-year review of the operational and 
medical aspects of the various taser modeIs available. The DOMILL experts noted that: 

"The body of manufacturers' experlmental evidence from biological models of 
the ... effects of taser on excitable tissues is not substantial, particularly with regard to the 
M26; the peer-reviewed evidence is even more limited. ,,158 

While they found, on the available evidence, that the risk of death from primary 
injuries presented by the M26 taser was low, and very much lower than from conventional 
frrearms, DOMILL observed that: . 

"The confidence of the opinion of a very low risk from future use of the M26 is not as 
high as that for theJow-power device". This was due in part to the "dearth of information on 
the potentially adverse electrophysiological effects of the higher current flow in the body, 
particularly in subjects who have a predisposition to cardiac arrhytbmias arising from drug 
use, pre-existing heart disease or genetic factors".159 DOMILL aIso noted: 

''There is no experimental evidence that the aforementioned pro-arrhythmic factors 
increase the susceptibility of the heart to low or high power Tasers specifically, sufficient to 
cause an arrhythmic event. Nevertheless, there is sufficient indicationfrom the forensic data 
and the known electrophysiological characteristics of the heart (and the effects of drugs on 
this) to express a view that excited, intoxicated individuals or those with pre-existing heart 

156 R.M.Fish, L.A. Geddes,"Effects of stun guns and tasers", Lancet, September 2001, op cit. 
157 The early medicalliterature includes concem about the potential of tasers to disrupt the software or 
cable in pacemakers: Koscove ME. "The Taser Weapon: a new emergency medicine problem", Annals 
of Em.ergency Medicine, 1985; 14:1205-8. 
158 First DOMILL statement on the m.edical implications of the use of the M26 Advanced Taser, 
December 2002 
159 Ibid, paragraph A18 
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disease cauld be mare prane ta adverse effects from the M26 Taser, campared ta unimpaired 
individuals" (AI emphasis) (paragraph A28 of the DOMILL report). 

The DOMILL experts recornmended that further research should be undertaken into 
"cardiac hazards associated with use of the taser on individuals who could be considered to 
have a greater risk of adverse effects", including "possible hypersusceptibility to taser 
currents arising from drugs cornmonly used illegally in the UK, acidosis and pre-existing 
disease".l60 They conceded, however, that approval for piloting the M26 taser, under the strict 
terms of the operational guidance issued by the Association of Chief Police Office (ACPO), 
could be considered pending such further research. 

Five UK police forces subsequently introduced trials of the M26 taser under the 
ACPO guidelines: these allow tasers to be deployed only by trained officers in situations 
where use of a firearm has been authorized. In the UK most police officers do not carry, and 
are not trained to use, firearms. Firearms remain in the firearms box and are only issued to 
of fic ers when authorized for specifie circumstances. 161 In September 2004, the UK Home 
Secretary, David Blunkett, announced that, in light of the outcome of the trials, he would 
allow chief officers of police forces across England and Wales to deploy tasers "for use in the 
same strictly limited circumstances" as set out in the APCO guidelines.162 

The announcement followed an updated report by DOMILL, which considered data 
from the UK trials, as well as sorne further limited research into the effects of electrical pulses 
and of certain recreational drugs on the heart. While the report conc1uded, overall, that the 
risk of life-threatening or serious injuries from the M26 Taser was very low, it left unchanged 
the earlier caveat set out under paragraph A28 (cited above) that "excited, intoxicated 
individuals or those with pre-existing heart disease could be more prone to adverse effects 
from the M26 Taser". The report states: 

"DOMILL has reviewed the paragraph in its [rrst statement that discussed pro
arrhythmic factors (paragraph A28) and conc1udes that it does not require 
modification on the basis of the current work. The current work pro vides 
experimental evidence to support the original statement.,,163 

160 Ibid, paragraph A30 (b) 
161 The AepO guidelines state that "Authorized Firearms Officers (AFOs) ... are issued with firearms 
where the authorising officer has reason to suppose that they, in the course oftheir duty, may have to 
protect themselves or others from a person who is: in possession of a firearm or has immediate access 
to a firearm, or is otherwise so dangerous that t.'le officer' s use of a firearm may be necessary". 
(Operational Guidance on use of Taser, ACPO, 13 August 2004, p 3) 
162 During the year-long pilot study, tas ers were deployed by UK police in 60 incidents but fued on 
ouly 13 occasions, resulting in minimal injury. 
163 Second statement on the medical implications of the use afthe M26 Advanced Taser, DOMIU, July 
2004, page 3. This current work included research into the effect ofrecreational drugs on cardiac 
function. DOMILL reported that the "results from the study ... suggest that sorne frequently abused 
drugs have the potential to contribute to any cardiac-re1ated morbidity or mortality that may arise in the 
context of Taser use. Furthermore, it seems reasonable to assume that tbis conclusion could be 
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The ACPO operational guidance for taser use in the UK deals with these risk factors 
by limiting tasers only to authorized situations where trained officers might otherwise use a 
firearm, and by instructing officers to take them into account when determining the 
appropriate options. 164 The guidelines also recommend immediate referral to hospital of any 
tasered suspect who has been fitted with a pacemaker or cardiac device and state that "all 
arrested persons who have been subjected to dis charge of a taser must be examined by a 
Forensic Medical Examiner as soon as practicable".165 

A review of the medicaI literature commissioned by Taser International aIso raised a 
number of questions about safety issues and the Advanced Taser.166 The authors pointed to 
the Iack of clinical medicalliterature on recent models and absence of conclusive evidence on 
the effects of the electrical discharge from tasers on humans. They expressed the view that it 
will be 

"difficult to deterrnine absolute safety for any given quantity or nature of electrical 
energy delivered by these weapons. On one hand, direct dis charges into animal heart 
muscle did not cause ventricular fibrillation, but in earlier (disputed) work, short 
episodes of cardiac standstill were caused and doubts raised about the effectiveness of 
pacemakers under Taser stimulation". 

They also wrotethat: 

"elderly subjects and t.~ose \vith pre-existing heart disease are perhaps at an increased 
risk of cardiac complications and death following exposure to large quantities of 
electrical energy. Since the elderly and heart patients don't often require to be 
subdued or controlled with a high level of force, then this is unlikely to pose a 
cornmon problem" and that 

"There is not enough proof either way to determine the risk to those with implantable 
defibrillators or pacemakers". 

generalised to other emotional1y charged and possibly violent confrontations with law enforcement 
personne1." (ibid at page 3) 
164 The guidance states that "where it becomes apparent that the subject has an existing medical 
condition or is under the influence of drugs, assessment of these additional risk factors should be made 
on determining the appropriate option." 
165 The guidelines aIso state that "Close monitoring of a subject throughout the period following 
application of the taser is of utmoS! importance. If the person is detained in a ceU they should be subject 
to the same cell supervision provided for persans who have consumed alcohol or drugs. If there are any 
signs of adverse or unusual reactions then medical attention should be provided immediately and if 
necessary trus must be given precedence over con veying the subject to the police station". 
166 The review was conducted by Dr Anthony Bleetman (Consultant in Accident and Emergency 
Medicine, Birmingham Heartlands Hospital, UK and Honorary Senior Clinical Lecturer, Deptof 
Surgery, University of Birmingham, L'X) and Dr Richard Steyn (a Consultant in Thoracic Surgery, 
Birmingham Heartlands Hospital, Birmingham, UK). Their findings have been published as The 
Advanced Taser: a Medical Review, Bleetman and Steyn, April 27 2003 (available at the Taser 
International web-site). 
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Notwithstanding the potential medical risks described, the authors found that the taser 
had a "lower in jury potential for prisoners than current use of unarmed defensive tactics, 
baton strikes and deployment of police dogs" and that "stun devices are certainly less lethal 
than frrearrns and if they are to be deployed in similar circumstances and level of threat, then 
the outcome will almost certainly be safer". 

The authors aiso noted that at that time no deaths had been linked conc1usively to the 
taser, and that "All deaths have occurred wbilst in custody after Taser electrical delivery 
rather than during or immediately afterwards". However, as described above, Amnesty 
International believes the latter claim may not be the case in a number of more recently 
reported deaths. 

An article published in the Emergency Medical Journal (EMl) in 2004 on the 
implications for the Advanced Taser in British policing, authored independently by the above 
two experts, covered similar ground and stated that "Until clinical experience with this new 
device is published, it is only possible to draw general conclusions about the relative safety of 
the device" and that "It seerns that the device is essentially safe on healthy people".167 The 
authors suggested management of "tasered" patients in emergency departments, noting inter 
alia that "important points in the history will include known cardiac disease, including 
implanted pacemaker or defibrillator, pregnancy, drug or alcohol intoxication, bizarre 
behaviour at the time of arrest, other psycpia.tric disturbance, or coincidental medical 
probIems". On the risks of electrical in jury, the article noted "there is no evidence to date that 
tbis form of electrical delivery causes interference with cardiac or neurological function in the 
30,000 volunteers or in the reported operational uses". However, the authors refer to "only 
four reported deaths" in about 40,000 operational uses, in which "no direct association with 
Taser use was implicated". Amnesty International believes that the more than 70 deaths 
reported since those materials were reviewed, and factors arising from those cases, provides 
ground for urgent independent scrutiny, as does data on alleged unwarranted injuries, 
excessive force and ill-treatment. 

The studies cited above underscore Amnesty International's concern about the 
potential health hazards for serious unwarranted injuries and death that may ensue from 
widespread deployment of the M26 or X26 taser. While the EMJ review gives the opinion 
that tasers are essentially safe on healthy people, many tasered individuals are far from 
healthy. Operational surveys by law enforcement agencies in North America show that more 
than half the number of people confronted by the M26 Advanced Taser were impaired by 
alcohol, drugs or mental illness -- among the population identified by some medical experts as 
potentially at increased risk of adverse effects such as heart arrythmias and "acidosis". As 

167 A Bleetman, R Steyn, C Lee. "Introduction of the Taser into British policing. Implications for UK 
emergency departments: an overview of electronic weaponry", Emerg Med J. 2004; 21: 136-140 
(accepted for publication June 2003) 
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taser use proliferates, the potentially adverse effects on people with heart disease or other 
underlying conditions could become a significant concern.168 

It is important to note also that deaths have been linked with other high-voltage stun 
weapons in the USA. An autopsy found that a foster mother's use of a 70,000 volt stun gun on 
a malnourished seven-month old infant was a direct cause of his death, with the case report 
concluding that "stun guns are dangerous weapons".169 An autopsy in the case of a 54-year
old man killed during a botched robbery in August 2002 ascribed cause of death as 
"Electrocution due to a stun gun"; the autopsy found "Factors contributing to his death are 
Hypertensive Cardiovascular Disease, Coronary Atherosclerosis, and Cirrhosis of the 
Liver.,,170 

An Ultron Il stun gun, discharging 45,000 volts at 6 milliamps, was found to be a 
contributory factor in the death of Virginia prisoner Larry Frazier. Frazier, a diabetic, died in 
July 2000 after lapsing into a coma in the prison infumary while suffering from 
hypoglycaernic shock. Guards in the infumary applied the stun gun to him three times after he 
allegedly became "combative" during a medical exarnination. The autopsy report gave cause 
of death as "cardiac arrhythmia due to stress while being restrained following stunning with 
U1tron Il device". The coroner did not find the electro-shock from the Ultron 11 caused death 
directly through ventricular fibrillation, noting that "it was applied on the flank, where the 
output would not interfere with the heart's electrical activity" and that, according to witnesses, 
"the decedent continued to thrash about and shout for several minutes after the device was 
used". Instead, she concluded, 

"It seems most likely that severe physiologic stress, initiated by hypoglycaemia and 
exacerbated by decedent' s prolonged agitation with stunning, was sufficient to induce a 
lethal cardiac arrhythrnia", adding that "Individu aIs with coronary artery disease are at 
increased risk for such an event" (Frazier had severe atheroscelerosis).171 

168 Data from US Department of Heaith and Human Services, published in July 2004, showed that Il % 
of US adults aged 18 and over had ever been toid they had sorne form of heart disease and 13 million 
(6%) had been diagnosed with coronary heart disease. This figure does not include those with 
undiagnosed heart problems. 
169 Tumer MS, Jumbelic ML, Case Report: Stun Gun Injuries in the Abuse and Death of a Seven
Month-OId Infa.'lt, Journal of Forensic Sciences 2003,48: 180-2. 
17a Report of Coroner, Will Coumy, lllinois, in case of Jose Guadalupe Garcia. 
171 Report of Autopsy in case of Larry Frazier, Office of Chief Medical Examiner, Commonwealth of 
Virginia, July 2000. 
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3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Tasers are widely promoted by us police agencies as being a useful force tool, safer than 
many other weapons or techniques used to restrain dangerous, aggressive and focused 
individuals. In practice, however, they are commonly used to subdue individu aIs who do not 
pose a serious and immediate threat ta the lives or safety of others. In many reported instances 
police actions using tasers appear to have breached international standards on the use of force 
as well as the prohibition against torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment. 

Amnesty International considers that electro-shock weapons are inherently open to 
abuse as they can inflict severe pain at the push of a button without leaving substantial marks, 
and can further be used to inflict repeated shocks. While the capacity for abuse exists in 
whichever mode tasers are deployed, Amnesty International believes that tas ers in "touch" 
stun gun mode are particularly open to abuse, as they are designed for "pain compliance" and 
tend to be used against individuals who are already in custody or under police control, often 
with multiple shocks. 

_.<\...rnnesty International is further conce...-ned that, despite being widely deployed, there 
has been no rigorous, independent and impartial study into the use and effects of tasers. 
Medical opinion has continued to raise concern about potential health risks from tasers, 
particularly in the case of people suffering from heart disease, or under the influence of 
certain drugs. Amnesty International's concerns are heightened by a growing nurnber of 
deaths of individuals struck by police tasers. The organization believes that the taser cannot 
be ruled out as a possible contributory factor in sorne deaths. Concerns about the risks 
associated with tasers increase as they become more widely deployed. 

Many police agencies daim that tasers have the potential to save lives or avoid 
serious in jury in cases where police officers might otherwise resort to frrearms or other forms 
of deadly force. It is self-evident that tas ers are less-Iethal or injurious than frrearms. Amnesty 
acknowledges that there may be situations where tasers can effectively be used as "stand-off', 
defensive weapons as an alternative to firearms in order to save lives. This appears to be the 
aim of the limited introduction of tas ers to UK police who operate under strict rules. However, 
it appears that in practice tas ers are rarely used as an alternative to frrearms in the USA and 
most departments place them at a relatively low level on the "force scale". Amnesty 
International further notes that measures such as stricter controIs and training on the use of 
force and firearms are likely to be more effective overail in reducing unnecessary deaths or 
injuries. 

Based on these considerations, Amnesty International rnakes the fol1owing 
recommendations to federal, state and local authorities: 

1. Suspend ail transfers and use of tas ers and other electro-shock weapons 
pending a rigorous, independent and impartial inquiry into their use and 
effects. Such an inquiry should be carried out by acknowledged medical, 
scientific, legal and law enforcement experts who are independent of 
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commercial and political interests in promoting such equipment. They should 
rigorously assess their medical and other effects in terms of international 
human rights standards regulating the treatment of prisoners and use of force; 
the inquiry should inc1ude the systematic examination of ail known cases of 
deaths and in jury involving the use of such weapons and also consider the 
mental impact of being subjected to electro-shock. The study should 
recommend strict rules, safeguards and oversight procedures to prevent 
misuse of any types of electro-shock equipment that may be viewed as having 
a legitimate use in law enforcement. A report of the findings of such an 
inquiry should be made public promptly after completion of the study. 

2. International standards recognize that situations will arise in which police 
officers will have to use force. However, these standards, specifically the 
(UN) Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement OfficiaIs and the Basic 
Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement OfficiaIs, 
set specifie guidelines on when, how and the extent to which force can 
legitimately be used. AlI law enforcement agencies should ensure that 
officers are trained to use force strictly in accordance with these standards. 172 

3. Federal, state and local authorities should ensure that use of force trainL"'lg 
programs for law enforcement officiaIs include international standards on 
human rights, particularly the prohibition against torture and cruel, inhuman 
or degrading treatment or punishment. 

4. AlI ailegations of human rights violations and other police rnisconduct should 
be fully and impartiaily investigated. AlI officers responsible for abuses 
should be adequately disciplined and, where appropriate, prosecuted. 

Where law enforcement agencies refuse to suspend their use of tasers, 
pending the outcome of the above-mentioned inquiry, Amnesty International 
recommends that: 

5. departments using tas ers should strictly lirnit their use to situations where the 
alternative would be use of deadly force. Examples would include: armed 
stand-offs, instances in which a police officer faces a life-threatening attack 
or injury, or threat of attack with a deadly weapon, or where the target 
presents an immediate threat of death or serious in jury to himlherself or 
others. In such circurnstances, tas ers should be used only where less extreme 
measures are ineffective or without a promise of achieving the intended result. 

172 These require inter alia that law enforcement officials shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent 
means before resorting to the use of force and firearms; exercise restraint in such use and act in 
proportion to the seriousness of the offence and t.'1e legitimate objective to be pursued; minirnize 
damage and injury, and respect and preserve human life. Law enforcement officials shall not use 
firearms except in self-defence or the defence of others against the imminent threat of death or serious 
injury; in anyevent, intentionallethal use offuearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable to 
protect life. (See appendix for extracts from the standards) 
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6. Unarmed suspects should not be shot with a taser for arguing or talking back, 
being discourteous, refusing to obey an order, resisting arrest or fleeing a 
nùnor crime scene, unless they pose an immediate threat of death or serious 
injury that cannot be controlled through less extreme measures. 

7. Operational mIes and use of force training should include a prohibition 
against using tas ers on the following groups, except as a last resort to avoid 
deadly force when no alternatives other than firearms are available: pregnant 
women; the elderly; children; emotionally disturbed persans or people who 
are mentally or physically disabled; people in vulnerable positions where 
there is a risk of serious secondary in jury (e.g. in dangerously elevated 
positions, or near flammable substances); people under the influence of drugs. 

8. Repeated shocks should be avoided unless absolutely necessary to avoid 
serious in jury or death. 

9. Departments should introduce guidelines which prohibit the application of 
prolonged shocks beyond the five-second dis charge cycle. 

10. Tasers should only he used in stun gun mode as a back-up to dart-firing tasers 
and only when no other options are available to an officer and there is an 
immediate threat of death or serious injury to the officer, the suspect or 
another person. The stun gun function should never be used to force a person 
to comply with an order given by an officer where there is no immediate 
threat to the life or safety of the officer or others. 

11. Whenever an individual has been shot with a taser, police of fic ers or custody 
staff should be required to call paramedics or other medical professionals to 
adnùnister treatment. It is advisable to take tasered subj ects to hospital to 
have the barbs removed and to monitor for other adverse effects. 

12. Federal, state and local agencies should ensure strict reporting by the 
departments concerned on an use or display of tas ers , with regular monitoring 
and data made public. In particular: 

• Departments should download data recorded by officers' tasers after 
every incident in which they are used. A summary of this data should 
be included in ail use of force reports. 

• Each display, "sparking" or shock acL.'ninistered by a taser should be 
reported in use of force reports, as well as whether the taser was used 
in dart-firing or stun gun mode and the reasons why a taser was used. 
The number of trigger-pulls and duration of the shock should be 
reported in each instance. The age, race and gender of each persan 
agairlst whom a taser is deployed shauld alsa be reported. 

• Prisons and other institutional facilities should install remote 
monitoring equipment ta record taser usage automaticaily as it occurs. 
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• Each department should provide a detailed break-down of its taser 
use in regular, public reports. 

Recommendations on private sale or use of tasers 

13. Tasers and electro-shock weapons should not be sold to members of the 
public whose use of the device cannot be monitored, constrained or 
accounted for. 

14. In jurisdictions where officiais refuse to ban their sale, ail tasers and electro
shock weapons sold to the public should be registered with local officiaIs. 

15. The same restrictions on firearms purchased by convicted felons or 
individuals convicted for domestic violence, should apply to electro-shock 
weapons sales. . 

16. The sale of tas ers should be regulated as frrearms, even though they use 
compressed gas rather than gunpowder. Federal, state and local officiaIs 
should set strict guidelines to curtail abuse of electro-shock weapons 
available to the public, with strict penalties imposed for unlawfu1 use of such 
weapons. 

Additional recommendations: 

17. Mentally i11 or disturbed individu aIs should receive appropriate treatment and 
alternatives to force in line with best practice. Where officers have reason to 
believe that a disturbed individual may be acting in a violent or threatening 
manner as a result of mental illness, efforts should be made to invoive mental 
health specialists in dealing with the disturbed person. Policing methods 
based on force should only be used as a last resort. 

18. Dangerous restraint holds such as hogtying and use of carotid neckholds or 
chokeholds should be banned. 

19. There should be strict limitations and guidelines on the circumstances in 
which pepper spray should be used, with clear monitoring procedures. 
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'oetal demise and baby delivered 
~y induction stillborn 3 days laler. 

'sorne 2 minutes" (went into 
ardiac acrest in ambulance) 

-l 

~
,prone (face- ~tiIl struggling after taser strike. 

own), fficer observed had stopped 
andcuffedlbe reathing 30 secs after restrained 
indback+ 

lankle cuffs 

IPepper spray ~conscious and talking on way to 
~efore tasered ospital" at ficst but died on way to 

ospital 
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!N'ame! 
~ource -
~ndicated 
'Cautopsy 
AUT) 

lHenry 
!william 
ranady 
~ge46 (B) 
AUT) 

lruchard 
!saralla 
IAge 36 
mSP) 
AUT) 

IEddie R 
~varado 
IAge 36 
mSP) 
AUT) 

/rason 
\Nichols 
IAge 21 (B) 
AUT) 

IName 
junknown 
KTaser Int 
!cNNList) 

lPolice 
jagency! 

~ause of ~eath 

!City! State 
lMontbIYea 

ofdeath 

\Nassau rocaine toxicity 

jeountyFL ~nd coronary 

lMarch2002 ~therosc1erosis 

lPueblo, ~udden cardiac 

!colorado larrest during 
!May 2002 iexcited delirium 

!necessitating 
'estraint 

",APD ~eath caused by 
LOS Angeles ~equelae of 

!cA Imethamphetami 
une 2002 !ne and cocaine 

juse, post 
estraint and 
aser use. 

Ioklahoma 
!city, OK 

1MB deterrnined 
lNichols had died 

une 2002 \of head trauma 
~uffered during . 
Wight with uncle 

~hoenix, 
AZ 
une 2002 

Contrib.factors/ INo. Taser activations; 

junderlying health possible Taser Jjnk in 

!condition p.utopsy report 

iHeartdisease 

!chronic thyroiditis, ~x 
Iobesity 
no physical signs of 
~phyxia, nor an 
~phyxial component 
~ccording to witnesses) 
~itnesses) 
INB coroner notes 
jhistory of drug abuse 
Ibut toxicology reports 
~how no alcohol or 
~rugs in system 

INo coronary problems, ~x 
~yoid bone and larynx ~utopsy report states: 

intact but severe 'The circumstances 
espiratory congestion 'ndicated a temporal 

elationship between 
. etraint, including taser 
japplication, and bis 
:ardioDulmonarv arrest" 

!Multiple contusions, lAt least 2x 
acerations and traser implantation sites at 

abrasions. 3 lacerations ight upper arm and left 
o back of head lupper abdomen 

INo evidence of natural 
~isease no drugs found 
'extremely unlikely that 

the taser events had a 
~irect effect or were 
esponsible for death 
ace autopsy) 

Police found man !confIicting reports. 
~loodied in driveway 

jother Restraint 

Pepper spray 
Ihandcuffslhobble 
(hogtied) 

lHandcuffed 
~emnd back when 
~truck with taser 
henhobble 

(hogtied) 

Ipepper 
~praylhandcuffs. 
!èonstantly 
~truggled against 
estraints ie in 
estraints 

trime between taser use and 
~eath or cardiac arrestlloss of 
!consciousness. 

Iw ent into arrest at scene, efforts at 
esuscitation at scene and at 

Ihospital were unstlccessful and he 
was pronounced dead a short time 
ater 

'Temporal re1ationsmp" between 
estraint, inc. laser and pulmonary 

larrest, (became prone after 51h 

/application. Then hobble 
estrained. Subsequently found in 

Jpulmonary arrest and dead on 
arrivai at hospital.) 

Iofficer rather than EMSA drove 
Ihim to hospitaI. Went into cardiac 
/acrest 5 mins after arriving at 
Ihospital. 

Iwhen paramedics arrived he went 
. nto cardiac arrest i.e. at scene, and 
~ied in hospital 
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lName!sour 
e 

. ndicated if 
Ftutopsy 
AUT) 

r:lever 
haig 
iAge 46 
Taser Int, 

IPress) 

lFermin 
lruncon 
!Age 24 
(HISP) 
AUT) 

~ohnny 
fLozoya 

pordon 
lRandall 

ones, Age 
~7(W) 
AUT) 

lPolice agency! 
City! State 
lMonthN ear of 
~eath 

1M0bile, 
IAlabama 
~une 2002 

1F0ntanaCA 
~7th June 2002 

pardenaCA 
~nd July 2002 

prange County 
'L 

Uuly 2002 

Cause of death Contributory 
Iractors! 
iunderlying heaIth 

ondition 

"cardiac (history mental 

!dysthythmia jhealth problems) 
~~ring .. e)(cited IPre-existing heart 

!delirium and IProblem 
following electrica INo trace of 
~hock from Taser" ecreational drugs 

in system. 

IAcute cardiac 
~rhythmia, due to 
methamphetamine 
!abuse, years. 

[cardiopulmonary Heart ptoblems 
~rrest; cocaine hypoxic 
intoxication fmlephaliapathy) 

1P0sitional asphY)(Î, jRestraints/cocaine 
~econdary to . ntorication 
application of Iw as carrying half a 
estraints in setting [Pill of Maxidone-

pf acute cocaine addictive pain bIler 
intolCÏcation (first 
autopsy) 
9 Months Iater 
/Officials requested 
janother autopsy-Dr 
[cyril Wecht 
conclusion drawn J 
~ied primarily 
romcocaine 

overdose 

[Number of Taser Other Restraint 

activations; 
possible Taser 
Iink in autopsy 
report 

p)( 
COD indicates 
temporallink 
between cardiac 
arrest and shock. 

3)( Punched, put in 
hokehold or "lateral 

vascular neck 
estraint" 

IPress: subdued by 5 
police officers 

3x [chased by police. 
Beaten, choked . 

13)( lDied while strapped 
Anderson face-down to 
interviewed by stretcher, agitated 
!Arizona RepubIic during transport 
hinks that taser 

jpIayed role in the 
Icteath. 

[rime between taser use and 
death or cardiac arrest/loss of 
onsciousness. 

... 

Pied shortly after struggle with 
police. 
Autopsy notes arrhythmia occurred 
after electrical shock. 

,stunned with taser, punched and 
put in chokehold before collapsing. 

-_ .. _---
Died at Arrowhead Regional 
Medical Center. 

~.~------

lu/k - died on way to hospital 
r:onflicting reports-Dr Salvatore 
~i1vestre-overseer of paramedics-
~uestioned autopsy-said restraints 
allowed Jones mobility- 'during 
ransport Jones tried to bite, spit 
~md scream at the crew' stoppcd 
IJreathing was turned on back and 
esuscitated-remained on back and 
~ied in ER room. 
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NameJsour Police agencyl 

!ce Cityl State 
. ndicated if MonthIY ear of 

jautopsy \death 
AUT) 

~tephen L. Olympia PD, 
6dwards, ~A 
Age 59 lb November 

~002 

jName \Albuquerque, 
Ivnknown ~ 
IAge 31 lMarch 2003 
(Taser Int) 

trerrence Isurnaby 
iBrian 1M0unties, 
Hanna, age tvancouver Be 
1<;1 (A lIT) bIS! Am;1 'JM1 

1Toshua Alva Isan Diego CA 
iHollander lMay2003 
W) 

!Age 22 
AUT) 

Cause of death 

[Heart attack 

\Acute cocaine 
. ntoxication 
nquest pending 

Anoxic/ischemic 
~ncephalopathy 

loue to cardiac 
arrest, due to 
. ucised wounds of 
Iwrists and right 
~and 
manner of death: 
uicide) 

Contributory Number of Taser 

actorsl lactivations; 
Ivnderlying heaIth possible Taser 

ondition ink in autopsy 
report 

piabetes and lx ? 
pbesity 

troxicology screen 
positive for 
amphetarnines, 
ocaine, canniboids 

and alcohoL 

Icardiac 
Ihypertrophy, 
!coronary artery 
~l;opoop uo' c~l 

!onder influence of DI( 
jmethamphetamine 
!Autopsy found he 
~uffered hypoxic 
[brain damage but 
[because of time 
apse tJUs did not 

!cause death 

Other Restraint 

Handcuffed 

lPepper SpraylBaton then 
aser. Broke wires of 
aser; subdued by multiple 

pfficers. 

!Autopsy states: " ... of 
~ignificance is that patient 
Iwas placed face down, 

. rc. 1 hP.hintl h;r 

rhokehold-carotid 
estraint- twice tasered 

lafter each 

rrime between taser use and 
~eath or cardiac arresUioss of 

onsciousness. 

lAce to police not immediate, only 
lafter handcuffed they noticed he 
Iwasn't breatJUng 
pied in hospital 

lLost consciousness and died in 
ambulance. 

Reportedly tasered when officers 
ried to get him out of a police car 
and went iuto cardiac arrest at the 
'rpnp 

Ioied in hospital-further 
investigations revealed 30 mins 
after chokehold and taser use he 
Iwent into cardiac arrest. 
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!N'ame! 
~ource 

ndicated if 
autopsy 
AUT) 

[Timothy 
~leet (B), 
age 44 
AUT) 

~Iayton 
~vin 
!willey, 
INDIG) 

iAge 33 
~anada 

Gordon 
lRauch 
jAge 38 
(.""rr~· 

~ohn 
Thompson, 
45 
source: 

traser Int 
ist oniy) 

Police agencyl 
k;ityl State 

!cause of death 

~onth/Y ear of 
death 

~pringfield, AsphyxiaI death 
~ssouri econdary to prone 

estraint syndrome 
and phencyclidine 

IPrince George, Possible cocaine 

Isc overdose 
~ritish nquest pending 
!columbia 
IRCMP 
t2l July 2003 

~acramento, CA u/k 

Izilwaukee, Reportedly no 
!Michigan significant injuries 

t preliminary 
nquest 

rontributory jNumber of Taser pther Restraint 

actorsl [activations; 
[onderlying lossible Taser 
health condition ink in autopsy 

!report 

prug induced ~everaI x Pepper spray, baton, 

~gitation. ~eanbag 

Combative, face- lHandcuffed behind back 

down pressure to Iwith pressure to chest 

jchest officer' s foot on neck) 

Pre-existing hear T asered after 

ondition handcuffedlhogtied 

2x 

At Ieast 2x 

[rime between taser use and 
~eath or cardiac arrest/loss of 
onsciousness. 

[Police called to scene where Sleet 
hadjust fatally stabbed a woman 
his partner) during fight, in front 

of child. Police used multiple force 
Ioptions before bringing him under 
!control. 
~oon after subdued, officers noted 
be was not responding. Pronounced 
dead at scene after unsuccessful 
attempts at resusciatation . 

trasered when police tried to get 
him out of police car, collapsed (at 
scene?), died in hospitaI16 hours 
ater 

Reported to have gone limp after 
officers handcuffed hiro, taken to 
lhospitaI where died 

!Reportedly tasered in his 
apartment, then fought with guards 
·n intake section of jaiI, put in 
solation ceU where found dead 
ater the sarne nighl 
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~
ame! 

ource -
'ndicated if 
utopsy 

i(AUT) 

IroUce agency/ICause of death 
City/ State 
jMonth/Y ear 
~fdeath 

IContributory ~umber of Taser IOther Restraint 
'adors/ ctivationsj 

iunderlying ossible Taser 
~ealth condition ink in autopsy 

rrime between taser use and death or 
~ardiac arrest/loss of consciolJsness. 

eport 

~
rOYDale 
oweIl 
ge 51 

(press) 

~marillo PD ~ardio-PUlmOnary ~teroPsclerPtoc ~everal x 
marillo, rrest during ypertensive 
exas iolent struggle isease 
August 2003 

~alterc. 
urks 
ge 36 (B) 

~
inneapolis IExcited delirium 

PD Iwith cocaine use. 
innesota 

~J!monary heartl2x 
isease/ 
mphysema 

August 2003 

~Chard llendale PD 
lenn Leyba, lendale, 
ge 37 0'VJ olorado 

AIn') 19 September 
Paramedic 003 
eport) 

~ark Edward~CMP 
hitehouse, hitehorse, 
ge 34 ukon 
anada erritories 

eptember 
003 

lardiac arrest 
uring cocaine 

, nduced agitated 
elirum 
ecessitating 
estraint 

[Reportedly died of 
ocaine overdose 
nquest pending 

!Pulmonary 
dema, mild 

atheroscelerosis 

lAt least 5x 

\Ray Austin, 
\Age 25 

Press) 

winnet 
ounty Jail 
winnet 
ounty, 
eorgia 

~eart attack, cause lHistory of mental~x 
ot clearly kUness 
eterrnined by 

,autopsy 

~
oman 
allius 
ierson 
ge 40 

4 September 
003 

~a Brea PD Ëardiac arrest due ~istOry of ~x 
Yorba Linda, a acute oronary artery 

alifornia ethamphetamine isease 
October 2003 'ntoxication 

~k 
truck on legs with 
etal baton 

~topped breathlng at scene 

iepper spr~y - pead on arrivai in hospital. 

rone posItiOn, 
ands cuffed behind 
ack, knees bent. 

. ~Uffed with both ~ecame limp after 3,d taser. 
rists behind back Paramedics noticed he had st.opped 

fter tasered several reathing and was pulseless whlle 
. eing wheeled to ambulance. Attempts 

t resuscitation were unsuccessful and 
was pronounced dead on arrivai at 
Ihospital 

IRestraint chair, 
jpsychotropic drugs 

IHandcuffed, 
jpossibly prone 

~tarted foaming al month shortly after 
asered, paramedics at scene unable to 
escuscitate hlm; pronounced dead on 

!arrival at hospital. 

lAtter being tasered, was strapped in 
hair and injected with Haldol 

whereuponlost consciousness. 
iPronounced dead in hospital half an hr 
after tasered. 

IAccording ta press reports, after 2nd 

aser he was handcuffed and "after 
about a minute" police noticed he was 
Inot breathlng, 
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lName/ ~Olice l:Cause of death 
ource - gellcy! City! 

lndicated tate 
l'f autopsy onthIYear 
AUT) fdeath 

:Colltributory factors! 
!vnderlying health 

ondition 
[

umber 01 IÜther Restraint 
aser 
ctivations; 
ossible Taser 

ink in autopsy 
:report 

~Ui~ ~range Icoe~ne exeited 
oms, ounty ~elmum 
ge 50 (B) heriffs Dept 

AUT) lorida 
10etober 
~003 

!Atherosclerotic eoronary 
~rtery disease 

lAutopsy notes !eeording 10 press article died 'Just 
!"sudden arresl after minutes after Orange County sheriffs teing restrained eputies used a Taser stun gun on him" 

ith handeuffs and Autopsy noted police reports that he 
ankle restraints was still agitated and talking after 
hobbled)" shoeked with taser) 

lx 

Dennis ~klahoma 
;Hammond ity 
!Age 31 klahoma 

W) (AUT) October 2003 

~ichael ~klahoma 
harp ity 
ohnson Oklahoma 
ge 32 (B) ovember 

AUT) 003 

\Aeute [Iunt force head injury; 
Imetharnphetarnine ultiple injuries to 
ntoxication abdomen, thighs and back; 

ultiple abrasions and 
uperficial cuts. 

~x 

IAcute cOngestive~rugS abuse, agitated ~x 
~eart failure due t elirium, physical exertion 

ocaine induced nd restraint. 
ardiac arres!, 

~iUg abuse, 
agitated delirium, 

hysical exertion. 

j3 beanbag 
'ounds/handeuffs 

IEMSA bandaging his incised wounds 
o both ealves and soles offeet when 

~
e "turned blue and stopped 
reathing". Reported to have been 
everal ITÙnutes after he was restrained. 
ied at hospitaJ. 

1 L . -------
lHandcuffs and leg ~unng bnet struggle ne was llisen::u 
estraints-atter multiple times before police were able 
eing tasered took 3 0 handcuff him. Approx 2 ITÙns later 

~fficers to help gain e stopped breathing at scene, placed 
~ontrol n a ventilator admitted to intensitve 

are wilh multi-system failure. Died 
lapprox 22 hrs later. 

IKerry 
IKevin 
,o'Brien, 

~31 

lPembroke ositionai 'xcited delirium a factor. x ogtied, face-down [tOPped breathing and no pulse at 
!Pines asphyxia due to no alcohoI, nareotics or (prone), head scene after restraint. 
IFi0rida ogtying and ther recreational drugs ressed down, (autopsy notes he eontinued to struggle 
IOth rone restraint. found in system. fficers' weight on after being tasered) 

History of asthma, houlders, legs, 
epression). uttocks. 

~ ____ ~ ____ ~ ________ ~~ ________ . __ +-______ +-________ 4-__________________ _ AlITl 

~
e_existing heart ~t least 6x ~

ost consciousness after last electro 
hock in jai! booking area. Pronounced 
ead in hospitaL ~arnes L. ~onroe 

orden, Indiana 
ge 47 (B) ovember 

AUT) 003 

~
ardiae 
ysthythmia 
econdary to 
ypertropic 
ardiomyopathy 

~
heart attack), 
rug intoxication 

and electricaI 
shock 

ondition aser round to 
as confused and weak on ave played 
rest; may not have taken role in death 

is diabetes medication. 

fficer charged lInd awaiting trial. 
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lName/ 
~ource -
'ndicatcd if 
lautopsy 
AUT) 

JLewis Shanks 
!King, 
\Age 39 (B) 
(AUT) 

k:urtis 
JLawson 
~ge40 

lDavid 
plowzcenski 

\Aged 35 

RayrnondL. 
jSiegIer, 
\Age 40 

William 
JLomax, 
~ge 26 
(transcript of 
oroner's 

inquest) 

iPolice Cause of death 
agency! City! 

~tate 
Itvtonth/Y ear 
/Of death 

~t Johns k:ardiac arrest during 

tFlorida prone restraint due to 

9 December ~ypertrophic and 

2003 schemic 
ardiomyopathy 

Unadilla !cocaine overdose 

peorgia 
10 December 
2003 

~outhampton \Autopsy resuIts 
Ivillage Police lPending 
lNy 
~ February 
2004 

\Minneapolis 
IPD 
iMinneapolis 
12 February 
2004 

Las Vegas ItvtE found COD 
Nevada ardiac arrest during 
21 February estraining procedures 

~004 (including taser, 
~xertion from drugs 
and physical struggle, 
~nd fact he was on 
tomach, further 
estricting breathing). 

k:oroner' s inquest 
eturned verdict of 

!cOD to be 
'combination of 
~rugs, restraining 
force and use of 
aser' , 

Contributory lNumber of Tase rOther Restraint trime between taser use and 

Iractors! ~ctivations; 
~eath or cardiac arrest/loss 

Undcrlying health . possible Taser ~f consciousness . 

ondition Iink in autopsy 
report 

Heart disease, stress lAt least 2x Handcuffs and an.k:le traser applied before put in 

and physical estraints prone estraints, still struggling after 

lexertion during position estrained, died on way to 

arrest ~ospital 

2x Pepper spray (other !Police say continued to fight 

lunknown) after being shocked; after 
about 15 minutes while 
Iwaiting for transportation 
~uddenly ceased breathing at 
~cene . __ .. -

History of mental ~x lBeaten and bit with 

illness pepper spray 

Press reports say lu/k lu/k, suffered cardiac arrest 

IPre-existing medical shortly after shocked. Died 6 

iConditions ~ays Iater. 

-.~~ 

Barly stages of Ux in .the course Handcuffed and placed 1N0ticed to have stopped 

IPneumonia along of nine minutes, face down on a breathing at scene, after 

with PCP (though including at least ~tretcher iPlaced on stretcher. Died a 

IPcP not an an 3x on neck (sorne ~nquest jury ruled ~ay later in hospital. 

lextremely toxic . olts lasting 8 and thatjolts from Taser 

level). Overweight. ~ seconds) jpIayed a role in 
Ideath. ME testified 
that bis COD findings 
~n restraint included 
taser as a factor, 
though could not be 
~ure death would not 
jhave occurred 
without taser. 
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!N'arne! lPolice 
~ource - ~gency/ 

'ndicated if City/ State 
autopsy MonthIYear 
(AUT) of death 

Çurtis Silverdale 
Rosentangle !washlngton 
Age 44 ~l Febroary 

~004 

Perry Edmonton, 
Ronald Alberta 
I\ge 28 !canada 
Taser Int) iMarch 2004 

Terry L. Madison 
Williams llinois 
Age 45 30 March 

?004 

Melvin Houston' 
Samuel County Jail 
Age 38 3eorgia 

16 April 
~004 

Alfredo prange 
~iaz !county, 
iAge 29 Florida 
Latino) 18 th April 

2004 

Cause of death Contributory 
It'actors/ 
Underlying 
~ealth 

ondition 

Signs of 
"substance 
induced 
psychosis" 

umpedfrom 
hird floor and 

shattered ankle 

Coroner' s jury Blood a!cohol 
~eterrnined COD !evel three 
was an accident imes the legal 
caused by "sudden driving limit. 
death associated by 
marked agitation 
and physical 
estraint" 

GBI ME found no 
obvious cause of 
death. 

Autopsy pending Possible drog 
ingestion. 

lNurnber of Taser Iother Restraint 

~ctivations; 
possible Taser 
ink in autopsy 
report 

Hit several limes Hobble restraint 
'n drive stun mode 

Police will be Was found asleep. 
ooking at how !was handcuffed on 
~any times taser pne arm and as he 
fired (has data ~woke he dropped 
pank) othe ground this 

~as when he was 
asered. 

3x Irwo belly 
hains/set of leg 

. rons when placed 
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Canada 

Excessive and lethal force? 
Amnesty International's concerns about deaths 
and ill-treatment involving police use of tasers 

Introduction and summary 

Within the last few years, at least nine people in Canada - and over 60 in the US - bave died 
after being shocked with a taser: a hand-held stun gun which fires two barbed darts at a 
distance, causing instant incapacitation to the target by delivering a 50,000 volt electro-shock. 
The weapons can aIso be applied close-up as stun guns. AIl but two of the nine who died were 
unarmed. 

As the taser bas become a more widespread and established weapon in law 
enforcement officers' non-Iethal arsenal!, Amnesty International has received numerous 
reports that the taser is being used not only in situations which do not warrant such an 
extreme level of force but as a routine force option to subdue non-compliant or disturbed 
individuals who do not present a danger to themselves or others. In some of the cases reported, 
Canadian police subjected individuaIs to multiple force options, deploying the taser in 
combination with pepper spray and/or dangerous restraint holds. 

Agencies deploying tas ers claim they reduce injuries and save lives by providing 
officers with an alternative to using their firearms or batons. However, Amnesty 
International's research shows that, in both the USA and Canada, tasers .are being usedin 
situations where police use of letbal force - or even batons - would never be justified. 

Amnesty International considers that electro-shock weapons are inherently open to 
abuse by unscrupulous law enforcement officiais as they are portable and easy to deploy; can 
deliver multiple shocks at the push of a button and inflict severe pain without leaving 
significant marks on the skin. 

The organization believes that the level of police force in the reported incidents 
contravenes international standards prohibiting torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment as well as standards set out under the United Nations (UN) Code of Conduct for 
Law Enforcement Officiais and the Basic Princip les on the Use of Force and Firearms by law 
Enforcement Officials. These require that force should be used as a last resort and that 
officers must apply only the minimum amount of force necessary to obtain a lawful objective. . 

1 According to Taser International, the RCMP has approximately 1700 Taser M26 models in active 
service (Taser International, www.laser.com). Media reports indicate that more than 601aw 
enforcement agencies in Canada have been issued with tasers. 
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They also provide that aU use of force must be proportionate to the tbreat posed as weil as 
designed to avoid unwarranted pain or in jury. 

International standards encourage the development of non-lethal incapacitating 
weapons for law enforcement "for use in appropriate situations, witb a view to increasingly 
restraining the application of means capable of causing deatb or injury to persons", but state 
that such weapons must be "carefully evaluated" and their use "carefully controlled". 
Amnesty International does not believe such safeguards have been met in regard to taser use, 
despite tbeir growing deployment by forces across Canada and the USA. 

Amnesty International reiterates its call on law enforcement agencies to suspend an 
use of electro-shock weapons, pending an urgent rigorous independent and impartial inquiry 
into their use and effects. Other recommendations given at the end of this report include 
recommendations for the immediate control and limitation on the use of the taser by forces 
who continue to deploy such weapons. 

This report is being published in conjunction with another on the USA which sets out 
in greater detail Amnesty International' s concerns regarding police use of the taser, and 
includes details of taser-related deaths and the misuse of tas ers by law enforcement officers in 
the USA, as weIl as a review of safety concerns relating ta electro-shock weapons. 

Recent Developments 
As a result of recent taser-related deaths in Canada, the Canadian Association of Police Chiefs 
has launched a review into police use of the taser. On 10 August, the association announced 
that they had commissioned "a unique and comprehensive review of scientific research, field 
reports, and data on the use of Tasers in police work in Canada and around the world". The 
review will be conducted by the Canadian Police Research Centre, a partnership of the Chiefs 
Association, the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and the National Research Council. 

On 5 August 2004, British Columbia's (BC) Police Complaints Commissioner, Dirk 
Ryneveld, called for an inquiry to investigate emerging concerns regarding the possible 
lethality of tas ers when used by the police. In narning Chief Constable Paul Battershill of 
Victoria Police as Chief External Investigator, he ordered a review of the use of the taser by 
BC police departments and specifically its use in connection with the in-custody death of 
Robert Bagnall.2 The commissioner highlighted in particular the growing concern over recent 
deaths involving individuals frequently in situations where the subject was suspected to be 
under the influence of drugs. 

The Commissioner asked Battershill to review BC's present use of force policies and 
to provide interim recommendations as he deemed appropriate for the use of the Taser by 
police officers in the province. Although the Commissioner believes "the use of the Taser 
rnay have saved lives ... there may aiso be a category of individuals, those on drugs, whose 
adrenaline is akeady pumping, that just can't take 50,000 volts of electricity". 

2 See page 8 
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The interim report, published in September, does not cover the investigation into 
Robert BagnaU's death - which is still ongoing - but relates to police use of the taser in BC, 
including interim recommendations relating to police Taser training, reporting and 
terrninology. 

The conclusions and recommendations of the report are based on data collected by 
three sources: the Victoria police between 1999 and July 2004, the Edmonton Police Service 
between 2001 and July 2004, and Taser International. Based on an analysis of this data, and a 
review of published medicai studies - a number of which were sponsored by Taser 
International -the report conclu des that "appropriate use of the Taser presents an acceptable 
levei of risk to subjects being controlled" and should as such be retained as an intermediate 
weapon for use by police within British Columbia. The report highlights a need for greater 
levels of accountability and a more uniform province-wide training program in the safe use of 
the weapon. It also caUs for better training on the use of restraints - whether or not an 
individual has been tasered - in order to decrease therisk to certain groups who are most in 
danger from sudden and unexpected death associated to restraint. 

The specifie interim recommendations include: a standardized training course on the 
safe use of the taser provided to all officers using the weapon; a mandatory reporting policy 
for ail taser deployments allowing for province-wide analysis of taser use; for new 
acquisitions of the weapon, the report recommends the X26 Taser due to its data collection 
capabilities and lower electricaI output; the provision of a standardized 'Excited Delirium,] 
training course to ail officers in the province; and finaily, the suspension of the use of the 
'hogtie,4 restraint hold by ail officers in the province, and in its place, the use of a 'Hobble' or 
a 'Wrap' restraint or other sirnilar devices. Amnesty International has expressed concern that 
the 'Hobble' restraint Ca modified form of hogtie) is itself a potentially dangerous form of 
restraint which has been associated with deaths in custody in the USA and has therefore 
called for a ban on this procedure as weIl. 

The British Columbia's Coroner's Service will be reviewing the deaths of the four 
individuals who died in the province after police deployed a taser against them. These reviews 
will be carried out in separate Coroner's inquests and will involve in-depth consideration of 
the evidence and circurnstance of each case. This is a standard procedure for an in-custody 

3 A condition known as "excited delirium", sometimes also referred to as "in -custody death syndrome", 
has been attributed by sorne US and Canadian coroners to a number of deaths in custody, especially in 
the case of persons on dmgs or suffering from psychosis. It is a combination of signs and symptoms, 
including dangerously elevated body temperature levels, leading to sudden death. The theory relating to 
such a syndrome is controversial and disputed by sorne medical experts. 

4 Traditional "hogtying" involves the individual's wrists and ankles being bound together, so that the 
shoulders and ankles are raised, placing pressure on the abdomen, a particularly dangerous procedure. 
The hobble restraint may have a longer cord between the wrist and ankles, allowing somewhat more 
movement, mainly to allow the individual to be transported in an upright position; while this is less 
dangerous, deaths have been reported from the hobble restraint, even where someone is placed on their 
side or upright. 
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deaths in Be. The Coroner' s service is also conducting a wider investigation into deaths in the 
province involving police restraint sinee 1994, which will include these four cases. 

The Canada Safety Council (CAC) while maintaining that tasers are "the best 
alternative ta frrearms" has called for a comprehensive review on when Taser guns should be 
used. According ta CAC president, Emile Therien, guidelines for the use of tas ers "must 
balance medical concerns with personal safety of police officers, suspects and bystanders." In 
quoting a 1989 study which disclosed a connection between the use of stun weapons and the 
occurrence ofheart attacks in pigs with pacemakers, Therien added, "Tasers used in some less 
tIrreatening situations su ch as crowd control rais es concerns. Even a relatively srnall shock 
can cause cardiac arrest in someone with a weak heart." 5 

Deaths in custody 
Within the last flfteen months, nine people have died after being shocked with a taser by law 
enforcement officiais in Canada. More than 60 people have died in the USA after being hit 
with police tasers in the past three years. While coroners have usually attributed the deaths to 
other factors, such as drug intoxication, sorne medical professionals believe taser shocks may 
exacerbate a risk of heart failure in cases where people are agitated or under the influence of 
drugs, or have underlying healt..1. problems. Furthermore, in at least five recent US cases, 
coroners have found the taser directly contributed to the deaths, along with other factors such 
as drug intoxication and heart disease. 

The rising death to11 heightens Amnesty International' s concerns about the potential 
health risks involved in taser use. Whi1e the manufacturers daim the electrical output of tas ers 
is far below the threshold that would trigger cardiac ventricular fibrillation (severe 
disturbance of the heart rhythm), there remains a lack of rigorous, independent research into 
the medical effects of such weapons. 

While there is a lirnited amount of literature describing the clinical experience of 
earlier tasers, there has been virtually no independent, medicalliterature published ta date on 
the effects of the more powerful M26 or X26 tas ers currently deployed in the USA and 
Canada. The only medical studies prior to the marketing of these new generation taser models 
were tests on animaIs cornrnissioned by the company; none of these studies has been peer 
reviewed by independent medical experts. Meanwhile, a number of medical experts have 
continued to raise concern that tasers may have adverse effects on certain vulnerable groups, 
including those under the influence of certain recreational drugs - often the very people who 
have come into contact with police tasers. Further information on health concerns relating ta 
tasers, and studies or reports conducted to date, is contained in Amnesty International' s report 
on police taser use in the USA, published in conjunction with this report. 6 

Amnesty International is further concerned that many of the nine men who died in 
Canada were subjected ta high levels of force, including other restraint procedures in addition 

5 Scott Stephenson, City police still using Taser, The Observer, ",ww.theobserver.ca, 7 August 2004. 
6 USA: Excessive and lethal force? Amnesty International's concerns about deaths and ill-treatrnent 
involving police use oftasers (AMR 51/139/2004). 
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to the electro-shocks. These procedures include h0gtying, chest compressions and pepper 
spray, ail of which can dangerously restrict breathing especially when combined with other 
force. While autopsies are still pending in sorne cases, Amnesty International is concemed 
that these restraints may aiso have been a contributory factor in sorne deaths. 

In six of the nine cases reviewed, the deceased appear to have been coerced into restraint 
positions which have been associated with deaths in custody from "positional asphyxia". Such 
positions inc1ude being held face-down on the ground with weight or pressure applied to the 
chest. Individuals who are obese, have underlying heart disease and/or who are severely 
agitated or intoxicated from drugs or alcohol are believed to be at increased risk from such 
procedures. 

In at least five cases, the deceased were placed in a "hogtie" or "hobble restraint", with 
their wrists or elbows bound behind them to their shackled ankles. This form of restraint is 
believed to be a particularly dangerous and potentially life threatening procedure, especially if 
the subject is in a prone position. 7 Standard-setting bodies discourage the use of hogtying and 
urge that law enforcement officers avoid holding anyone in restraints, even handcuffs, in a 
face-down position. 8 While sorne US departrnents have banned hogtying Amnesty 
International1s disturbed that police departments in Canada still auth.orize such procedur~s. 

Several of the deceased were pepper sprayed before being tasered. Pepper spray, wmch 
acts on the mucus membranes and respiratory system, can further restrict breathing and has 
been associated with in-custody deaths in the USA and Canada. Amnesty International is 
concerned that use of multiple restraint techniques, including pepper spray, rnight increase the 
risk of respiratory faiIure. 9 In two cases (see below), an unarmed suspect died after being 
pepper-sprayed, electro-shocked and restrained. 

Positional asphyxia was listed as a direct cause of death in one of the cases examined, and 
use of restraints was noted as a contributory factor in another. In other cases, however, 
restraint was not listed as a causal or contributory factor even though death or loss of 
consciousness appears to have occurred very shortly after the use of restraints. 

Experts have noted that multiple factors may play a role in deaths where restraints have 
been applied, particularly if other risk factors are involved. Amnesty International believes 
that aIl the cases require further evaluation. They also underscore the need for clear protocoIs 

7 See footnote 3. 
8 These include U.S. Department of Justice National Institute of Justice (NIJ) Advisory Guidelines for 
the Care of Subdued Subjects (June 1995); NU Bulletin on Positional Restraint, Gctober 1995; 
Metropolitan Police Complaints Authority (tJK), bulletin Tuly 200l. 
9 Sin ce the early 1990s more than 100 people in the USA are reported to have died after being 
subjected to pepper spray. While most deaths have been attributed by coroners to other causes, such as 
drug intoxication or positional asphyxia, there is concem that pepper spray could be a contributory 
factor in some cases. Pepper spray has been found ta be a factor in several recent in-custody deaths. 
Studies discounting a link between physical restraint and pepper spray have generally been conducted 
on healthy subjects and do not replicate what happens in the field. Further research is needed. 
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and training for law enforcement officers on use of restraints and how to avoid excessive or 
dangerous force when dealing with people with mental health problerns andlor acute 
behavioural disturbance. 

>- British Columbia: On 19 April 2003, Terry Hanna, aged 51, died shortly after he was 
shot with a Taser by Burnaby RCMP officers. 

According to reports, Terry Hanna was seen carrying a hanuner and knife as he entered the 
rear of the North Burnaby Inn. Officers are reported to have shocked Hanna with the taser as 
he resisted arrest. According to the autopsy report Hanna was then placed face-down on the 
ground, handcuffed behlnd his back and hogtied. He is reported to have gone into cardiac 
arrest and died at the scene after paramedics failed to revive mm. 

Cause of death was attributed principally to acute cocaine intoxication, cardiac hypertrophy, 
coronary artery disease and physical restraint contributory factors. Significantly, the coroner 
noted that "the patient was placed face-down, handcuffed behind his back and "hogtied" 
during the restraint process"lO 

The RCMP Headquarters' serious crimes section is investigating the death. 

>- British Columbia: Clay ton Alvin Willey, 33, an indigenous man from Prince George 
died on 22 July 2003 after RCMP officers shot him with a taser. 

The incident is reported to have occurred aiter the officers responded to a call from residents 
that a man was acting irrationally an'd aggressively. It is reported that the taser was deployed 
twice against Willey who was handcuffed at the time. Officers are also reported to have hog
tied Willey. He died in hospital approximately 16 hours later, after, according to ms farnily, 
having suffered seven cardiac arrests. 

An internaI investigation by the RCMP c1eared the officers of any wrongdoing. In October 
2004, a coroner's inquest was held into the death; at the time of writing, the conclusion is still 
pending. 

>- Yukon Territories: In September 2003, Clark Whitehouse, aged 34, died after he was 
shocked with a taser by Whitehorse RCMP officers. 

Clark Whitehouse is alleged to have fled from officers after he was pulled over in his truck 
for a routine traffic stop. Officers are reported to have witnessed hirn ingesting a substance as 
he ran. Whitehouse was allegedly shocked with a taser by the officers as he became 
combative. According to the officers, Whitehouse began foaming at the mouth at the scene, 
paramedics were unable to resuscitate him and he was pronounced dead on arrivaI in hospitaL 

10 Autopsy report on Terry Hanna 
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Toxicology reports indicate that Whitehouse had very high levels of cocaine in his system. An 
inquest into the death has not yet been held. 

» Alberta: On March 23 2004, Perry Ronald died after being shot \Vith a taser by officers 
from Edmonton Police Department. An autopsy faüed to determine a cause of death. 

According to reports, Perry Ronald became involved in an altercation after being thrown out 
of a party. Two Edmonton police officers responded to the incident and in the course of the 
arrest stunned mm with the taser an undisc10sed a number of times. The officers also placed 
Ronald in a hobble restraint. He died in hospital after failing ta be revived following cardiac 
arrest. 

» British Columbia: On 1 May 2004, Vancouver police shot 25-year-old Roman 
Andreichikov with a Taser as he layon the floor in his apartment. 

According ta reports, Roman Andreichikov had taken drugs and was acting irrationally when 
bis friend who was concerned by ris erratic behaviour called for paramedic assistance. 
Although no crime was in progress, Vancouver police were the fust ta arrive at the scene. 
Andreichikov is alleged ta have complied with police orders to lie face-clown on t.t~e floor of 
bis flat. Officers are reported to have shot him in the Ieg with the taser as he rolled over from 
bis front onto hls back. An officer is then alleged ta have handcuffed Andreichikov's hands 
bebind his back before pusbing bis head down against the floor while two others bent bis legs 
at the knees using their body weight to drive his ankles into bis back. 

According to reports, Andreichikov died within minutes after informing officers that he 
couldn't breathe. 

An internaI investigation i8 being carried out into the incident which will be handed over to 
Crown Counsel for review. The final coroner's report, including toxicology reports is in 
preparation. According to the Coroner, Andreichikov died of cardiac arrest however, "what 
caused the cardiac arrest we don't yet know". 

» Ontario: May 13, 2004, Peter Lamonday, a 33-year-old landscape worker, died 
approximately twenty minutes after London Police Service (LPS) officers pepper-sprayed 
him, punched bim in the face, and then tasered him a number of times. 

Reports of the incident state that Lamonday had been acting strangely and was breaking doors 
and windows of businesses along Hamilton Rd., London. An altercation ensued when police 
confronted bim in a parking lot; officers are alleged to have pepper-sprayed him and then 
punched him in the face. In the course of attempting to handcuff Lamonday, an officer is 
alleged to have shocked him a number of times with a taser in stun gun mode. Seven officers 
are then reported to have used their combined body weight to pin Lamonday to the ground 
before handcuffing him and using a flexible restraint ta secure his feet together. He is 
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reported. to have been placed on a restraint stretcher and died minutes after he arrived at 
hospital. -' 

A post mortem examination concluded that Lamonday died from "cocaine-induced excited 
delirium". The incident was investigated by Ontario' s Special Investigation Unit (SIU), a 
civilian agency that probes all serious incidents of injury or death involving the police. The 
SIU concluded that there are "no grounds to believe that any LPS officers are criminally 
responsible in relation to the death of Peter Lamonday". 

~ British Columbia: 23 June 2004, Robert Bagnall, aged 54, died shortly after being. 
shocked with a taser by Vancouver police officers. 

According to reports, police were called to a hotel where Robert Bagnall had locked himself 
in the bathroom and was allegedly destroying hotel property. In the course of the arrest, police 
are reported to have shocked Bagnall with the taser. He died at the scene despite paramedics' 
attempts ta revive him. 

According ta subsequent information provided by the police, the officers made the decision to 
use the Taser when the fire alarm in the building went off and the hotel began filling with 
smoke. 

Preliminary toxicology reports indicate that Bagnell had a bigh level of cocaine in bis blood. 
The case is under investigation by Major Crimes Unit and a full pathology report will be 
carried out. Vancouver police delayed disclosing that Bagnell had been shot with a taser for a 
month. According to the British Columbia' s Police Complaints Commissioner, Dirk Ryneveld, 
the Vancouver Police Department's (VPD) delays in disclosing information created "an 
adverse perception of the ability of the VPD to conduet an impartial investigation" and 
sparked the need for the incident ta be investigated by an external force. 

~ Ontario: 17 July 2004, Jerry Knight, a semi-professional, 29-year-old boxer, was 
pronouneed dead on arrivaI at hospital after being subdued with a taser by officers from 
Peel Region Police Department. 

Aceording ta reports, police were ealled ta a motel following reports that a guest had beeome 
violent and was throwing abjects around the reception. Police attempted ta subdue Knight, 
inclùding using pepper spray, before shooting him with a taser in stun drive mode. Police are 
then reported ta have hogtied Knight; securing bis handcuffed hands and ankles together. He 
is reported. ta have lost consciousness at the scene and died shortly thereafter in hospital. 

A post mortem examination established that KIP-ght died from "restraint asphyxia with 
cac aine related excited delirium". According ta James Cornish, Interim Director of the sm, 
"the actions of the police appear ta have played a role in Mr Knight's death, their actions in 
and of themselves cannat be said to be criminal, at least based on the available evidence." The 
taser has been ruIed out as a contributing cause of death. 
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An inquest into Knight's death, which will be looking at all forms of less-lethal force, 
inc1uding the taser, will be carried out now that the SIU investigation has been completed. 

)0> Ontario: 8 August 2004, Samuel Truscott, 43, died after he was pepper-sprayed and 
shocked with a taser by Kingston police officers. 

According ta reports, police were called ta Truscott's home where he had reportedly 
overdosed on drugs and had barricaded himself in a room. Armed with a baseball bat and 
knife, he was threatening to hurt hirnself. Officers are reported to have pepper-sprayed 
Truscott before deploying the taser against him. Truscott is reported to have walked unaided 
ta the patrol car but died approximately two hours later in hospital followin.g cardiac arrest. 

According to the preliminary autopsy, cause of death was attributed to drug overdose. 
Following the findings, which reportedly exonerated police involvement - and the role of the 
taser - in Truscott' s death, the provincial SIU closed its investigation into the incident. 

Taser incidents involving excessive use of force and iII
treatment 
Amnesty International has received disturbing reports of inappropriate and abusive use of 
tasers in Canada. Reports show that tas ers are commonly used to secure compliance in routine 
arrest and non-life threatening situations, including use against persons not actively resisting 
arrest, and against non-violent protesters. In sorne of the cases, the treatment by police 
officers is in clear violation of international standards prohibiting torture and cruel, inhuman 
and degrading treatment - including the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
which entered Ïnto force in Canada in 1976 and the Convention against Torture, ratified by 
Canada in 1987 - as weIl as international guidelines on police use of force. 

In a number of the casesexamined, officers used tasers in stun gun mode. Tasers in 
stun gun mode are particularly easy to use and abuse because there is no need ta load or 
reload a cartridge. As they are applied through touch stunning the subject's skin or c1othing, 
they tend ta be used against individu ais who are already in custody or under police control in 
sorne way. 

In more than half the cases, individu aIs were subjected ta multiple taser discharges. 
Amnesty International believes that questions remain about the harm caused by subjecting 
someone already in an agitated state to multiple electro-shocks, especially in conjunction with 
other force. 

)0> British Columbia: In February 2004, an RCMP officer was charged with assault for 
stunning a distraught man, Robert Thomas, aged 30, seven times with a Taser in August 
2001, including on the face, kidney area, arrns and hand causing "excruciating pain". 
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Thomas's girlfriend had called the police to report that Thomas had swallowed a large 
quantity of anti-depressants. Thomas, who was reportedly frail and suicidaI and not violent, 
was shocked with the gun after he climbed down from a tree which was surrounded by police. 

The officer was found not guilty on the charge of excessive force despite three fellow officers 
testifying that Thompson was under control when he was tasered. However, the trial judge 
criticized the officer for using the taser twice on an already stressed individual and stated that 
the use of the taser had not been necessary considering that the three other officers had 
Thompson on the ground and under relative control. The judge is reported to have noted 
inconsistencies in taser-related police training and called on forces to resolve tbis. 

A formaI hearing has been scheduled by the RCMP to determine whether the actions of the 
officer concerned contravened policy guidelines. The officer remains suspended with pay 
pending resolution of a second charge of assault in another case involving potential misuse of 
a taser. 

}- Ontario: In February 2004, the RCMP Public Complaints Commission (an independent 
watchdog agency) issued its final report into policing at the 2001 Summit of the Americas 
in Quebec City. It found that excessive force was used by the RCMP in dealing with the 
largely peaceful demonstrators. 

The Commission chairwoman found that the RCMP tactical squad' s use of an M26 Taser 
against a protester who was lying face-down on the pavement, waiting to be arrested, with 
one arm held up for a handcuff and the other over bis head flashing the peace sign, was a clear 
abuse of authority. The man was "not struggling and represented no threat ta the members, to 
himself, to the public or to property". The Chair reiterated her recommendation that the 
incident be fully investigated by the RCMP and saw "no plausible reason, given the nature of 
this complaint.. .that this has not yet been done". The Commissioner stated that the RCMP 
was wrong not to have thoroughly investigated the incident and urged it to do so immediate1y. 

}- Alberta: On 30 July 2002, an Edmonton police officer is reported to have used a taser to 
subdue a handcuffed woman and was charged with 'assault with a weapon' in July 2004. 
A second Edmonton officer was charged the following month with two counts of 'assault 
with a weapon' arising from an alleged misuse of a taser gun in an incident in November 
2003. 

}- Alberta: On 5 October, 2002, a 17-year-old indigenous youth was al1egedly assaulted by 
an Edmonton Police Service officer while several other officers looked on. 

According to reports, police responded ta a noise-disturbance incident involving a group of 
youths who were sitting with the owner' s permission in a broken-down car. 
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Pive officers and a police dog are reported to have surrounded the car and pulled all but one 
of the youths out. The remaining teenager, Randy Fryingpan, was aUegedly shocked with a 
Taser as -- drunk and unconscious -- he failed to respond to police commands to exit the car. 

The officer involved admitted in court - during related proceedings last June - that he had 
shot the seventeen year-old seven times with the taser before hitting him in the mouth with the 
blunt end of the weapon in the course of administering a 'head-stun'. 

According to the officer, the youth was resisting arrest. Witnesses claim, however, that this 
was not the case, but that his body jolted, as a consequence of being shocked with the weapon 
at close range. 

Fryingpan was treated in hospitai for bum-marks and concussion before being admitted to 
Edmonton Young Offenders Centre where he was placed on a fifteen-minute medical watch 
because of his injuries. 

Fryingpan's mother filed a formaI complaint against the officer involved in the alleged assault. 
Then Chief of Police, Bob Wayslyshen, who is the father of the police officer involved, 
refused to refer the investigation of his son's misconduct to another jurisdiction and a 
complaint filed against him for this reason has been summarily dismissed. Two-years on, the 
results of the investigation are not forthcoming. 

~ Ontario: A number of Algerian asylum seekers alleged that Ottawa Police Services 
tactical squad and members of the RCMP kicked them and jolted them with tas ers after 
breaking up a non-violent protest against a deportation order at a federal immigration 
minister's office on 29 May 2003. 

The protesters had reportedly occupied the minister' s office aU day without incident, and the 
alleged ill-treatment occurred when police tried to evacuate them from the building in the 
evening. A number of people reportedly sustained Taser burns on their neck, back and arms; 
another was reported to have been hit on the head with the butt of a Taser, while another 
man' s tooth was allegedly broken when he was punched in the face by a police officer. 

The twelve men were arrested, charged with "mischief' and released fromjail the next day. 

Two of the twelve men have since been deported; the trial of the remaining ten began in June 
2004 and is scheduled to resume for two weeks in February 2005. The defence has argued 
that the force used to arrest the accused was excessive and unnecessary and has resulted in 
physical and emotional trauma for the accused, who were cooperative, unarmed and passive 
during their arrest. 

The non-violent protests against the deportation orders continued outside of the building on 
29 May 2003, where a number of demonstrators had gathered. Amnesty International 
received reports of the following two serious incidents concerning the potentially abusive use 
of force during the protests: 
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~ Ontario: An RCMP officer arrested Paul Smith, a representative of a local non-profit, 
volunteer organization as he took photos of the demonstration. 

According ta reports, in the course of removing Smith from the area, an Ottawa police officer 
twice jolted Smith with a Taser - in stun gun mode - near ms groin as he lay handcuffed on 
the ground. Witnesses report that Smith was neither violent nor combative. 

Smith was held in Ottawa Police station for three hours before being released without charge. 

Smith filed a formaI conduct complaint against the Ottawa Police Service (OPS) in November 
2003. The OPS determined in May 2004 that the force used by the officers in requesting and 
deploying the taser was not excessive in the circumstances and found his compliant ta be 
unsustained. At Paul Smith's request, the Ontario Civilian Commission on Police Services 
reviewed ms complaint and subsequently directed that a hearing be held into the incident. On 
26 October 2004 bath officers appeared at the hearing charged with employing excessive 
force in using a stun gun during the arrest of Paul Smith. 

~ Ontario: Another protester, Heidi Rimke, was allegedly shot on the breast with a taser in 
stun gun mode by a police officer as she shouted in protest as she witnessed Lhe 
aforementioned incident. 

Rimke filed a complaint of excessive force against the officers with the Ottawa Police 
Professional Standards office (OPPSO). The OPPSO rejected the complaint and asserted that 
the use of the Taser had been justified as Rimke had been moving against the officer at the 
time of the deployment. 

However, witnesses ta the incident refute this account and report that the officer was 
approximately four met ers away and walking towards Rimke when he shot her with the Taser. 

~ British Columbia: On 28 March 2003, Germain Quesnel, a French-Canadian reportedly 
suffered a heart attack after being tasered in custody by Richmond RCMP officers. 

According ta reports, officers arrested the individu al at rus house for breach of the peace. 
They failed to inform him why he was being arrested, nor of his rights ta contact his lawyer. 
Officers are alleged ta have shocked Quesnel - who was handcuffed at the time -
approximately ten times, in stun gun mode, after he refused ta get out of the patrol car. 
Approximately two hours later, after being placed in a ceU, and stripped down ta just a T shirt, 
he is reported ta have been shocked again in stun gun mode with a taser directly on the chest. 
Imrnediately, Germain Quesnel is alleged to have complained about pains in his chest and 
requested his medication and the attention of a doctor. Despite carrying his medication on his 
person, the police originally failed ta locate il. Approximately three hours after being tasered 
for the second time, Quesnel was released and taken ta hospital where doctors confirmed that 
he had suffered a heart attack. 

According ta ms doctor, "Although the taser attack did not cause ms coronary artery disease it 
is possible that the Taser attack precipitated an episode of atrial or ventricular fibrillation that 
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compromised bis coronary circulation resulting in bis myocardiai infarct of March 29 2003. 
This would not have produced a myocardial infarct if he did not have pre-existing heart 
disease." 

An internaI investigation into the incident, concluded in May 2004, found that the officer who 
had shocked Quesnel in the cell had used excessive force in deploying the taser against bim. 
As far as Amnesty International is aware, the officer has not been disciplined. In a letter from 
Superintendent Ward Clapham of Richmond ReMP to Germain Quesnel, he is advised that 
the officer was told "that bis conduct was not acceptable" and would be given additional 
training in the use of the taser. Clapham continues, "He assured me this will not reoccur". 
Three months later, the same officer, as reported below, was invoived in another case 
involving the misuse of a taser. 

» British Columbia: On 30 May 2003, Richmond RCMP officers shocked 58-year-old 
Pbillip Spicer as he lay irnmobilized in the back seat of a patrol car. 

According ta reports, Pbillip Spicer was arrested by officers for failing to agree to leave a pub 
where he had been clrinking. He is reported to have fully cooperated with the officer, but after 
being handcuffed experienced difficulties - due to his size and the Iack of space in the patrol 
car - getting luto the back seat. Officers are alleged to have bit mm on the back of the legs, 
possibly with a night stick, to encourage him to get into the car. During the journey, Phillip 
Spicer remained on bis back, with bis hands cuffed bemnd him, and his knees bent. 

According to reports, when officers failed to pull Phillip Spicer out of the car by dragging him 
by the shoulders - which were too broad for the door opening - an officer is alleged to have 
jumped onto the front seat, and with no warning, shocked him with a taser seven times on bis 
stomach and thighs resulting in second degree burns. The charges against him were eventually 
dropped. 

The Richmond Detachment of the RCMP is investigating the incident. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDA TlONS 
Tasers are widely promoted as being il. useful weapon, safer than many other weapons or 
techniques used to restrain dangerous, aggressive and focused individuals. In practice, 
however, they are cornmonly used to subdue individuals who do not pose a serious and 
immediate threat to the lives or safety of others. In many reported instances police actions 
using tasers appear to have breached international standards on the use of force as weIl as the 
prohibition against torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 

Amnesty International considers that e1ectro-shock weapons are inherently open to 
abuse as they can inflict severe pain at the push of a button without leaving substantial marks, 
and can further be used to inflict repeated shocks. While the capacity for abuse exists in 
whichever mode tas ers are deployed, Amnesty International believes that tas ers in "touch" 
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stun gun mode are particularly open to abuse, as they are designed for "pain compliance" and 
tend to be used against individu aIs who are already in custody or under police control, often 
with multiple shocks. 

Amnesty International is further concerned that, despite being widely deployed, there 
has been no rigorous, independent and impartial study into the use and effects of tasers. 
Medical opinion has continued to raise concern about potential health risks from tasers, 
particularly in the case of people suffering from heart disease, or under the influence of 
certain drugs. Amnesty International's concerns are heightened by a growing number of 
deaths of individuals struck by police tasers. The organization believes that the taser cannot 
be ruled out as a possible contributory factor in sorne deaths. Concerns about the risks 
associated with tas ers increase as they become more widely deployed. 

Many police agencies claim that tas ers have the potential to save lives or avoid 
serious injury in cases where police officers might otherwise resort to firearms or other forms 
of deadly force. It is self-evident that tasers are less-Iethal or injurious than frrearms. Amnesty 
acknowledges that there may be situations where tasers might effectively be used as "stand
off", defensive weapons as an alternative to firearms in order to save lives. This appears to be 
the aim of the lirnited introduction of tasers to UK police who operate under strict rules. 
However, it appears that in practice tasers are rarely used as an alternative to frrearms in 
Canada and many officers appear to use them at a relative1y low level on the "force scale". 
Amnesty International further notes that measures such as stricter controls and training on the 
use of force and frrearms are likely to be more effective overall in reducing unnecessary 
deaths or injuries. 

Amnesty International welcomes the announcement in August 2004 by the Canadian 
Association of Chiefs of Police that they, in conjunction with the Canadian Police Research 
Centre, the RCMP and the National Research Council, will conduct a review of all taser 
literature, field reports and other international data with a view to synthesize . 

The organisation fee1s however that this review does not go far enough as it will not 
involve any new research involving the new generation of tas ers - the more powerful M26 or 
X26 models - that are currently deployed in the Canada, and on which there has been virtually 
no independent, medical literature published to date. The only medical studies prior to the 
marketing of these new generation taser models were tests on animaIs commissioned by the 
Taser International; none of these studies has been peer reviewed. 

Amnesty International urges the CACP, with the support of the federal government, 
to ensure that the following recommendations are incorporated into their review: 

The inqu~y should be carried out by acknowledged medical, scientific, legal 
and law enforcement experts who are independent of commercial and 
political interests in promoting such equipment. They should rigorously 
assess their medical and other effects in terrns of international human rights 
standards regulating the treat.'1lent of prisoners and use of force; the inquiry 
should include the systematic exarnination of an known cases of deaths and 
injury involving the use of such weapons and also consider the mental impact 
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of being subjected to electro-shock. The study shouid recommend strict ruIes, 
safeguards and oversight procedures to prevent misuse of any types of 
electro-shock equipment that may be viewed as having a legitimate use in law 
enforcement. A report of the findings of such an inquiry should be made 
public promptly after completion of the study. 

Amnesty International urges an police enforcement agencies to: 

Suspend an transfers and use of tasers and other electro-shock weapons 
pending the completion of a rigorous, independent and impartial inquiry into 
their use and effects. 

International standards recognize that situations will arise in which police 
officers will have to use force. However, these standards, specmcaIIy the 
(UN) Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement OfficiaIs and the Basic 
Principles on the Use of Force and Firearms by Law Enforcement OfficiaIs, 
set specific guidelines on when, how and the extent to which force can 
legitimately be used. Ali Iaw enforcement agencies should ensure that 
officers are trained to use force strictly in accordance with these standards. 11 

Ail police authorities should ensure that use of force training prograrns for 
law enforcement officiaIs include international standards on human rights, 
particuiarly the prohibition against torture and cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment. 

AlI allegations of human rights violations and other police misconduct should 
be fully and impartially investigated. Ail officers responsible for abuses 
should be adequately disciplined and, where appropriate, prosecuted. 

Where law enforcement agencies refuse to suspend their use of tasers, 
pending the outcome of the above-mentioned inquiry, Amnesty International 
recommends that: 

departments using tas ers should strictly limit their use to situations where the 
alternative would be use of deadly force. Examples would include: armed 
stand-offs, instances in which a police officer faces a life-threatening attack 
or injury, or threat of attack with a deadly weapon, or where the target 
presents an iromediate threat of death or serious injury to himlherself or 

Il These require inter alia that law enforcement officials shall, as far as possible, apply non-violent 
means before resorting to the use of force and firearms; exercise restraint in such use and act in 
proportion to the seriousness of the offence and the legitimate objective to be pursued; rnjnirnize 
damage and injury, and respect and preserve human life. Law enforcement officials shall not use 
firearms except in self-defence or the defence of others against the imminent threat of death or serious 
injury; in any event, intentionallethal use of firearms may only be made when strictly unavoidable to 
proteet life. 
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others. In such circurnstances, tasers should be used only where less extreme 
measures are ineffective or without a promise of achieving the intended result. 

Unarmed suspects should not be shot with a taser for arguing, talking back, 
being discourteous, refusing to obey an order, resisting arrest or fieeing a 
crime scene, unless they pose an immediate threat of death or serious injury 
that cannot be controlled through less extreme measure. 

Operational rules and use of force training should include a prohibition 
against using tas ers on the following groups, except as a last resort to avoid 
deadly force when no alternatives other than firearms are available: pregnant 
women; the e1derly; children; emotionally disturbed persons or people who 
are mentally or physically disabled; people in vulnerable positions where 
there is a risk of serious secondary in jury Ce.g. in dangerously elevated 
positions, or near flammable substances); people under the influence of drugs. 

Repeated shocks should be avoided uniess absolutely necessary to avoid 
serious injury or death. 

Departments should prohibit the application of prolonged shocks beyond the 
five-second default charge in any cycle. 

Tasers should only be used in stun gun mode as a back-up to dart-firing tas ers 
and only wnen no other options are available to an officer and there is an 
immediate threat of death or serious injury to the officer, the suspect or 
anotner person. The stun gun function should never be used to force a person 
to comply with an order given by an officer where there is no immediate 
threat to the life or safety of the officer or others. 

Whenever an individual has been shot with a taser, police officers or custody 
staff should be required to calI paramedics or other medical professionals to 
administer treatment. It is advisable to take tasered subjects to hospitai to 
have the barbs removed and to monitor for other possible adverse effects. 

AIl agencies snould ensure strict reporting by the departments concerned on 
aIl use or display of tasers, with regular monitoring and data made public. In 
particular: 

• Departments should download data recorded by officers' tasers after 
every incident in which they are used. A summary of this data should 
be included in aU use of force reports. 

• Each display, "sparking" or shock administered by a taser shouid be 
reported in use of force reports, as weIl as whether the taser was used 
in dart-firing or stun gun mode and the reasons why a taser was used. 
The number of trigger-pulls and duration of the shock shouid be 
reported in each instance. The age, race and gender of each person 
against whom a taser is deployed should also be reported. 
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• Prisons and other institutional facilities should install remote 
monitoring equipment ta record taser usage automatically as it occurs. 

• Each department should provide a detailed break-down of its taser 
use in regular, public reports. 

Additional recommendations: 

Mentally ill or disturbed individuals should receive appropriate treatment and 
alternatives to force in line with best practice. Where officers have reason ta 
believe that a disturbed individual may be acting in a :violent or threatening 
manner as a result of mental illness, efforts should be made to involve mental 
health specialists in dealing with the disturbed person. Policing methods 
based on force should only be used as a last resort. 

Dangerous restraint holds such as hogtying and use of carotid neckholds or 
other chokeholds should be banned. 

There should be strict liwitations and guidelines on the circumstances in 
which pepper spray is used, with clear monitoring procedures. 
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Information Regarding OCSO Study 

Orange County Sheriff's Office (OCSO) Use of Force Study presented at SWAT Roundup Nov 
29-Dec 1 in Orlando (FI). Presentation (TASER® Deployments and Injuries: Analysis ofCurrent 
and Emerging Trends) was three hours long and offered three different times during the 
conference. The research project was based upon a review of aIl use of force reports (n=1400) 
from 2001 - 2003. A sample of 400 cases was selected ta perform advanced statistical analysis. 

FGCU and OCSO collaborated together to accomplish this unfunded research project. Research 
in these areas in the past has been difficult, as there often exists a degree of mistrust of 
researchers outside of the law enforcement agency. However, this current project between FGCU 
and OCSO illustrates what can be accomplished. Orange County Sheriff's Office's commitment 
to research reflects their professionalism and commitment to excellence. We are encouraged that 
with their continued support, we will come to a better understanding of TASER and the impact 
that it has had on current law enforcernent practices. 

While less lethal weapons are not perfect and can upon occasion create death or injury, they 
attempt ta provide an officer with the ability ta regain control of a bad situ.ation. Police officers 
do not get up in the rnorning and secretly hope that they will get the opportunity to injure or kill a 
member of their communitj. "YVhen given additional options to resolve these situations, law 
enforcement would most certainly prefer to not take a life. Officers are thrust into these fast 
moving, quickly evolving scenarios and are required to make a decision in seconds that may Lake 
appellate courts years to decide . 

. This research attempts to break down violent law enforcement/citizen confrontations into a series 
of events, which will allow us to determine the effect of specifie less 1etha1 weapons in the final 
outcomes. We were also able to test the validity of sorne eommonly he1d assumptions in law 
enforcement use of force and provide quantitative findings that law enforcement agencies ean 
use ta base policy decisions upon. Findings specifie ta this study are highlighted 

in 17% of aIl arrests (Garner & Maxwell, 2002) 



LESS LETHAL WEAPONS INFOR1VIATION 

Less Lethal Munitions 

TASER 

K9 Teams 

80% injury rate 
Majority of injuries bruises / abrasions 
Injury caused by impact of projectile 
2% mortality rate (8 deaths per 373 deployments) 

Very low injury rate 
Mc:jorjty of~,~rie~!re bruises / abrasion 
1t.~j:.1i1!il 
.1 % mortality rate (1 death per 870 deployments; 74 deaths since 2001) 

Effective almost 100%; High level of de-escalation 
30% injury rate 
Majority of injuries are punctures /lacerations 
Injury caused by dog bite 
Verj low mortality rate (3 deatb.s in 100 years of use) 

Chemical Agents 
Effective 20- 80% 

Very low injury rate 
Low mortality rate (63 deaths in 20 years ofuse) 



Significant Findings 



ADDITIONAL COMMENTS 

There appears to be striking similarities between in-custody deaths from TASER, pepper spray, 
positional restraint (hog-tie) and lateral vascular neck restraint (choke holds). Bizarre, excited 
behavior, high body temperature, history of chronic drug use, and an extreme physical exertion 
appear in the majority of these cases. However, the question regarding the relationship betvveen 
these tools and the cause of death is best left to the medical experts. 

The fact remains that without these less lethal weapons, a substantially larger number of law 
enforcement officer deaths and injuries would have most certainly occurred, creating additional 
need to use force against criminal suspects. Suspects receive the greatest bene fit of less lethal 
weapons; frequently they are allowed to keep their lives despite their threat or use of deadly 
force against police officers. 

For more info: 

Dr. Charlie Mesloh 
Assistant Professor 
Division of Justice 
Florida Gulf Coast University 
239-590-7761 
cmesloh@fgcu.edu 



MADISON POLICE DEPARTMENT 

T ASER REPORT 

SUBMITTED To CHIEF OF POLICE NOBLE WRAY BY LIEUTENANT VICTOR WAHL 

SUMMARY 

In the summer of 2003, the Madison Police Department (MPD) first deployed Tasers as part of an 
experimental pilot program. The Taser pro gram was one component of an effort to exp and the non-Iethal use
of-force options available to Madison Police officers. The goal ofthis effort was to provide officers with 
additional options that would reduce injuries to officers and citizens, and would reduce officers' utilization of 
deadly force. The Taser pro gram was expanded significantly in early 2004, with a resulting increase in Taser 
deployments. This report serves as a summary ofMPD's Taserprograrn to date. The report's key findings: 

• MPD's deployment of the Taser has reduced injuries to officers and suspects resulting 
from use-of-force encounters. 

• MPD's deployment ofthe Taser has reduced MPD officers' utilization ofdeadly force. 

• The Taser has proven to be a safe and effective use-of-force tool. 

• MPD officers are deploying the Taser in an appropriate manner. 

HISTORY 

In early 2000, the use-of-force tools/techniques available to Madison Police were limited to ernpty-hand 
techniques (including compliance holds, takedown techniques, and active countermeasures, like punches or 
kicks), OC spray, the baton, and firearms (officers' individual handguns or the AR-15 patrol rifle). The 
department recognized several things about those use-of-force options: 

• They aIl relied on either causing pain or causing injury to be effective. Sorne subjects
whether they be under the influence of alcohol or controlled substances, have mental health 
issues, or are simply extremely mentally focused-do not respond to pain and are extremely 
difficult for officers to control with traditional use-of-force tools/techniques. 

• They offered officers no way to deliver non-deadly force from a safe distance. 



• Theywere, for the most part, the same use-of-force options that officers in the 1960's (or 
earlier) had available. 

As a result ofthese recognitions, the department began exploring other use-of-force options. In the summer 
of 2000, the department implemented a less-Iethal projectile program (bean-bag rounds flied from 12 gauge 
shotguns). Initially, approximately 70 officers were trained in the use of impact projectiles, and shotguns 
designated as less-lethal weapons were deployed in certain squads and to District Stations. Other impact 
projectile weapons were also deployed with the Special Events Team. At the time we proposed implementing 
the less-Iethal pro gram, less-Iethal technologies were notnew, and had (in various forms) been in use across 
the nation for years. However, we felt that at that time technology had progressed to the point that it was 
appropriate for the department to move forward (the particular advancement was the development of the 
"super sock" round, offering a proper balance of effectiveness and safety). 

Since the initial deployment of patrolless-lethal projectile weapons, the program has expanded to over 100 
trained users and about 40 less-lethal shotguns. The less-Iethal projectiles offer one significant advantage 
over traditional use-of-force tools/techniques: the ability to deliver non-deadly force from a safe distance. 
However, they do suffer from the same limitation as most other tools/techniques: they re1y on causing pain or 
causing injury to be effective. As stated above, some subjects will not respond to pain, and are no more likely 
to respond to 1ess-Iethal projectiles than to other use-of-force tools/techniques. [Note: as of January 31,2005, 
MPD officers have deployed less-1ethal projectiles in 9 incidents; 5 of those deployments likely allowed 
officers to avoid the use of deadly force] 

Since the time we began discussing the less-1ethal projectile program, severa1 ofus on the department had 
been monitoring other developments in police use-of-force technology. One device l had researched and 
tracked was the M26 Advanced Taser, manufactured by Taser International. In October of 2002, l attended 
an M26 Taser Instructor certification course, to gain additional information about the Taser. The Taser, l 
learned, functions by causing electromuscu1ar disruption (EMD). The electrical wave of the Taser mimics the 
wave that the human brain uses to communicate with the body; when the Taser wave is inserted into the body, 
it overrides these electrical impulses, creating a contraction of the body's muscles and preventing the brain 
from exercising voluntary control over the muscles. The result is incapacitation. My research suggested a 
number of advantages the Taser offered over traditional use-of-force tools/techniques: 

• Because the Taser causes EMD, it does not rely on causing pain or causing injury to be 
effective. As such, it allows suspects to be controlled in most cases without injury; and it is 
effective against subj ects who are not responsive to pain (subj ects who have historically been 
extremely challenging - and dangerous - for officers to control). 

• The Taser allows officers to control suspects from a safe distance (up to 21 feet). 

• Traditional use-of-force tools/techniques exhibit a direct relationship between effectiveness 
and propensity for injury: techniques that are located near the bottom of the use of force 
continuum (such as escort ho1ds, pain compliance, etc.) are very unlikely to cause injury, 
but are also very unlike1y to be effective in controlling a subject who is non-compIiant; 
techniques located higher on the continuum (baton strikes, active counterrneasures, etc.) are 
more likely to be effective in gaining control of a non-compliant subject, but are also very 
like1y to cause in jury. The Taser, however, offers the best ofboth worlds. The Taser is 
extraordinarily effective in controlling resistive subjects, while also being extraordinarily 
safe (causing virtually no injury in the vast majority of cases, and causing no long-term 
injury or adverse effects). 

• The Taser internally records the date and time each time it is deployed, and that data can be 
downloaded to a computer and reviewed. The data down1oad will show the time and date for 
each time the Taser is deployed, as well as the duration of each dep10yment (how long the 
Taser current is delivered). Each Taser will store data for about 2,000 frrings. AIso, each air 
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cartridge has an individual seriaI number, and also contains about 20-40 AFID' s (anti-felon 
identification). The AFID's are small confetti-like pieces ofpaper that are fired from the air 
cartridge when the Taser is deployed. Each AFID is printed with the unique seriai number of 
the air cartridge it was fired from. This offers a higher degree of oversight and accountability 
than any other use-of-force too1. 

• The electrical output of the Taser is well-be1ow established safety standards, and has no 
long-term effects. 

• Agencies that had deployed the Taser saw a decrease in injuries (to both officers and 
suspects), a reduction in officers' use ofmore intrusive use-of-force tools/techniques (such as 
baton strikes) and a reduction in officers' utilization of deadly force. 

As a result of this research, in early 2003 Captain Snyder (then a Lieutenant) and l gave a presentation to the 
Management Team, recommending that the department move forward with deployrnent ofthe Taser. Chief 
Williams and the Management Team endorsed the concept, and the department acquired two M26 Advanced 
Tasers as a pilot pro gram in mid-2003. Initially, about fifteen members of the Emergency Response Team 
were trained to use the M26, and were authorized to carry the Tasers with them on patroi. The department' s 
first Taser deployment was on July 18, 2003. From July of 2003 to February of 2004, there were a total of 
eleven M26 Taser deployments. 

In 2003, while we were moving forward with our pilot M26 Taser pro gram, Taser International introduced the 
X26 Taser. The X26 offered a number of advantages over the M26. The primary advantage of the X26 was 
its small size; while the M26 is comparable in size to a Glock 17 handgun, the X26 is 60% smaller and lighter 
(this difference is critical, as officers trained in the M26 found it difficult to fit on their duty be1ts). Given the 
many advantages the X26 offered over the M26, we determined that any future MPD Taser purchases would 
be of the X26. 

A presentation on the Taser was made to the Public Safety Review Board in May of 2003, and presentations 
were made to the Mayor's Capital Improvement Review Committee in both 2003 and 2004. A press 

. conference unveiling the Taser to the public was held, and local media did a number of stories/articles on the 
Taser. 

In January of 2004, the department ordered 31 X26 Tasers (and associated equipment) from Taser 
International, utilizing Block Grant funds. The equipment arrived in early-March (literally one day before the 
first user training was scheduled). In March and April of2004, about 100 MPD sergeants and officers were 
trained as X26 Taser users. \Vhile Taser International recommends a four-ho ur training course for users, we 
provided a full eight-hour day of training. The training consisted of a classroom segment, followed by a 
written test. The remainder of the training consisted ofhands-on training with the Tasers, including weapon 
retention instruction and a practical Taser deployment scenario. Sorne points of emphasis during the training: 

• The preferred mode of control in any police/citizen encounter remains verbal dialog. \Vhile 
the Taser (and a few years earlier, the less lethal projectiles) offer alternatives not previously 
available, officers still need to attempt to gain control through verbal dialog in all but the 
most severe circumstances, and should not accelerate the transition from verbal dialog to 
physica1 force simply because of the Taser. 

• While the Taser is generally an effective too1, in the field it will not always be effective, and 
officers need to be prepared to rely on other tools/techniques if necessary. 

• Officers need to be aware of their environment prior to deploying the Taser (presence of 
flammables, other hazards, etc.). 
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• Officers should be aware of the symptoms of Excited Delirium, and seek medical 
attention/evaluation for those subjects once they are in custody. 

Training was provided to operations sergeants, and a selected group of operations-assigned officers (drawing 
from the pool of officers who had been trained in the use of the less-lethal shotgun). 

One additional training session was held in October of2004, bringing the total number ofMPD Taser trained 
personnel to 113. 

The Tasers were deployed to the CCB and District Stations for checkout by Taser trained personnel. 
Throughout 2004, l was able to expand our Taser inventory somewhat, and the Task Force also purchased 
three Tasers (from Task Force funds). We currently have 40 X26's deployed as follows: 

District Tasers Deployed 
CCB 12 
NPD 8 
SPD 8 
WPD 9 

DCNAGTF 3 

ANAL YSIS OF DEPLOYMENTS 

As of January 31, 2005, MPD officers have deployed Tasers (M26 and X26) 92 times, in 83 incidents. In 
sorne instances, one suspect/incident was responsible for multiple deployments (for example, a probe shot 
where the probes missed followed by a drive-stun). 

From the beginning ofMPD' s Taser pro gram, all Taser reports have been routed to me. l have maintained a 
databaseof information regarding Taser deployments, and have analyzed a variety of factors related to 
MPD's Taser deployments: 

Success Rate/Failures 
Of the 92 Taser deployments, 71 (or 77%) were effective (meaning the weapon functioned and allowed the 
suspect to be taken into custody). Of the ineffective deployments, the causes were: 

Failure Cause Number Percentage of Total 
DeploYl11ents 

Probes Missed (one or both) 8 9% 
ThickJHeavy Clothing 6 7% 

Wires Broke During FaIl or 3 3% 
HandcuffinE 

Drive-Stun Failure 2 2% 
Weapon Malfunction 1 1 1% 

Williamson Street Incident 1 1% 

Note that in some of the "failure" cases the suspect still complied. For example, in several incidents the 
suspect did not receive any significant Taser current due to heavy clothing, but still chose to comply with no 
escalation in force use. 

Recall that the Taser can be used in two modes, a probe deployment (an attached air cartridge fITes two probes 
a distance ofup to 21 feet), and the drive-stun mode (with the air cartridge removed, the weapon can deliver a 
contact stun). While the probes will deliver an incapacitating EMD effect (as described above), the drive-stun 
mode only results in a stun effect (painful stimulus). As a general ruIe, therefore, the drive-stun is not nearly 
as effective as a probe deployment. The drive-stun failure category inciudes incidents where officers 
delivered drive-stuns and the suspect did not respond. Some other drive-stun instances resulted in different 
responses and varying degrees of effectiveness, so quantifying these deployments was somewhat subjective. 
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A Taser malfunctioned during one field deployment. CPT officers were struggling with a subject, and an 
officer attempting to deliver a drive-stun to the subject noted that the Taser was not functioning (no spark at 
aIl). The subject was controlled after the Taser malfunction, and no injuries resulted. 

Williamson Street Incident - On June 14,2004, David Lopez, havingjust engaged in a violent confrontation, 
physically,attached MPD Officer Deanna Reilly, stole an MPD squad (crashing it a short distance away), then 
physically attacked and attempted to disarm MPD Sergeant Karen Krahn, causing her to use deadly force 
(Lopez survived). A Taser was deployed early in the incident, but Lopez was not incapacitated. The failure 
of the Taser to incapacitate Lopez generated aImost as muchmedia attention as the officer-involved shooting 
did. To understand what 1 believe happened with the Lopez Taser deployment, two facts about the Taser 

must be recalled. First, as a general rule, a wider probe spread wiIllead to a more effective Taser deployment. 
Probe spreads of a few inches or less will generaIly result in a painful effect to the suspect, but not a full 

EMD incapacitating effect. The second issue to recall is that the Taser works by causing involuntary 
contraction of muscle tissue. As such, if the probes impact an area on the body that has a low volume of 
muscle mass, the Taser will be less effective. 

As Lopez initially assaulted Officer Reilly, he was in very close proximity to her (a few feet away). Officer 
Reilly recalled seemg the laser aim point from her Taser on Lopez's upper stemumjustprior to deployment. 
Officer Reilly stated that Lopez tensed up somewhat and screamed as a result of the Taser deployment, a 
reaction consistent with a close probe spread in an area of low muscle mass. Lopez turned and, in a rigid 
manner, walked a few steps away from Officer Reilly. From Officer Reilly's description, it is clear that 
Lopez was feeling an effect-albeit a limited one-from the Taser. However, Lopez was suddenly able to 
turn and resume his aggression towards Officer Reilly. It is not clear what allowed Lopez to regain fuU 
control ofhis body, but the most likely possibility is that one of the probes came loose. Testing of the Taser 
after the incident showed it to function properly. After the shooting, Lopez continued to resist and several 
drive-stuns were delivered to him. These were described as having sorne effect on Lopez .. 

While this incident was widely cited as a Taser "fallure," it appears to have simply reflected two known 
limitations of the Taser (close probe spreads and low muscle mass hits). Also, Lopez' s ability to resist on that 
evening was extraordinary; after crashing a squad car into a tree at high speed and being shot four times, he 
continued to resist violently. 

Deadly Force Avoided 
A review of MPD Taser deployments shows that in six cases it can fairly be said that the Taser deployment 
allowed officers to avoid having to utilize deadly force. Examples: 

• An armed robbery suspect fled on foot from officers, then was surrounded but refused to 
surrender. The suspect indicated that he had a weapon, and reached into his waistband as if 
he was attempting to draw the weapon. The Taser was deployed and the suspect was taken 
into custody without injury to officers or the suspect. After the incident, the suspect told the 
officers he was trying to force them to shoot him and thanked them for not doing so. 

• A suicidaI subject sat on the edge of his bed, armed with a large butcher knife. He 
repeated1y told the officers that he was going to charge them with the knife and force them to 
shoot him. The Taser was deployed and the suspect was taken into custody without injury to 
officers or the suspect. 

• Officers knocked on an apartment door, attempting to contact a sexual assault suspect. The 
suspect opened the door with a smaU knife in rus hand. The suspect refused to drop the 
knife, and began to raise it to the officers. The Taser was deployed, and the suspect was 
taken into custody without injury to officers or the suspect. 

• A suicidaI subject in a hotel room armed himselfwith a box cutter. The subject refused to 
comply with officers, telling them, "you're going to have to kill me." The individual had 
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inflicted cuts to both of his wrists, and was bleeding as a result. The Taser was deployed, 
and the suspect was taken into custody without injury to the officers or further injury to the 
suspect. 

Also, severai of the instances in which Taser use was threatened or the Taser was dispIayed (but not 
depIoyed) invoived armed subjects. Those incidents easiIy could have rapidly escalated to deadly force 
encounters without the presence of the Taser. 

Other Notable Deployments 
The first MPD Taser deployment, on July 18, 2003, demonstrated the benefits of the device. A subject 
needing to be taken into custody for a mental health commitment had barricaded himself in an East Side hotel 
room. The individual was extremely large (6' 5",265 pounds), and had a history of resisting officers. In fact, 
during a previous incident where officers had confronted the individual, it took 10 officers almost 10 minutes 
to subdue him (OC spray and baton strikes were both used with no effect). The individual and several officers 
sustained minor injuries during that encounter. The officers attempting to extract this subject from his hotel 
room were aware of this, and requested that 1 respond with a Taser (at that time 1 was the only one on MPD 
trained to use the Taser). After lengthy efforts to get the individual to exit voluntarily were not successful, we 
entered the room. The subject was in the smaU bathroom, crouching on the. toilet, completely nude. He was 
shouting incoherently, and had flooded the bathtub, making the tile floor wet and slippery. 1 deployed the 
Taser, and the individual was taken into custody in a matter of seconds, with no injuries to the subject or 
officers. Had officers been forced to take him into custody with traditional police use-of-force 
tools/techniques, there can be little question that a high degree of force would have been required, and that 
injuries would have resulted. 

Other Taser deployments have demonstrated t.1.e great benefit provided by the Taser. Examples: 

• At about 2 a.m. on a weekend, officers responded to the 500 block of State Street for a large 
fight involving more than 100 subjects. The first officer who arrived noted that the 
disturbance was being instigated by a large individual (6' 4",235 pounds), who was actively 
fighting with two individuals. Numerous bystanders were hostile to the officers, and sorne 
physically attempted to prevent them from intervening. An officer deployed the Taser, 
which incapacitated the subject, allowing him to be taken into custody without injury. The 
Taser deployment aiso caused the rest of crowd to back away and cease their aggressive 
behavior. This incident would undoubtedly have required the use of much more intrusive 
use-of-force toois/techniques without the Taser, and injuries would likely have resulted. 

• . An officer responded to a two-car accident on the City' s east side. The officer observed that 
two subjects from one of the vehic1es were acting in a suspicious manner, and also 
determined that one of them had battered the driver of the other vehicle prior to police 
arrivaI. As the officer-still alone-attempted to frisk one of the suspects, the suspect (6', 
200 pounds) turned and attempted to punch the officer. The officer backed away, and the 
suspect moved towards him in an aggressive manner. The officer deployed the Taser, and 
was able to take the suspect into custody. This incident-a single officer facing multiple, 
hostile suspects-would likely have resulted in injuries to the officer or the suspects without 
the Taser. 

• An officer working the night shift was attempting to locate a motorcycle that was fleeing 
from him. The officer located the motorcyc1e and rider, laying in the roadway on a curve. 
As the officer pulled up, the rider got up and began lifting the cycle to continue his flight. 
The suspect refused to comply with the officer' s directions, and a brief struggle ensued. The 
suspect broke free from the officer and again tried to flee on the motorcycle. The officer 
deployed his Taser, and the suspect was taken into custody. The Taser deployment in this 
incident prevented the risk to officers and citizens associated with vehicle pursuits. 
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• MPD officers were assisting an outside agency with a barricaded suicidaI subject who was 
believed to be anned. The subject refused to surrender, and indicated that he was anned. 
During the incident, the subject aiso illuminated officers on the perimeter with a high
powered spotlight. The subject indicated that he had taken an overdose, then exited the 
residence, stillrefusing to comply with officers. An MPD sergeant depIoyed the Taser, and 
the subject was taken into custody without injuries. Tbis deployment prevented the subject 
from re-entering rus residence and arming himself, and allowed officers to pro vide 
emergency medical care to the subject. 

• Officers responded to a robbery that occurred downtoWll. Six suspects had fled on foot, and 
officers engaged in multiple-foot pursuits. One officer chasing a suspect drew his Taser, and 
projected the laser aimpoint on the ground in front of the suspect. The suspect immediately 
stopped and complied. Elsewhere, two officers had flushed four of the suspects out of a 
wooded area. The four suspects fled towards perime ter officers, one of whom drew her 
Taser. One of the suspects recognized fuis, telling the others, "she's got a Taser." AlI four 
suspects stopped and complied at that point. 

• Two night-shift officers contacted two subjects believed to be invoived in drug activity in a 
bar parking lot. The driver quickly started the car and attempted to put it in gear. One of the 
officers leaned in the car and struggled with the suspect, attempting to prevent him from 
starting the car. Before the driver was able to put the car in gear, the Taser was deployed, 
preventing him from operating the car. The bar parking lot was crowded with people, and 
the Taser deployment prevented the suspect from posing a risk to the officers and bystanders. 

Distance 
The maximum range of the Taser probes is 21 feet (note that a new air cartridge manufactured by Taser 
International but not yet deployed by MPD has a range of25 feet). The Taser probes/wires spread out as they 
travel away from the officer (the probes spread 1 foot for every 7 feet they travel), resulting in a wider spread 
between probes at longer distances (the bottom probe will impact 3 feet below the top one at the maximum 
range of21 feet). As a result, it can be more difficult to ensure that bath probes will impact the target at long 
distances. As might be expected, the majority ofTaser deployments occurred at relative1y close range (11 feet 
orless): 

Distance Deplovments (92 total) 
Drive-stun 31 

1-3 feet 12 
4-7 feet 20 
8-11 feet 20 
12-15 feet 6 
16-21 feet 3 

Injuries 
The Taser fires two smaU metallic probes which, ifthey impact the body, create very smaU punctures (similar 
to mosquito bites). In many cases the probes don't impact the skin, and simply connect with the clothing. 
Onlya small number of the incidents in which Tasers were deployed resulted in any injury (to either officers 
or suspects) beyond the minor punctures sometimes caused by the Taser probes: 

Incidents in which suspects were iniured (beyond probe punctures) 6 
Suspect injuries requiring medical treatment 2 
Incidents in which officers were injured 3 

1 Officer injuries requiring medical treatment 1 

Of the suspect injuries, two were due to the suspect falling as result of the Taser incapacitation (both resulted 
in minor injuries, one required medical attention and 7 sutures). Three of the suspects sustained minor 
scrapes struggling with officers or being handcuffed (none requiring medical attention). One suspect was shot 
with a firearm during the incident (requiring medical attention). 
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Of the officer injuries, one was a minor scrape caused by an officer falling during a foot pursuit (the Taser had 
been deployed prior to the foot pursuit but was ineffective, likely due to a probe falling out or wire breakage), 
no medical attention was required. Two officers sustained minor injuries during the incident in which the 
suspect was shot (not requiring medicai attention). One officer sustained a dislocated shoulder in a struggle 
with a suspect after Taser deployment (the Taser was only marginally effective, due to heavy clothing), 
medical attention was required. 

Time of Day 
The majority of Taser deployments occurred on :MPD's 2nd and 3rd shifts: 

Shift Deployments Percentage 
1 st 9 10% 
2na 40 43% 
3ra 43 47% 

While Taser-trained officers were distributed across patrol shifts fairly evenly, a number ofneighborhood 
officers and CPT officers-all working primarily evening hours-were Taser trained. While fuis may have 
contributed to the disparity in Taser deployments between day hours and eveninglnight hours, it is Iikely that 
the difference simply reflects MPD staffing allocations, as well as the volume and nature of calls for service 
on the different shifts. 

Subject Age 
The majority ofTaser deployments were against subjects between the age of 19 and 43. The youngest subject 
a Taser was depIoyed against was 14, the oidest was 60. 

Age Range Number of Subjects Percentage * 
14-18 7 8% 
19-23 15 18% 
24-28 17 20% 
29-33 12 14% 
34-38 13 16% 
39-43 10 12% 
44-48 5 6% 
49-53 2 2% 
54+ 2 2% 

• Percentages are rounded, as a result they do not add up to 100 

1t is not c1ear if other use-of-force tools/techniques employed by MPD officers are applied to various age 
groups in a pattern similar to that of the Taser. However, a review ofMPD arrest data (for 2003 )-showing 
percentages of total MPD arrests by age-is relevant: 

Age Range Percentaue of Total MPD Arrests 
14-18 24% 
19-23 34% 
24-29 12% 

i 30-34 i 7% 
1 35-39 i 7% , 

40-44 ! 7% 
45-49 5% 
50-54 1 3% 
55-59 1% 
60-64 Less than 1% 

! 65 + 1 Less than 1% 

While the utilization of the Taser against subjects in the 14-18 year-old age range has created sorne 
controversy locally, this data suggests that MPD officers exercise considerable restraint with respect to 
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deploying Tasers during arrests of subjects in that age range (accounting for 24% of arrests but only 8% of 
Taser deployments). 

Race/Gender 
The race and gender of the 83 subjects against whom the Taser was deployed: 

GenderlRace Deployments Percentage 
MIW 36 43% 
:M!B 30 36% 
MlA 1 1% 
MIH 5 6% 
F!W 7 8% 
FIB 4 5% 

MPD arrest data (from 2003) shows that MPD arrestrates (byrace) are comparable (arrestrates: white: 63%; 
black: 34%) to Taser deployment rates (by race). 

Location 
Taser deployments by MPD district: 

District Deployments Percentage 
East 12 13% 

North 20 22% 
Central 18 20% 
South 16 17% 
West 24 26% 

Outside Cijy* 2 2% .. * One 0 fthese IncIdents was an NfPD olficer asSlStmg an outslde agency; one was an MPD purSillt that ended outslde of the 
City. 

For comparison, this data can be compared to MPD caUs for service and violent crimes reported (by MPD 
District): 

District 2003 Calls for Service (percentage of 2003 Violent Crimes 
MPD total) iPercentage of:MPD total) 

East 14% 13% 
North 17% 15% 

Central 28% 29% 
South 15% 19% 
West 23% 25% 

When determining which officers to train in use of the Taser, consideration was given to district, so Taser 
trained personnel (in 2004) were split across districts fairly evenly. These numbers indicate t."'at Taser 
deployments by geographic area are fairly consistent with overaU demand for police services. 

Criminal Charges 
The 83 subjects who were taken into custody during incidents in which the Taser was deployed accounted for 
a total of30 felony and 144 misdemeanor charges (as a result of the incidents). 13 of the subjects were taken 
into custody for a non-criminal reason (protective custody, mental health commitment, emergency detention, 
etc.). 

Number Percentage 
49 59% 
20 24% 

Protective Custod ,Emer encv Detention, etc. 13 16% 
*Resulting charges in one incident - where an NfPD officer deployed the Taser while assisting another police agency - are 
unknown. 
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'Veapons 
Officers trained ta use Tasers are c1early instructed that the Taser is not a substitute for deadly force. It would 
be inappropriate under MPD policy for an officer faced with a potential deadly force encounter to utilize a 
Taser. However, if another officer is present at a scene with the ability ta irnmediately deliver deadly force, it 
would be appropriate for an officer ta ann mm or herselfwith a Taser (and deploy it, if appropriate). That 
being said, sorne of the suspects involved in Taser incidents were arrned: 

Number of armed suspects (actual Taser deployments) 6 
Number of armed suspects (incidents where Taser was displayed or Taser use was 3 
threatened) 

Taser Display Or Threatened Use 
In Spring of2004, when the Taser program was expanded, Taser-trained officers were instructed not only ta 
forward an reports involving actual deployments of Tasers to me, but ta aiso route reports where officers 
displayed orthreatened to deploy a Taser in order to gain compliance from a suspect. In 47 instances, officers 
gained compliance from suspects by displaying or threatening to deploy the Taser. These suspects were taken 
into custody with no physical force being used, and with no injuries to officers or suspects. Notably, sorne of 
these instances involved suspects who refused to comply when confronted with firearrns; only when the Taser 
was displayed did the suspect comply. Sorne suspects reported being aware of the Taser and its capabilities, 
and consciously choosing not ta resist as a result. 

Officers initially trained in the use ofthe Taser (in 2003) were not instructed to forward these reports to me, 
so it is likely that the total number of these cases is slightly higher. 

Many ofthese instances involved suspects that were displaying behavior indicative of significant resistance. 
There can be litt1e doubt that most ofthese instances would have resulted in physical confrontations without 
the presence of the Taser, and that at least sorne of these physical confrontations would have resulted in 
injuries to the suspect, officers, or both. Several of these incidents involved subjects who were arrned; those 
easily could have escalated ta deadly force encounters without the Taser's presence. 

Citizen Complaints 
The department has received no citizen complaints about any of the Taser deployments. 

SUCCESS OF MPD TASER PROGRAM 

At the outset of the MPD Taser pro gram, our beliefwas that deploying the Taser with MPD officers would 
achieve two primary goals: 

• A reduction in injuries to officers and suspects from use-of-force encounters. 
• A reduction in officers' utilization of deadly force. 

To fully understand the benefits of the Taser, a brief discussion of police use-of-force is in order. The 
purpose of police use-of-force is to gain control of a subject in pursuit of a legitimate law enforcement 
objective. Officers can use that degree of force that is reasonable and necessary under the circumstances. The 
U.S. Supreme Court has articulated three general factors that will be used ta evaluate the reasonableness of a 
police use-of-force: 

• The severity of the crime. 
• Whether the suspect poses a threat ta the safety of officers or citizens. 
• Whether the suspect is actively resisting arrest or attempting ta evade arrest. 
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The reasonableness of an officer' s actions will be judged based on what infonnation the officer knew at the 
time of the incident (not through 20/20 hindsight). Officers are not required to use the minimum amount of 
force in any given situation; the constitutionai standard is reasonableness. 

In Wisconsin, a force continuum serves as a framework for officers in making use-of-force decisions: 

Mode 
Presence 

Dialog 

Empty Hand Control 

Intennediate Weapon 

Deadly Force 

Tactic 
Professional Presence 

Tactical Communication 

Escort Holds 
Compliance Holds 
OC Spray 
Passive Countenneasures 
[Taser] 
Active Countenneasures 
Incapacitating Techniques 

Intennediate Weapons 
[Less Lethal Projectiles] 

Fireann 

Purpose 
To present a visible display ofauthority 

To verbally persuade 

To safely initiate contact 
To overcome passive resistance 
To overcome active resistance or its threat 
T 0 decentralize 

To create dysfunction 
To cause the llnmediate, temporary cessation of violent behavior 

To impede a subject 

To stop the threat 

[Note that the State of Wisconsin does not currentlyincorporatethe Taser or less lethalprojectiles into the force continuum, 
they are reflected above as placed in the continuum under:MPD policy.] 

Officers are authorized ta initially use the level and degree of force that is reasonably necessary to achieve 
control; it is not necessary to escalate step-by-step through the continuum. Tools/techniques located near the 
bottom of the continuum (tactical communication, escort holds, etc.) are very unlikely ta cause injury, but are 
aiso very unlikely ta gain control of a non-camp liant subject. Tools/techniques Iocated near the top of the 
continuum (the intennediate weapon-the baton; or active countenneasures-punches, kicks, foreann strikes 
or knee strikes) are more likely ta gain control of a non-compliant subject, but are aiso much more likely to 

cause injury. Sa, tools/techniques that wouid be used as alternatives to the Taser are more likely to cause 
injury (indeed, if they are done properly, they will cause injury) than the Taser, but are less likely to be 
effective than the Taser (particularly when dealing with extremely resistive/violent subjects). 

Injury reduction - As indicated above, use-of-force incidents involving the Taser resulted in very few 
injuries. There were 130 total use-of-force incidents involving Tasers (83 incidents involving actual 
deployments, and 47 where officers threatened ta use or displayed the Taser). Given the alternative use-of
force tools/techniques (baton strikes, punches, kicks, etc.) officers would have employed in many of the 
incidents where the Taser was deployed, and the high propensity for those tools/techniques to cause injury, 
there is no question that bath the number and severity of injuries (to both officers and suspects) would have 
been far higher but for the Taser. 

InjuryType Number Percentage of Taser Incidents 
Incidents in which suspects were injured 6 5% 
Suspect injuries reguiring medical treatment 2 2% 
Incidents in which af:ficers were injured 3 2% 
Officer injuries requiring medical treatment 1 1 Less than 1% 

National studies have consistently shown that police use-of-force encounters often result in injuries to officers 
and suspects. Comparing these figures to injury rates from NfPD use-of-force encounters involving the Taser 
shows that the Taser does le ad to a reduction in injuries to both officers and suspects: 

1 Percentage ofMl'D use-of-force incidents National Averages, ail use-of~force 
involving Taser incidents 

Injuries ta 2% 10% 
Officers 
Injuries ta 5% 38% 
Suspect 
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As part of the process of researching the Taser and proposing an MPD Taser pro gram, MPD officer injuries 
(resulting from physical confrontations with suspects) were analyzed (by reviewing MPD worker's 
compensation forms). Comparing that data (from 2002) with similar data collected from 2004 also illustrates 
the benefit on overall MPD officer injuries since the Taser was deployed: 

2002 2004 
Incidents where MPD officers were injured during physical confrontations with 90 68 
suspects 
Missed work days by officers as a result of these iniuries-(worker's comp dayS) 29 26 
Light duty days as a result of these iniuries 54 25 
Using average MPD officer salary, value ofmissed work time $24,714 $15,899 

This reduction cannot necessarily be correlated only to the Taser, but it does further indicate the benefit of the 
Taser. It is also important to note that Taser deployment was not expanded until Spring of 2004 (so for the 
first few months of the year, there were only a handful ofTaser-trained officers and only two Tasers available 
for use), that only a limited number of officers are Taser trained, and that only a limited number ofTasers are 
available for checkout. Expanded deployment of the Taser would likely further reduce officer and suspect 
injuries. 

Deadly Force Utilization - As indicated above, a number of incidents where the Taser was deployed allowed 
officers to avoid having to resort to the use of deadly force. Also, some of the incidents in which displaying 
or threatening to use the Taser resulted in compliance could have very easily escalated to deadly force 
encounters. As such, the Taser clearly has reduced MPD officers' utilization of deadly force. 

T ASER SAFETY 

When we [11'st researched and deployed Tasers in 2003, there was strong evidence demonstrating the Taser's 
safety. Since then, several new reports onTaser safety have been released. The most notable was conducted 
by the Department of Defense (Human Effects Center of Excellence). While the full report is not yet 
available, a summary has been released. The summary states: 

[U]se of the Taser M26 and X26, as intended, will generally be effective in inducing the 
desired temporarily incapacitating effect without presenting a significant risk ofunintended 
severe effects. 

The summary also stated: 

... increased use of the Taser M26 or the Taser X26 has decreased the overall injury rate of 
both police offlcers and suspects in coilflict situations when compared to alternatives along 
the use-of-force continuum. 

Another Taser safety study was recently published in a peer-reviewed cardiac physiology medical journal 
(pacing and Clinical Electrophysiology), concluding that the X26 Taser has a wide margin of safety. The 
study concIuded that 20 times the standard X26 output is required to induce ventricular fibrillation in a 
subject weighing 100 pounds. The safety margin increased with larger body sizes: 

Bodv Weieht (pounds) X26 Safetv Manin 
66 15x 
82 18x 
108 22x 
119 30x 
183 36x 
258 42x 
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The study also showed that heart rhythm and blood pressure remain unchanged during the Taser cycle. The 
study's conclusion stated: 

This study confirmed the cardiac safety of an experimental NMI (Taser) device emulating 
the performance of commercially used devices. An NMI dis charge that could induce VF 
(ventricular fibrillation) required 15-42 times the charge of the standard NMI discharge. 
Furthermore, this study demonstrated a safety index strongly correlated with increasing 
weight. In addition, the observation of the hemodynamic stability of the animaIs suggests 
that these devices may be safely applied multiple times if needed. Discharge levels output 
by fielded NMI devices have an extremely low probability of inducing VF. 

Also, the Defence Scientific Advisory Council (United Kingdom), undertook an extensive research study into 
Taser safety. The study's conclusion, released in July of 2004: "The risk of life-tbreatening or serious 
injuries from the M26 Taser is very low." 

Over the past year, however, a number of media outlets have questioned the safety of the Taser, suggesting 
that Taser deployments have been responsible for the deaths of a number of subjects. These media outlets
primarily The Arizona Republic (a daily newspaper in Phoenix, AZ)-have cited a number of cases where 
subjects died after Taser deployments (so called "Taser related" deaths). A close analysis ofthese cases, 
however, demonstrates the inaccuracy of the media implications. l reviewed 90 cases (mostIy reported by 
The Arizona Republic) occurring between 1999 and 2005 involving the Taser and the eventual death of a 
suspect. That review showed: 

Of the 90 cases: 
• 89 involved significant physical exertion (fleeing or fighting) on the part of the suspect. 
• In 41 out of the 51 cases for which information was available, the suspect had ingested 

controlled substances-usually cocaine, but also inc1uding PCP and methamphetarnine prior 
to police contact (in 39 of the cases drug information was not available). 

• In 54 out of the 59 cases for which information was available, there was a significant time 
delay between the application of the Taser and the suspect's death-sometimes up to a week 
(information was not available for 31 cases). This is a c1ear indication that the Taser did not 
contribute to these deaths (electricity is not stored in the body-if an eiectricai CUITent is 
sufficient to cause ventricular fibrillation, it will do so immediateIy). 

• Most involved violent struggles with police, in which other use-of-force toois/techniques 
(such as OC spray, baton strikes, beanbag rounds, and empty hand techniques) were utilized. 

These cases were included as "Taser related" deaths: 
• 2 subjects who were shot (with firearms) by police after Tasers were depIoyed 

unsuccessfully. 
• 2 subjects who died from head injuries (1 from a faU after Taser deployment, 1 prior to 

police arrivaI). 
• 1 subject who slit his wrist prior to police contact and died as a result. 
• 1 subject who filled his home with natural gas prior to police contact-when the Taser was 

deployed the house exp Iode d, killing the subject and injuring two officers. 

What did the coroners/medical examiners in these 90 cases say? 
• In 46 cases the cause of death was unknown, or the autopsy is unavailab1e. Most of these cases 

involved drug ingestion andlor a delay between Taser application and death. 
• In 23 of the remaining 44 cases, the death was attributed to lethal drug consumption 

In 8 ofthese cases the autopsy report specifically excluded the Taser as a contributing factor 
In 3 ofthese cases the role of the Taser was deemed to be unknown 
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• In 9 of the remaining 21 cases, the death was attributed to medical causes, usually cardiac arrest due 
to physical exertion or pre-existing disease 

In 5 ofthese cases the autopsy report specifically excluded the Taser as a contributing factor 
In 2 of these cases the role of the Taser was deemed to be unknown 

• In 6 of the remaining 12 cases, the death was attributed to trauma unrelated to the Taser (gunshots, 
etc.) 

• None of the autopsy reports ruled or suggested that the Taser was a primary cause ofany death. 
• In 6 cases the Taser was deemed to have contributed to the subject' s death; a116 findings are highly 

speculative and a review of the incidents suggests that the Taser played no causative raIe in any of 
the deaths: 

James Borden (47 years ofage. Monroe County, Indiana) 
• Multiple drive-stuns delivered to lower abdomen and buttocks during struggle injail. 
• Borden had a massively enlarged heart (twice the normal size) and had toxic drug levels present in bis body. 
• A national forensic expert (Cyril Wecht) reviewed the case and concluded that the Taser did not cause or 

contribute to the death. 
The original coroner has since stated that the pain from the Taser-rather than the current itself-frightened 
Bolden, causing him to have a heart attack (all police use-of-force tools/techniques will cause pain, however, so 
the use of any tool/technique during this incident would have led to the same result). 

William Lomax (26 years of age. Las Vegas. Nevada) 
Lomax, under the influence ofPCP, engaged in a violentstruggle with police. He died 19 hours after the Taser 
deployment. 
The coroner' s report attributed the death to "cardiac arrest during restraint procedure" with ''PCP intoxication" 
listed as a secondary cause. 

• A coroner's inquestjury (not medical professionals) issued an opinion stating "the.combination of the force of 
the knee in ms back, the TASER, ms drug use, and the restraining: they ail played an equal role in his demise." 
No experts in Taser safety or technology testified at the inquest. 

William Teasley (31 years of age. Anderson, South Carolina) 
• Large subject became violent during bookingprocess, Taser deployed. 

Teasley had numerous medical problems: ms heart and spleen were enIarged, his liver weighed twice as much as 
a normal one, he bad hardened arterles and a constricted airway. 
Medical examiner stated that the Taser alone did not cause the death, but stated, "in the domino es ofthis man's 
existence, this Taser was the last straw." 

Greshmond Gray (25 years of age, LaGrange, Georgia) 
• Subj ect resisted officers, Taser deployed. 
• After first Taser deployment, subject attempted to pick up a small grill fi.lled with hot coals, Taser deployed 

again. 
Subject had a history of cocaine use, and an abnormal heart. 
Coroner ruled that the emotional and physical stress the subject went through during the struggle with police, 
including the Taser deployment, led to a lethal heart rhythm. 

Milton; Salazar (29 years of age. Mesa. Arizona) 
Hours after being released from prison, Salazar began throwing rocks at motorists. 

• Salazar resisted officers and Taser was deployed, he died two days later. 
Tests showed the presence of cocaine in Salazar's system. 

• Medical Examiner ruled that Salazar died from complications from excited delirium due to cocaine intoxication, 
but added that the Taser and stress from the struggle with police contributed. 

Michael Rosa (38 years ofage. Del Rey Oaks, Califomia) 
• Rosa was wandering through yards and screaming; wben police approached he swung a 2x4 piece of wood at 

them. 
• Rosa was taken into custody after Taser deployment, he died later at the hospital. 
• The coronerruled thatRosa died of a heart attack due tQ methamphetamine intoxication, but listed the Taser and 

the struggle with police as contributing factors. 

So, in most of the cases cited by media outlets as "Taser related" deaths, the Taser can readily be etiminated 
as a factor in the suspect' s death. In those few cases where coroners or medical examiners mentioned the 
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Taser as a possible factor in the death, circumstances suggest otherwise. No coroner or medical examiner has 
ruled that the Taser was the primary cause of any death. 

The summary of the Department of Defense study on Taser safety (discussed above) also spoke ta the subject 
of in-custody deaths associated with the Taser: "based on the documentation and research reviewed, this 
report concludes that (the Taser) is likely not the primary causative factor in reported fatalities." 

The delay between Taser application and death in most of these incidents forecloses the Taser as playing a 
raIe in those deaths. UW-Madison professor ofbiomedical engineering John Webster: 

If people are electrocuted, then the heart stops pumping. In about five seconds the blood 
pressure go es ta near zero. Within about 30 seconds, the persan faints and collapses. Most 
of the incidents ofpersons dying after being "Tasered" don't fit this situation. 

A 1991 report in the Journal of Forensic Sciences reviewed 16 in-custody deaths associated with Taser use 
(those cases involved an earlier model ofTaser, manufactured by a different company, however). The study 
concluded that the Taser does not cause death and ruled out the Taser as a factor in fifteen of the cases. The 
study concluded that in one of the cases, the Taser could not be ru1ed out as a contributing factor ("the 
subject's heart condition was such that he could have suffered a fatal arrhythmia from the PCP, the 
excitement, the electrical stimulation or any of these factors"). 

Suspect deaths in police custody are not new; indeed, such incidents have occurred previously in Madison. It 
is estimated that between 50 and 125 police in-custody deaths occur each year. These incidents are aImost 
always associated with a condition known as Excited Delirium: 

A state of extreme mental and physiological exciternent, characterized by extreme agitation, 
hyperthermia, epiphoria, hostility, exceptional strength and endurance without fatigue. 

Excited delirium typically results from excessive or chronic drug use, or from certain types of severe mental 
conditions. It is characterized by bizarre and violent behavior, incredible strength, paranoia, incoherent 
shouting, overheating, profuse sweating, and being impervious to pain. The erratic behavior engaged in by 
these individuals results in police response, and a violent strugg1e typicaIly ensues. Because the subject 
suffering from excited delirium is experiencing paranoia, is impervious to pain and ternporari1y eXhibits 
extraordinary strength and endurance, these confrontations are extremely dangerous and challenging for 
police. The subject-feelingno pain and behaving irrationa1ly-exerts him orherselffarbeybnd the limits of 
the body and heart, sornetimes resulting in death. As the Taser continues to be used more widely by police 
agencies, it is not unusual that some of these in-custody deaths will occur after incidents in which the Taser 
was used. Indeed, aImost aIl of the incidents cited by The Arizona Republic appear to be instances of 
Excited Delirium. To conclude that the Taser caused any ofthese deaths is simply not accurate. 

Dr. Jan Garavaglia, Chief Medical Examiner for Orlando, Florida, spoke to the issue of Excited Delirium and 
the Taser (July 2004): 

It is my belief that Taser use is now associated with Excited Delirium, because it' s 
associated; that's how they're bringing them down, but there's really no evidence that 
they're causing any of the deaths ... Excited Delirium is now a fatal disease, whether the 
police interact or not .. .I believe these individuals would have died with or without being 
shot with a Taser. . 

A United States Department of Justice study into the safety of OC spray (conducted in the mid-90s) also 
sheds sorne light on the issue of police in-custody deaths. The DOJ study reviewed 73 cases in which 
subjects had died after being exposed to OC spray. The study pointed out that when OC spray was new (like 
the Taser is now), safety concems developed: "as pepper spray use began ta spread, questions arase as ta its 
safety, especially after several exposed arrestees died in custody." The DOl study concluded that OC spray 
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contributed to only two of the deaths, both involving suspects who suffered from asthma. A few points from 
the DOJ's OC study are relevant to the topic of Taser safety and in-custody deaths: 

• A review of the facts associated with the individual incidents in the DOJ study show 
striking similarities to the cases cited by the Arizona Republic (almost ail of them 
showing symptoms of Excited Delirium). Most involve suspects who have either 
ingested controUed substances or have pre-existing medical conditions. The suspects 
engage in some type of behavior requiring police intervention, and then proceed to 
engage in violent confrontations with officers. These similarities demonstratethatpolice 
in-custody deaths are to be expected in a smail number of police use-of-force encounters, 
and that the suspect's exertion while resisting-rather than any particular tool or 
technique used by the police-Ieads to the death. 

• Conclusions reached by medical examiners or coroners are opinions, and necessarily 
entail some degree of subjectivity. The DOJ report stated, "[T]he author did not always 
agree with the cause of death listed by the autopsy surgeon or the medicolegal officer." 
Indeed, a review of the Arizona Republic cases shows a number ofvery similar incidents 
where the medical examiner/coroner reached different conclusions. The Arizona 
Republic emphasizes the few autopsy reports concluding that the Taser contributed to a 
death, but discounts the autopsy reports expressly ruling that the Taser played no role in 
a death. 

• The DOJ study stated, "the studies cited in fuis report do not and cannot prove that 
. pepper spray will never be a contributing factor in the death of a subject resisting arrest." 

So, while unable to definitively state that OC spray is "saie," the DOJ study concluded 
that aU but two of the deaths associated with the use of OC spray would have occurted 
even if OC spray had not been used. 

• Despite the lack of a de:finitive conclusion in the DOJ report, the vast majority ofpolice 
officers in the United States carry and use OC spray. 

A review of3 8 police in-custody deaths during a two-month period in 2004 showed that 9 of the cases (24%) 
involved Taser use, while 29 (76%) didnot. Since about 30% oflaw enforcement agencies in the U.S. deploy 
Tasers, fuis suggests that in-custody deaths involving the Taser comprise a percentage of ail police in-custody 
deaths proportionate to overall Taser deployment. 

None of the media stories casting doubt upon the safety of the Taser has cited any type of medical or 
scientific study or research to support their c1aims. Indeed, there is no research suggesting any safety 
concerns with the Taser. Information available in 2003 when MPD fust deployed the Taser strongly indicated 
that the device was safe. While the past year's media attention has raised doubts about Taser safety among 
the uninformed, available information continues to demonstrate that the Taser is a safe device. MPD' s Taser 
experience (close to 300 deployments, including volunteer exposures, with only a few minor injuries and no 
long-term adverse consequences) further demonstrates this. 

OTHER T ASER ISSUES 

Poliey 
MPD policy on Taser use has changed in several respects since the program' s inception. Initially, the Taser 
was placed at two distinct locations on the force continuum: if used in the drive-stun mode, the Taser was 
placed at the compliance hold level; ifused by firingprobes, the Taserwas placed above takedown techniques 
but below active countermeasures. The reason for the distinction was primarily the differing propensities for 
injury: frring the probes creates a small risk for injury (primarily due to the potential for an uncontrolled fall), 
while the drive-stun carries virtually no potential for injury. After reviewing Taser deployments for the fust 
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few months of expanded deployment (mid-2004), we realized that a few deployments in the drive-stun mode, 
while in compliance with the poUcy at that time, did not reflect crrcumstances un der which we wanted Tasers 
to be deployed. As a result, in June of2004 MPD' s policy on Taser use was changed, putting any Taser use 
at the same point on the force continuum (ab ove takedown techniques but below active countermeasures). 
86% of agencies deploying the Taser place it on the continuum at the same 1evel as OC spray, and The 
International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP) mode1 policy on electric weapons equates the devices 
with OC spray. Sa, MPD' s current policy is slightly more restrictive than the IACP recommended policy and 
that ofmost agencies deploying the Taser. 

A the time the above change was made, this section was also added to the Taser section of the use-of- force 
policy: 

The Taser shaH not be used once an individual is subdued and under control, nor shan it be 
used against subjects who are offering passive resistance. 

At the inception of the MPD Taser program,officers were required to have medical staff (at an emergency 
room) remove the Taser probes (ifthey were embedded in the subject's skin). Officers found that ER staff 
removed the probes in the same way Taser International trains officers to remove them. Accordingly, the 
policy was changed to allow officers to remove probes in the field. Probe removal was incorporated into the 
Taser user training as well. Probes embedded in a sensitive area of the body will still have to be removed by 
medical personnel. 

Volunteer Exposures 
Since the inception of the MPD Taser pro gram, close to 200 people have volunteered to be exposed to the 
Taser. Most of these volunteers have been MPD officers going through Taser training (Taser exposure is 
highly recommended, but not required, for officers being trained in use of the Taser; only a handfu1 did not 
volunteer). In 2004, Officer Eric Anderson provided training on police use-of-force and possible resu1ting 
injuries to the Madison Fire Department. More than 60 MFD personnel volunteered to be exposed to the 
Taser. One media representative has also volunteered. None of these individuals sustained any injury 
during the exposure, and no adverse effects have been reported. 

Deployment Problems/Effectiveness 
The Taser user training underscores the Taser's great effectiveness. The vo1unteer Taser exposures most 
officers were subject to (under controlled conditions) can create the belief that the Taser will a1ways be 
effective. Not surprisingly, in actual field deployments many things can (and do) go wrong that hinder the 
Taser's effectiveness. The prirnary issues MPD officers have faced are c10thing (thick or baggy) or probe 
misses. Officers are recognizing that the Taser, while a great too1, is not a cure-aIl. 

Reliability 
MPD was one of the [lIst agencies to purchase the X26, and as a result our initial order of 31 were sorne of 
the earlier ones manufactured. 16 X26's have had to be returned to Taser International, for a variety of 
problems. AIl but one ofthese malfunctions were detected either during training or through spark-testing. 
0nly once did an X26 malfunction (fail to spark when deployed) during a field deployment. 

Taser International has replaced each of these X26's, and had provided a few extra X26's at no cost to the 
depa.."i:ment. It appears that the malfunctions maybe attributable to early problems in the X26 manufacturing 
process. Tasers received after the initial order (with higher seriaI numbers, from later manufacturing lots) 
have proven to be more reliable. 

CONCLUSIONS 

MPD' s deployment ofthe Taser has clearly been a success. The Taser has been utilized to resolve more than 
100 use-of-force encounters, with few resulting injuries to officers or suspects. Given the alternative force 
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options that would have been utilized in these encounters, there is no question that both the number and 
severity of injuries (to both officers and suspects) would have been far greater had the Taser not been 
available. The Taser has also allowed officers to avoid having to deploy deadly force in a handful of 
incidents, and has also likely precluded other incidents from escalating to deadly force encounters. 

The fact remains, however, that most MPD officers have not been trained in the use of the Taser. Bach shift, 
most MPD patrol officers working the street are not equipped with Tasers, either because they have not been 
trained in use of the Taser, or because there are no Tasers available for Taser-trained officers to check-out. 
As a result, many MPD use-of-force encounters continue to be handled with traditional tools/techniques. 
These incidents are resulting in injuries to both officers and suspects that could be avoided with expanded 
Taser deployment. 

Attachments 
Summary of al! MPD Taser deployments 
Summary of all incidents where Taser use was threatened, or Taser was displayed 
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Mt-'U 1 aser u... enls 

JUly 2003 - January :2005 

Date Officer LOC<.ltlan _-,P,-,':;;Obe='I=S!'c:tu"n_-,O:::I;-;'t::an:,;"c"e_-;:S;;'R;-_-,A~g;"e_--,T::as~e;,-,_-,C".;::"~Nu;:m;;b:"e,-, _:-:: ___ ~--'-:-:-::~_:-7:-;--:-7:-:c:--__ ~C~D~m~m~e~n~ts,-____________ _ 
i'l1612003 Wahl 4765 Hayes Rd, Probes 7 feet WB 35 M26 03-84278 large sUbject barrjeaded in hotel bathroom; very effectIVe 

8/1/2003 Skenadore Belt~neNefona Rd. Probes 10 teet F/W 19 M26 03-90516 Suicidai female, 1 probe hit backpack; still taken Into cuslody wlno escalatÎon 

8/212003 Samson 100 E. Main Drive-Stun M/H 28 M26 03-91086 Non-complîant subjecl on ground, drive stun effective 

816/2003 Quast 8ram/Beld Probes 10 feet M/B 37 M26 03-93234 Armed robbery suspect, attempted suicide by cap; very effective 

8/9/2003 Skenadore 1754 lhierer Rd. Probes 10 feet MiB 44 M26 03-94374 Suicidai subjecl, cutting self w/razor; very effective 

S/9I2003 Skenadore 2914 Industrlal Dr. Drive-Stun na MIW 30 M26 03-94645 Resistive subject at detox; drive-siun effective 

8/2512003 Qua,st 1709 Fisher St Probes 8-9 feet MfW 42 M26 03~ 101694 Suicidai sUbject, noncompliant, probes hit - marginal effectivness; pass. LaW muscle m~ss 

101912003 Samson 2676 S. stoughton Rd Probes 10 teet MfW 26 M26 03~122690 Suicidai w/large Imire, also thfeatenlng ta charge officers; 2 cycles, velY effective 

10/16/2003 Quast 401 West Shore Dr. Olive-Stun M/H 35 M26 03~125810 Non-compUant sUbJI~ct on ground alter toot pUJaul!; drive stun effective 

1012212003 Fretldrmm 1500 Adams SI. Drive·Stun na M/W 29 M26 03-127193 Reslsllve subject an ground; drive-siun effective 

211712004 Freedman 2809 Curry Pkwy. Probes 

4/612004 McClurg 4101 Commercial Ave. Probes 

416/2004 Olt .4101 Commercial Ave. Drive-Siun 

4/7/2004 Graon 4222. E. Washington Drive··Stun 

418/2004 

4/1712004 

4/1612004 

412212004 

4/2412004 

412612004 

51312004 

51612004 

5/812004 

Grann 

B. GonzaJez 
Brennan 

Matt 5chroedl 

GrOinfl 

Koblnsk.y 

Alvarez 

McClurg 

WierÎng 

E. Wash & 6th 

517Woodwald 

E. Malo &. Webster 

15 Buhler Cl 

605 Cottage Grave Rd. 

4601 Verona Rd. 

CCS 

HwyV 
2014 AUied Dr 

5/812004 Wierlng 20 14 Allied Dr. 

511412004 Herrera 100 S. Pinckney 

5/1412004 Herrera 100 S. Pinckney 

5116/2004 PattersQo 500 Slate St. 

512012004 Graon 1798 Thierer Rd. 

5/2512004 Kellogg 432 State St. 

5/2712004 D.Oexhcimer 1542 Troy Dr. 

61312004 

61312004 

61512004 

6/512004 

Fiore 

Afmagost 

Kobinsky 

Koblnsky 

5123/2004 P!1alo 

6/3/2004 Flore 

6IS/2004 8. Oonzalr..z 

6/14/2004 Reilly 

6/1412004 Reilly 

611412004 D. Xiong 

6/1612004 D. Xiong 

6/16/2004 G'elnn 

755 Bralrton PI. 

4702 Catt<tge Grove 

1240 McKenna 

1240 McKenna 

2418 Wülard Av. 

4315 Bridge Rd 

500 N. Oak 

900 Wilhamson St 

BOO WiUiamson St. 

100 S. Thompson 

3737 E. Washginlon 

3737 E, Washginton 

6121!lOD4 Goehring 533 W. Washginton 

612512004 Herrera 303 N. Henry 

6/2912004 R. Gonzalez 3500 E. Washington 

7/412004 L. Walker 519 E. Johnson 

7/812004 Wlering 4633 Sheboygan 

7/1312004 Patiersol'\ Stale & Johnson 

7/3112004 Tripke 4501 Verona Rd 

81312004 McCon06K 2914 IndLl6trial Or. 

8/1012004 B. Gonzalez North &. E Was.h 

8/1412004 Tye 2300 AWed Dr. 

8/1412004 Esser 2300 AlUed Dr. 

812212004 B. Gonzalez 2229 Superior St. 

8123/04 Dunnlnglon 600 W. Badger 

8/23/04 Green W. 8elUine & Whitney 

8123104 Frei 125 Crystal Ln 

8125/04 Radke 11 N Seventh St. 

Drive~Stun 

Probes 

Probe5 

Probes 

Drive-Stun 

Drive-Stun 

Drive-Stun 

Probes 

Plobes 

Orive~StlJn 

Probes 

Drive-Siun 

Probes 

Probes 

Drive-Slun 

Probes 

Probes 

Probes 

Probes 

Drive··Slun 

Drive-SIun 

Odve-Slun 

Probes 

Probes 

Orlve~Stun 

Probes 

Probes 

Probes 

Probes 

Drive-SIun 

Probes 

Probes 

Probes 

Probes 

Probes 

Drive-Siun 

Probes. 

Probes 

Probes 

Drive-Stun 

Probes 

Drive-Siun 

Probes 

Drive-Siun 

8-10feel 

12 feet 

na 
na 

Steet 

16-20 'eet 
4·5 teet 

na 
na 
na 

3fet:t 

1·3 feet 

na 
1-3 feet 

n. 
101eet 

8 feet 

5teet 

9teet 

na 

6-7 feot 

Sfeet 

16-21 teet 

3 Jeet 

31eel 

12-15feel 

12feet 

10 teet 

4 teet 

Sfeel 

8 feet 

6feet 

10-11 teet 
10~11 teet 

na 
5-6 feet 

6feet 

n. 

MIW 22 M26 

MfW 41 S2 

MIW 
MIS 

MIB 

MlB 

MIW 

Fm 
Fm 
MlH 

MIW 

FIB 

FIS 
FIS 

MIW 

MlB 

MIS 
Fm 
MIW 

MIW 

M!B 

MM! 
MIW 

MIW 

MlH 

MIW 

MIW 

MIW 

M!B 

MIS 

MIB 

MIB 
MlB 

MlB 

MIW 

MIW 

M!B 

M!B 

MJW 

MlB 

MIW 
MIW 

22 

34 

40 

28 

36 

50 

25 

27 

42 

26 

21 

21 

26 

44 

48 

34 

36 

60 

23 

16 

27 

28 

28 

21 

23 

36 

27 

31 

41 

38 

22 

3J 

42 

22 
18 

J3 

21 

J5 

43 

29. 

C21 

C23 

C24 

N16 

C21 

N18 

C22 

W12 

C30 

S2 

W7 

W7 

C2. 

C2. 

C28 

C29 

C26 

N15 

SI 

C23 

W8 

W6 

N19 

St 
N15 

C27 

C27 

C22 

C25 

C2. 

C29 

C30 

N18 

C30 

WH 
C28 

W9 

C21 

S6 

N32 

04-17315 

04-36669 

04-36669 

04-37163 

04-37597 

04·41285 

04-41694 

04-43386 

04-44320 

04-45355 

04·48549 

04-49523 

04-50439 

04-50439 

04-53047 

04-53047 

04-54085 

04-55720 

04-56280 

04-58389 

04-62182 

04-62077 

04-61536 

04-61536 

04-57064 

04-62031 

04-64038 

04-66693 

04·66893 

04-67375 

04-67923 

04-67923 

04-70356 

04-72053 

04-7376B 

04-76494 

04-78141 

04-80876 

04-88794 

04-90076 

04-93275 

04-94992 

04-94992 

04-98526 

04-99207 

04~99187 

04-99258 

04-100153 

large, unccoperative subject wlhistory of reslslance; probes very effective 

SUbJect in vehicle, probes hit vehicle and not subject 

Drive-stun on above subject duting sbuggle 

Drive·slun after foot pursuit; effective 

,Drive-siun, not effective 

Large uncooperativfl suspect, 2 firlng cycles, effective 

large suspect turned on officer aner 100t pursult, effective 

Suicidai subject w/knife; effective 

Noncomplîant suspect refusing ta enter squad; drive-stun effective 

Combative in squad (cuffed) kicked windaw, shalteting il; drive-stun effective 

Resistive sUbJect in holding ceU; drive-siun effective 

Reslstive suspect al end 01 Jen~thy pUfsuit, exlended deployment, very effecÜVe 

Reslstve subject, probes missed 

foJlow-up drlve-stun arter probes missed and suspect taken ta ground, effedive 

Handcuffed suspect, resisting and attempting to kick, officers, effective 

suspect struggling with officers attempting lakedown. drive-stun effective 

Large violent suspect in major dlsturbance, pTobes very effective, 3 cycles 

Large resistive subject arter toot pursuit; effective; 2-3 cycles 

Reslst;ve subject, drive-siun effective 

Probes bounced off suspect, no effect 

Intoxlcared & uncooperalive suspect; probes effective; mioor in jury as a resuJt of tall 

Suspect armed w1lh knife, probe deployment effective 

Probes fÎred ",t suspect in foot pursuit, mlssed 

O(ive-stun alter foot pursuit; effective 

5ubject in squad spitting;drive-stun used 

IncoherenUreslstjve tiubJaciln sWimming pool; drive-stun somewhat effective 

Probes lircd al suspect in foot pursult after 10·S0; effective; 2 cycles 

Initial minor effect, then not effective; likely due to close probe spreacl & low muscle mass 

Multiple drive-sluns; pre-shooüng not etfec!i'o'e; post-shooting marginal effectiveness 

Probes fired, not effective. Appears one probe stuck ln clothing bul tao far trom skin ta complete cycle 

Probes fired al suspect ln 'v'ehîc\e; initiaHy effective 

Probes fired at suspect in vehîcle; in/tially effe(".1Ive; suspect remo'v'ed probes arter cycle; then complied 

Suicidai sUbJect fled trom ambulance; probes effectlve 

Drlve~stun ta resistiw! suspect; effective 

Probes tired at suspect aner foot pursuit; effective 

Suspect actively fighting aoother individual; probes etfecti'v'e 

Noncompliant suspect atler 10-60; OC ineffective; probes effective 

Noncomplianl suspect aner foot pursuit; 2 cycles; very effective 

Retail toeft suspect in fool pursuit; probes effective 

Suspect actively reslsling in squad at detox, kicking al officcrs; drive-siun matginally effective 

Suspect attempüng tu flee by getting on motorcycle; probes effective 

Probes deployed at suspect in foot pursuit, one probe missed, ineff~ti~e 

Probes dep!oyed at suspect io foot pursuit; ineffective; appears clothlng was cause 

Arrested persan violently teslsting', two drive-sluns effective 

Unccoperative subject, probes iniUally effective, then failure (poss. Weapan dercct) 

Resistive subject, several drlve·stuns delivered, marginally effective 

Violent suspect after foot pursuit; knee strikes & front kick ineffectlye; probes effective 

Suspect resisting aner being handcuffed, klcklng al offlcers; drive stun effective 

Charges 

Mental Commitment 

EO 

1 mlsd 

1 misd; 1 felonv 

PC Conveyance 

PC Conveyancc 

3misd 

1 felony; P&P 

1misd 

2misd 

Unk (asst. TMPD) 

1 mîsd; 3 'cluny . 

1 mlsd; 1 fclon)'; P&P 

2mlsd 

4mîsd 

1 misd; p&p 

PC Conveyance 

PC Conveyance 

2misd 

1 misd 

2 misd; 2 telooy; P&? 

1 misd; P&P 

2 misd; 1 felony 

2m~d 

3m!sd 

2misd 

1misd 

1 misd; 1 relony 

1misd 

2 mlsd; 1 relony 

3misd 

1 misd 

3misd 

7misd 

2 misd; 2 fclony 

S misd; 5 felony 

1m!sd 

2rnlsid 

PC Corweyanoe 

2mlsd 

1 misd 

1 misd 

4 mlsd; 1 felony 

1 misd; P&P 

2 mlsd 

2 misd; 1 telony; P&P 

3misd 

2misd 

2 misd 

1misd 

2mJsd 

3miscl 

2 misd 

Armed? 

Ves 

Ves 

Ves 

Ves 



.... ~ , .............. 
July 2003 - January 2005 

Da" Or&.r Laçatlon Probea/Stun Distance SIR Age Taser Case Number Comments Charges Armed1 
8128104 MoConneli 1980 Atwood Av Probes 11 'eet MNV 41 C21 04-101720 Suspect fleelog; probes effective; 2 cycles dewered 2m1sd 
8128104 R. GonzaJez 3737 E. Washglnton Orlve-Slun na MNV 24 04-101264 Suspect physically reaJsting: probes effective 2m1sd; P&P 
8130104 MeC""""H 2914 Industrial Dr. Orive-SluR na MNV 26 04-102185 Suspect physically reslsling being put inIo 4-poinl , •• I/aints al delox; drive-slun ."active 2m1sd 
9/6104 WDlom 4825 LoveU Le Probes 4-51 •• 1 MlA 15 04-105838 VioIently re&îstiog suspect; probes effecÜIJe 3 mIsd 

9/28104 Molneri 1701 Blouom Lane Probes e·10feet FMI 22 C26 04-115932 Su~al subject 'NI knlte, probes effectNe; 2 çycles PC Conveyance 
1011/04 Alvarez Fairchild & W. Waliih Probes 10teel MNV 26 C23 04-117644 Uncooperatlve sUbJect walklng away from oMcer; probes effecttve 2 mIsd V .. 
11l/6104 Wlering 2349 AJUed Probos 1-3 reet FIB 31 W14 04-119488 Vlotont 'emale, probes etfectNe 1 mIsd: 1 lolony; P&P 
10l9I04 L. Schwartz 2001 Sundsllom Probes 3'eet MlB 15 - 04-120869 Violent jwenile, probes deployed W/mlnlmal effcctlveness loUowed by drlve-alun; clothlng faBUle 2m1sd 

10/10104 Heimsf\e8$ 105. Mldvale Probes 71 .. 1 MIS 21 W13 04-121252 VIolent suspect fleelng tram traffic stop; shuggled wlofficers; probes effective 4mlsd 
10/12104 Milton 2009 Mekose Probe&; 151eet MNV 32 N19 04-122010 Probes Hred at suspect bath missed; suspect sUU cornplled 1 mlsd; P&P 
10/30104 Helmsnes. 3129 Maple Valley Probes 10teel MNV 22 W12 04-130102 lJncooperatfve subjec~ probes effecUve. 2 cycles 3mlad 
11/4104 Knlghl 6613 Schroeder Rd Probe$ 4~7feet MIB 26 W8 04-132568 Unccoperatlve &ubjllCt, only one probe hlt; suspeçt complied lm1sd 
l11W04 Aivafoz 2914IndustrIaIOr. Drlve-Stun na FMI 35 C28 04-133436 lJnccoperatlve subject al delox, reslsting belng put iota lestralnts; drive siun effective PC Conveyance; P&P 
11/8104 MOlovlo 2500 FIsII Halohery Rd Probes 8~11 teel MIS 15 .. 04-134317 Fleelng juvenlle burglalY suspect; probes fited throughlOVOf fence; mlssed 1 mlsd; 2 felony 

11116104 O. Xiong 109ColtageOrnve Probes 6-8 teet MNV 29 C26 04-134027 Resistive wbject al detox; mlnlmat effedlveness; posa. Law fnU6cJe mass 01 (llose probe spread 1 mIsd 
11/13104 Acre 29141ndusblal Dr. Orlve-Stun na MNV 44 Wl0 04-136484 UncooperaUve sUbftot at detox; drivc-slun effective PC Convevance 
11124104 Alvarez 215 S. Bedford Orive-Stun na MIB 44 C29 04-141096 l.JncooperaUlJe &ubject struggJing Wlofficers; drive--stun effedJve 2m1sd 
11127104 McClurg 2200 W. BroadWay Probes 1·3 feet MIS 43 -- 04-141653 Violent SU5pect after short pursuit; not effecttve; appears one probe mlssed 3 mi&d; 3 felony 
1215104 R. Annegan 3400 Hwy 30 Probes Sleel MIS 32 C21 04-144792 Violent suspect aggresslf'l!:l on officer; probM effedfve: 2 cyctes 3 ml&<!; 1 felony 
12/8104 R. Gonzatez 2453Upham Orive-Stun MNV 21 Nl. 04-145638 Resletlvo suspoct; 2 drive-s'un cycles dellvered; cftOOÜlJO 3mlad;P&P 

1219104 Armagoat 1321 Tompklns Probes 3'eet FMI 17 C26 Q4..146303 Violent female suspect '-M'knlfe; probes effecUve; 2 cycles; very cJo&e probe spread 4m1sd V .. 
12111104 Valenta 712 S. WhItney Probes 3'eet MIS 40 W7 04-147143 Resl&Hve suspect exlting squad; probes InitiaUy effective, 'Nires IIkety broke mkkycle 2 mIsd; 1 felony 

12/11104 Noie 712 s. whitney Drlve-Slun na 04-147143 Drive-stun allempled durlng skuggle: Taser maJf\Jnctioned (no sperk) 

12/14104 E ... r 1034 Moorland OrNe-Siun na MNV 51 04-147483 Orfve-stun ta buttocks dunng slruggJe; not effective PC Conveyanœ 

12118104 ShaneOlaon 4321 Srilla Pkwy Probe&. 10feet WH 55 04·149783 Su.peot beUeved ta be aJmed wlknlfe; dual deployment, marginai effectivenoaa due to heavy coat 5 misd; 1 felony 

12/18104 Kobin5ky 4321 Srma Pkwy Probes 10-151eot W12 04-149783 Suspect beleved 10 be armed wlknffe; dual depSoymen~ marginai effectlvoneas due ta heavy coat 

12/21104 Horrera 117 W. Main SI Probes sreet MNV 34 C31 04-150965 VIolent suspect in roar 0' squad, klcked offlcen; multiple times, prob8li effoc::tive 3 rniIid; 1 feJony 

12/24/04 RiIè 1329 Temkln Probes Steel MIS 33 W11 04-152104 UncooperaUve subject wllmental heatth issues; probes very etrecüve PC Conveyilnce 

12/29104 Leerek 2121 East Springs Dr. Probes 10 leeI MNV 24 04-153268 Aeelng suspect, probes not effective; cJothfng 3 mlad; 2'WaITanls 

111105 Paulson 1007 W. Sadger Probes 8-11 feet MNV 34 05-352 8arrioadod aubjocl, po$&. Almed, uncooperative, emerged from bulkIIng, probes vell offeçtiyo PCIEO 

1118105 Reilly 600 S. Thornlon Orlve-Stun na MIS 31 05-005944 10..&0 liUbject realstlng arter pUfauit; drive stun mod81ately e"actlve; 1 mIsd; 1 feIony 

1121/05 Harder 201 S. Gammon Pr_ 21 'oel MIB 14 05·001239 Fleefng Jw. Reaching in pocke~ Initiai rocation then contlnued to Roe: probabfy bottom probe came out 1 mIsd 

1121105 Koblnsky OomonlWalls Probes 3 MIS 28 W12 05.()()7301 Uncoop. Subjeot; 1&t çycJe Into lower leg due ta coat, InltlaUy effectiVe, wire brake dwing struggle 1 mIsd 

1121105 Koblnsky GamoruWattl Probes W12 05-007301 Reload & 2nd probe depJoyment ta hamslling, effective 



_-=D:.:.::I.=-__ ....:::Offlc.r 
4/16/2004 Grann 

4/27/2004 Fiore 

5/1/2004 Radke 

5/6/2004 Leerek 

5/1512004 Radovan 

5/27/2004 Wierlng 

5/2412004 Wiering 

6/9/2004 J. Dexheimer 

6/11/2004 Sweeney 

6/23/2004 Orvis 

6/23/2004 Sweeney 

6/21/2004 L. Schwartz 

7/2/2004 L. Schwartz 

7/3/2004 Ostrenga 

7/11/2004 Wlering 

7/1812004 Sweeney 

7/27/2004 Ostrenga 

7/31/04 Knight 

8/5/04 Flore 

8/9/04 Xlong 

8/13/04 Wlxom 

8/19/04 Favour 

8/20/04 Wierlng 

8/23/04 Wiering 

8/26/04 D. Xiong 

8/26/04 Reilly 

8/27/04 Radke 

9/2/04 Sheffer 

9/7/04 Jugovlch 

9/15/04 Kobinsky 

9/3/04 Wierlng 

9/19/04 L. Schwartz 

9/21/04 Kellogg 

9/30/04 Krahn 

10/18/04 Wlering 

10/24/04 L. Schwartz 

10/28/04 Phara 

10/27/04 Wixom 

11/16/04 Phara 

11/22/04 Shane Oison 

11/26/04 Grann 

12/4/04 Pharo 

12/19/04 Krahn 

12/26/04 Billerman 

1/12/05 D. Dexheimer 

1/15/05 Kobinsky 

1/25/2005 Patterson 

Location 

500 N. Oak 

2914 Industrial 

SI. Mary's ER 

1933 Manlay St. 

7000 Mineral Point Rd. 

2114 Rosenberry 

2349Allied 

Beewick SI. 

116 W. Washington 

4202 Milwauke SI. 

2351 Allied Dr. 

2230 Rosenberry 

2300Allied 

2914 Industrial 

4219 W. Beltline 

2914 Induslrial 

1905 Betd SI. 

50 Ho lIywood Dr. 

2601 Fish Hatchery Rd 

4017 Claire St. 

2301 Carling Dr. 

1411 Theresa Terr. 

4705 Jenewein 

6300 Betty s Ln 

141 Langdon 

141 Langdon 

5236 Piccadilly 

1738 Rolh St. 

213 Swanton 

5317 High Crossing BI 
2309 Carling Dr. 

1210 McKenna 

700 Siaie St. 

100 N. Broom 

5600 Russett 

7040dana 

1619 Troy Dr. 

2422 Allied Dr. 

89 EaslTowne Mali 

676 S. Whitney Way 
1203 MacArthur 

300 Oak SI. 

1209 MacArthur 

3301 Cityview Dr. 

1810 Northport 

481 Hilton 

431 W. Main 

Prob.s/Slun 

Laser Only 

Dlsplay Only 

Display Only 

Verbat Threal 

Display Ont y 

Display Only 

Display Only 

Laser Only 

Laser Only 

Display Only 

Laser Only 

Laser Only 

Display Only 

Spark Damo 

Laser Only 

Laser Only 

Laser Only 

Laser Only 

Display Only 

Laser Only 

Laser Ont y 

Laser Only 

Display Ont y 

Display Only 

Laser Only 

Display Only 

Laser Ont y 

Laser Only 

Display Only 

Laser Only 

Display Only 

Laser Only 

Laser Only 

Laser Only 

Display Only 

laser Only 

laser Only 

Laser Only 

laser Only 

Laser Only 

Laser Only 

Display Only 

Dlsplay Only 

Laser Only 

Disptay Only 

Display Only 

laser Only 

Distance 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

na 

MPD Taser Deployments _play or Threat Only 

April 2004 - January 2005 

Tas.r 

C22 

S4 

W7 

C23 

C29 

Cas. Numb.r 

04-40646 

04-42820 

04-47543 

04-49942 

04-53898 

04-58918 

04-57538 

04-64992 

04-65686 

04-68689 

04-65412 

04-70212 

04-75289 

04-76143 

04-79681 

04-82475 

04-87111 

04-89080 

04-90998 

04-93201 

04-94787 

04-97085 

04-97593 

04-98864 

04-100245 

04-100245 

04-101109 

04-103692 

04-106303 

04-109758 

04-104075 

04-111566 

04-112533 

04-116772 

04-124472 

04-127293 

04-128829 

04-128710 

04-137762 

04-140280 

04-141388 

04-144490 

04-149988 

04-152617 

05-004172 

05-005165 

05-008963 

Comm.nls 

Aftar loot pursuil, laser on suspecl drew compllance 

Displayed X26 and Ihreatened use, suspecl compilled 

Suspecl relused 10 enter squad, laser dlsplayed, complied 

Suspect resisted, olc. Threatened 10 use taser, suspect camp lied 

Noncomplianl suspect after 1001 pursuit, threalened w/taser, complled 

Suspect relusing 10 exil vehicle, dis play effedive 

Diplayed to disorderly suspects; effective 

Uncooperative suspect, laser display effective 

Uncooperative suspect, laser display effective 

Llncooperative suspect afier pursuit, display effective 

Llncooperative suspect in bedroom; laser dis play effective 

Semi-cooperative; laser display effective 

Displayed X26 and !hreatened use, suspect compllied 

Uncooperative subject at delox in seclusion room; spark-demo used; subject complied 

Suicidai subjecl w/kni!e; laser display gained compliance 

Llncooperative subject at detax ln sedusian room; display & threat; subject complied 

Llncaoperative sUbiect, taser dis play effective 

Uncooperative & intoxicated subject; laser dis play effective 

F:obbery suspect, complied at sight of taser 

Juv. Out of control; laser effective 

Foot chase suspect hidden in apartment; laser display effective 

Domestic suspect attempting to flee out widow; display effective 

Large suspect, noncompliant; taser display gained campliance 

Olc. Respanded ta light involving bats, group began ta walk away, stopped w/taser disptay 

Robbery suspect tleeing on foot; laser displayed in front of him - suspect stopped 

Mulliple rabbery suspects fleeing on loot, taser displayed - suspects complied 

Noncompliant domestic suspect; laser display effective 

Uncooperative & threatening subject; display effective 

Drive stun threatened on noncompliant suspect; effective 

Uncooperative, threatening suspect; display effective 

Taser threatened at Iwo suspects fighting; one complied, one lied 

Taser pointed at subject attempling to Hee; effective 

Taser use threatened, effective 

Taser pointed at uncaoperalive subjecl; effective 

Llncoaperative subject on Irallic stop; dis play effective 

Domestlc suspecl hiding in garage; laser effective 

Juv. Wllh kni!e, laser effective 

Llncoop. Subjecl 

Aggressive Juv. At mali, laser effeclive 

Llncaoperative relail theft suspect; laser effective 

Escape suspect leaving bldg.; laser effedive 

Physically reslslive suspect in squad, display effective 

T aser use threatened during struggle 

Uncooperative subject, laser dis play eftective 

Resisling subject, dis play effective 

Reslslive subject; display effective 

f(eslstive subject; laser effeclive 





Lethality of Tasers 
James Angelo Ruggieri, P .E., MIEE 
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Voltage 
kV) 

Peak Current 

Average Current 

Current Range . 

Repetition Rate 
(19) 

Taser M26 

50,000 Volts {50 

18A 

162.48mA (RMS) 

1 00 to 5~0 ~A40 r···U··········I····S····················· ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... . p . , 

1 

Pulse width duration 10 J,ls to 100 J,ls 

Output Pulse Energy 1 to 3 J . 1 

Body Impedance Reference 1000 Ohm~ ., 

1 1 
L.. .... ..... ..•.• ... ..•• ....... ...... ... ........ .............•..••.••••.•. ..... ....•.. ..•• ..••.••• •• 1 



Darts 

Fishhook barbs -6 mm sq. area 
-350 FPS 

Penetrates up to 2-inches 
of clothing (compressible) 

Poor accuracy 
-2 feet spread at 21 feet 



Taser-Related Deaths 
~ 90 + deaths 
~ Typical Profile, Most: 
• 

• 

• 

• 

About "middle-aged" 
No history of cardiac/medical problems. 
Small amounts of cocaine and/or alcohol in 
system. 
VF/CA within 45 minutes of Tasing. 



Drive Stun Mode Example 



Skin Effect & Faraday Shield 
~Stratbucker: Fetus is protected since Taser high 
frequency current cannot penetrate into human tissue; 
Fetus. Fetus, organs cannat be harmed. 

~Bleetman: Uterusl fetus protected; phenomena 
"prevents direct conduction into nerves and muscles." 

But then why do al/body muscles respand ta 
pulses? 

~Others relied upon/quoted this same assertion in their 
basis. Transitive Error? 

(i.e., Valdez v. Farmon, Other Paper Reviewers, Police, Medical 
etc.) 

But ... is this true? 



Heaviside's Equation for Skin Effect 

where: 
/J = /Jo /Jr is the magnetic permeability of the 

material 
E = Eo Er is the dielectric permittivity of the 

material 
f = is the frequency of the current induced· in a 

material 



Skin Effect 

Skin Depth depends on current frequency - It doesn't happen in Bio 
Materials under 10 MHz. J.P. Reilly, Applied Bioelectricity 

Taser M26 possible frequencies is 10 KHz to 100 KHz (1/100 to 
1/10Jls) 

Taser can penetrate deep into tissue (e.g., heart, fetus, etc.) 

Stratbucker/Bleetman never performed tests to test theory. 



UL, tEe 479 Standards 
Taser Marketing Graph 

UL Limit for Ventricular Fibrillation 

IEC 479 Threshold for Ventricular Fibrillation 
.. 

• AIR TASER 34000 

.. ..... - - --- - - .... 
~ .. ~ .. .. 

~ 1 02~ _____ -----I------+------+------+------~4"" 
O ~ 

al ~ • 

10 L-_L-I~I~ILIIUItl-~~I-LUIIU,,~.~~~~'~I~~"UL~L-I~II~IU"~~'~~~'UII~lJ 
1 0 ·6 1 0 -5 4 3 2 1 0 -1. 

10· 10· 10· 

Pulse Width (5) 



UL 69 - Electric Fences? 

Graph contrasts Taser M26 and Taser 34000 current 
pulse-width plots to UL and IEe 479 limits for VF. 

Taser: The UL standard addresses periodic pulse trains 
and is "directly applicable ta pulse wave devices like 
the Sticky Shocker. " 

UL: No such standard, UL 69 (Electric Fences) not 
applicable, UL never tested and never certified any 
Taser. No UL standards governing "pulse wave 
devices" Walter Skuggevig, UL 



UL 69 & CPSC 

1976 CPSC Dr. Theodore Bernstein Tests on 
weaker Taser device: 

Taser output energy per pulse is somewhat higher than 
the allowable output for an electric fence. 

Taser pulse occurs 13 times per second compared to 
the once persecond for the fence. The power into 
the load is 13 times greater for the Taser output than 
for the elec'tric fence. These results indicate that the 
Taser output is more hazardous than an electric . 
fence output. (M26 = 19 Pulsels, therefore 19X) 

Graph not reproducible 



IEC 479 -1 
Effects of Current On Humans & Livestock, 50/60 Hz 

Zone AC4 .. 3, +500/0 for VF, Hand to Feet, Touch Contact 



IEC 479-1 

Taser disputes applicability of IEe 479-1 
because of pulse-width differences 

Taser M 26: 10 JJs to 100 JJs 

IEe 479-1: 50/60 Hz 

Eric Koscove: Lack of experimental data on the 
clinical effects of a train of damped sinusoidal 
waves as a function of pulse frequency, pulse 
duration, amplitude,. current and frequency. 

J.P. Reilly: 009 experiments - VFT occurs at a 

peak current of 15 mA +/- 4.3 mA for single DC 
pulse of 1 ms duration ........... but .. . 



Impact of Repeating Pulses 
Reilly & Bernstein: Repeatirlg stimuli causes VF 
threshold ta fall considerably. 

Reilly shows the VF threshold ta fall by a factor of 
thirty with six pulse train - that is, VFT drops from 30 
mA ta 1 mA in six pulses. 

"The ability of a stimulus ta produce multiple cardiac 
excitations significantly affects its potency for causing 
fibrillation. " 

Taser M26 up ta 40 pulses/sec. (19 pis *5 sec = 957) 

For Taser M26 pulse width = "100 JlS: 10M smaller than 
1 ms pulse width used by Reilly in his dog experiment, 
but Taser M26 I-peak = 18 Amperes, 30M larger than 
Reilly's 15 mA model. 



Body Impedance (Z Man) 

Taser uses 1000 Ohms Ref. 
But 1000 Ohms = Hand to Feet 
Across Torso or Back 
= 1.3% HF or 13 Ohms (Z-Man) 

Bernstein: Entry of fishhook barbs 
likely incur local trauma, serving 
to increase the effective area of 
the barb, and therefore decreasing 
resistance to a value as low as 200 
ohms. 

I=E/Z 



Taser Lethality 
OZ Roy: "Far from benign" "pump failure and cardiac 

arrhythmia can occur when stun-gun devices are 
applied directly to the chest, and pacemaker leads can 
act as a secondary winding of a transformer." 

VFT Charge Variation between Taser and Others 

. Researcher Puise Width WeightlPigs ~hlrge VFT Multiplier 

Roy (1 ndependent) ~20Al N40 and 52 kg Jat;m4ilk Ref. 

Kroll (T user) 10~ 100,. ... 40 and 52 kg 1055 . to 1440.m; 31 iilnd 42X 



Delayed VF 
ME conclusions based on beHef that VF would 

have occurred immediately. 
~ PJ Jensen: 8 to 12 hour delays in the onset of 

symptoms for three patients who sustained 
electric injuries with current passing through the 
thorax. Jensen described theresulting 
ventricular arrhythmias as severe and long 
lasting, and in two of the three patients, 
ventricular tachycardia or ventricular fibrillation 
or both occurred. 

~ Permanent Damage Possible 
• Orme, s, Channer, KS Tachycardia following low-tension electrocution, 

• Jensen PJ, et al Electrical in jury causing ventricular arryhythmias. 



Taser: "They would have died anyway" 



Kroll: "Taser Safer Than Tylenof' 

Kroll: 18 Grams 

(Whole Bottle) 

Suicide Attempts 



Conclusions 

~ Used only in circumstances where a failure to 
act is likely ta result in severe in jury or death to 
either the afficer, the patient, ar ta others, and 
no other force alternative is feasible. 

~ Police should be informed that the Taser can 
kill, and judge accordingly . 

. ~ Never be used as a routine means ta control an 
unruly individual where other, less lethal means 
can be effective. 



Conclusions, Cont'd 

~ Special training programs/ response 
strategies needed. 

~ Stop exemplar officer Tasing as a means of 
training for authorization. 

~ Police officers and others who have been 
Tased should seek medical evaluation to 
determine possibility of in jury ta the heart. 

~ Don't target thoracic region. 



Conclusions, Cont'd 

y Tased patients should always receive 
immediate follow-up evaluation by medical 
personnel - despite absence of symptoms. 

Cooper 

y AED devices should be on hand. 
Tseng & Kro// 

y Public availability - should be subject to the 
same oversight presently given to other 
classes of deadly weapons. Need for 
Federal, State and Local Regs. 



.. 

James Angelo Ruggieri, P.E., MIEE AAFS 57th Annu 





Sgt Darren Laur 
Victoria Police Department 
850 Caledonia Ave. 
Victoria, British Columbia 
Canada, V8T 5J8 

Dear Sgt. Laur, 

J.P. Reilly comments, March 4,2005 

Metatec Associates 
12516 Davan Drive 

Silver Spring, MD 20904 
(301) 680-9151 

(301) 680-1902 (FAX) 

March 4, 2005 

You called me on February 28 to elicit my comments on a presentation that was 
given at the 57th Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. The 
presenter was James Ruggieri; the title ofhis presentation was Lethality ofTasers. The 
date of the presentation was February 25,2005. On March 1 you sent me a copy ofhis 
slides, which l have reviewed. 

Several of the slides merit comment. To be fair to Mr. Ruggieri, note that l did 
not hear the actual presentation. Therefore, l cannot be certain of the context in which 
the slides were given, nor am l aware of questions and answers from the meeting that 
might have clarified some of the points l wish to raise. Given your deadline (March 4), l 
must keep my commentary brief. While l provide commentary on a few of the slides in 
Mr. Ruggieri's presentation, l agree with sorne ofhis statements appearing on his other 
slides. 

From the information you provided me in addition to the set of slides, it appears 
that some inappropriate conclusions have been circulated relative to the information in 
Mr. Ruggieri' s slides. l hope the attached comments will help clarify possible 
misinterpretations of data applied to Taser saJety. If you desire a more detailed discussion 
of the issues, l recommend the publication by Maier et al. (2004), ofwhich l am a co
author. 

Sincerely, 

J. Patrick Reilly 
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J.P. Reilly comments, March 4,2005 

Comments on "Lethality ofTasers",presented by J. A. Ruggieri, Feb. 25, 2005. 

1. Page 14, titled "hnpact ofRepeating Pulses". This slide contains two statements 
regarding ventricular fibrillation (VF) that deserve discussion: 

(a) "Reilly shows the VF threshold to fall by a factor ofthirty with six pulse train
that is, VFT drops from 30 mA to 1 mA in six pulses." 

(b) " The ability of a stimulus to produce multiple cardiac excitations significantly 
affects its potency for causing fibrillation." 

The statements appear to have been taken from Figure 6.6 and the ensuing discussion 
in my book, Applied Bioelectricity. Although the quotations are accurate, their 
application to Taser safety requires care. Note that the X26 and M26 Tasers normally 
produce a sequence of pulses at a rate of 19 per second. 

The VF threshold can drop with the number of pulses in a repeated pulse train only if 
the individual pulses are above the threshold of cardiac excitation, i.e., at Taser 
repetition rates (19/s), a single pulse must be capable ofinducing an extra beat during 
the diastolic period of the cardiac cycle. Note that an induced extra beat does not in 
itself constitute a hazardous situation, although VF is usually fataL 

Regardless of the number ofpulses, experimental evidence demonstrates that theVF 
threshold lies above the excitation threshold for stimulation by a single pulse. If the 
individual pulses in a pulse train are below the excitation threshold, then there can be 
no excitatory effect on the heart by the full pulse train. 

The measured outputs of the M26 and X26 Tasers are well below the calculated 
threshold of cardiac excitation in healthy humans. Furthermore, laboratory tests have 
demonstrated that the output of the X26 Taser must be enhanced 15 to 42 times above 
the normal output to elicit VF in pigs (McDaniel et al, 2005). Since the output of the 
X26 Taser is more effective than that of the M26, the output enhancement factor for 
VF by the M26 Taser is expected to be even greater. 

ln view of these facts, neither the M26 nor X26 Taser is expected to present a VF 
hazard when applied to the thorax of healthy human adults. 1 am not aware of 
scientific investigations ofTaser safety inpotentially sensitive people (e.g., the ill or 
under the influence of drugs). 

2. Page 15, slide titled ''Body Impedance (Z man). The statement is made that the 
effective resistance of the Taser barbs, when applied across the torso or back, may be 
substantially lower than 1000 ohms - the impedance cited in the slide as having been 
used in Taser International tests. While 1 do not dispute the accuracy of the 
statement, test data show that the magnitude of the current applied to a biological 
subject by a Taser is nearly invariant with respect the subject impedance over a fairly 
wide range (Taser International, 2005). This property follows from fact that the Taser 
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output appears as a high-impedance source. Consequently, the lower subject 
impedance assumed in this slide is not significant. 

3. Page 16, slide titled "Taser Lethality". This slide quotes a paper by O.Z Roy, that the 
stun device is "Far from benign ... ", and "pump failure and cardiac arrhythmia can 
occur when stun-gun devices are applied directly to the chest...". Although the slide 
does not identify a particular paper, 1 find the quotations in this slide to appear in a 
paper by Roy and Podgorski (1989). 

Drs. Roy and Podgorski tested the cardiac response of two pigs using five different 
stun guns, with electrodes applied to the surface of the thorax above and below the 
heart, representing the most sensitive positioning of the electrodes with respect to 
cardiac stimulation. They were able to elicit cardiac arrhythmias only with the gun 
having the strongest energy output. From the information provided in the paper, 1 
conc1ude that the most energetic gun used in these tests exceeded the output of the 
M26 and X26 Tasers by a large factor. Consequently, from the frnding of arrhythmias 
with that particular stun gun, one cannot conc1ude that the M26 or X26 Tasers present 
a cardiac hazard. 

The subject slide contains a discrepancyin the Table, where Roy's VF charge 
threshold is stated to be 3 )lC to 4 )lC. 1 do not find these values in Roy's paper. 
However, similar values are ascribed by Dr. Roy to sorne of the weaker guns he 

tested in units of charge density ()lC/cm2), not absolute charge as listed in the table .. 
Although 1 am not familiar with the paper by KroH from which data is aiso listed in 
the table, 1 suspect that the tabulated VF threshold data applies to the output charge, 
rather than charge density within the biological tissue. Ifthis is true, then it would be 
misleading to compare the Roy and KroH data directly. 1 would need to examine the 
Kroll paper to better assess this comparison. 
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February 8, 2005 

Dr. J. Cairns 
Deputy Chief Coroner for Ontario 
Office of the Chief Coroner 
26 Grenville Street 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A2G9 

Fax 416-314-4030 

Re: Opinion on the carrfiac safety of the Taser weapon 

Dear Dr. Cairns: 

Thank you for asking me to evaluate the literature you provided and provide an opinion. 

1. Qualifications for providing tbis opinion: 

l hold a Master' s degree in Biomedical Engineering, with thesis work and publications 
focusing on cardiac arrhythmias. 1 am board-certified by the Royal College ofPhysicians 
and Surgeons of Canada as weIl as the American Board ofPediatrics in Cardiology, with 
additional training in Cardiac Electrophysiology and certification from the North 
American Society for Pacing and Electrophysiology for special competency in Cardiac 
Pacing and Defibrillation. My clinical activity centers on the diagnosis and management 
of cardiac arrhythmias in children and young adults with normal he arts as weIl as those 
with congenital heart disease. l hold staff physician appointments in the Division of 
Cardiology and the Department of Critical Care at the Hospital for Sick Children in 
Toronto, as weIl as Assistant Professor ofPediatrics at the University of Toronto Faculty 
of Medicine. My CV is available upon request. 

2. Summarv: 

Based on the material reviewed, the TAS ER device is highly unlikely to provoke cardiac 
arrest through the induction of ventricular arrhythmias. 



3. Rationale: 

a. Temporal features related to induction of ventricular arrhythmias. 

The time course of deaths reported as being possibly related to TAS ER use is not typical 
of the usuai clinical picture that experienced cardiac electrophysiologists have observed 
over several decades of provocative testing for ventricular arrhythmias. During such 
tests, the ventricle is incrementally paced with progressively shorter extrastimuli until 
such time as tissue refractoriness is reached, or an arrhythmia is induced. Such 
experimentally induced arrhvthmias are observed as occurring immediately with 
extrastimuli and there is no known electrophysiologic mechanism to explain any 
delayed induction of ventricular arrhythmias, whether minutes or hours following 
the extrastimuli. 

Likewise, during provocative testing for the evaluation of implantable cardioverter
defibrillator devices, 60 Hertz current may be directed into the heart as a very potent 
initiator of ventricular fibrillation. Again, the resulting arrhythmia is observed as an 
immediate consequence of the stimulus, and late triggering of a ventricular 
fibrillation minutes or hours later is not a described or electrophysiologically 
rational entity. 

b. Lack of observed arrhythmias during TASER discharge. 

The materials supplied include reports of animal and human data demonstrating a lack of 
induced arrhythmias during standard T ASER discharge under continuous 
electrocardio graphic monitoring. 

c. Relative safety of a high-frequency discharge waveform. 

Ironically, the 60 Hertz AC residential supply current commonly found throughout North 
America has been shown to be a very efficient means of inducing ventricular arrhythmias 
at relatively low energy/current loads. Experimental data suggests that the danger of 
current waveforms drops off dramatically as waveform frequency increases. The 
TASER weapon waveform is in a similar frequency band to that commonly used in 
electrocautery devices wherein high frequency current passes from a cauterytip, 
through the body and is collected at a large ground pad. Because of the high 
waveform frequency, most of the energy is converted to local heat and very little is 
available to capture deeper muscle structures unless direct contact is made. A similar 
methodology ("radiofrequency ablation") is commonly used to cure cardiac arrhythmias, 
with high-frequency current being applied directly to the endocardial surface of the heart 
to effectively ablate abnormal areas responsible. for arrhythmias. My colleagues and l 
perform this procedure several times a week within the hearts of children and teenagers 
and no arrhythmias are induced. 



d. Delivery configurations and anticipated trans-cardiac energy delivery. 

During intentional medical correction of the cardiac rhythm (cardioversion or 
defibrillation), large electrode surfaces coated with conductive gel are utilized to 
minimize the resistance ("impedance") to current flow from the device into the body .. As 
weIl, great care is taken to ensure that as much myocardial mass as possible is positioned 
within the discharge pathway between the two electrodes to maximize current and energy 
flow through the heart during the cardioversion or defibrillation. 

In contrast, the typical dart position during a TAS ER frring is unlikely to maximize the 
amount ofmyocardial mass within the discharge vector. As well, TASER darts present a 
significantly smaller surface area of contact into the body and thus impose a significantly 
higher impedance. Higher impedance reduces current and energy delivery in fixed 
voltage/charge systems (like the TASER device); as current and energy (and their relative' 
pathway near the heart) determine the risk of arrhythmia induction, higher delivery 
impedance reduces risk. 

e. Calculated energy delivery and relation to clinical cardioversion and defibrillation. 

Typical energy settings for clinical cardioversion defibrillation range from 0.25 to 4 
Joules per kg of body weight, translating to a range of 18 to 280 Joules for a 70-kg adult. 
At 1.76 Joules per pulse, the TASER delivers a subclinical (by a factor of at least 10) 
dose of electricity in typical subjects, particularly when delivery configuration is 
taken into account (see d. above). 

f. Presence of a large "safety margin" during animal testing. 

In a series of intention al TASER "overdose" in anesthetized pigs of weights ranging 
from 66 to 258 pounds, the energy was delivered in a "worst-case" configuration 
intended to maximize the myocardial mass within the discharge vector (see d. 
ab ove), with safety margins of at least 15 noted at the smallest sizes, and more 
typically 30 or better attypical adult body weights. Notable is the use of halothane 
anesthesia in this series, which is widely regarded as a pro-arrhythmic agent, which 
may increase the conservative estima tes already reported for safety margin. 

Sincerely, 

Joel A. Kirsh, BASc, MSc,:MD, FRCP(C), FACC 
Staff Cardiologist, Hospital for Sick Children 
Assistant Professor of Pediatries, University of Toronto 
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Executive Summary 

On February 23td and 24th, 2005, The Potomac Institute for Policy Studies in Arlington, 
Virginia, hosted a two-day conference entitled "Stun Devices: Uncertainties and Gaps in 
Knowledge." The conference was co-sponsored by Aegis Industries, Inc. The purpose of the 
conference was to bring together experts from various fields including medical and health effects, 
safety and regulatory issues, policy, and industry practices, to discuss what we know about stun 
device technology and offer insight and suggestions on filling the current gaps in knowledge. 

A plenary session was held to discuss the current status of the stun device debate, and the 
group heard from individuals regarding such issues as current research endeavors, policy concerns, 
regulations, and the status of the industry. The floor was open to discussion and input was 
encouraged and received from aIl members, which was beneficial in making sure all relevant issues 
were thoroughly addressed. 

Conference attendees were then assigned to one of four breakout groups: (1) Policy, led by 
Dr. Dennis McBride of the Potomac Institute for Policy Studies; (2) Health Effects, led by Dr. 
Marom Bikson of the City College of New York; (3) Regulatory & Safety, led by V ADM Thomas 
Barrett of the Potomac Institute for Policy Studies; and (4) Industry, led by Mr. K.en Stethem of 
Aegis Industries, Inc. These groups met with the objective of evaluating issues related to their 
domain, and developing conclusions and recommendations, which would be presented on Day 2, to 
aIl participants who were in the plenary session. The conference ended with a scheduled press 
conference to summarize the findings and recommendations from each group. 

The conference thus served to inform the preparation of this manuscript. The Potomac 
Institute for Poliey Studies is responsible for the information contained within the report. It is 
important to note that, as in any conference of world-class experts, there was not absolute unanimity 
on every conclusion reached. The purpose of this report is to objectively evaluate the relative 
efficacy and safety of stun devices in the context of law enforcement use, and in the near absence of 
federal governmental attention. 

Synopsis of Findings: 

• There is no universally accepted terminology or de finition for non-lethal weapons in the 
realm of law enforcement. For our purposes, we adopted the Department of Defense 
(DoD) definition, and are convinced that this language is appropriate for use by stun device 
manufacturers and end users. The point of non-lethal technologies is that they are employed 
with an intent not to kill, but to incapacitate temporarily. The public should become educated 
on this fundamental issue of non-lethal technologies. 

• The last and only federal regulatory review of stun device safety was conducted in 1976 by 
the Consumer Product Safety Commission. The technology evaluated at that rime was 
found not likely to be lethal to normally healthy adults. We have found no report whose 
purpose was to claim that stun devices are ineffective or unsafe. 

• We found a fundamental FDA philosophy to be useful for evaluating the safety and 
effectiveness of devices such as stun guns. This methodology considers the risks associated 
with a device relative to its efficary, and considers no product to be completely devoid of risk. 
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• There are no federal restrictions or guidelines for stun device use-nor for importation from 
foreign suppliers for that matter. Moreover, there is no regulating body (private or public) 
and there are no industry standards. 

• Due to the fact that law enforcement agencies are managed at the locallevel, placement of 
stun devices on the force continuum may vary amongst organizations. Although sorne 
organizations offer exemplary use of force rules, there is no universally agreed upon 
matching of tactics (use of force) with threatening behavior. 

We found direct and indirect evidence specifically regarding the safety and effectiveness of stun 
technology: 

• Indirect Evidence of Efficacy 
o Acquisition of stun devices by law enforcement agencies across the country is 

increasing substantially. 
o Organizations other than traditional law enforcement agencies have actively voiced 

support for stun device use as a non-Iethal option. 

• Direct Evidence of Efficacy 
o Individual law enforcement agency reports offer statistics on situational use and 

employment results, and a compelling majority of these report favorable success 
rates, particularly as compared to other techniques and devices. 

• Indirect Evidence of Safety 
o A vailable animal modeling results offer confirming scientific evidence that the 

employment of stun technology is relatively safe. 

• Direct Evidence of Safety 
o Examination of the 72 mortality cases appearing in an Amnesty International 2004 

report reveals that in no instance was stun employment singularly indicated or 
implicated as the specifie cause of death, although the application of stun devices 
could not be ruled out as a possible contributing factor. 

o Analysis of the 72 mortality cases showed that other contributing factors included 
pre-existing morbidity, such as heart disease; and other significant factors such as 
excessive drug ingestion, and multiple force applications (e.g., baton + wrestling + 
stun). 

Study Conclusions: 

• Based on the available evidence, and on accepted criteria for defming product risk vs. 
efficacy, we believe that when stun technology is appropriately applied, it is relatively safe 
and clearly effective. The only known field data that are available suggest that the odds are, 
at worst, one in one thousand that a stun device would contribute to (and this does not 
imply "cause") death. This figure is likely not different than the odds of death when stun 
devices are not used, but when other multiple force measures are. A more defensible figure 
is one in one hundred thousand. 

• No federal regulative body has asserted oversight of current non-Iethal stun technology. As 
a result, there is insufficient guidance for public and private management. One result of this 
deficiency is that there are currendy no broadly accepted engineering standards in this field. 
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We believe that the establishment of industry-driven, government-endorsed standards will 
contribute significantly to better understanding of this technology domain. We expect better 
understanding will in turn help shape market (demand and supply) dynarnics for products. 
Competition may also contribute to an increase in the cornrnunity's self-management of 
safety issues. 

• \Ve strongly recommend that additional research be conducted at the organism, organ, 
tissue, and ceil levels. The mortality figures cited could conceivably reflect inaccuracies in 
reporting or perhaps there are other factors, such as efficient and effective medical care 
availability. Moreover, the vast majority of targeted individu aIs have been relatively young 
males. The community needs to understand the specific effects of varying electrical wave 
forms on relevant organic matter of ail body types in the irnrnediate cime frame of stun 
application, and in the downstream cime course as weil, to include possible psychiatric and 
other non-lethal effects. 
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Introduction and Statement of the Problem 

We believe there have been weil over 100,000 known actuations of electrical stun technology 
(or merely, stun devices or guns) by law enforcement officers over the last five years.1 Several police 
and enforcement organizations confidently daim that the technology is safer and more effective 
than other non-lethal, and even lethal alternatives. However, there are reports of nearly 100 in
custody deaths that have occurred in association with the employment of stun devices. Although 
coroners' reports do not specifically indicate that stun employment "caused" death, there is 
legitimate concern that the significant electrical surge produced by this technology contributed to, or 
indeed perhaps even caused, death. 

Opposition to (or at least critical concern regarding) stun device use is championed by non
government organizations such as the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) , the Southern 
Christian Leadership Conference (SCLC), and Amnesty International. The ACLU has called on law 
enforcement agencies in Rhode Island, Colorado, and California to tighten use of force policies, and 
to only allow the use of stun devices in situations that present a "true threat" to human life. The 
SCLC recently held a raIly in Pensacola, Florida to launch its national campaign against the use of 
stun devices, and intends to hold future hearings on stun device use in the State of Georgia. 
Amnesty International has undertaken the most critical review, and in the process, has done the 
stakeholder community a tremendous service by documenting the history of this technology, and 
chronicling episodes of stun employment, particularly in cases with unfortunate outcomes. 

Reference to "stakeholder community" ab ove is for our purposes a very important issue. 
Unlike nearly any other technological domain, there appears to be no U.S. government regulatory 
organization that has taken "responsibility" for stun device safety. That is, there is no "controlling 
legal authority" for stun technology regulation. Although the Department of Justice (DOJ) has 
begun a study on the safety of stun devices, to date, no Federal agency has taken ownership of the 
issue. The last government assessment of stun safety was conducted by the U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission (CPSC) in 1976. It found that the product should not be lethal to a normally, 
healthy person.2 Furthermore, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms & Explosives (ATF) has 
not dassified the current 'conducted-energy weapon' as a firearm, since this proprietary technology 
uses compressed nitrogen gas as the propeIlant. The A TF has therefore offered no restrictions or 
guidelines for stun device use.3 

So, although stun devices are guns, they are not firearms. They have been in commercial use 
significantly for nearly 30 years and there are unsubstantiated daims that they can kill. The salience 
of this issue has increased due in part to recent reporting of mortalities in temporal association with 
police use of stun devices. This study was conducted in order to darify issues of effectiveness and 
safety of current stun technology. 

1 The number of stun device actuations is constantly increasing. TASER International estimates the total number 
of actuations of TAS ER products only, to be around 200,000. While we acknowledge the continually increasing total, in 
arder ta make consistent calculations we will use 100,000 as the actuation figure. 

2 See May 2, 1985 press release # 85-022 from the Consumer Product Safety Commission. Available at 
www.cpsc.gov/CPSCPUB/PREREL/prhtm185/85022.html. 

3 Interestingly, there are Second Amendment issues associated with stun devices. Anticipated case law here will be 
very important from a policy perspective. 
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Background: Efficacy and Safety ofStun Device Technology 

Electrical stun technology has been available and commercially traded for more than a 
quarter century. The original market, of coUrse, was focused on private purchase in support of 
personal security. The leading manufacturer of stun devices, TASER International, Inc., reports that 
it has retailed roughly 100,000 devices for private use, and that approximately 135,000 units have 
been sold to law enforcement organizations. Sales of the devices indicate clear and growing 
demand. The TASER-specific units range in cost from around $400 to upwards of $1,000 and as a 
result, retail demand for personal use is arguably dominated by middle-and-upper income individuals 
and families.4 

Stun devices are currendy used by sorne 7,000 law enforcement agencies in the United 
States. However, use of these devices is liroited or made unlawful in certain jurisdictions. A 
summary of legal and policy restrictions is shown in Table 1. It is reasonable to assume that 
restrictions on, or the criminalization of, stun use are derived from concerns regarding safety, and 
not from doubts conceming the technology's effectiveness. 

Table 1. State & Local Limitations to Stun Deviee Uses 

STATES WHERE STUN 
DEVICES ARE ILLEGAL 
Hawaii Hawaii State Law. Rev. Stats. Title 10, Chapter 134. 
Massachusetts Massachusetts State Law. Ann. Law of Massachusetts. Chapter 140. 
Michigan The Michigan Penal Code Act 328 of 1931. Chapter 750.224a 

New Jersey State Law. New Jersey Stat. Ann. Title 2C. Chapter 39-1. 
New Jersey Senate, No. 2871 -- L.1985, c. 360 
New York New York Consolidated Law Book 39. Penal Law. Article 265 
Rhode Island General Laws of Rhode Island. Title 11, Chapter 47. Statute Subsection 11-47-42. 
Wisconsin Wisconsin Sta. Ann. Chapter 393. Chapter 941.295 

STATES WHERE STUN 
DEVICES ARE LEGAL, BUT 
WITHSOME 
RESTRICTIONS 

Connecticut Criminal Law Title 53 - Crimes, Title 53a - Penal Code, title 54 
Connecticut Criminal Procedure, Chapter 950 Section 53a-3 
Florida 790.001 (15) 

Identification Card Act. Chapter 720. Criminal Law and Procedure, Article 24. 
Illinois Deadly Weapons. 
Indiana IC 35-47-8 
North Carolina §14-269 
North Dakota North Dakota Century Code Title 62.1 and Article 10-12 

4There is a "secondary market" within stun device retail, in that consumers can purchase devices at a much lower 
rate through the Internet. We anticipate that future issues may arise here, after consumers are unable to verify the origin 
or manufacturer of the device. 

5 State and city code information available through several retail sites including 
http://www.1 stlinesecurity.com/stunres.html and http://www.beststungun.com/stun-gun-laws.html#den 
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Washington House Bill 1580, adding new chapter to Title 9 RCW 

CITIES WHERE STUN 
DEVICES ARE ILLEGAL 
Annapolis, MD Section 11.44.070 Electronic weapons (Ord. 0-59-85 § 1: prior code § 17-35) 
Baltimore, MD Baltimore City Code 115. (Ord. 385.1985) 
Howard County, MD Sec. 8.404 (C.B. 38 1985) 
District of Columbia OC Code Ann. Title 6, Chapter 23. Firearms Control. 
Philadelphia, PA Philadelphia City Ordinance. Statute 10-825 Stun Guns. 

The use of stun technology by law enforcement agencies has increased significantly over the 
past five years. Indications of growth include sales figures for the principal supplier, TASER 
International, Inc. TASER revenue has grown from around $2.2 million in 1999, to an estimated 
$67 million for fiscal year 2004.6 In addition, a number of police organizations (and individuals) 
have specifically and publicly claimed that the technology is very effective, and represents a vital 
capability in the force repertoire.7 Clearly, the devices do represent an option in law enforcement's 
"force continuum." Whereas stun devices provide a means short of deadly force, they are arguably 
more effective, and even safer than other elements of the dimension, such as baton use or 
employment of chernical sprays. Figure 1 shows a graphic of the Canadian Use of Force Model; it 
provides a representative depiction of the relationship between "force" and the types of "threat" 
that are encountered by police.8 Because law enforcement is regulated by individual states, there is 
no national use of force model in the United States. However, organizations such as the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police, exemplar rules of engagement (throughthe National 
Law Enforcement Policy Center) for law en forcement agencies on such issues as use of force, 
electronic control weapons, and other less than lethal weapons. 

6The SEC makes TASER International, Inc. company financial filings available through the EDGAR system at 
http://'W·ww.sec.gov!edgarlsearchedgar/webusers.htm 

7 This statement is supported by numerous individual agency reports including those from Chandler, Arizona; Cape 
Coral, Florida; Madison, Wisconsin; and Orange County, Florida. 

8 This model is taken from the September 2004 British Columbia Police Complaint Commissioner report on Taser 
Review. The terms used for Canadian subject behavior levels correspond to the following U.S. resistance level terms: 
Cooperative/Cooperative; Passive Resistant/Verbal Non-Compliance; Active Resistance/Defensive Resistance; 
Assaultive/ Active Aggression; Grievous Bodily Harm or Dearh/Deadly Assault. 
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Figure 1 : Canadian Use of Force Model 

Without providing detail here, it is important to note that police organizations develop 
tactics, and train on selecting context-dependant force options based on perceived levels of 
aggressive behavior. Police necessarily react to behavior and not intent. A conceptual set of 
considerations can be inferred from the figure and is confttmed anecdotally by police organizations 
as follows: (1) the stun option provides a satisfactory alternative relative to the use of deadly force; 
(2) the stun option does not represent (A) an unsatisfactory alternative to a perhaps less aggressive 
option and as a result, (B) it does not produce collateral consequences (e.g., death or injury) that 
would not have resulted with the (claimed) less aggressive option. We must turn to the available 
evidence to confirm or rusconfttm these key claims.9 

9 It is important to note that many states are placing stun devices on the same level of the force continuum as 
oleoresin capsicum(OC) spray (due to ease of subject "after care"), which is lower than impact weapon use and lethal 
force. Information available at www.policemag.org 
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Evidence Regarding the Efficacy and Safety of Stun Technology 

The two fundamental and obvious technical questions associated with the employment of 
non-lethal devices in general, and electrical stun technology in particular, are as follow: (1) are they 
effective, and (2) are they safe? "Safe" and "effective" are of course relative terms, and therefore 
must be (A) clarified, (B) quantifie d, and (C) objectively evaluated. Perhaps the largest contribution 
to confusion over the stun device debate is a lack of precision in terminology. We believe that 
clarity and universality of definitions is vitally important, and thus we provide the following 
treatment of terms and concepts. 

Non-Lethal Deviees De{ined. Military forces have long used tactics, techniques and 
procedures that range from extremely lethal, to those that are considerably less than lethal. 
Fundamental to this military continuum that is at least as old as Sun Tzu, and typical of today's 
military-engineering-legal enterprise, formal definitions have been vetted and adopted in military 
parlance. We commend the DoD de finition of non-lethal weaponry as follows: 

'Weapons that are explicz'tfy designed and primarify emplqyed so as to incapacitate personnel or 
materie4 while minimi~ngfatalities) permanent io/ury to personne4 and undesired collateral damage 
to properry and the environment. ,,10 

The importance of this definition is the emphasis placed on the intent of employment, and 
not on the unintended outcome of employment. That "force" is used necessarily implies potential 
harm to tissue or organs, but, at least as military doctrine clearly articulates, the intention of non
lethal technology is not to kill, but rather to incapacitate-and to do so temporarily. Although we 
know of no similarly published doctrine from law enforcement organizations, we believe that the 
military de finition of non-lethal technology is particularly appropriate in the case of stun devices in 
law enforcement, and thus we have adopted it for our purposes. 

Effieaey (or Etfeetiveness) and Safety De{ined. There are several philosophical models that 
can be used to frame and subsequently, to defme the relative effectiveness-and relative safety of a 
particular technology. These range from the engineering rigor of military test and evaluation 
processes, to business-related analyses of product movement to consumers. We chose to followa 
conservative Food and Drug Administration (FDA) philosophy for defming efficacy and safety, 
primarily because of the putative life-and-death matters that have been made central to the stun 
device debate. 

A thematic characteristic of FDA product regulation is the following: efficacy and safety are 
not examined as mutuaily independent variables. The fundamental precept of FDA regulation is 
best portrayed from the source itself: "Although (medical products) are required to be safe, safety 
does not mean zero risk, since ail (medical products) are associated with risks. A safe (medical 
product) is one that has reasonable risks, given the magnitude of the benefit expected and the 

10 DoD Policy Directive 3000.3, updated November 2003. 
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alternatives available," (U.S.FDAll; The reader may substitute "law enforcement devices" for 
"medical products"). 

No useful technology is perfectly safe. This can be said of a'!Y technology, even devices that 
are designed specifically and exc1usively to save lives, such as seatbelts or air bags-which 
themselves can and do kill (to be discussed in relative terms later). The question of efficacy and 
safety thus decomposes to the following efficacy dominated concerns (A) Does the technology do 
what it is intended to do at the behaviorallevel? Does it provide an effective option among force 
options? Is it an alternative to deadly force, or is it an alternative for other, perhaps less "aggressive" 
non-Iethal tools? Does it incapacitate targeted individuals and targeted individuals only? What is a 
perpetrator's perception of the use of this technology vis-à-vis other force options? Safety-oriented 
interrogatives inc1ude: (B) Is the underlying effect (physiologicaily) understood, and is it reasonable, 
given the c1aimed effectiveness? Let us first consider the sources of evidence and then provide an 
intenm assessment. 

Table 2 depicts the realm of possible sources of evidence that are considered presently. 
Information available inc1udes directly applicable data from field experience, and indirectly 
applicable data from laboratory research and other more or less formaI studies. We were not 
convinced that ail of the questions outlined in the former paragraph could be answered with 
confidence at this rime. We have concentrated on the two principal issues: efficacy and safety. 

Table 2: Currently Available Evidence Sources 

DIRECT INDIRECT 

Effectiveness Anecdotal Reports Sales to Police Departments 
Law Enforcement Agencies Non Law Enforcement Activity 

Safety Medical Reports Laboratory Studies 
Volunteer Episodes Modeling & Simulation 

Direct Evidence of Effectiveness. Direct evidence of effectiveness derives from police 
reports. These are almost invariably positive. The difficulty here is that critics may reasonably argue 
that police organizations have a bias in favor of stun devices, and that this bias contaminates any 
self-report of effectiveness. However, we believe that this is blindly dismissive of law enforcement 
reporting. Summaries from various law enforcement agencies show a consistent pattern of contexts, 
and of outcomes of use. The Los Angeles Sheriffs Department, for example, daims a 94 percent 
effectiveness rate for stun devices. This compares very favorably with success from other 
techniques and devices such as pepper spray. The latter is believed to provide no better than an 85 
percent effectiveness rating. We know of no evidence of targeting, accuracy, or reliability issues that 
might compromise the effectiveness of stun technology. 

Il U.S. FDA Report (May 1999) Managing the Risksfrom MedicalProduct Use. Part 1: Background- What are the Risks 
and What is FDA's Role in Managing Risk? The reader may substitute "law enforcement devices" for "medical products". 
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Indirect Evidence ofEffectiveness. Indirect evidence for efficacy derives primarily from the 
fact that purchases by law en forcement agencies continue to increase. Based on the assumption that 
local and state governments make budget decisions in a competitive, vetted, and publicly 
accountable way, the simple observation that purchases (and repeat customership) continue to 
increase is an indirect but strong suggestion that the devices are doing what they are purchased to 
do. 

Indirect evidence also arises from the fact that enterprises other than traditional law 
enforcement agencies, as weIl as foreign governments such as the U.K., France, and Finland are 
utilizing this technology. Other support can be inferred from recent decisions by the Department of 
Homeland Security (DHS) and Transportation Safety Administration (fSA), which now approves 
the deployment and use of stun devices by specially trained personnel on board commercial aircraft. 
A 2004 USA Today article noted that stun devices are the only non-lethal weapon that could be used 
safely on airline flights. 12 Groups such as the Airline Pilots' Association (ALP A) believe that these 
devices can be valuable for cabin security. Currently, flight attendants are not permitted to carry 
firearms, therefore the stun device creates an option for securing and protecting the aircraft and its 
passengers. The Association of Flight Attendants supports this policy, although currently no 
domestic airline carrier has deployed stun devices on their aircraft. It should be noted, however, that 
several foreign carriers are using this technology on international flights. 

Direct Evidence of Safety. The most direct evidence of safety for stun technology derives 
from examination of post deployment, or use reports. The range of outcomes available here varies 
from incidents of in custody mortality, to episodes in which no apparent medical sequelae obtain at 
all (i.e., no morbidity). Amnesty International has produced an annotated tabularization of the 72 
mortality cases known at the rime of its publication.13 Examination of each case reveals that in no 
instance was stun employment singularly indicated or implicated as the cause of death. On the other 
hand, causes of death normally address vital organ (brain) function or cessation; thus stun device 
employment to the body would not ordinarily be listed as a cause, per se, but rather as a possible 
contributing factor. Records of the mortality events reveal other consistent and significant patterns, 
to which we turn next. 

The average age of those who died was 36.5, and all but one were apparently male.14 

Depending on the criteria used, 25 to 33 individuals died as the result of drug overdose, as 
specifically indicated by Coroner or Medical Examiner reports. 15 This included over-dosages of 
cocaine (19 to 26 cases) and methamphetamine (6 to 7 cases). The level of detail in the 
documentation shows that unequivocal, multiple use of force was evident in 44 cases. If we subtract 
the cases in which handcuffing was used without clear indication of significant force, 40 cases 

12 Levin, A. and Woodyard, C. (2004, November 08). "Stun Guns OK'd for use on airline". USATodqy, p. lA. 
Retrieved March 1,2005 from 
http://www.usatoday.com/printedition/newsI20041108/1abottomstrip08dom.art.htm 

13 See Appendix A of Amnesty International. (November 2004). United States of America: Excessive and lethal 
force? Amnesty International's concerns about deaths and ill-treatment involving police use of tasers. Retrieved February 
Il,2005, from https:llweb.amnsety.org/library/index/ENGAMR511392004 

14 TIùs inference is based on the fust names of the deceased. The single female was actually a fetus. 
15 There is inconsistency based on reporting standards across jurisdictions. We report the most conservative 

calculations based on scrutiny of the Amnesty International compilation. 
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required multiple use of force. There is only one case in which only stun use was applied (see below 
for detalls). These multiple force cases included forceful restraint (often requiring several officers 
wrestling the individual to restraint, "hog-tieing," sometimes to a position that compromised 
breathing), baton use, chemical spray application, and stun use. There were 14 double-use (e.g., 
baton and stun) incidents, 24 triple use events, and 6 cases in which 4 or more types of force were 
employed. The modal application (based on unequivocal reporting) was three forros of force (mean 
= 2.8; median = 3). This indicates of course that no single application of force used (restraint, stun, 
etc.) can be singularly identified as the leading element among the "cause of death" contributors. 
The number of stun applications pel' individual ranged from 1 to 13 (the latter figure is an outlier
the range otherwise was 1 to 6 stun applications). Median and modal stun application were 
approximately 2 applications pel' individual (though the mean = 3.57 due partiy to the outlier). 
From the annotation, it does not appear that any death occurred during or itnmediately after stun 
application 16. 

Following is a synopsis of the six accounts in which stun application was specificaily cited as 
a salient contributor to death. Average age for these individuals was approximately 39, and use of 
force was multiple in ail cases. Significant heart disease was specificaily cited in two cases, and drug 
overdose (or fallure to take prescription medication) was evident in ail but one case. The single case 
in which stun application was the only force used in a death-related case was for an individual who 
fell, presumably as the result of loss of postural control, and sustained a fatal injury to the head-i.e., 
before law enforcement officials were able to access the individual. Thus, from Arnnesty's 
compilation, we are able to confidendy isolate stun device application as the principal contributor to 
death in one instance, and this was due to secondary means (by falling). The pattern almost 
invariably associated with deaths wherein drugs were involved, and in which stun and other devices 
were employed, appears to be that of nearly super-human physical struggle, principally against law 
enforcement officiaIs. A nascent but increasingly respected medical interest in the associated 
medical trauma is converging on a constellation of symptoms that are being termed "excited 
delirium syndrome."17 Here, in theory, "patients" "out-run" their aerobic reserve and expire, either 
through fibrillation or otherwise. A key point should be made here: excited delirium syndrome 
implies mortality caused by multiple factors over-driving the cardiovascular-pulmonary system, and 
not heart fallure produced through electrical surge (from a stun device) applied to or conducted to 
the heart. 

Death associated with in-custody episodes in which stun devices were no! used also occur, of 
course. Civilians Down, an advocacy and support group for familles who have lost loved ones while 
in police custody, report that nearly 1,000 people die in police custody each year.18 This sets up an 
important hypothesis relative to the isolated contribution of stun devices to in custody demise. If 
stun devices are "the cause," and not merely a contributing factor, then there should be significandy 
more deaths after or during in custody stun-use evolutions than for other (e.g., chemical spray or 

16 This finding is important in light of the fact that when electric de fibrillation devices are applied in order to 
purposefully change heart rhythmicity, the effect is immediate. It is aIso important to note that defibrillation devices are 
applied proximal to the heart, surge to 60 Amperes, and do not cause heart attacks, but rather reverse them. 

17 Excited Delirium Syndrome or Acute Exhaustive Mania were cited as cause of death in severaI of the Amnesty 
International compilation cases. 

18Information is available at www.civiliansdown.com. 
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baton use) episodes in which stun devices specifically were not used. The evidence here favors the 
conclusion that stun devices cannot be isolated as the sole, or even a principal cause of death. 19 

In summary of the cases cited to date, if we consider the incidents in which stun technology 
contributed (singularly or in combination) to death, the range is from 1 to 72 mortalities. If we also 
accept that the applications of stun devices (for demonstration, or for effect) range from 60,00020 to 
100,000, the probability of death being associated with stun application ranges from 1 (specific 
death) in 100,000 (custodial + demonstration uses); to a maximum of 72 (temporally-associated 
deaths) in 60,000 (custodial uses21). This means that a safety factor for stun application is on the 
order of 0.999 to 0.99999. Stated another way, the probability of death after stun device 
administration to the body is from one in a thousand to one in one hundred thousand. Looked at 
from a different probability perspective, the likelihood of death due specifically to air bag 
deployment in modern automobiles is such that for every 50 individuals saved, one is killed.22 One 
stun device manufacturer claims that stun devices have saved sorne 7,000 lives. If true, the most 
conservative saved/killed ratio for stun devices is 70:1. Based on the data cited above, this number 
is more likely 700:1 or greater. 

A second set of direct data derives from an informaI assessment of approximately 40,000 
employments of stun devices applied to volunteer law enforcement officers. This process serves the 
purpose of teaching police the effects of the electricai surge from a personal involvement level, and 
it thereby presumably inspires sorne increment of wisdom before the device is used on private 
citizens. We have found no evidence of mortality or morbidity when police are voluntarily stunned. 
A legitimate argument here is that this is a faulty sample set because the vast majority of police 
officers are healthy young males with no exotic drugs in their systems. On the surface, this is a fair 
cntlclsm. However, in reality, the vast majority of those who have been incapacitated by stun 
devices were themselves young males. lndeed the Amnesty International compilation cited above 
included nearly exclusively male (average age, mid-thirties) targets.23 

Indirect Evidence of Safety. The best available indirect evidence of stun device safety 
cornes from modeling efforts, either in vitro, in vivo (with live animal models), or in si/ico (modeling 
and simulation). The quantity of information available is not formidable, but the quality of the 

19 As one example, a March 1994 report derived from data collected by the International Association of Chiefs of 
Police (IACP) states: "A tota! of 30 incidents were found between August of 1990 and December of 1993 in which the death of a subject 
occurred fo!!owing a spraying with Oc. The 30 cases, a!! invo!ving ma!e decedents, share severa! commonalities. Ail subjects behaved in a 
combative and/ or bizarre manner and strugg!ed with the police. Drugs and/ or a!coho/ were invo/ved in most cases. In the majority of cases, 
OC spray was either ineffective or less than totalJy effective. GeneralJy, restraint techniques were employed subsequent to spraying, and with one 
exception, a!1 deaths occurred either immediateJy or soon after the corifrontation." The full report can be found at: 
http://w.Nw.zarc.com/english/other sprays/reportsliacp oc death 1994.html. 

20 See next paragraph. 
21 We are obviously USL.'1g disparate data sets for numerator and denominator here in order to derive a worst-case 

estimate for possible srun device lethality. 
22 This conclusion is based on National Highway Transportation Safety Board data reporting that from 1990 

through 2004 there were 253 conftrmed, and 22 unconftrmed airbag related fatalities. The same NTSB data estimates 
that airbags have saved a gross number of between 13,385 and 16,537 drivers, and 3,152 front-right side passengers. 
http:/hV'V/W-nrd.nhtsa.doLgov/depanments/nrd-30 /ncsa ITextVer / Anchor-SC-29958 

23 \Vithout elaboration here, one reason that being relatively young and male is partly inoculative is that the skin, 
musculature, etc., are more voluminous and thus arguabty provide more resistance (ohms) and thus more protection for 
the heart. 
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evidence is instructive. We will provide a very brief overview. In fact, we will concentrate on one 
recent government study. 

A recent experimental examination of stun efficacy and health effects was conducted at the 
U.S. Air Force Research Laboratory. A briefing of the study is available from the Air Force as U.S. 
Air Force Research Laboratory Technical Report AFRL-HE-BR-TR-2004-0094, September 2004. 
Dissemination is controlled by DoD Directive 5230.25. The report does not appear in the peer
reviewed literature at this time, however the information in the available briefing is clear. The effort 
specifically examined the effectiveness (muscle contraction) and cardiac safety (ventricular 
fibrillation) of stun device application (representing the dose characteristics of a TASER 
International X-26 product) to swine. The technical community believes this animal to be the best 
model (due to heart-to-body ratio, etc.) for this type of research. 

First, with regard to effectiveness outcomes, it is clear that the stun devices succeeded in 
causing muscle contraction in the limbs and in producing loss of posture. So at the behavioral and 
physiologicallevel, evidence of effectiveness seems unequivocal. There is nothing surprising here
this is consistent with reports from law enforcement evolutions with humans, at least at the 
behaviorallevel. 

With regard to health effects, there were no reported mortalities-no pigs died as the result 
of stun exposure. In order to understand more fully the physiology of potenlial damage to the body, 
chemical blood substances known or thought to be associated with muscle damage were collected. 
In summary, blood pH became more acidic, but returned to normal within an hour of exposure; 
lactate increased and slowly returned to normal; blood CO2 increased after application but returned 
to normal within one hour; serum potassium increased, but returned to about six percent of normal 
within one hour. Although recommending further study, in summary here, the government 
reported no evidence of heart attack, nor evidence of enduring, down stream effects based on 
lagging indicators in blood plasma chemistry. 

It is very important to underscore the importance of the dosage levels used in this 
experiment. Electrical pulses were applied to the animals for 5 seconds, each followed by a period 
of 5 seconds of no exposure. This on-off pattern was repeated continuously for 3 minutes. At the 
conclusion of this 180-second mode, a one-hour delay was imposed, and the same treatrnent was 
applied for another three minutes to each animal. Thus at six exposures per minute, the porcine 
models received 18 stuns per period, and thus 36 stun dosages, total. Recall that in the Amnesty 
International compilation of human mortalities, the average number of stuns was reported to be less 
than five (in fact mode = 2; mean = 3.57). That is, the pigs in the Air Force study received an order 
of magnitude more stuns than did the humans in the Amnesty International database. This 
experimental dosage appropriately minimizes the odds of making an inferential error: That no pig 
died or showed evidence of sustained (plasma substance) morbidity-despite the very high dosage 
levels-supports a claim of (relative) safety for the stun device, at least as used under experimental 
control conditions (e.g., placement of terminals on the animal, etc.). 
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Conclusions 

Based on the available evidence, and on accepted criteria for defming product risk vs. 
efficacy, we believe that when stun technology is appropriately applied, it is relatively safe and clearly 
effective. The only known field data that are available suggest that the odds are, at worst, one in one 
thousand that a stun device would contribute to (and this does not imply "cause") death. This figure 
is likely not different than the odds of death when stun devices are not used, but when other 
multiple force measures are. A more defensible figure is one in one hundred thousand. 

No federal regulative body has asserted oversight of current non-lethal stun technology. As 
a result, there is insufficient guidance for public and private management. One result of this 
deficiency is that there are currendy no broadly accepted engineering standards in this field. We 
believe that the establishment of industry-driven, government-endorsed standards will contribute 
significandy to better understanding of this technology domain. We expect better understanding will 
in turn help shape market (demand and supply) dynamics for products. Competition may also 
contribute to an increase in the community's self-management of safety issues. 

We strongly recommend that additional research be conducted at the organism, organ, 
tissue, and ceillevels. The mortality figures cited could conceivably reflect inaccurades in reporting 
or perhaps there are other factors, such as efficient and effective medical care availability. Moreover, 
the vast majority of targeted individuals have been relatively young males. The community needs to 
understand the specific effects of varying electrical wave fOrfiS on relevant organic matter of ail 
body types in the irrunediate rime frame of stun application, and in the downstream rime course as 
weil, to include possible psychiatric and other non-lethal effects. 
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Background: The Taser is a weapon that delivers high-voltage electricity and is used by approximately 
one third ofU.S. lawenforcement agencies. Although generally regarded as safe, little research exists in 
the literature despite reported sudden deaths. To our knowledge, no prospective human studies on the 
Taser exist. Objectives: To evaluate for cardiac changes utilizing monitoring during deployment of the 

Taser on healthy volunteers. Methods: This prospective, interventional pilot study was performed with 
police officers receiving training on the Taser X-26. The officers, all ofwhom had already volunteered 
to be "tasered," had continuous 3-1ead electrocardiographic (ECG) monitoring immediately before, 
during, and after fIfing of the Taser. The mean duration ofECG tracing after shock was 16.3 seconds. 
Primary endpoints inc1uded development of changes in cardiac rate and rhythm, morphology, and 
intervals. Investigators individually analyzed the tracings. Comparative statistical analysis utilized paired 
Student's t-test and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Results: Data were collected on 20 subjects. The 
mean shock duration was 2.4 seconds (range 1.2-5 s). Other than sinus tachycardia, no dysrhythmias 
were identified after the taserings. There was no change in morphology, QRS duration (range 40-80 
msec), or QT interval (range 200-400 msec) between the before- and after-Taser groups. After the 
tasering, there was a 12-msec decrease (95% CI 6 to 18, p < 0.001) in the mean PR interval from l32 to 
120 msec. The mean heart rates before and after being tasered were, respectively, 127 (range 80-160) 
and 142 (range 108-175). The mean increase in heart rate was 15 beats/min (95% CI 7 to 22; P < 0.001). 
Conclusions: In this pilot study we found no significant cardiac dysrhythmias in healthy human subjects 
immediately after receiving a Taser shock. In addition, there were no morphologic, rhythm, or interval 
changes other than a small decrease in PR interval and an increase in heart rate. 
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